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Speaker Churchill: ''The House Will be in order. The Members will

be in their chairs. Representative Churchill in the Chair.

The Chaplain for the day is the Father Kieran Kemner of our

Lady's Chapel in Oak Brook. Father Kemner is the guest of

Representative Eilleen Lyons. Will the guesto in the

gallery please rise to join us for the invocation. Father
Kemner.''

Father Kieran Kemner: lGood morninq. Let us pray. Oh, God,

creator of us all and of everything in our world. We

praise and thank You for the gift of life, the gift of

freedom, the gift of a homeland. You created us to people

Your would and develop and enhance and protect the creation

You have entrusted to our care. lt is Your plan that all

people strive to live in peace and harmony, enjoying the

goods of the earth, You provide in Your wisdom and

goodness. We decide that we see ourselves as brothers and

sisters, caring and providing for one another, especially

the weaker ones in our family of human kind. We trust it

is Your providence that we have been elected to offices of

leadership, to determine the common good oi this State of

Illinols and the common good of our country. We like to

protect and nourish that common good, for united we stand,

divided ve iall. We call upon Your wisdom and Your

compassion to help us address the evils that are afflicting

our society, and even destroying it, especially the evils

of bate and violencep as recently witnessed in Oklahoma

City and are increasingly experienced in our cities, in our

streets, and in our homes. Help us to bridge our

difierences, to be civil in our discourse, and open-minded

to the views and proposals of one another. Help us to work

together for the good of the state and of the country.

Bless us: bless our State, bless our Country, stand beside
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us and guide us, through the liqht, with a light from

above. Amen.''

Speaker Churchill: ''We will be led this morning in the Pledge of

Allegiance by Representative Zabrocki.?

Zabrocki, et al: ''I pledge allegiance to the flag of the Untied

States of American, and to the republic for which it I

stands, one nation under God, indivisible, with liberty and

justice for all.''

Speaker Churchill: ''Ro1l Call for Attendance. Representative

Currie is recognized for excused absences on the Democratic

side of the aisle.''
1

Currie: ''Thank you Speaker. Please let the record show that

Representative Martinez is excused and Representative

Turner is on official business and also excusedao

Speaker Churchill: ''The Journal will so reflect. Representative

Cross, any excused absences on the Republican side of the

aisle??

Cross: ''No.O

Speaker Churchill: 'Keep it that short all day. Mr. Clerk, take

the record. There are ll6 Members answering the Roll and a

quorum is present, the House will come to order. Senate

Bills, First Readinqo''

Clerk McLennand: ''Introduction and First Reading of Senate Bills.

Senate Bill 64, offered by Representative Cross. A 9ill

for an Act to amend the Illinois Vehicle Code. Senate 3i1l

130, offered by Representative Cowlishaw. A Bill for an

Act to amend the School Code. Senate Bill 317, offered by

Representative Cross. A Bill for an Act to amend the

Consumer Fraud and Deceptive Business Practlces Act.

Senate Bill 320 : of f ered by Representat ive Parke . A Bi 11

f or an Act to amend the Unemployment I nsurance Act . Senate

Bi 11 33l . of f ered by Representat ive Black . A Bi 11 f or an

2
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Act to amend the lllinois Public Aid Code. Senate Bill

349, offered by Representative Saviano. A Bill for an Act

in relation to real estate. Senate Bill 398, offered by

Representative Saviano. A Bikl for an Act concerning

regulation of sales of hearing instruments by the

Department of Public Hea1th. Senate Bill 433, offered by

Representative Biggert. A 3ill for an Act to amend the

Business Corporation Act of 1583. Senate Bill 524, offered

by Representative Brady. A Bill for an Act to amend the

Illinois Vehicle Code. Senate Bill 533, offered by

Representative Brady. A Bill for an Act to amend the

Illinois Insurance Code. Senate 3i1l 534, offered by

Representative Saviano. A Bill for an Act in relation to

Dental Practices. Senate Bill 540, offered by

Representative Rutherford. A Bill for an Act in relation

to taxation of motor vehicles. Senate Bill 562, offered by

Representative Spangler, a Bt11 for an Act to amend the

Illinois Public Aid Code. Senate Bill 579, offered by

Representative Churchill, a 3i11 for an Act concerning

public and private cooperation for business and economic

development in Illinois. Senate Bill 588, offered by

Representative Stephens, a Bill for an Act to amend the

Election Code. Senate Bill 613, offered by Representative

Saviano, a Bill for an Act in relation to dental practices.

Senate Bill 616, offered by Representative Brady
, a Bill

for an Act amending the Hospital Licensing Act. Senate Bill

706, offered by Representative Durkin, a Bill for an Act

concernîng law enforcement. Senate Bill 718, offered by

Representative Cowlishaw, a Bill for an Act concerning

higher education. Senate Bi11 741, offered by

Representative Spangler, a 3ill for an Act to amend the

Unified Code of Corrections. Senate 3i1l 826, offered by

3
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Representative Wennlund, a Bill for an Act to amend the

Reqional Transportation Authority Act. Senate Bill 832,

offered by Representative Cowlishaw, a Bill for an Act to

amend the School Code. Senate 3i1l 838, offered by

Representative Johnson, Tom, a Bill for an Act to amend the

Dnified Code of Corrections. Senate Bill 846, offered by

Representative Deuchler, a Bill for an Act to amend the

Abused and Neglected Child Reporting Act. Senate Bill 847,

offered by Representative Krause, a 3i1l for an Act to

amend the Illinois Public Aid Code. Senate Bill 885,

offered by Representative Younqe, a Bill for an Act making

appropriations. Senate Bill 949, offered by Representative

Kubik, a 3il1 for an Act to amend the Illinois Public Aid

Code. Senate Bill 958: offered by Representative Black, a

3i1l for an Act to amend the Mechanics Lien Act. Senate

Bill 974, offered by Representative Lang, a Bill for an Act

to amend the Election Code. Senate Bill 995, offered by

Representative Cowlishaw, a Bill for an Act to amend the

Statute on Statutes by adding Section 1.35. Senate Bill

998, offered by Representative Cowlishaw, a Bill for an Act

to amend the School Code. Sénate Bill 1028: offered by

Representative Wennlund, a Bill for an Act to amend the

Criminal Code of 1961. Senate Bill 1038, offered by

Representative Wennlund, a Bill for an Act in relation to

criminal law, amending named Acts. Senate Bill 1080,

offered by Representative Cowlishaw, a 3i1l for an Act

concerning domestic relations. Senate Bill 1û81, offered by

Representative Parke, a Bill for an Act to amend the

Illinois lnsurance Code. Senate Bill 1082, offered by

Representative Lang, a Bill for an Act to amend the Health

Maintenance Organization Act. Senate Bill 1089, offered by

Representative Wennlund. A Bill for an Act to amend the

4
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Code of Civil Procedure of 1963. Senate 3ill 1093, offered

by Representative Cowlishaw. A Bill for an Act to amend

the Illinois Pension Code. Senate Bill 1187, offered by

Representative Spangler. A Bill for an Act concerning the

insanity defense. Third Reading of this Bill.

Introduction and First Reading of these Senate Bills./

Speaker Churchill: %We'll now proceed to the Order of House

Bills, Second Reading. Representative Hassert, are you

ready to go on House 3ill 682? Mr. Clerkp please read

House 3i11 682.%

Clerk McLennand: 'House Bill 682, a Bill for an Act in relation

to the transfer of real property. Second Reading of this

House Bill. Committee Amendment 41 was referred to

subcommittee. Amendment 42 was adopted. Floor Amendment

43 was referred to Rules. Floor Amendment #4, offered by

Representative Hassert, has been approved ior

consideration.''

Speaker Churchill: nThe Chair recognizes the Gentleman from Cook.

Representative Hassert, on Floor Amendment 44.*

Hassert: 'Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Floor Amendment #4 becomes the

Bill. sasically this is our land transfer 3i1l for the

year. 1'11 be more than willing to try to ansver any of

the questions in regarding land transfers.''

Speaker Churchill: n1s there any questions? The Chair recognizes

the Gentleman from Clinton, Representative Granberg./

Granberg: *Thank you? Mr. Speaker. Will the Gentleman yield?''

Speaker Churchill: ''He indicates he will. Please proceed.?

Granberg: PRepresentative Hassert, how many transfers are in your

Bill?''

Speaker Churchtll: lRepresentative Hassert.''

Hassert: ''Representative Granberg, 75.'9

Speaker Churchilll 'Representative Granberg.''
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1Granberg : pHave a1l the appraisals been f i 1ed with the Clerk?''
Speaker Churchi l1: HRepresentative Hassett . P

Hassert : lY'es . >

Speaker Churchi 11 : 'Representative Granberg . *

Granberq : O I s this just the Department of Transportat ion or is
this the Department of Conservat ion as well 

, or is any

other agency involved besides DOT? f'

Speaker Churchi 11 : pRepresentat ive Hassert . ''

Hassert : 'Yes Representat ive y there ' s Mines and Minerals y
conservat ion , Department of Transportat i on , Mental Health . ''

Speaker Churchill : ''Representative Granberg . >

Granberg : ''Well Representative , in the past thi s has been

negotiated on a bipartisan basis on how many Republican and

home many Democrat conveyances are in the Bi 11 . You know

how may Democratic conveyances are in the Bi11?/

Speaker Churchill : nRepresentat ive Hassert . *

Hassert : ''Representative Granberg , yeah , this has been negotiated

and I was wrong on the number . There ' s 55. . .there ' s been

39 Republicans l transf er red 16 Democrats . Xour staf f has

reviewed thi s . They ' ve cooperated with our staf i . They' ve

come to an agreemeat on at1 these tand transf ers .''

Speaker Churchi l l : ''Representat ive Granberg . ''

Granberg : > ts thls t*e same land Bill transf er as last f a1l and

last spr ins? ''

Speaker Cburchill: qRepresentative Hassert . ''

Hassert ) '' I think there i s some that Were conta ined in the Bi 11

last falle and there are some additional ones . R

Speaker Churchi 11 : ''RepregentaE ive Granberg . ''

Granberg : ''What would those be Representat ive? ''

Speaker Churchi 11 : f'Representat ive Hassert . f

Hassert : 'Representative , I don f t know tbe di f f erence between

last year ' s Bi 11 and this year ' s Bi 11 . ''

6
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Speaker Churchill: 'Representative Granberg.
''

Granberg: *At Whose request were they initiated, Representative?''

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Hassertq''

Hassert: >The requests for the land transfers initiated mostly by

tbe agencies and some by Members.'

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Granberg.'

Granberg: ''In regards to the additional ones Representative, you
indicated you do not know what the additional ones are

,

where they are located. Does you.. .I know your staff is

very competent in this area, I'm not sure they'were

involved last year, I would assume from dealing with your

staff in other matters, they Would have an idea as to where

they are located. Just the additional ones at this point
.
?

Speaker Churchill: 'Representative Hassert.''

Hassert: 'Representative, you want the ones that werenft in last

Y C Z U ? lf

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Granberg.'

Granberg: nl'd actually like to know the ones that were taken out

from last year and the ones that were added for this year
.

We had a pretty qood idea on last year, what the agreement

was, and there was basically a consensus on the ones from

last year, so that is not my concern. lt's the additional

ones that were added to your leqislation this year.o

Speaker Churchill: %Representative Granberg has indicated tbat

you staff had a list of these transfers and that they

worked on this with the staff from the other side aisle.

Perhaps you can ask that questlon of your stafê.''

Hassert: ''Representative, asked their staff. We do not have

the list. can go through the whole list of conveyances

if we'd like, a11 55, instead of just tbe additional ones.''
Speaker Churchill: ''Do you have a staff that can assist you with

this?''

7
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Granberq: ''No, we'll just do it this way. Representative, could

you list the transfers item by ltem and whose

Representative districts they impact?''

Speaker Churchilll lRepresentative Granberg, do you have staff

that can assist with this? Apparently the staffs Irom both

sides have worked this out have worked this out. Is this

something that your side has agreed to? Never mind. The

Chair doesnft mind if you ask questions that...tf you have

some legitimate questions, but youlre askinq questions that

your staff people should provide to you.''

Granbergl lWell, Representative, I don't think our staff can help

us with the additional ones and what the reason ts over and

above last year. We sat in then Majority Leader Mcpike's
office last year, your office, and negotiated on these last

year. I'm asking for the additional ones this year and

whose districts they impact and Ifm trying to determine

what the rationale is for this year. I'm not trying to

belabor over last year, but would like to know what has

been taken out, because last year, one of the contentious

items, or the quick take in Rockiord, for the airport that

was at the request, I believe of Rockford Airport, at the

request of Senator Phillip. Apparently that has been taken

out, so I'm trying to do this on a bipartisan basis to

determine what items have been taken out, what the

rationale might be, and what items have been added.?

Speaker Churchill: 'Yes? I noticed you have one of your high

level staff people in front of you now? perhaps he can help

you ln thatp but perhaps Representative Hassert can answer

that question, he can proceed. Representative Hassert.''

Hassert: ''Representative Granbergs I'm going to try and go

through this briefly and look at some ones that know were

added in this year. The Mines and Minerals has a section

8
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in here in Benton, Illinois and a land transfer. There is

an area in my district with the Department of Corrections

that the Statesville property to the Lockport Park

District...l just want to reemphasize there is no quick
take in this Bill. Some of the controversial issues that

were there last year were taken out. There's one in

Representative Novak's district, the city of Kankakee.

There's one in Representative Ryder's district, Olan Nature

Preserve. There's a transfer in Will County in

Representative McGuire's district, a juvenile detention
facility, some land transfer there. The Glenville

(sic-GlenviewlNaval Air Station. There's one in

Representative Davis' district, for the Alton Locks and

Melvin Price Locks and Dams and basically, the variety of

the IDOT'S requests and some of the other agencieso?

Speaker Churchilll 'Purther discussion? Then Gentleman from

Cook, Representative Lanv.'

Lang: ''I will yield my time to Mr. Granberg.''

Speaker Churchill: nRepresentative Lang yields his time to

Representative Granberg. Representative Granberg, further

questions?n

Granberg: HYes, Representative Hassert, thank you for that. Now,

those were the items that were added to the Bill as opposed

to last year's, Sir, as to the best of your knokledge?''

Speaker Churchill: nRepresentative Hassert.''

Hassert: ''Representative Granbergp to the best of my knowledge?

yes. There might be some additional that I missed, but to

the best of my knowledge those were the ones that Were

added.n

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Granberg.''

Granberg: ''And this also now deletes, understand, it's any and

all quick take provisions that were part of the

9
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i neqotiations and part of the package that was put together

last year in the fall Veto Session.?''

Speaker Churchill: 'Representative Hassert.p

Hassert: ''Yes, Representative Granberg. Any quick takes, or

anything on, my understanding is going to be done on a

separate Bill totally together so we'll have another time

to dtscuss anything. This Bill is pretty noncontroversial.

lt's pretty clear-cut and dry. There's nothing in there

that I can see...both sides have worked on it and have come

to an agreement on it. I think we've both staffed. v .our

Members and your Members have cooperated on this and

everybody's request, that have requested this, has been put

into this Bi1l.''

Speaker Churchill: 'Representative Granberg.'

Granberg: ''Is there a provision in this, in Will County, on a

transfer that they would have to do a local...this

precludes the local transier of authority and/or interest?

You know anything about a Will County transfer?''

Speaker Churchill: lRepresentative Hassert.''

Hassert: ''Representative Granberg, could you repeat that what

particular Section?''

Speaker Churchill: lRepresentative Granberg.''

Granberg: NI believe there was a question from our staif,
Representative, if in this Bill there will be a transfer in

Will County?''

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Hassert.''

Granberg: *Do you know if...''

Hassert: ''Yes Representative, there's two transfers in Will

County. One for the Lockport Park District with the

Department of Corrections, and one for Will County for the

Department of Corrections for a juvenile detention center.H

Speaker Churchtll: ''Representative Granberg.?

10
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Granberg: @In one of those or both, Representative, do you know

if there is some...there....there's local opposition that

they've had some problem with the city council of the

country board on the transfer for purposes of the

Department of Corrections? Is that the one or the both of

those transfers?''

Speaker Churchill: lRepresentative Granberg, I believe you have

to ask the question again. Representative Hassert could

not hear you. Ladies and Gentlemen, please qive your

attention to the two people who are debating this issue.

They cannot hear each other. Please, hold the noise down

in the chamber. Representative Granberg, please proceed.
p

Granberq: *Representative, on the Will Country transfers, you

indicated there Were two such transiers in your Amendments.

Is this in reqards to the opposition about the Department

of Corrections? It's my understanding tbat there is a kot

of local opposition because ot the Department of

Corrections and the citing of the juvenile detention

center, could that be correct? And I assume this is done

with ...at the request of the Representative from Will

County, so I just want to make sure that Gentleman and that
Lady knows that...is involved with this, so the

understanding is, there might be opposition to the proposed

transfer.''

Speaker Churchill: pRepresentative Hassert.
''

Hassert: 'On the land transfer of the juvenile detention center
which I assume you're speaking about, to my knowledge?

there has been no local opposition basically. It has been

agreed upon by the City of Joliet, Will County, al1 the

people within the area. It's already at existing youth

detention center, so this would just be within the same
boundaries of that, so it would be no changing. know of

11
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no opposition.'

Speaker Churchillk NRepresentative Granbergxf'

Granberq: ''Thank you, Representative, just wanted to make sure,
because sometimes some of these items that get thrown in an

Amendment, might impact a Member's district and that Member

may not actually understand it before the Bill comes before

him, especially the agency requests it, and that can be

troublesome no matter what side of the aisle, not that I

would doubt DOT or Corrections, but bas happened in the

past. So, think there a couple of these though,

Representative, that's about all 1'm goinq to ask you. that

is not indicated in our analysis whom the parties were that

the release was being made. There were properties owned

by, I think possibly, DOT and Correetions on these new

transfers that did not indicate the occur...or to whom the

property would be transferred. Does the Representative

from DOT or the staff...do they have that information

available to them?'

Speaker Churchill: HRepresentative Hassert.''

Hassert: 'Representative Granberg, there is a couple in a our

analysis also, that we're not aware of. Riqht now, the

Department of Transportation can get that information for

us if you see necessary. We can do that noW if you

would like to, but it just was..ethey just didn't pick it
out of the transfer 3il1s, the title, the names. It's in

the transfer Bills but...%

Speaker Churchill: ''Further discussion? The Gentleman from Rock

Island, Representative Brunsvold. Representative

Brunsvold, would to like to address this issue??

Brunsvold: ''I'd like to yield my time to Mr. Granberg pleaseo''

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Brunsvold yields his time to

Representative Granberg. Representative Granberg, please

12
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proceed.''

Granberg: nThank you, Mr. Speaker. Representative Hassert, that

language as to whom the property owner will be, to whom the

title transfers, those names are in the Bill itself, in the

Amendment Sir, or just the Amendment analysis? Just the
Amendment analysis.''

Speaker Churchill: NRepresentative Hassert.''

Hassert: lYes, lt is in the Btl1.''

Speaker Churchill: FRepresentative Granberg.p

Granberg: ''So, I think there are four parcels where the persons

names are not listed? Tf 1 can just have a moment, 1 will

just grab the Amendment. cause there is some question, we'd
like to know who is taking part in these transfers because

sometimes, that becomes contentious in itself.''

Speaker Churchill: lRepresentatlve Granberg: is that a question

you want answered or do you just need one of your stafi
people to provide you wlth the information??

Granberg) MTbank you, thank you, Mr. Speaker. Representative

Hassert, if you could just bear with me for a moment.
Could DOT indicate on what paqes they're located? The

Amendment analysis tndicates that those people's names are

not listed, but if DOT indicates that they are in fact in

the Bill, it would be helpful if you could just cite the
page, we could run througb this brieily and that would be

the last of the questions.f

Speaker Churchill: 'Representative Hassert./

Hassert: ''Representative Granberg? could you give us specifically

whicb ones you're talkinq about in your staif analysis?

We'll be more than wilking to look them up for you, tell

you what page they're on.''

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Granberg.''

Granberg: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Representative...''

13
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Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Granbergol

Granberq: ''I thlnk there is a...yes, I'm sorry...in

Representative Phelps district, there is a transfer for .2

acres. Do we know who that property will be

transferredw.oto whom that property will be transferred??

Speaker Churchill: WRepresentative Hassert.''

Hassert: *If youCll just bear with us, wefll tind out for youpp
Speaker Churchilll ''Gentlemen, perhaps if there is a question on

this, this is on Second Readinq, this is an Amendment.

Perhaps between the Second Reading and the Thlrd Reading

stage, you can all 9et together and hash this out and come

to some final conclusion. lt was represented by the

Sponsor of the Amendment that the staffs had worked this

al1 out, so perhaps both sides just need to meet with their
staffs. Representative Granberg.'

Granberg: >Mr. Speaker, thank you. Representative Hassert, id we

can do that, we can put the Amendment on, then you and 1

and DOT can try to get together and resolve some of these

issues. I'm not trying belabor the point, but everyone

usually likes to know exactly what happens in these

transfers, so they don't vote on something and then down

the road there could be some potential criticism on parties

involved or prices and that type of thing. so we just like

to make sure everything is kaken care of. I'm sure there

is no problem, but just for the assurance of both sides of
what is going on, that would be fine, Mr. Speaker, so ve

can do that.'l

Speaker Churchill: lThat's a fair request. The Chatr will go to

the attention of putting a Amendment on. We'11 put khe Bill

on Third, and then parties can discuss this. We will not

go to it immediately. You'll have plenty of time to

discuss this between the parties. So, the Chair now would

14
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turn to Representative Hassert to briefly

Hassert: ''Just ask for your approval of this Amendment.''

Speaker Churchill: >So, the question is, 'Shall Floor Amendment

#4 to House Bill 682 be adopted?' A1l those in favor

signify by sayinq 'aye', those opposed say 'nay', in the

opinion of the chair the 'ayes' have it. Floor Amendment

#4 to House Bill 682 is adopted. Mr. Clerk? are there

further Amendments?p

Clerk McLennand: *No further Amendments. A fiscal note and a

land conveyance appraisal have been requested on t*e Bill.

The fiscal note has not yet been filed.''

Speaker Churchilll ''Representative Granberg, what is your vish on

this Bi11?'

Granberg: Pl'm sorry, reqarding the transfer Bill, Mr. Speaker?l

Speaker Churchill: HRight. You bad a question, a fiscal note and

also request for appraisals. Would you withdraw your

request for the fiscal note and waive any requlrement for

appraisals?f'

Granbergk PYes, Mr. Speaker, I'm sorry. I looked at the board, 1

saw a different Bill: so I didn't know what the inquiry

was. ïes, on that Bill, on Representative Hassert's Land

Transfer Bill and the amendment. l would like to withdraw

bot: of tbe requests.''

Speaker Churchill: 'Third Reading. Commlttee Announcementso
''

Clerk McLennand: ''Committee notice. The House Rules Committee

will meet on Thursday at 10:00 a.m. in the Speakerls

Conference Room. Rules Committee, 10:00 a.m in the

Speaker's Conference Room./

Speaker churchill: lRepresentative Mulligan, are you ready to

proceed on House Bill 224? Representatlve Mulligan. Are

you prepared to proceed on House Bill 224? Mr. Clerk,

please read House Bill 224.''

Apri 1 27 , 1995

c lose . 't
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Clerk McLennand: RHouse Bill 224, the Bill has been read a second

time prevtously. Committee Amendment 41 was adopted.

Floor Amendment #2p oifered by Representative Mulligan,has

been approved for consideration.'

Speaker Churchillk HThe Chair recognizes the Lady from Cook,

Representative Mulligan.''

Mulliqan: ''Mr. Speaker, I would request that Floor Amendment 42

be taken out of the recordv?

Speaker Churchill) 'You wish to withdraw Ploor Amendment #2?

Okay, with leave of the, House Floor Amendment #2 will be

withdrawn. Further Amendments?''

Clerk McLennand: HFloor Amendment #3, offered by Representative

Mulligan, is approved for consideration.l

Speaker churchill: @The Chair recoqnizes the Lady from Cook,

Representative Mulligan on Floor Amendment 43.:1

Mulligan: lThank you, Mr. Speaker Ladies and Gentlemen of the

House. Floor Amendment #3, amends the Illinois Vehicle

Code to provide that with certain exemptions, no unit of

local government may test: register, regulate, restrict or

license any vehicle or its owner, operator or driver that

is reqistered under this code, and is either licensed by

the Interstate Commerce Commission for transporting

passengers or is operated under or in conformity with a

certificate or reqistered with the lllinois Commerce

Commission. This Bill now in Amendment 43 only applies to

municipalities with a population of 2 million or more.

Stand ready for any questions.?

Speaker churchill: lAny discussion? The Chair recognizes the

Gentleman from Cook, Representative Dart.'

Dart: pThank you, will the Sponsor yield?''

Speaker Churchill: 'She indicates she will. Please proceed.
/

Dart: ''Representative, what is the main diféerence between
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Amendment 43 and Amendment 42?'9

Speaker Churchill: nRepresentative Mulligano
?

Mulligan: ''The main difference Representative, is that it took

out a piece of lanquage at the end that had been in the

oriqinat Aill that we took out, that some peopte feel would

take away the power of the local municipality to regulate

certain taxes.''

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Dart.l

Dart: ''So, now under this Amendment, what types of vehicles are

you limiting the home rules from regulattng? What specific

ones?'

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Mulligan.n

Mulligan: @Well, Representative, taxicabs are exempted
. They

would still have full control over taxicabs. lt would be

any other vehicle that the state can already now register,
that is willing to register with either the Interstate

Commerce Commission or the Illinois Commerce Commission

which is actually a higher standard then municipalities

currently require vehicles to stand to.'

Speaker Churchillk 'Representative Dart.'

Dart: ,1 guessvvxwhat type of vehicles arew . .were in...which ones

are we pulling out by not qoing with Amendment 2 and going

with Amendment 3 instead? What's the. .wyou're saying

there's one difference where they're concerned with one

type of vehicle. What's the type of vehicle that now is no

tonger a worryp tbat is not the subject of this Bi1l?>

Speaker Churchill: ORepresentative Mulligan.'

Mulligan: ''It had nothing to do with the change in vehicle, it

only had to do with the change in the taxing power.''

Speaker Churchill: pRepresentative Dart.
''

Dart) ''Now tbis Bill tben, as is kritten, Would cover a1l

vehicles except for taxicabs within what municipalities?f
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Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Mulligan.r

Mulligan: lNow we have it down to the City of Chicagoe''

Speaker Churchilll pRepresentative Dart.'

Dart: lxoulre saying the ICC standards are higher standards, is

that correct?/

Speaker Churchill) ''Representative Mulligan.f

Mulligan: ''Yes. The only thinq that the ICC and commercial

drivers license do not cover, is fingerprinting Which in

neqotiations with the city, we felt the Bill would not

chanqe if they wanted to fingerprint. The only thing we

asked is that they finqerprint people once, not repeatedly.

We don't feel that finqerprints change.l

Speaker Churchill: WRepresentative Dart.''

Dart: ''Then you refer to negotiations with the City of Chicago.

Pursuant to those negotiations, are they in favor of this

legislation now?f

Speaker Churchill: eRepresentative Mulligan.o

Mulligan: ORepresentative Dart, 1 will honestly tell you, 1 don't

think they will ever be in favor of this legislation. I

worked with them repeatedly and through the negotiations, I

felt that I didn't know why they 'asked us to negotiate.

What 1 have done for the neqotiation is, I have added

several things that we discussed that they Would like.

Particularly, non-solicition ordinances which vas a problem

that they had with tbe buses. They felt that the tour

buses Were soliciting on the street corners and that this

would allow them to do that again. So, We included that

specifically so that they Would understand that, that's not

our intent.''

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Dartyl'

Dart: nWould tour buses be covered by this thena''

Speaker Churchill: MRepresentative Mulligangl
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Mulligan: ''Only if they chose to be certifide by the lnterstate

Commerce Commission or the lllinois Commerce Commission

which is expensive, because the insurance standards are

higher. 3ut many tour buses that travel interstate do have

that kind of clearance so they can come back and forths
?

Speaker Churchill: nRepresentative Darta''

Dart: nThank you, Mr. Speaker, to the Bill, and I'd ask for a

Roll Call on this..aMr. Speaker, 1'd ask for a Roll Call on

this Amendment.?

Speaker Churchill: PYour request ior a Roll Call haG been

acknowledged.''

Dart: ''Thank you.?

Speaker Churchill: RFurther questions Representative?''

Dart: /To the Bill.*

Speaker Churchill: nTo the Amendment.W

Dart: *To the Amendment, thank you. This Amendment is yet

another attempt to removing local control from the local

governing body. This City of Chicago presently does this

licensing. We are removing the home rule municipality's

riqhts to regulate the vehicles that travel within its own

cfty, and thls (s a horrfble precedent to set. The city

that we are taking this power away from is adamantly

opposed to this. is something that makes no sense

wbatsoever. It's something as I said, it's a horribly

dangerous precedent that we should not be doing. This is

something that should be the role of the locals. This

should be something EhaE we should leave Eo local control.

We should stop micro-managing irom here about how theylre

qoing to be requlated. This is something that the locals

should be in charge of. For that reason, 1 oppose this

Amendment.''

Speaker Churchill: ''Further discussion? The Lady from Cook:
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Representative Erwin.''

Erwin: HThank you. Thank you Speaker. If we have a feeling,

particularly for people on a Transportation Committee, a

sense of deja vu, it is no wonder ve have singularly spent
more time on this Bill than any other Bill this Session.

Amazingly enough, it is back, and With al1 due respect to

the Sponsor, this thinq is like a bad penny. It just keeps
coming back and cominq back. Let me again remind my

colleagues that the potential for chaos, indeed regulatin:

the limousine industry is very significant. If you have

businesses in your district that have national or

internattonal basis and they fly in and out of O'Hare and

have limousines come and pick them up to buzz over to a

meeting, and then get back to the airport, I'm telling you

the potential for this can be absolute chaos. Potentially,

we believe that it could put the taxicab industry out of

business, so you may be able to have limousines all over

the place, de-regulated, but you may never be able to find

a taxicab when you need one in any part of the City of

Chicago. This is worse than micromanaging, it's bad policy

in a macro level. Pleasee I urge the Sponsor to step back

from this. I understand she has a constituent whose had

difficulty with the City of Chicago, I emphasize with that,

but frankly, this is like special legislation. Tf each and

every one ot us in this Chamber did a whole Bill for every

one that had one complaint With a particular municipality:

we would have five million 3i11s down here. So, on the

policy level, this is bad; on the process level in terms of

preempting home rule authority, the Illinois Municipal

League strongly opposed this Bill in the Transportation

Committee on every level that 1 can think of, this issue

has not gotten any better. So, 1 urge a very strong 'no'
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''Further discussion? The Gentleman from Cook,

Representative Puqh.''

Pugh: H'hank you. Thank youp Mr. Speaker. Will the Sponsor

yield for a question?/

Speaker Churchill: 'She indicates that she will. Please

;fOCeed@W

Pugh: RRepresentative Mulligan, when we discussed this piece of

legislation in Committee, we talked about the problems

of...that you were trying to get to the root of, and that

was the duplication of effort by the various vendors, and

becoming qualified to take care of their business, am 1

correct?/

Speaker Churchill) ''Representatîve Mulliqan.e

Mulliganl ''ïes, Representative: the reason it was discussed so

much in Committee, although this 3i11 will not address all

the numerous complaints thato..although it's not just for
one person, as the former Representative would indicate.

The reason it engendered so much discussion in Committee,

but many, many people came in with numerous complaints in

this area. Although, this would only address probably 10

limousine companies across the state, and two or three that

operate in the city under these high standards. But

basically, we were tryin: to address a duplication of

paperwork and pretty much trying to put.w.people feelin:

they were being put out of business: and drivers feelinq

that they had to go in and retest and re-register

every.m.in different municipalities. Unfortunately this

Bill will not address a11 of that. but the drivers in this

instance, lose a days work when they go in and they do not

get paid unless they drive.''

speaker Churchill: ''Representative Pughoo
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Pugh: lRepresentative, would you say that our...that our job as
Representat#ves is to ensure that these same laws that we

developed to sure that individuals are up to code, should

be administered on a state level?'

Speaker Churchill: 'Representative Mulliqangl

Mulligan: 'Representative, do. Many communities probably would

accept this, but the neqotiations were takin: a lonq time

and 1 felt that 1 would like to at least show that it would

work. So, applying it to one area would show that.

Besides that, the city now has this as part oi their code.

What we're doing is, we're actually codifying part of the

city statute. Unfortunately the city, in the last six

months has been chanqing their statutes, and the companies

that have come to me, were concerned with that. So,

actually, the city would already recognize this, but in

some recent negotiations and things that have happened,

they felt that they were about to lose this power. And

it's been in effect for a long time.'

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Pugh.l

Pugh: fAnd the tarqet group that we're attempting to ajfect with

this legislation: is ten taxicabs or livery service owners?

Who are we attempting..ywho are we addressing..qwhat

populationo..who are we addressing with this particular

piece of legislation?''

Speaker Churchill: lRepresentative Mulligan.b

Mulligan: ''Representative, this exempts taxicab companies because

we felt that they were too local and also right now, the

state already address certain types of bus companies and

limo companies, but anybody that chooses to register,

either with the lnterstate Commerce Commission or the

Illinois State Commerce Commission could come under this,

but what I'm saying is, that there are only ten companies
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in the state currently, betveen ten and fifteen that

are...that fall under tbat category, and we do not ieel

people will rush to do this because they are held to a

hiqher standard. The insurance qualifications are quite

expensive, so mainly, it has to be a company that has a

certain amount of wearwithal, to be able to do that.
/

Speaker Churchill: ''So, would I be safe in assuming that there

will be some.eethe city will bear some liability if

somethin: happens to a passenger of one of these livery

stations or livery cab owners? Would the city bear

responsibility...a burden of responsibility as a result of

the activities of these businesses?''

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Mulliqan.
'

Mulligan: ''Representativep I don't honestly know how. Number

one, the companies have the bigher standard of lnsurance

that they would fall under then the city requires. The

city requires much lower limits to organized as a business

then the Illinois Commerce Commission or the Interstate

Commerce Commission does. So? those companies already have

enough insurance to cover any liability. Second, the city

does not lose any power to regulate any traffic, they can

do non-solicition ordinances. They really have total

control over where they qo, how they pick people up, the

only thing is in the licensing and the registering in what

they have to come under. But other then thatp the city has

total control over where they move and where they pick up

passengers.f'

Speaker Churchill: ''Further discussion? The Chair recognizes the

Gentleman from Dupage, Representative Johnson.''

Johnson, Tom: ''Mr. Speaker, I move the previous questiono ''

Speaker Churchill: nThe question is, 'Shall the previous question

be moved?' Al1 in favor will signify by saying 'aye', a11
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opposed will say 'nay', in the opinion of the Chair the

fayes' have it, and the previous question is moved. There

has been a request for a Roll Call on this issue
, but

before we go to that Roll Call vote, Representative

Mulligan to close.''

Mulligan: NThank you, Mr. Speaker, Ladies and Gentlemen of the

House. In the current climate of trying to reduce business

regutations and allow companies to move forward, what we

find here is certain companies have been put under such

excessive business regulations from the City of Chicago,
that they're having a hard time operating. And theyrre in

fear that these regulations will get only get worse
. We

are not asking that they be held to a lower standard, we

are asking that they be held to a higher standard. Both on

tnsurance and as to tbeir drivers vho w#ll bold commercial

drivers license which are federally regulated. These

drivers are druq tested, the cars are tested twice a year
,

the higher standard than the city. We are not taking

out...anythinq away from the city as fall as regulatinq

traffic, any taxes. They may also do these same

registrations, and the people will bave to prove that they

are registered in this manner. We would hope for your

favorable vote on this. It's a very important piece of

legislation to a number of people and a number of

constituents. I thank you, and J hope for favorable

VO 6 6 * Y

Speaker Churchilll ''The question is, 'Shall Floor Amendment 43 to

House Bill 224 be adopted?' A11 those in favor will vote

'aye', a1l those opposed will vote 'nay'. The voting is

open. Have all voted who wish? Have all voted who wish?

Have a1l voted who wish? Mr. Clerk, take the record. On

this question, there are 60 voting 'aye', 54 voting 'no',
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and one voting 'present', and Floor Amendment #3 to House

Bill 224 is adopted. Further Amendments Mr. Clerk??

Clerk McLennand: ''No further Amendments. Third Reading. Mr.

Clerk, please read House Bill 359./

Ckerk McLennand: %House Bill 359, a Bi11 for an Act to amend the

Environmental Protection Act. Second Reading of this House

Bill. Amendment 41 was adopted in Committee. Floor

Amendment #2, offered by Representative Persico is approved

for considerationw''

Speaker Black: RRepresentative Black in the Cbair. On Floor

Amendment #2, the Gentleman from Dupage, Representative

Persico.''

Persico: 'Thank you, Mr. Speaker, and Members of the House
.

Amendment #2 to House Bill 359 becomes the Bill. Basically

tbis Amendment, not basically, tbe Amendment deletes a11

substantive language for the Brownfield Redevelopment Plan.

The Bill is to become a vehicle and will be amended with

the final aqreed version between the industry and the IEPA

for srownfield? 1 ask for your adoption for.. .to Floor

Amendment :2 and I will answer any questions that you may

havevn

Speaker Black: lAnd on the Amendment, the Gentleman Irom

Kankakee, Representative Novak.e

Novak: NYes Mr. Speaker: will the Sponsor yield?/

Speaker Black: ?He lndicates he vi11.>

Novak: 'fYes, I know, Representative Persico, you and 1 have been

working very hard on this legislation. Brownfields is

major environmental initiative. There are

numerouso..perhaps more than a hundred contaminated

industrial Gites tbat have not been put back properly on

the tax rolls. This initiative is a result of your efforts

and the manuiacturers associations efforts and other
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business groups, and concerned citizens groups have tried

to put these properties that are contaminated back on the

tax rolls. Especially so may of them arexowso many of them

are situated in blighted and economically depressed areas.

Tbere are many of them in tbe City of Chicago, and I know

1'm speaking to some of the lobbyists with the city. They

are very concerned about trying to get some this property

back on the tax rolls to qenerate jobs, and We have

numerous sites in many other parts of downstate. What

Representative Persico is simply doing, is gutting the Bill

to make it a vehicle Bill, and I know many of us are

skittish about passing vehicle Bills, but we want to keep

the process moving. There is going to be a 1ot more

negotiation on this Bill, because there are a 1ot of

questions and concerns about it, so we want to more time

specifically, probably the whole month of May, right

Representative?''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Persico.''

Persico: lThat is correct Representative. There were: as in any

major Bill like this, there were many concerns that needed
to be answered and what werre trying to do right now and

what they have been doing for the last few weeks, is

meeting with the IEPA and members of industry, chambers as

well as the bankers and to come up with a consensus Bill.

And in order to keep the negotiations going, what we needed

to do was gut this Dill and make it a vehicle and move it

on to the Senate and wait for our further negotiations to

come up with the Agreed Bil1.''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Novak.l'

Novak: ''Yes, Representative, you're exactly correct. So: Ladies

and Gentlemen, this Bill has nothing in it other tban an

title, and you have my word from the Members on my side of
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the aisle, and I'm sure Members on the other side of the

aisle can speak on behalf of Representative Persico, with

his word that our only intentions is to form and fashion a

reasonable, effective and competent Brownfield Bill to

address the serious environmental concerns in situations

that exist in Illinois with respect to contaminated

industrial sites. Put those sites back into operation;

clean up the sites with responsible parties; determine the

proper liability; provide jobs for Illinois citizens, and
make our environment better for a11 of the lllinois public.

Thank you.'

Speaker Black: 'Further discussion on the Amendment? The Lady

from Cook, Representative 'aszak.''

Kaszak: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Will tbe Sponsor yield?'

Speaker Black: ''He indicates he Will.n

Kaszak: lRepresentative Persico, do you anticipate that

representatives of the Illinois Environmental Council and

other environmental groups will also participate in the

discussions on this Amendment to the Bill when it is

workin: its way throuqh the Senate?'

Speaker Black: pRepresentative Persico.''

Persico: 'Representative, it's my understanding I think, that

they did meet once, but I'm not positive on that, again

this has not reached its final form yet, and hopefully all

concerned parties are going to be able to participate in

the negotiations.*

Speaker Black: ''Representative Kaszak.''

Kaszak: ''To the Amendment, Mr. Speaker. would strongly urge

the Sponsor and other participants to include

representatives of the Illinois Bnvironmental Council and

other environmental groups in this discussion as is

progressinq, and with that hope in mind, J speak in favor
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of I believe that addressing the question of

brownfields is one of the most critical questions We have

to face, both in terms of jobs and urban planning, and
strongly urge a solution to a lot of these...the problems

that are besettinq not only the urban areas, but the

suburban areas. So, would urge everyone to vote in favor

of this Amendment.''

Speaker Bkackt ''Further discusston? The Gentleman from Clinton,

Representative Granberg.'

Granberg: pThank you, Mr. Speaker. Will the Gentleman yield?'

Speaker Black: ''He indicates he wil1.''

Granberg: ''Representative Persico, I Was a supporter of your

legislation before your attempting of shell it, and I'm

still a supporter, but some of our Members on this side of

the aisle I think, were in opposition to your Bill

previously and some of them would actually like to see the

Bill not moved forward. So, for their knowledge, can you

tell us who is in opposition to the Bill that you crafted,

you and Representative Novak filed?''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Persico.l

Persico: ''Are you talking about who's in opposition to this

Amendment to make it a vehicle?''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Granbergvl

Granberg: ''Youpre removing lanquage that a number of Members I

think on this side of the aisle were in opposition to, and

they still might be in opposition, but for their concerns

what groups were opponents to your Billr or are currently

opponents to your Bill until you make it a vehicle?r

Speaker Blackk ''Representative Persicoa''

Persico: ''Representative, House Bill 359 has been held on Second

Reading for about three or four weeks nowp and this is one

reason we haven't moved it forward until this time to make
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it a vehicle. At that time, there were a lot of concerns.

Among them Were the Illinois EPA, the bankers had some

concerns, the Environment Council had some concerns, even

the Attorney General had some concerns, and so about two

weeks ago, we all sat down and tried to negotiate a

consensus Bill and they made tremendous strides in that

way, and so We're tryin: to move the Dill along in the

process until we get that final agreement.f

Speaker Black: 'Representative Granberg./

Granberq: @Wel1, thank you, Representative. Now I stand With

you, but for some of our Members would not, and wanted

them to be aware of the opposition to the Bill and that has

not been..vl assume that opposition has not been removed

even with this Amendment. Can you address that issue

êlease?lf

Speaker Black: WRepresentative Persico.f

Persico: OWell, Representative, did talk to Mary Gady of the

Illinois EPA. and told her what the intent of this

legislation was, and she was in full agreement to go ahead

and make it a vehicle and move it along to the Senate in

order to reach this consensusoe

Speaker Black: ''Representative Granberg.f

Granberg: assume the EPA no# has agreed to this, the

Environment Council and the other environment groups who

had major concerns over the legislation. They have now
removed their opposition to the Bi11, they woukd llke to

see it moved forward so a consensus can be reached?o

Speaker Black: ''Representative Persico.''

Persicol ''Again, yes, the EPA was in full agreement to make it a

vehicle. I haven't heard from the Environmental Council.

T did let them know what was doinq, and she voiced no

opposition at that time, so 1 think that everyone is very
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well aware that this Bill is not in its final form and this '

is what we're tryinq to do in order to move it along in the

process.'

Speaker Black: PRepresentative Granberg.'

Granberq: ''We1l, thank you, Representative, for taking the time

to answer that. just wanted to make sure al1 of our
Members knew the qroups involved because some were in

opposition and some would not remove that opposition I

don't think, unless you clarified So# Representative
,

too, agree with what you're doing. think it's a very

serious problem that needs to be addressed. The Bill might

have had some concerns, but you have undertaken the

responsibility of trying to reach a consensus and I applaud

you for those efforts in tryin: to address the problems

with the EPA and the business community, so I rise in

support of Amendment #2. Let's keep the

negotiations...let's keep the negotiations moving forward

and I think Representative Persico and Representative Novak

can reach a consensus on this very important issue.l

Speaker Black: RWith no one is seeking recognition, on the

Amendment to close, Representatlve Persico.''

Persico: *Yes, thank you, Mr. Speaker. and Members of the House.

just urge an 'aye' vote on Amendment 42 to House Dill 39

(sic-House Bill 359) to keep it moving along in the

process.,

Speaker Black: ''àny no further discussion, I assume you're ready

to vote. àll those in favor of Floor Amendment 42 to House

Bill 359, signify by saying 'aye', opposed 'nay'. In the

opinion of the Chair the 'ayes' have it, and Amendment 42

is adopted. Mr. Clerk, any further Amendments?''

Clerk McLennand: ''No further Amendments.''

Speaker Black: HThird Reading. Mr. Clerk, what is the status of
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2221, a Bill for an Act to amend the

Rural Bond Bank Act. Second Reading of this House Bill.

Amendment /1 was adopted in Committee. Floor Amendment #3,

offered by Representative Cross, is approved for

considerationo''

Speaker Black: ''Mr. Clerk, has Floor Amendment 43 been printed

and distributed?''

Clerk McLennand: eNo it has not.n

Speaker Black: ''Take the 3ill out of the record, we'll qet back

to it in just a few minutes.,
Clerk McLennand: PThe Rules Committee will meet immediately in

the Majority Leader's Office. Rules will meet immediately

in the Majority Leader's Office.''
Speaker Black: ''On House Bill 2221, on Floor Amendment #3, the

Gentleman from Kendall, Representative Cross.''

Cross: Wlhank you, Mr. Speaker. I move to Withdraw Floor

Amendment #3.@r

Speaker Black: 'Floor Amendment 43 bas been withdrawn. Mr.

Clerk, any further Amendments?'f

Clerk McLennand: ''No further Amendments.''

Speaker Black: 'Third Reading. We Will now proceed to the Order

0t House Bills, Third Reading. Mr. Clerk? on page 17 of

the Calendar, appears House Bill 2317. Please read the

B i 1. l . ''

Clerk McLennand: NHouse Bill 2317, a Bill for an Act that amends

the Criminal Code of 1961. Third Readin: of this House

Bil1.>

Speaker Black: ''And on the Bill, the Gentleman from Jackson,

Representative Bost.''

Bost: *Thank you, Mr. Speaker, Members of the House. House Bill

2317 as amended, is the Kmendment we worked on. . .the two
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Amendments ke worked on two days ago. The Bill does two

things. It changes the Criminal Code; makes nitrous oxide

the posession...amends the Criminal Code and makes it a

Class B Misdemeanor to sell, offer to sell, or distribute,

or give away a small nitrous oxide cartridqes, balloons or

other containers. exempts wholesalers, jobbers and
manufacturer who use nitrous oxide in a normal course of

their business to manufacturer other lawful items. Makes

it a Class 3 Misdemeanor to inhale or otherwise induce into

one's respiratory system, nitrous oxide, except under the

dtrect care of supervision of a licensed physician. The

3il1 also, as amended, changes theo..amends the Criminal

Code and increases tbe statute of limitations on sexual

assault and criminal sexual assault from five years...from

three years to five years, reported within six months.

I'd appreciate your 'yes' votee?

Speaker glack: ''And on House 3i1l 2317, the Gentleman from Cooky

Representative Dart.''

Dartk ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Will the Sponsor yield?''

Speaker Black: =He indicates he wil1.''

Dart: ''Representative, what ls the ùrojected amount of...on a

county level, the individuals who will be serving any type

of time over this Bil1?R

Speaker Black: lRepresentative Bost.l

:ostl ''That would be unknownp'

Speaker Black: lRepresentative Dart.''

Dart: ''Were they able to give you any estimate whatsoever, from

the counties on how much an average Class 3 misdemeanor

serves?''

Speaker 3lack: lRepresentative Bost.''

Bost: ''Class B misdemeanants can be sentenced from three to six

months.''
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Speaker Black: ''Representative Dart.''

Dart: 'Have the counties told you though, how much Class 3

misdemeanants have cost them as far as the amount of time

they have taken up in the jail cells, at local county

jails?f'

Speaker Black: ''Representative Bost.''

Bost: *No they have notop

Speaker Black: PRepresentative Dart./

Dart: ''Mr. Speaker, I want to take this off Short Debate and Iïm

joined by tbe requisite number of hands here.e
Speaker Black: ''A11 right.'f

Dart: ''Representative: what was the incident or fact

been used or whether or not this arose based on some case

or on a spec i f ic inc ident that occurred? ''

Speaker Blac k : 'Representat ive Bost . ''

Bost : r'Phere was . . .the Ci ty of Carbondale passed an ordinance to

try to handle thi s problem. The problem was , there was no

1aw on the books when at these concerts or wherever it

would occur , these people woul.d be inhalin: nitrous oxide

and they would basically tell the pol ice of f icer , there ' s

nothing you can do about i t , and they ' d checked and there

wasn ' t , and so , Carbondale enacted the 1aw , but with it

just be inq f or one c ity , i t had very little ef f ect , and so

this just basically goes out to the rest of the state . ''
Speaker Blac k : HRepresentat ive Dart . @

Dart : ''Has thi s been something that ' s been an increasing problem?

I s it something that i s a new twi st on the people who are

us ing drugs or inhaling things or along those l ines that

requi res us to act on thi s now'?/

Speaker Blac k 1 ''Representat ive Bost . ''
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Bost: eYes. Apparently, there has been an increasew..an increase

to the amount thak even whenever we were presenting this

Bill, that the manufacturers came and the people that have

storage facilities where this is kept, even complaîned

about breakin: and entering and an increase in theft on

these particular tanks that hold nitrous oxide, so

obviously it was on the upswingv''

Speaker Black: 'Representative Dart./

Dart: @If you have them fined, just let me know, do you have any
statistics based on the State Police or any other FBI or

any other organization that does the statistics in resards

to the criminal justice information authority that does
statistics on the increase and different types of crime?

Whether or not there has been a marked increase in this

type of activity or not. Do you have any of those

statistics, and so, what are they?e

Speaker Black: lRepresentative Bost.''

Bost: HNo, I do not have any of those statistics at this time.?

Speaker 3lack: eRepresentative Dartve

Dart: 'fWe11 Representative, I just Wanted to go through the
second portion of this Bill now to firm up what we're doing

in this area and that is the extension of the statute of

limitations for criminal sexual assault and aqgravated

criminal sexual assault. They are extensions of it and

you're going to look into the rationale behind us setting a

six month limit. Were you able to find any information on

that?l

Speaker Black: 'Representative Bostw?

Bost: lBasicallyy with talking...with attorneys in the field,

they felt like that was a good line to draw.''

Speaker Black: RRepresentative Dartw''

Dart: ''Did the states attorneys voice any concern to you
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whatsoever: that there would be any discretion taken away

from them in the prosecution of these cases? Not so much in

the prosecution, but in the fact that they would not be

able to take advantage of this extension of statute of

limitation because of the six month cap on it?l

Speaker Black: nRepresentative Boste*

BO S t 1 P XO . O

Speaker Black: ''Representative Dart.''

Dart: ''For the record then, the six month cap was in an effort.

to extend the statute of limitationsp but at the same time,

take cognizance of the iact that you want to make sure that

there aren't people utllizing this for the wronq purposes

and contriving these types of allegations, based on

something other than the truth?''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Bost.''

Bost: ''Yes.'

Speaker Black: 'lRepresentative Dart, your ttme has expired.

Further discussion on the Bill, the Gentleman from Rock

Islandp Representative Brunsvoldo''

Representative Brunsvoldk ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker.''

Speaker Black: nl'm sorry, it's Representative Brunsvold. I'm

seeing your seatmate there.l

Representative nrunsvoldk pRepresentative Wennlund Would like to

ask a question here from my desk, think.''

Speaker Black: ''Well, I recognize Representative Brunsvold, he'll

have to go back to his own seat.''

Representative Brunsvold: *Mr. Speakerp this is no lauqhinq

matter. Let's get serious about this.f

Speaker Black: ''Representative Brunsvold.l

Brunsvold: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker, will the Gentleman yield?''

Speaker Black: >He indicates he wi11.''

Brunsvold: ''Representative 3ost: bow is tbis process going to
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work, With police catching someone with containers? How is

thatp..do you have to have the container on you?''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Bost.o

Bost: Plt's like ang other illegal substance thatls used, if it's

caught in your possession.?

Speaker Black: ''Representative Brunsvold.?

Brunsvold: 'I'm very iqnorant about this stuff: 1 didn't know

there Was any probtem With nitrous oxide on anythinq, and

Mr. Dart probably touched on ls this somethinq that

happens al1 over, because I don't see this happening? Is

this just one incident?''
Speaker Black: ''Representative Bost.P

Bost: ?1t not only happens in the State of lllinois, it does

happen all over the Untied States. Thereps a major problem

right now and that's whato..when we were talking with this

witb the manufacturers, they say that the major problem
exists every time there's a certain rock group that comes

to town. all of a sudden, these canisters start

disappearing, and these canisters, it's my understanding

whenever they sell them or whenever they steal them tbey

bring to concerts, they fill the balloons up and they can

sell the balloons for as much as eight dollars a piece for

a balloon full of nltrous oxide.r

Speaker Blackk ''Representative Brunsvold.

Brunsvold: lWho has these canisters? Are they at...does the

dentist have them, or where do the canisters come irom?''

speaker Black: ''Representative Bost.''

Bost: MThe dentists do have them, but mainly where their stored,

or at any facillty that stores for industrial use,

compressed gas, medical supply companies. any of the other

warehouses that have compressed gas also have nitrousa..or

have nitrous available so they can be put in storage
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there.''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Drunsvold.t'

Brunsvold: lRepresentative, other than the, I guess the obvious

situation about being laughinq gas, What affects does this

have on the body?''

Speaker Black: 'Representative Bost.''

Bostl would say just normal intoxication, light-headedness,
and quess you can finally lose consciousness, but

disorientationo?

Speaker Black: ''Representative Brunsvold.''

Brunsvold: eDid you say intoxication?l

Speaker Black: ''Representative Bost.''

Brunsvold: pDo we incur any...''

Speaker Black: 'Did you say intoxication, Representative Bost?''

Bostk >Yes I didoe

Speaker Blaek: ''Representative Brunsvold.'

Brunsvold: said intoxication and someone turned me off. Do we

lncur any medical costs from students that have breathed

this gas and then 9et il1 and go to the hospital. Have we

incurred a lot of medical costs on khatao

Speaker Black: ''Representative Bostw''

Bost: ''There hasn't been any reports because it hasn't been

illeqal or no records kept of that, no.''

Speaker Black:seRepresentative Brunsvold.,

Brunsvold: ''Thank you Representative, appreciate your answers.n

Speaker Black: ''Further discussion on the Bill, the Gentleman

from Washington, Representative Deering.''

Deeringk ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Will the Sponsor yield?êê

Speaker Black: ''He indicates he Wi1l.P

Deering: ''Representative, I questioned you the other day about

the use oi nitrous oxide in weldinq shops and other

manufacturing shops. 1 don't know if this question was
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asked the other day or today, buk first offense is Class 5

Mtsdemeanor?''

Speaker Black) l'Representative Bost.''

Bostl 'Thatfs correct.''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Deeringv''

Deering: pWhat about second or subsequent offenses? Is that

spelled out in the Bil1?f

Speaker Black: ''Representative Bost.''

Bost: >We didn't deal With subsequent offenses in thts

lesislation. We did not deal with the subsequento..the

subsequent offenses in this legislation.p

Epeaker Black: lRepresentative Deerinqo''

Deering: ''So, if wefre not dealinq with subsequent offenses, if a

person gets caught and qets convlcted of this, it would be

a Class 3 Misdemeanor time and time and time again. And

there's nothing left open in the language allow JCAR or

anybody to implement or increase any penalties or fees or

anything is there?*

Speaker Black: PRepresentative 3ost.l'

Bost: ''No. No, it has not been an offense as of yet. That's what

we're tryin: to do. make it an offense then we'll work more

on it later then.''

Speaker :lack: 'Representative Deerinq.''

Deering: lcurrently if 1'm...I understand if I'm a Wholesaler or

supplier, that if am a dentist or if I am in

manufacturing, do I have to be registered in order to

purchase nitrous oxide to use in my business, and if not,

is this Bill requiring me to be registered?l

Speaker Black: ''Representative Bost.l

Bost: >No, it does not require you toamvyou're not required now

and no, this does not make you become required.'l

Speaker Black: lRepresentative Deerinq.''
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Deerinq: ''Thank you Representative.''

Speaker Black: lWith no one seeking recognition, Representative

Bost to close.''

Bost: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker, Members of the House. I Would

just appreciate you 'yes' vote on this. think it's good

leqislation, and just appreciate a 'yes' vote.''

Speaker Black: fThe question is, 'Shall House Bill 2317 pass?'

All those in favor vote 'aye', opposed vote 'nay'. Voting

is open. This is final action. Have a1l voted Who wish?

Have all voted who wish? Have all voted who wish? Mr.

clerk, take the record. On this question, there are 109

votinq faye', one voting 'no' five voting 'present', this

5ill having received a Constitutional Majority: is bereby
declared passed. Ladies and Gentlemen of the House,

we're .. .on behalf of Representatlve Pat Lindner, I Would

like for the House to welcome the 4th, 5tb. 6tb, and 7th

grade classes at Summitt School in Dundee, lllinois, and

their teacher, Kathy. Theyere up in the gallery. Welcome

to Springfield. Qn page 12 of the Calendar, there appears

House Bill 1125. Mr. Clerk, read the Bil1.'

Clerk McLennand: ''House Bill 1125, a Bill for an Act amending the

illinois Municipal Code. Tbtrd Reading of this House

Bill.p

Speaker 3lack: fAnd on the Bill, the Gentleman from Winnebago.

Representative Scott.''

Scottl PThank you, Mr. Speakerp Ladies and Gentlemen of the

House. House 3i11 1125 takes tbe Code Hearinq section that

was passed by the House two years ago for building code

violations, and allows the municipalities to also prosecute

zoning violations through the same process. It has tWo

very good points to it; number one, it will relieve the

backloq of cases in the circuit courts and free those
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courts up for other cases, criminal cases, traffic cases,

and other things, and the second thing is, it's a faster,

such more efficient way to prosecute zoning offenses. The

way this would work, would be the same way as it works for

building code ofienses. People would get, what in essence,

is a ticket. They would have the right to appeal to a

hearing officer that would be hired by the municipality.

Those cases are then subject to administrative review after
the hearing bs over. Itls permissive and a11 it does is

allow municipalities to enforce more of their codes in a

much more efficient way, and also relieve backlog from the

counties in the circuit courts. I'd ask for a favorable

vote. Be happy to answer any questionse'

Speaker Black: ''And on House 3ill 1125, the Gentleman from Cook,

Representative Dart.l

Dart: 'fThank you, Mr. Speaker, will the Sponsor yield?l

speaker Black) ''He indicates he wlll.'ï

Dart: plust another one of those seventeenth judicial district

Bills that are...just for that Rockford area??
Speaker Black: 'Representative Scott.''

Scott: eWe1l, it will help the seventeenth judiclal circuit, but

it will also applicable for every other circuit in the

state.''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Dart.''

Dart: MAnd those are the kind of seventeenth district Bills we

kike around here. The changes your making in here right

now, dealing with the zoning thing, you're taking them out

of the circuit court, is that correct?''

Speaker Blackl ''Representative Scott.''

Scott: nYeah, the way it would work right now, for example,

Representative Dart, ii you had a car up on blocks, parked

in the front yard of your house, that could be a zoning
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violation under a number of different municipal zonin:

codes. lnstead of filing a complaint in circuit court and

having it wind a1l the way through that court process, what

would happen is, the zoning officer would issue you a

complaint at that time. You then would be able to ask for

a hearing within 30 days aiter that point, if you have

abated the violation by the time you come in for the

hearing, then there is no fine involved. If you have not

abated the violation by that time, and the municipality

proves up that a violation existed, then you would be

subject to a fine. A1l of those decisions by the hearing

officer are then subject to administrattve reviewve
Speaker Black: ''Representative Dart.p

Dart: lDid you say this was an ABATE :ill'?''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Scottvn

Scott: ''No, didn't make any reierence to a motorcycle being in

your yard. I said if your car was up on blocks.e

Speaker Blackk RRepresentative Dart.''

Dart: ''Has the judiciary...have they taken a position on this, as
far as whether or not they're in favor of having these

cases removed from their authority or jurisdiction right
now?l

Speaker Black: 'Representative Scott.?

Scott: RNO, there's no formal position that theybve taken. When

the Code Hearing LaW was passed, in speaking with judges at

the time? they thought it was a good thinq to remove those

cases from the courty with respect to building violations,

so I imaqine...although there isn't a formal position,

imagine they would like to reduce their oWn backlog.
R

Speaker Black: ''Is...what is the purpose behind changing the

definition of property..obuildingsao.references to

buildings, to property throughout the Act has been changed,
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what's the purpose in making those chanqes?''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Scott.'

Scott: ''When the Code Hearing Law was passed originally, it was

just with respect to buildinq codes, and so to make it
consistent and have it apply to other codes as well. we had

to chanqe the word building to property wherever it

appeared in the rest of the statutes.W

Speaker Blackt pRepresentative Dartvl'

Dart: *Will there be any problems caused by the fact you made

that change in reference to how it would affect other

statutes on the books now?''

Speaker Blackz pRepresentative Scottv/

Scott: *No, it won't. As a matter of fact, it Would be totally

consistent with the zoning...the whole separate part of the

municipal code that deals with zoning and planning.''

Speaker Blaek: 'Representative Dart.'f

Dart: 'Under this Bill, if you were to have problems with such

things as abandoned cars, how would this Bill.o.how would

you go about doinq that under the Bill, if you wanted to in

facty add something such as an abandoned car removed, ho*

was you do that and how would it chanqed under here??

Speaker Black: ''Representative Scott.''

Scott: ''We1l, municipalities no* have the authority to adopt a

zoning code, and under that zoning code, they can make

whatever conditions on property that they want to, subject
obviously, to other certain state and federal laws and

constitution. And to use an example, the abandoned car,

that would be, say in Rockford for example, that kould be a

violation of the zoning code, and again, that would now go

through the process that I described earlier. Instead of

the current process, which is to file a complaint and go to

circuit court, have a long time to be on the backlog oi
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cases, it also will provide for the people that are

actually in violation of these offenses, it will also

provide the opportunity to be heard in a mucb more quick

manner. So, what I think will happen, is they'll have a

lot more cases abated then have now, because they

knowvxxdetendents know they can drag out through a court

system for a long period of timewe

Speaker Black: ''Ladies and Gentlemen, if we could keep the noise

level down. Representative Scott, Representative Dart,

discussinq a very important Bill and they're only two and a

half feet apart on the floor and they need your

cooperation. Representative Dartye

Dart: PThank you, Mr. Speaker. To the 3i1l. I think this is a

very good Bill. Long over due, and the Sponsor should have

done this maybe last year, but I think the fact that he

wasn't here probably hurt him a little bit. But, I think

it is a very good idea, yet another good idea cominq from

that Rockford area, and I Would urge your supporte*

Speaker Black: 'Further discussion, the Gentleman from Cook,

Representative Balthis.?

salthis: GThank you, Mr. Speaker, will the Sponsor yield?''

Speaker Black: %He indicates he wtll.''

salthis: ''Representatlve Scott, does this legislation create any

kind of a bureaucracy for which one could receive an

award?p

Speaker Black: NRepresentative Scotty''

Scott: /1 don't believe so, Representative Balthis. The state

government is not growing as a result of this, as a matter

of fact, it may actually take clrcuit court judges and
reduce their backlog. Maybe we could get a shrink award

for this.''

Speaker Black: NRepresentative Balthis.''
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Balthis) eRepresentative, is this testimony that's given in jront

of this Appeal Board, is this done by under oath or is this

just someone coming in talkinq to an officer? Can you
explain that process to us?''

Speaker Black: RRepresentative Scotk,?

Scott: ''Certainly, Representative, it's exactly the same process

that now exists for the Code Rearing Department with

respect to buildinq code violations khich was passed I

believe, two years ago in this same General Assembly was

Representative Maureen Murphy's Bill believe at that

time. Xes, the testimony can be under oakh. I mean, some

of the procedures for doing that, are up to the local

municipality, and there may be some variances between them.

The statute really doesn't set out all the procedures that

may be used. It really sets a floor of the procedures to

be used by any particular municipality. And again, that's

a1l permissive. The municipality chooses to continue to

take these to the circuit court. They don't have to adopt

the Code Hearing Section of the statute to begin with.''

Speaker Black: oRepresentative Balthis./

Balthis: ''In this process, is there...you said there is no

definitive rules. ls there a minimum or maximum fine that

can be imposed on any one of these issues, or is that also

left up to the local government?/

Speaker Black: PRepresentattve Scott.W

Scottl ''Wel1, municipalities have a limit as to the amount of

fines that they can levy for any particular offense set by

us in the statute, so this wouldn't change that at all.

They..othe municipalities would still be limited to a fine

of $500 per offense, and zoning violattons as With building

code violations, that can be $500 per day for each day the

ofiense occurs, but they are still limited to that amount
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set by statute.p

Speaker Black: ''Representative Balthis.''

Balthis: PWould the local government, they adopt this, would

they would have to establish a set pattern of rules that

they're going to operate under? ln other words, they

couldn't fine me today, $50 for doing something and another

person came in tomorrow with the same offense, they could

fine him a $100, would they have to establish some set of

rules and how would they do that without not being in

compliance with this?'

Speaker Black: 'Representative Scott.?

Scott: 'That...the statute allows them to pass an ordinance which

would adopt the Code Hearing Procedure. ln that

ordinance.o.as a legal matter, they're going to need to

adopt provlsions, so they donft run into a due process

problem or an equal protection problem. they're going to

need to estabkish set procedures for doing that or theyrre

goinq to run the risk of administrative review but, all

their cases are qoing to get thrown out anyway. Even

though we don't establish it in the Bill, or wasn't

established oriqinally, in the Code Hearinq procedureg
those procedures have to be set up by the individual

municipality for this to be effective.''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Balthisg'

Balthis: ''Part of your answer there, leads me to another guestion

in regards to the appeal process. Can you go through what

the appeal process is and Who they appeal to in order

to.awif they don't like the rulin: of the local community?'

Speaker Black: GRepresentative Scott.

Scottz ''The declslon of the hearing offlcer is the iinal decision

for purposes of the administrative review law, so a person

who thought they were aggrieved by the decision, which
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could also include the municipality if they thought the

decision was wrong, altbouqh 1 think that's less likely.

They could appeal that to the circuit court in the

jurisdiction where they sit, so for example in Rockford,

they'd appeal the circuit court in the 17th judicial
circuit. That decision of the..othe court then looks at

the administrative review, the same standards that it would

for any other administrative review, trying to see if the

procedures were followed, if any.n you know, if there's

enough evidence on the record to support the decision that

was made. That decision then of tbe circuit court is

appealable to the rest of the state courtson

Speaker Black: 'Representakive Balthis./

Balthis: ''My final question in our analysis, it appears that

they're talking about housing establishing rules and

regulations for that, but in the language of the Bill, it

appears that we're talkin: about any building or any

structure with it, so it would apply to businesses as well

as residential, this is not just targeked at residential
ProPerty?''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Scott.''

Scott: @No, Representative Balthis, the orîginat Bill actually

pertains to any building code violations which would be

commercial, industrial, as well as residential, and this

would keep that same condition. There isn't any

distinction between commercial, residential, or no, even

unoccupied property./

Speaker Black: OFurther discusGion on the 3ill, the Gentleman

from Cook, Representative Lang.''

Lanq: wThank you, will the Sponsor yield?l

Speaker Black: 'Q t's doubtful. but he says be Wi11.p

Lanq: ''Hi, Representative. Havlng a good day? Good. have a
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few questions about your Bill. You defined the term

building inspector, is that correct?'

Speaker Black: *Representative Scott.'

Scott: ''Well, the prior term was building inspector, now we're

changing that to property tnspector, to encompass the

zoning codes. By the way, I must compliment you on your

suit, think it's a very fine suit.''

Speaker Black: 'Representative Langv'

Lans: ''Thank you, and your suit seems to be just as fine,
although think I like your tie better. Representative,
this term has never been defined in the law at all?'1

Speaker Black: f'Representative Scott.''

Scott: lYes, lt is defined in the law. Wefre just defining it
for purposes of this code hearing authorization which was

passed two years ago.''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Lang.?

Lang: OAnd so, would it be fair to say that in tbe entire history

of the Illinois General Assembly, it took you to be here to

tbink this up?''

Speaker Black: 'Representative Scott.'

Scottl ''Well no, not exactly, but with respect to the zoning

violations, it was very frustrating as a municipal

prosecutor, to take cases through the court that could have

been settled much more quickly, then to have them drag on

for months and months. It's very bad for neighborhoods and

1 think this will speed the process up and really help.?

Speaker Black: RRepresentative Lang.''

Lang: ''Representative, is this your first Bi1l?''

Speaker Black: HRepresentative Scott.''

Scott: *No, second.''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Lang.''

Lang: ''But perhaps, your first good Bi11?''
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Speaker Black: 'Representative Scott.''

Scott: ''I like to think I had a 1ot oi qood Bills. This is just
the second one that is up for consideration by the Bodyp?

Speaker Black: NRepresentative Lango''

Lang: *We11, Mr. Dart indicated earlier, there'd been a lot good

ideas coming out of that Rockford area, think that's

debatable. think T kind of like this one. Can you give

me an example of why we need this? A factual example of

somethin: from your district where this is necessary, if we

don't do this, lightning will strike or something bad will

happen to us.?

Speaker Black: 'Representative Scott.*

Scott: don't know if 1 have any that take on Biblical

proportions, but 1111 try to qive you an example. If you

have, for example, a car.v.auto repair lot that is not

zoned properly, say it's in a residential area, it's next

to your house and a person is fixlng cars, he's got cars

parked all over the place, that would be a zoninq code

violation in almost every municipality in the state. Well,

instead of having...forcing that municipality to qo into

court, file a complaint, that gets answered, Ehen you go

through a long court process. you're clearly in

violation of a zoning ordinance, you would receive öne of

these, in essence what's like a ticket, from the property

inspector, you'dm..your hearing would then be set up, you

could go the hearin: officer, the violation had been

abated by that time there wouldn't be any fine that Would

accrue to you. We tbink that will serve the purpose of

getting something like the illegal car repair dealership or

a car repair lot. Get it abated much more quickly, and

think it will also serve as something that you, as the

violator of that particular law or the car person in that
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case, would be subject to far less fines as a result of it
because they are not dragging the process out incurring the

$500 a day costs.''

Speaker Black: HRepresentative Lang./

Lang: ''We1l, when you said 'you' as a violator, you meant the

editorial you, not 'you' as in 'me'. I haven't violated

any laws in Rockford the last I saw. Representative, J

just want to say that I hope the majority party was

listening. Majority party here is a Representative, you

ask him questions, you get answers, you find out a11 about

the Bill so you can find whether is a good Bill or bad

Bill: and I1m here to thank Representative Scott for

understanding bis 3ill well enougb to explain it Witbout

staff people around him, without a Bill file. This man

knows his Bill. He knows how to answer questions about his

Bill, and we're goinq to keep him over here, you can't have

him.'

Speaker Black: ''Was tbat a question Representative Lang? 1'm

sorry, I thought that whole repartee was a meeting between

two subscribers to Gentlemens Quarterly or somethinq, the

way it started out. Whatever. Ladies and Gentlemen of the

House, we're honored to have with us today, a former

Speaker of the House: current Secretary of the Statep the

Honorable George Ryan. Further discussion on the 3ill, the

Lady from Will, Representative Ciarlo.''

Ciarlo: ''Thank you: Mr. Speaker. I1m certainly qlad that as the

new Member on this side of the aisle, had the good sense

to sign on to this Bill, and it's...I very pleased to be

cosponsor. What Representative Scott is trying to do is

good. It cleans up some language and its been much needed,

so, thank you very much. rise in support of this Bi11.>

Speaker Black: ''Yes, the Gentleman from Cook, Representative
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Parke. What purpose are you seeking recognition?''

Parke: 'Thank you, Mr. Speaker. I just to make sure now, on our
side of the aisle, if we tell Representative Lang that he

has a nice suit, he'll say good things about us also. I

just to make sure that a1l the people on this side

understand what the formula is so that he'll be a little

bit easier on all of usol

Speaker Black: ''I find that the Chair has always found nice

to...and beneficial to compliment the Honorable Gentleman

from Cook. Witb no one seeking recog.o.with no one seeking

recognition, Representative Scott to close.'f

Scott: 'Thank gou, Mr. Speaker, Members of the House. I

appreciate all the questions on the Bill. I think it Will

do some good things, not only for municipalities and

neiqhborhoods, but we'll also do some good things for the

circuit courts in removing some of their backlog and T

appreciate an 'aye' vote.l

Speaker Black: 'The question is, 'Should House Bill 1125 pass?f

All in favor vote 'aye'; opposed vote 'nay'. Voting is

open. This is final action. Have a11 voted Who wish?

Have all voted who wish? Have all voted who wish? Mr.

Clerk, take the record. And on this question, ll5 voting

'yes', none voting 'no' none voting 'present'. This Bill#

'

having received the Constitutional Majority is hereby

declared passed. Commlttee report... committee reports,

Mr. Clerk.''

Clerk Rossi: eRepresentative Churchill, Chairman from the

Committee on Rules, which the following Res... Amendments

were referred, action taken on April 27p 1995. Reported

the same back with the followinq recommendations) 'do

approve for consideration' Floor Amendments 2 and 3 to

House Bill 931; Floor Amendment 42 to House Bill 944) Floor
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Amendment #3 to House Bill 11237 Floor Amendment #3 to

House Bill 1$56) Floor Kmendment #2 to House Bill 1937)

Floor Amendment #7 to House 3ill 2045 and Floor Amendment

42 to House 3ill 2393.'1

Speaker Black: lhny notices, Mr. Clerk?''

Clerk Rossi: ''The House Revenue Committee Will meet today at 1:00

p.m., in Room 122-8 of the Capitol Buildingr to consider

Floor Amendments l and 2 to House Bill 130 and Floor

Amendment 42 to House Bill 1123 and Floor Amendment 43 to

House Bill 1649. The House Executive Committee Will meet

today at l2)ûQ p.m., in 122-8 of the Capitol: to consider

the following Amendment. Amendment 41 to House 3i1l 1941.

The House Elementary and Secondary Dducation Committee

wikl meet at 12:00 p.m. in D-l of the Stratton Building to

consider Amendment #6 to House Bt11 445.%

Speaker Black: lokay, Mr. Clerk. Ladies and Gentlemen of the

House, if could bave your attention, on behalf of

Representative Tom Ryder, We#re pleased to Welcome the

Macoupin County Alternative School, Becky Bolin and

students. Welcome to Springfield.l

Speaker Daniels: ''speaker Daniels in the Chalr. It's Bill 2205,

read the Bill, Mr. Clerk.''

Càerk Rossi) ''House 3ill 2295, a BiIk for an Act relation to

Blood Alcohol Concentration Levels. Third Reading oj this

House Bil1.''

Speaker Danielsk lMembers of the House. Ladies and Gentlemen of

the House. Ladies and Gentlemen. ïoung ladies.

Representative Johnsono'

Jobnson, Tom: ''Yes. Mr. Speaker, Members of the House. This

morning, 1 bring to you House Bill 2205, a Bill Which will

give us all an opportunity to vote on savin: lives. House

Bill 2205 lowers the blood alcohol concentration level at
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which a person is presumed to be driving under the

influence from .10 to .08. The time for .08 has come in

Tllinois. is a proven scientific fact that at .08 you

are too impaired to drive safely. It is a proven fact that

a .08 la* will save lives. 1 cantt think of anything more

important than passing legislation that will help save and

protect the lives of innocent Illtnois residents. That is

why Secretary of State, George Ryan has continued to push

for .0B year after year, and that is why 1 ask for your

favorable vote this morntng on this important 3ill.

Essentially, what this boils down to is this. Currently,

629 lives were lost to alcohol related crashes during 1993

lllinois. A .08 1aw will reduce that number

substantially. The voters want it. The results of a poll

conducted by 'emper National Insurance Company in Illinois

shows that 61% of Illinois voters fazor lowering the

illegal blood alcohol content level to .08. The need for

.08 law in Illinois is clear. 1 only ask that you listen

to your conscience this morninq and not the special

interest groups and do what is right for all the citizens

of this State of Illinois. 1 ask your tavorable

consideration for this Bill. Questions?l

Speaker Daniels: ''Any discussion? The Gentleman from Clinton,

Representative Granberg.''

Granberg: lThank youy Mr. Speaker. Will the Gentleman yield?''

Speaker Daniels: ''He indicates he *ill.''

Granberq: lFirst of all Representative Johnson, appreciate the

efforts the Secretary of State has made in reqard to this

very serious issue. So, I don't think any of us in this

Body are in favor of accidents contributed to DUI. lt's a

terrible, terrible tragedy and we applaud the efforts of

secretary of State Georqe Ryan in this regard. Our
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concerns are, what issues are being addressed currently and

how can we better effectuate current law enforcement

standards? So having said that, where does Illinois rank

in terms of fighting alcohol related driving incidents. Is

there a certain level that we've obtained?''

Speaker Daniels: 'lRepresentative Johnsono'

Johnson, Tom: believe that different groups have ranked, as we

rank very, very high thanks to the efforts of the Secretary

of State over the past years. I believe MADD has ranked us

number one in 50 states. But I might add, that number one

is never qood enough as long as we continue to leave...

lose lives to alcobol related deaths and we sbould continue

to do everything we should to reduce that number.n

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Granbergo''

Granberg: 'Well, Representative, given that, what is the average

blood alcohol content level for DUI arrests in this state?l

Speaker Daniels: lRepresentative Johnsonor

Johnson? Tom: HAre you asking the average where alcohol related

deaths are involved?/

Speaker Daniels: *Representative Granberg.'

Granberq: eRepresentative, for actual éonvictions of DUI.*

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Johnson.?

Johnson, Tom: ''The average on convictions, if understand your

correction... or your question, you know J think most of

them are between .l5 and 2.''

Speaker Daniels: PRepresentative Granberg.o

Granberg: 'fMy... my question Representative, is this, given that

information. Why would we not give more serious

consideration to a graduated penalty structure? That tsz

the higher the BAC content, why would we not increase the

penalties and... with in direct correlation to the BAC?

Why don't we go to the other end of the scale where the
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real problem is, that a1l of us are very concerned with,

but we feel there's more serious problem at tbe other end

oi the scale where most ot the accidents occur at that

level. Where most of the incidents occur at that level and

not the... the social drinker at the other end of the scale

that you're addressinq today. So, vhy do we not have a

graduated penalty system, the higher you blow the qreater

the penalty?'

Speaker Daniels: 'Representative Johnsono'

Johnson, Tom: HYou raised several... issues in your question

there Representative. One is the question of why We don't

increase penalties *he higher the blood alcohol content.

The... I don't think any of us would object to ever looking
at that issue, however I think it's a... you are impaired

and the studies will show that drivers are impaired at .08

and above. lf you are impaired it should make no

difference whether or not you are impaired at .08 or you

impatred at .20. The fact is, you are impaired and you

ghould not be driving. So, the issue of penalties is not

really where it's at. You also mentioned that, Why are...

why would we go after the social drinker? I think it's

importank to know that at .08 it would require four drinks

per hour for l60 pound person. Now, I don't believe that

that is necessarily being social.''

Speaker Daniels: pnepresentative Granberg.''

Granberg: NThank you. Well, Representative, you drew the analogy

between .08 and .20. 1 would submit there is a very, very

serious difference and is higher on the scale with the

BAC, that the more impaired the driving becomes, and that's

uhere the higher incidents of a convictions, that's where a

higher incidents of accidents occur and those people are

the problem on the road. But given that, Representative,
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earlier you indicated that the public opinion poll showed

that 6l% of the public in Illinois I believe, would like to

see the blood alcohol content standard lowered. Did that

poll indicate to what level they would like to goe from .l0

to .08, or would they like to go to .05 or...N

Speaker Daniels: wRepresentative Granberg, your time is up. But

could you bring your line of question to a close??

Granberg: lWould they like to go to .û8 or do they want to go to

.05? And with that, Sir, I would ask you, is it your

intention next year if this becomes 1aw to go to .05 next

year and to finally go to .00 tolerance for all the public

in Illinois? Ts that your intention, Sir, and how would

you impact the .08? Thank you.'

Speaker Daniels: RRepresentative JohnsonoR

Johnson, Tom: >No it is not tbe intention to go any lower, in

fact no other state is below .08, nor do the scientific

studies show that it's necessary to go below .08.''

Speaker Daniels: ''The Lady from Lake Countyy Representative

Moore.''

Moore, A.: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker, Ladies and Gentlemen of the

House. I rise in support of this Bill. I think it's an

important one for Illinois. Illinois during 1992 had

alcohol related crash... crash fatalities and injuries
costing more than $1.2 billion. Tbe average economic cost

of an alcohol related crash is estimated at 800,000 per

death and 20,000 per injury with nearly 30% of the first
year medical cost being paid for by tax dollars. Illinois

will lose even more money as tax payer's absorb all of the

medical cost accrued to alcohol related crashes. What will

happen financially if Illinois... if Illinois does not pass

a .08 law? Illinois stands to lose more than $4 million in

federal highway safety funds if a .08 1aw is not in effect
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by September, September 30th of 1996. That's $4 million in

federal highway safety funds. Any law which decreases

alcohol related crashes will have a very positive financial

impact for the citizens of Illinois and it will provide for

a safer travel throughout the state. 1 support this Bill

and commend the Secretary of State for brinqing

forward.''

Speaker Danielsl ''Further discussion? The Gentleman from Bureau,

Representative Mautino.?

Mautino: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Will the Sponsor yield?

Representative, over the past decade werve had about a 30%

decrease throuqhout the State of Illinois in the area of

traffic fatalities and accidents as a result of some of the

strengthening the laws in the State of Illinois. What

factors do you... vhat are the factors that you attribute

to that?e

Speaker Daniels: 'Representative Johnson.p

Johnson, Tom: /1 think that's a tribute to our law enforcement.

I think it's a tribute to the industry. think it's a

tribute to public awareness. I think there's many reasons

for that. I think therels far more awareness of what

alcohol can do when you mix it with drivinq and I applaud

the efforts of everyone in this state on behalf of lowering

this. We still have some ways to go.?

Speaker Daniels: 'Representative Mautino.''

Mautino: ''Representative, there are... there are many factors

which have attributed to that, the lowering from .l5 to .l0

some... a changing of the attitudes of the people in

regards to drinkinq and driving. There's been also a very

concentrated effort between or inside the industry itself.

Are you familiar with a program which is know as TIPS?''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Mautino. Representative
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Johnson, excuse me.''

Johnson, Tom: ''Yes, 1 am. A very qood program.l

Speaker Dantels: ''Representative Mautino.p

Mautino: lThat's a program alonq with some others, the ADDIE

programs which have contributed and itfs... it's been

the... the industry's way of helping to protect the

citizens throughout the State of Illinois, in addition to

that, there have been also, changes in the industry as far

as the Way that they operate. 7ou see desiqnated driver

programs, so everyone does care about this. 1 quess

probably some of the concerns... there was question that

was asked a little bit earlier about the average blood

alcohol content in the state for an arrest, itts about .16.

Across the nation is .l7 and I think that a 1ot of the...

and a 1ot of the Members probably feel that the problem,

which we are trying to address, is what the repetitive and

the problem people who come in at that level. I know that

93A of the arrests and problems occur above this level. As

far as the... do you have any, any numbers or anything as

far as proposed reductions by going to a .1, or a .087%

Speaker Daniels: enepresentative Johnson.?

Johnson, Tom: 'Yes Representative, according to the National

Highway Traffic Safety Administration, at .08 a person is

three times more likely to be involved in a car crash than

a sober driver. Bleven times more likely to be involved in

a fatal single vehicle crash. In California alcohol

related crash fatalities declined almost 30% between 1989,

which was pre .08 and 1992, two years after the enactment

oi .08 and I might add, that the other experience in Malne

after the .08 we had a decline of about 17% in alcohol

related fatalities. Now, if you use the statistics in

Illinois, of the 629 alcohol related fatalities in 1993, if
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we were to experience even a 15% reduction due to .08 that

would save almost l00 lives.''

Speaker Daniels: 'Representakive Mautinoy''

Mautino: 'Thank you. Nowp you cited California. Now, are you

aware that durin: the time the state of... the time that

California enacted .08, the State of Illinois additionally

had a reduction of 30*7 And in the ratings, we are the

highest rated state as far as traffic safety and we have an

rating from MADD. So, I don't know that it@s...N

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Johnson. Representative

Mautino, your kime has expired, Sir. Representative

Johnson will answer your questions/

Johnson, Tom: 'Yes, 1 am aware of that. And again, as I say. I

applaud our reduction. I think it's terriffc. But the

statistics are showinq that if we were to enact this, we

could save another 100 lives. Now what's wrong with that?'f

Speaker Daniels) 'Ladies and Gentlemen of the House, just for a
second, if I could have your attention. We know, of

course, today is the national day for bring your daughters

to work day, so we want to welcome all the daughters of our

Legislators and employees in State Government to the

Capitol and congratulate them on bein: young... wonderful

young women. And of course, those of us whose daughters

are back in school, elsewhere in the state, we want to send

them a note of special love to them as well. Further

discugsion? The Lady from Sanqamon, Representative

Klingler.''

xlingler: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. We've heard a lot of

discussion today about that we should be concentrating on

the high end of the scale for alcohol related accidents

because that's where the most serious accidents are. But :

thlnk the evidence shows that if we want to attack
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accidents of the higher alcohol level, the way to do it is

to enact the .08 law. And this conclusion has shown by

experience in states that have the .08 la* and what has

happened in reductions of tbeir fatalities at the higher

end of the alcohol level. For instance, California had the

.08 laW and accidents in which the driver had...

excessively high alcohol level above .lû decrease by 4%.

In Oregon, after the .08 law, the alcohol in accidents with

the high... at the higher level decrease by 11% and in

Vermontz those high level accidents decreased by 3lA. So,

the fact that we have a .08 law, show that there is a very

strong perception to the public that driving laws are

strict and in... and in iact, we end up reducing alcohol

levels at the .08 law. would also like to point out,

that other countries have stricter laws thano..than

Illinois and that we do in general and in fact a number of

countries have the .08 1aw such as point, such as Austria,

Canada, Denmark. And some counkries even have a .05 law,

Finland, Iceland, Japan, Norway. We really cannot tolerate

drinking and driving if we want to... end accidents at the

high end of the alcohol spectrum. The way to do that, is

to point the... is to pass the .08 law and and get the word

out that our alcohol laws are very strict. Thank you: Mr.

Speaker.''

Speaker Danie1st ''Further discussion? The Gentleman from St.

Clair, Hepresentative Hoffman.''

Hoffman: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Will the Sponsor yield?''

Speaker Daniels: ''He indicates he will.''

Hoffman: ''Representative, just have a couple of questions
regarding the contents of the Bill itself. On page 8 of

the Bil1...''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Johnson. I'm sorry,
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Representative Hoffman. Excuse me, my...?

Hoffman: ''On paqe 8 of the 3il1, item 31.../

Speaker Daniels) NRepresentative Johnson.l'

Hoffman) >It say's beginning on January 1, 1991, has refused to

submit to a test as required by section 11-501, Where as

submitted to the test resulting in an alcohol concentration

oi .08 which, which changes from .10. This is the

provision regarding the...the summer suspension I believe.

The question is, wefre not changlng the date of January 1,

1991, we're only changing the .08 provision. So, the

question...the question then becomes, if there was an

incident where you may have been arrested and blown a .08,

between .08 and .l0 and you are not..oyou are notoo.had

your license suspended as a result of that. could they then

go back to these cases that occurred between January l of

1991, and today and say, now your license is revoked?p

Speaker Daniels: fRepresentative Johnson.%

Johnson. Tom: nNo, Representative Hoffman. This does not apply

retroactively. Obviously, we can't pass ex post facto laws

and secondly, all of these suspensions have already been

served and in fact, it would be double jeopardy and Go on.
And so, no, that does not... would not impact

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Hoffman.''

Hoffmank /We11, you're avare of the... the court decisions,

Representative, that have indicated that it is not a riqht

to have a driver's license in the State of lllinois. Tt is

not... you don't have that right as it is in deed, a

privilege. So that the issue as to double jeopardy and the
constitutionality of these issues, I don't believe applies

and there have been cases that have indicated that fact.

So. couldn't you under this... under this Bill and the way

it is drafted, couldn't you go back to individuals who may
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have... have taken a blood alcohol test and got... gotten

between .08 and .l0 after January 1, 1991, and read... and

go back and suspend their license now, even though they

couldn't... you didn't then?''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Johnsong'

Johnson, Tom: ''No.P

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Hoffman.?

Hoffman: ''We1l, do you agree with my comments that the... is

not... that the courts have ruled in the past that there is

no right under Illinois 1aw to a driver's license?''

Speaker Daniels: 'Representative Johnson.''

Johnson, Tom: ''Yes I do agree with that and that is precisely why

we should be passing .08.''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Hoffmanp'

Hoffmank ''Wel1, my concern, not only, I guess, with some... some

of the things that other people said, but potentially with

the... with the drafting of this. I think it could be

read, and I just want to make sure that it is your
intention not to go back to individuals who may have taken

a test between January 1, 1991, and...and the effective

date of this Act and revoke their license in a retroactive

manner. That's not your intent under this law, right,

Representative?''

Speaker Daniels: HRepresentative Johnsonw''

Johnsons Tom: ''That is correct.''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Hoffman.'

Hofiman: Olust one final question. Representative, under current

law, it's my understanding that an indlvidual already in

Illinois, if he... if he takes a... a blood akcohok test

and he scored betWeen .05 and .l0r he currently can be

charged with driving under the influence of alcohol and

indeed can be convicted of driving under the influence of
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Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Johnson.h

Johnson, Tom: lThat's correct. But as you know, it requires a

lot oj additional work, evidence and so on, to show that

what this does is shifts it. It would be per se and it

would be then up to the defendant to prove that it had not

affected his drivinq. Which he has that right or she has

that right.e

Speaker Daniels: PRepresentative Hoffman, you're almost out of

time Sir.l

Hoffman: ''Just.o.just in closing real quick. Would like to
certainly applaud the Sponsor and applaud the Secretary of

State jor coming forward with initiatives such as this.

Unfortunately and reluctantly? I think that it currently is

in current law and... and as a result to that I'm goin: to

go witb voting 'no'. think that... that reasonable minds

could disagree on many of these things and l understand

that the individual brinqing forward this... this Bill is

certainly, believes in this Bill. However, 1 think we just
simply disagree.'

Speaker Daniels: NThe Gentleman from Washington, Representative

Deering.''

Deering: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Will the Sponsor yield?'

Speaker Daniels: @He indicates he wi1l.'

Deering: ''Representative, there are those that support this type

of legislation that say's that the state will lose $4

million in federal grants, if We do not pass the .08. Is

that correct?''

April 27, 1995

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Johnson.''

Johnson, Tom: ''Illinois will stand to lose more than $4 million

in federal highway safety funds if a .08 law is not in

aëfect by September 30, 1996. So, there is a possibility
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right now, we will not lose $4 million. don't think that

that's the real motivation or purpose of moving this

legislation, it's to save lives.''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Deering.''

Deerinq: ''Well, Representative, that may not be the real purpose
,

but that is some of the argument tbat is out there and just
to clarify the... the federal guidelines a little more. To

qualify for the discretionary grants under section 4l0 of

the federal statute, a state must meet four out of five

criterla, currently Illinois only meets three. The other

two that... one of the other two they would have to meet is

a .08 BAC 1aw or they would have to have... they would have

to have administrative revocation of a license in 30 days.

Currently, we don't do that because in Cook County it takes

45 days as I understand to revoke a license. So, if we

could get the rest of the state in line with the 30 day

revocation, I think that we would still be in line for the

federal dollars. Is that not correct??

Speaker Daniels: RRepresentative Johnson.N

Johnson, Tom: ''That is correct. Again, the... the real

motivation behind this law, is to save lives.
''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Deeringol

Deeringl ''Representative, as stated by Representative Hoffman,
you know, I do applaud the Secretary of State's efforts

here. I'm not going to vote for the Amendment or for the

3ill? but there are a 1ot oj groups that are opposed to

this. These groups also sent you, as the îponsor of the

Bill and the Secretary of State, a letter askin: for a

meeting to discuss alternative proposals, such as a

graduated penalty system, which in my opinion would go

after those individuals who have a BAC of .1 or greater
,

make the penalties stiffer for them. The problem, the
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chronic drinkers getting them off the road, 1 think that,

that is where we should be going, not making it

discretionary .08. Would that not of been a better

proposal and... and why would you not meet with those

qroups and discuss that proposal?'

Speaker Daniels: lRepresentative Johnson./

Johnson, Tom: NThe Secretary of State wtll be very happy and so

will 1, to meet with any groups with ideas for cutting

alcohol related deaths and mayhem and fatalities on the

roadway. However, it is the Secretary's position and mine

that, that is no substitute for .08. That should be in

addition to .08 and you are impaired at .08 and every study

out there now kill show that. And so therefore, it's not a

substitute, point 08 will save lives. We now have that

history and background in other states who have been

already imposed the .08 and why should we not do everything

we can including .08 to reduce the mayhem on our highways?e

Speaker Daniels: 'Representative Deering, your time is almost out

Sir.''

Deering: ''ïes, a final question Mr. Speaker. I have a quote from

the Decatur...from the Decatur Harold and Review which

Secretary of State Ryan, states that .08 would be just and
I'm quoting a first step toward .05. Tf this Bill is

signed into 1aw wilk you be considering Sponsoring the

Secretary's .05 legislation if he in fact, would introduce

that?/

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Johnson.''

Johnson, Tom: ''No.f'

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Deering. The Gentleman from

Grundy, Representative Spangler.''

Spangler: ''Thank youy Mr. Speaker. Ladies and Gentlemen to the

Bill. What welre talking about here is, we're talking about
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a drug. Yes, obviously a socially accepted drug. lt has

been proven time and time again that at .08 blood alcohol

contentp a person is impaired. Now, this isn't about

drinking or not drinking or consuming alcohol or not

consuming alcohol. This is about getting into a vehicle

and powering that vehicle and having all the faculties

about yourself so that you don't damage people in that

process. Somehow or another, we've gotten lost along the

line here, and this is an alcohol, non-alcohol issue. It

is not. It's pure and simple. If you consume enougb

akcohok to raise your blood alcohol content to .Q8, you are

impaired. didn't say intoxicated, 1 said impaired. Now,

those ot you that have ever been effected or know friends

and relatives or family that have...had to go through the

things that many of our families have had to go through as

a result of an impaired driver behind a wheel of a vehicle,

this is what we're talking about here today. l rise in

stron: support of this 3ill and I would urge all my

colleagues for an 'aye' vote. Thank youvl

Speaker Daniels: ''The Lady from Dupage, Representative Pankauo
*

Pankau: ''Mr. Speaker, I move the previous question.l

Speaker Dankels: eThe question is, 'Shall the main question be

put?' A1l those in favor signify by saying 'aye', opposed

'no'. The main question is put. Representative Tom

Johnson to closeo''

Johnsonp Tom: 'fAgain: Members of the House, this is quite simple.

Point 08 is effective because it saves lives. The voter's

want it. As discussed earlier, the results of a recent

poll conducted by Kemper National Insurance Company, show

that 6l% of Illinois voters favor lowering the illegal

blood alcohol content level to .08. Perhaps even more

impressive is the fact that the support for .08 is equally
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distributed throughout the entire state. If that's not

enough to convince you that Illinois wants and needs .8#

iiscal implications Will. The averaqe economic cost of

alcohol related crashes are estimated at $800,000 per death

and $20,000 per injury with nearly 30% of first year
medical costs ending up being paid for by tax dollars. But

in the end, people, the evidence shows clearly with states

who have enacted this legislation, you will save a

substantial amount of lives. Isn't that worth it? I ask

for your support and ask for a iavorable vote on this Bill.

Thank you.'

Speaker Daniels: lThe Gentleman has moved for the passage of

House 3i1l 2205. All those in favor signiiy by voting

'aye'; opposed by voting 'no'. The voting is open. Have

a11 voted Who wish? Have a11 voted who wish? Have all

voted who wish? The Clerk will take the record. On thîs

question, there are 91 'ayes', 25 'noes', none votin:

'present' This Bill, having received a Constitutional

Majority, is hereby declared passed. House Bill 320, read
the Bill, Mr. Clerk.''

Clerk Rossi: ''House Bill 320, a Bill for an Act in Relation to

Child Care Development Council. Third Readinq of this

House Bil1.''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Erwin.''

Brwin: ''Thank you. Thank you, Speaker. House.. .''

Speaker Daniels: ''Excuse me. Excuse me. Ladies and Gentlemen of

the House. Ladies and Gentlemen. Ladies and Gentlemen of

the House. Ladies and Gentlemen. Representative Erwin.p

Erwin: ''Thank you, Speaker. House Bill 320 attempts to address a

serious problem that not-for-profit child care centers

have. Not-for-profit child care centers, let me be more

specific, that serve 1ow income families and it deals Mith
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the difficulty that not-for-profits have in terms of

accessing capitol for expanding child care centers, for

building new, acquirin: property. This deals specifically

with the facilities themselves. If yourre a not-for-profit

day care, child care center and you rely on basically

moms, families that have a subsidy from tbe state or it may

a direct grant from DCFS. You know you bave clients

coming in the door but what you don't have is a pool of

doltars that you can access to do repairs, expansion and

so forth. TWo years ago: Representative Roskam and 1,

Sponsored a 3ill that in... really in the spirit of this,

was nearly identical. It was to resolve the same problem.

And we 9ot it to the Governor's desk with the help of

Senator DeAnqelis. It was approved by the Senate. It went

to the Governor's desk. It dealt... it qave the authority

howevery to the Itlinois Development Finance Authority.

The Governor vetoed the Bill. He did not feel comfortable

with the debt retirement in... in the authorizations to

IDFA. So We came back to the board, this yearp to try and

draft something that addressed the Governor's problems,

while at the same time, trying to resolve this problem of

access to capitol funds tor expansion. This Bill is

unique in that. we are utillzinq the great expertise of an

organization called the Illinois Facilities Fund. I think

a number of you have received these dark orange packets

from them. The Illinois Facilities Fund was a creation of

the Chicago Community Trust. It is a not-for-profit, real

estate, capitol improvement and plannin: agency that only

deals with not-for-profit. So this is an orqanization who

has a great deal of expertise. And in fact, has assisted

in many of your districts in providing the funds by

accessing and leveraging private funds, foundation funds,
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as well as conventionalz commercial lending loans, from

commercial lending institutions. They have financed day

care, community based mental health services, a11 over the

state. So, the State of Illinois, the Department of public

Aid, DCFS, and Mental Health actually have a great deal oi

experience with the lllinois Facilities Fund. In this

legislation, we are creating a fund, we are not putting any

money in it. I think we explained last night When we

adopted Amendment #3, there are no state funds. But we

are creatin: a child care deve... development fund, in

which we want to deposit state funds at some point, and

access federal funds, which we believe are available from

the National Enterprise Zone Act. So that we... the

Tllinois Facilities Fund can then leverage this and provide

the capital necessary to make revolving... this would

create a revolving loan fund, so that child care centers

could apply for loans. So that they can do their own

rehab and expansion. 1 urge an 'aye' vote and I'd be

happy to attempt to answer any questions.?

Speaker Daniels: 'The Gentleman from Jersey, Representative Ryder

is recognized.''

Ryder: 'Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 1 don't have questions for the

Sponsor of this Bill because the Sponsor is providing an

answer. This 3ill and the Sponsor's effort, the

bipartisan sponsor's effortp.. By the way, Representative,

it was a nice idea to include the Speaker on this. You're

to be complimented for that. This is an answer to one of

the most difficult issues that we face in Illinois today.

If you talk to tbose people who are working class people,

to tbose people that are on welfare and want to be working

class people, and you ask them, 'what is it that take...

that it would take to help you in your life?' on each and
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available childevery surveg they say 'adequate, competent,

care. Cbild care! Taking care of our children! What could

be more important? What could be more critical to the

people of this state than child care? But this

3il1...this Bill goes beyond that. It says we understand

that chïld care doesn't have to be some state bureaucracy.

This Dill says that we understand that child care doesn't

have to be part of a welfare system. This Bill says, let's

help foster, private, not-for-private child care. The

state has a role. We can't attempt to garner federal funds

to do this. We can attempt to garner state funds, but

there are no state funds in this 3ill today. What this

Bill Qoes is sayp let the state facilitate. Let the state

help private, not-for-profits expand, develop, create job
opportunities, so that carin: people can take care of

children. Expand where they are already present, so that

we can take care of our children. All of us are here for a

reason. We're here because we wish to be Legislators and

I believe wedre here because ve wish to do good. 1 can

think of no better legacy. I can think of no better reason

to go home when we finish this, hold our head high and

say, 'when I went to Springfield, 1 helped to develop

child care for the State of Illinois'. I helped the

children and the parents of children because of how

important tbat is to this state. The Sponsor and tbe

cosponsors are to be congratulated for taking an issue

that is very very difficult and coming up with a solution

that is extraordinary. I wish as a final note, to correct

the statement that I made earlier. apologize, when

made reference to Amendment #3, apparently that was

incorrect. There are only 2 Amendments adopted on this

Bill. If I mis... if I mlsled someone in that comment,
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apologize. For the children of this state, for those

organizations that are providing care for the children of

this state, for the State of Illinois, this is one of the

best pieces of legislation we've had the good fortune to

see in this Session.''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Schakowsky.'

Schakowsky: ''Thank y... thanh you, Mr. Speaker and Ladies and

Gentlemen of the House. too, want to congratulate you on

the Sponsorship of this... this leqislation and the

wonderful cosponsors that you have on this Bill. Just a

couple of questions, because this is a unique formulation

of how we're going to do it, I thought it might be useful

just to understand, if the Illinois Facilities Fund is a
private orqanization, not a state organization, and there

are no state dollars being appropriated for this, then what

exactly is the role that the state... why do we need this

legislation? What role is the state going to play, either

now or in the future, in helping to create more iacilities

or improve facilities for day care?

Speaker Daniels: PRepresentative Erwin.N

Erwin: 'Thank you, Representative, that is a very good question.

As you know the Tllinois Facilities Fund has actually been

making loans to many not-for-profit in the state. And

have a long list oi all of them, if anyone is interested,

statekide. The truth is. thouqh, they rely on foundation

dollars. They rely on commercial lending institutions that

will give them very 1ow interest loans. They are, in

themselves, this unique entity. They are a not-for-profit

lending institution, which is on the face of it, a

unheard oi entity. But as 1 said, the Chicago Community

Trust funded and organized the Illinois Facilities Fund to

address this very unique need. And that is, social
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service, not-fbr-profit agencies, that rely upon government

contracts to assist in paying their biïls and so,

government contracts and qovernment vouchers, if you will,

to the extent tbat they are poor children and families tbat

become al1 of our responsibilities. I have been trying to

zero in for three years on this speeific difficulty witb

child care because 1 do believe that is a very specific

and difficult issue. We discovered that while they mioht

know they have enough clients, that indeed they don't have

the access to the capttal to do tbe expansions. I turned

to the Illinois Facilities Fund: When I realized that the

Illinois Finance Devetopment Authorlty did not appear to be

the way the administration wanted to go. And so what the

Illinois Facilities Fundp..what We are really doing is

legislating, we are contracting with them, because they in

deed are the experts. Not unlike how we rely upon

Maryville to care for many of the guardians of the state

or how we contract with hospitals to provide health care.

We are in effect, will be placing the Illinois Facilities

Fund as the overslqht, as theov.as the executor, if you

will, of this fund. But Representative Schakowsky, is

a state fund so, it will be a fund created in... the

State Treasurer's office. It will have an advisory

counsel. There are parameters. The funds, the

revolving... the loans must go. A large percentaqe must

go to 1ow income. So for instancep let's take the

scenario of a child care center that has 60% 1ow income,

but maybe 40: who can afford to pay more, which many of

them do to help pay the bills. We can then assist that

child care agency that relies so heavily on serving 1ow

income and therefore probably state funds or state

vouchers. We can assist them with their expansion through
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a revolving... through this revolving loan fund. Now,

they will be paying back these loans. This is an

instrument, a financial instrument, if you will. These

are not state grants. This is not the state, altbough

might... think it miqht be a...a good thing, this is not

the state saying, 'we'll build you know, or expand for

you'. This is indeed, their own authority. But what we

need to do with this assistance is, as Senator... as

Senator

Representatixe Ryder, eloquently

coul..owould be a good Senator...

stated, we need to

is

facilitate this. To get tbem to the polnt at which

can make these capital expansions.l

they

Speaker Daniels: nThat's the first five minute answer we've had

during the whole Session. But, Representative Schakowsky,
you're almost out of time.R

Schakowsky: ''1 think she said it all, Rep...Mr. Speaker. And

would urqe an 'aye' vote.?

Speaker Daniels: pokay, the La... the Lady has moved for the

passage of House Bill 320. All those in favor, signify by

votin: 'aye'; opposed by voting 'no'. The voting is open.

Have a1l voted who wish? Have a1l voted who wish? Have

a1l voted who wisb? The Clerk will take the record. On

this questton, there are 115 'ayes', none Doting 'no',

voting a

Const itut ional Majority , is hereby declared passed. House
Bi 11 43 . read the Bill , Mr . Clerk . ##

Clerk Rossi : ''House Bi 11 A Bi 11 f or an Act in RelaE ion to

collect ion Agenc ies . Thi rd Reading of thi s House Bi 11 . H

Speaker Daniels : ''Representat ive Saviano? Take the Bi 11 out of

the record . House Bi 11 l60 , read the Bi l1: Mr . Clerk . '

Clerk Rossi : ''House Bi 11 l60 , a Bi 11 f or an Act amending the Code

of Criminal Procedure of 1963. Thi rd Reading of thi s

lpresent'. This Bill baving received
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Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Turner.''

Turner, ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. House Bill 160 amends the

Code oi Criminal Procedure. There's a Statutory Section

under 15...115-10 that currently allows for hearsay

testimony when a child has been abused sexually. That

hearsay testimony is allowed to come into evidence in a

court of 1aw when that child is 13 years of age and under.

What this Bill does is raise the age to 15 years. Some of

the cases have slipped through the cracks because 14 and

15 year olds are not covered. This 3ill corrects I'd

be glad to answer your questions.'

Speaker Daniels: ''Any discussion? The Gentlemen from St. Clair,

Representative Hoffman.î'

Hoffman: ''Yes, will the Sponsor yield?''

Speaker Daniels: ''He indicates he wi11.?

Hoffman: ''Representative, what is tbe genesis of tbis 3il1 and

why do we need it?l

Speaker Daniels: lRepresentative Turner.''

Turner, J.: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Representative: the

State's Attorney's Appellate Prosecutor's office had

contacted me and asked me to Sponsor this Bill. They had

cited a couple of cases in the State of Illinois, where a

14 year old had related sexual abuse to an adult. That

testimony would have been crucial for the case. Because it

was not allowed? it was believed that the cases were lost.

And the courts had ruled that the evidence should not have

been admissible. And so therefs an overturn. don't

have the citations however, for you.'

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Hoffman.''

Hoffman: ''Mr. Speaker: before preceding with questioning, I'd

like to make the Motion to remove from Short Debate, being
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joined by the requisite number of individuals.

Representative, in addition, it's my understanding that

this would make child's statements admissible they were

15 or older at the time a statement was made. Is that

correct?''

Speaker Daniels: 'Representative Turner.''

Turner, J.l lThat is correct.''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Hoffman.''

Hoffman: %We1l, first of all, what wepre saying is, the hearsay

exemption for statements made by a child applies...the

statements maybe.w.by children under 15 and then later we

say. a child's statements are admissible if they were 15

or older at the time the statement was made. So, when

does this stop; 15 or older, does it go to age 40: age 50?

What's the definition of a child?l

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Turner.p

Turner, ORepresentative, this is a good question. I think

you're somewhat misinterpreting the intent and in fact,

this specific language. lt...the protection goes up until

the age of What... what the Bill does, however, is

take into consideration, is if thè 15 year old, a week or

two later relates of sexual abuse, to an adult, that adult

could still testify as to the sexual abuse that occurred

prior to the child reachin: l5. What welre getting at is

just because they have turned l5, before they have related
the abuse. that should not preclude the hearsay exception

to apply. As to when it stops, of course, as you well

know, the statute of limitations can come into play. ând

certainly, there are protections in this statute, as you

well know, as well to make sure that the hearsay testimony

has some degree of reliability.''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Hoffman.''
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concept of the gill,

Representative. My question is though, as we know, in the

courtroom: the reason that we have the rule regarding khe

inadmïssibilty of hearsay, is because we deem it

necessarily unreliable. And when we deem things

necessarily unreliable, we say that is inadmissible

unless there is some given exception. The given exception

in this case, is simply based on age. And you're saying

nowy that individuals between 13 and 15 makes any type of a

statement, is necessarily reliable. Regardless of khe

statement because now you're sayinq it's a hearsay

exception. And it will be admissible. How do we justify
that?''

Speaker Daniels: lRepresentative Turner.l

Turner, J.: 'Well, Representative, we would justify it under the

same rationale that we justified for children who
attained the age of l3. Or children who had not attained

that ase, who vere below the aqe of l3. So, the rationale

is exactly the same and as indicated before. there are

safeguards in the statute to make sure tbat the hearsay

testimony does come in and is reliable and has

corroboration.'

Speaker Daniels: HRepresentative Hoffman.f

Hoffman: ''We11, just froa a political standpoint, Representative,
you know, that this is a very difficult Dill to vote

against. And Tfm not going to vote against My only

concern is that a practical matter? is what weere

essentially saying here, when we make exceptions to the

Hearsay Rule, we're saying that a given statement is

admissible for the truth of the matter asserted. Welre

sayin: that now, we can take that as truth and I think

that I don't believe that a kid between 13 and l5, every
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statement that they made, we should necessarily take as

true. But what we're saying is, we're goinq to

make...we're going to allow that to be admissible and it is

an exception to the Hearsay Rule. Now you can still

question them, I understand. You can still question them

as to the truth of and the veracity of I'm just a
bit concerned because I don't know what follows. I'm

going to vote in favor of it, because 1 think it's very

difficult not tosp

Speaker Daniels: eFurther discussion? Gentleman from Cook,

Representative Dart.l

Dartk NThank you, will the Sponsor yield??

Speaker Daniels: ''He indicates he will.''

Dart: lRepresentative, in reqards to the changes in here. The one

chanqes are obvious and straight forward. Just changing

the...just changing the age, that's real obvious and
straightforward. Do you have any statistical evidence or

so, that would be beneficial for us, as far as (a) how

often the 115-10 hearings are used? And (b) how often

the.o.what...if there's any guess or quesstimate on how

many additional children: this would bew.omore available

to now that wedre changin: the age??

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Turner.''

Turner, J.: 'That information was not supplied to me by the

Appellate Prosecutor's office. As I'd indicated, they

asked me to Sponsor this Bill because they thought there

was a need for it. My guess is that state attorneys'

across the state had contacted them and had suggested to

them, certain cases were not prosecuted because the

hearsay exception was not extended up into children who

had obtained the age of l5. But, 1 don't have any data.

There were two cases that the Appellate Prosecutor's
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office had cited to me and 1 can get those cites for you.

T don't have them right now.''

Speaker Daniels: NRepresentative Dart.''

Dart: ''Would your staff person there, be of anys..would he have

any of the answers I want? I doubt it, yet. Secondly,

just want to ask you in particular, the second part of the

change in here, dealing with the provision that says 'a

statement mayn .shall not be inadmissible under this

Section on the ground the child was 15 years of age or

older at the time the statement was made'. Why..owhy is

that portion required?f

Speaker Daniels: PRepresentative Turner.l

Turner, J.: pThe reason that language is included, is because if

the child, for example would be 14 years and 11 months and

so many days, and sexual abuse occurred. lt only stands

to reason, if... that they waited a few days, as

children sometimes do, to report the sexual abuse that had

occurred to them, that it should still be admissible. That

is the testimony from the adult to whom the sexual abuse

was related, should be allowed to come into court and

testify. Because the criminal act occurred prior to the

child obtaininq the age of l5. They simply related

after they had obtained that ageo''

Speaker Daniels: lRepresentative Dart.'l

Dart: ''Now, the plain reading of this, the way this is set up

now, is there any conflict with the fact that the

beginning says that the child has to be under the age of,

would be 15 now. And now, in the second part, We're

saying... to be... to take advantage of the statute. And

then in that last part of now, welre adding the

statement shall not be inadmissible on the ground that the

child was 15 years of age or older. Is that.. .; mean, are
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we basically in Section E, sort of negating the entire age

requirement at a1l and not. can you explain to me

Why...how that is for legislative intent?''

Speaker Daniels: lRepresentative Turner.''

Turner, J.: ''Representative, don't believe there's any

inconsistency there at all. As I already indicated, the

language that speaks to the test...testimony cominq in

after the child has attained the aqe of l5, simply is to

cover circumstances where the mlnor has been sexually

abused before reaching l5, but has related it after

reachinq 15.%

Speaker Daniels: pRepresentative Dart.''

Dart: ''And I understand that. was just looking plain meanin;
of the statute itself. The new languaqe that says 'a

statement shall not be inadmissible under this Section on

the ground that the child was 15 years of age or older at

the time the statement was made'. So, that if the

statement by an 18 year old, say the statement was someone

o1d... older than 15 years of age. Say l8, the statement

was made. Does this Section not say then that the

statement is not inaamissible because the child is 18

years of age?''

Speaker Daniels: 'Representative Turner.e

Turner, J.: GRepresentative Dart, certainly under the reading of

the statute, which you're reading it very carefully and 1

appreciate that, an 18 year old? yes, could relate

somethinq that had happened to them, prior to the time

that they reached l5. Now, Would a court of law allow

that to come into evidence? T think probably not. The

test is in the statute as you know, and the testimony is

only admitted if the court finds in a hearin: conducted

outside the presence of the jury, that the time content
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and circumstances of the statement, provides sufficient

safeguards of reliability. Now, if you apply that

standard and the courts certainly would apply that

standard, my guess, except in very rare and extreme cases,

the court would not allow testimony in the example you've

just cited to me./
Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Dart, your time is out. The

Gentleman from Cook, Representative Durkin, is recognized.
'

Durkin: *1 rise in support of this 3i11, Representative Turner.

às weo..as we look through this 3il1, vhat we're intendinq

on doing is taktnq the chilling affect of the court room

experlence on the youthful victims of a sexual abuse. By

going under, from the age of 15 down lower, we're

protecting a very, very innocent part of society, who are

often manipulated in the court system. This Bill would not

substltute for an in-court of identification of tbe victim.

What wefre saying is that, allow this person's statement

to be brought in, this third party statement, this hearsay

statement, be brought in as in the state's case-in-chief,

as you can tell through the 115-10 Section, there are

suificient safeguards for it's reliability. These types of

hearings take...are done on a day in, day out bases

throuqhout the state. They're very detailed and they

are...there are extremely large amounts of safeguards to

ensure it's reliability. There should be no concern as to

whether or not the statements comin: in are manipulated.

There are.a.the adversarial process is still intact

through this type of pretrial motion. I strongly support

this Bill. This is a Bill which is qoing to help the young

children who have often, a very difficult time testifying

in court. Allow them to tell their story and to actually

assist the prosecution and make them believable. would
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strongly support the way this Bill is drafted and encourage

an 'aye' votew''

Speaker Daniels: ''The Gentleman from Logan, Representative

Turner, to close.''

Turner, J.: 'This Bill's designed to protect victims or minors

who have been sexually abused. I move for favorable

action.''

Speaker Daniels: ''Question is, 'Shall House Bill l60 pass?' A1l

those in favor, signify by voting 'aye'; opposed by votinq

'no'. The voting is open. Have a11 voted who Wish? Have

a11 voted who wish? Have all voted kho wish? Clerk Will

take the record. On this question, there are l09 'ayes',
none voting 'no' 6 voting 'present'. This Bill having

received the Constitutional Majority, is hereby declared
passed. House Bill read the Bill, Mr. Clerk.''

Clerk Rossi: ''House Bill 3, a Bill for an Act in Rekation to

Collection Agencies. Third Reading of this House Bill. R

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Saviano.R

Saviano: nThank you, Mr. Speaker: Ladies and Gentlemen of the

House. House Bill 3 is a...is a conglomeration of three

Practice Actsy which are sunsettinq and we're renewing.

And also, a small technical Amendment which addresses some

concerns of the suburban area in aging, regarding the

Social Work Practice Act. On the Social Work Practice

Act, the arean spsuburban Area Agency on Agtng came to us

reqarding some problems with the investigation of

elder...elder abuse in Illinois. What it simply does, is

allow a social worker to disclose privilege information to

the department when the information has been gained as a

part of an elder abuse investiqation. The Physical Therapy

Act is renewed under this Bill. The Roofing Industry

Licensing Act is renewed under this Bill and the main
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title of this Bill, the Collection Agency Act is also

renewed under this Bill. 1 could tell you that all of this

is all agreed language. We've negotiated it, with all the

pertinent parties. And wefd like to get it over to Senate

because we've got the same 3ills coming over here. And

we'd kike to 9et it over there as soon as possible. I'd

ask for a favorable vote. Thank you.'

Speaker Daniels: lGentleman from St. Clair, Representative

Hoffmanop

Hoffman: HYes, will the Sponsor yield?'

Speaker Daniels: Mlndicates he will.'

Hoffman: ''Xes, Representative, you indicated in your initial

comments, that this... that this stops the Gunset of

several regulatory Acts? Could you be more specific as to

which Acts those are??

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Saviano.?

Saviano: nYeah, as I stated, it renews the Physical Therapy Act
,

the Roofing lndustry Licensin: Act and the Collection

Aqency Act.''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Hoffman.
''

Hoffman: RDoes make any other changès ln the Roofing Industry

Licensing Act?''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Saviano.
''

Savianok pl'm sorry: couldn't hear you. ''

Speaker Daniels: 'Representative Hoffmanp
''

Hoffman) ''Does it make any other changes in the Roofing Ag.. .

Industry Llcensinq Act? Or does it just repeal the
sunset?''

Speaker Daniels: nRepresentative Savianow''

Saviano: ''The only thing that we've changed is it now requires a

$5,000 bond to be filed with the department.'

Speaker Danielsk ''Representative Hoffman.''
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Hoffman: f'Is the industry in favor of that?''

Speaker DanielS: RRepresentative Savianoa'

Saviano: ''The Ro... it was an issue of the Rooiinq Industry
,

XPS.P

Speaker Daniels: RRepresentative Hoffman.''

Hoffman: l'With regard to the...the Collection Agency Act: the

specific changes that you are making is...is the raising of

certain fees for renewal of licenses. Isn't that right?l

Speaker Daniels: lRepresentative Savianoo/

Saviano: ''The industry has imposed on themselves an increase to

increase monitoring of their industry. One of the pro.. .

one of the matn concerns When we Were working on this

Bill, was the lack of enforcement within the industry.

And they needed... they recommended the additional fees on

themselves so they could be monitored more closely.
'

Speaker Daniels: pRepresentative Hoffman.?

Hoffman: ''And that is their initiative so: everybody Who would be

affected, or not everybody, but the aqencies that would be

affected, the collection agencies, are in favor of that

fee increase, is that correct?''

speaker Daniels: ''Representative Hoffman.''

Saviano: lYesen

Speaker Danie1st pRepresentative Saviano, T'm sorry. K11 rlght,

Representative Hoffmano''

Hoffman: lAnd are there any other fee increases in this 3ill?

think that some targets may just want to know.?
Speaker Daniels: lRepresentative Saviano.?

Saviano: ''That... that is the only fee increase in the Bi1l. P

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Hoffman.''

Hoffman: lHouse Amendment 42 corrected some drafting errors. Has

that been made a part of this Bi11?''

Speaker Dantelsl ''Representative Saviano.''
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Saviano: ''Yes, Floor Amendment #2, dealt primarily witb tbe

Physical Therapists. That was some of the concerns they

had, that they wanted cleaned up under the new Act.
/

Speaker Daniels: DRepresentative Hoifman.e

Hoffman: 'So now, it is my understanding, through Floor

Amendment 42 that we're extending the sunset dates, for

the Physical Therapy Act and the Roofing lndustry

Licensing Act, al1 the way til January 1st, of 2006. So we

won't have to continually do this year in and year out
,

correct??

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Saviano.''

Saviano: ''That is correct.''

Speaker Daniels: 'Representative Hoffman.l

Hoffman: *Is the department in favor of this. . . this Bill?>

Speaker Daniels: pRepresentative Saviano.q

Saviano: lEvery aspect of this Bill as been negotiated
. Not only

with the department but with the respective industries, the

consumer groups. It's all been worked out. Has evolved

over the last two months. 1, myself, have appeared at

many meetings in downtown Chicago on all these different

Acts and we're satisfied with everybody bein: in

agreement.'

Speaker Daniels: lRepresentative Hoffman.''

Hoffman: ''Yes, would just like to commend the Sponsor of the
Bill and al1 the individuals involved. It's my belief that

this is a good Bill. I think that it certainly deserves

passage and needs to be passed in order to avert the

sunset of some of these Acts. I just need and feel as my

duty as a Floor Leader to make the point that for

individuals why may or may not be interested in it: With

regard to the Collection Agency Act, the...l'm voting in

favor of this Bill. And one of the reasons is, it's my
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understanding that the collection agencies want to impose

this on themselves. However, so everyone knows: hoW when

they vote, that there is a fee increase contained in this

Bill. So you may want to vote accordinqly. However, I am

in favor of it because in my opinion, if the industry would

like to regulate themselves and want to do through that

means, that that is a valid means for doinq that.
''

Speaker Daniels: HThe Gentleman, Representative Saviano, to

closeef

Saviano: NThis... this Bill addresses some very pertinent state

business. As you know, one of the problems we have in

certain aspects of the Department of Professional

Regulation, is the lack of enforcement. Through that

increase in fees we're trying to address those problems.

would urge an 'aye' vote. There's a lot of work that went

into this 3ill with a lot of help from a 1ot of people.

And I would appreciate an affirmative vote. Thank you.?

Speaker Danielst lGentleman moves for the passage of House Bill

3. A1l those in favor signify by voting 'aye'; opposed by

voting 'no'. The voting is open. Have a11 voted wbo wish?

Have all voted who wish? Have al1 voted who wish? Have all

voted who wish? The Clerk will take the record. On this

question, there are l06 'aye', 10 voting 'no', none voting

'present'. This Bill havinq received the Constitutional

Majority, is hereby declared passed. House Bill 226, read
the Bill, Mr. Clerke''

Clerk McLennand: lHouse Bill #226, a Bill for an Act relating a

Scbool Lands and Facilities. Third Reading of this House

B i 11 . ''

Speaker Daniels: nRepresentative Lindner.e

Lindner: ''Yes, thank you, Mr. Speaker.

yesterday, House Bill 226 is the

As we discussed

School Impact Fee Bill.
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And this is now a Shell Bill or a Vehicle Bill. The

qroups involved in this who are a11 the school districts

and the school boards, the home builders, the realtors and

the other groups are negotiating on this and we would ask

that you pass this out as a Shell Bi1l.''

Speaker Daniels: HRepresentative Schakowsky.''

Schakowsky: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker, will the Sponsor yield??

Speaker Daniels: ''She indicates she wi11.''

Schakovskg: ''You indicated yesterday, Representative, that

negotiations were going on. just thought 1'd ask about
the progress here. How are we doing in coming to some

consensus? Isn't this the one that we... go aheado''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Lindnero''

Lindner: nYes, said that they met in Springfield two days this

week and they are meeting today in Chtcago. So, they're

meetin: this afternoon in Chicago. So I've not talked

with anybodye''

Speaker Danlels: ''Representative Schakowsky.lï

Schakowsky: 'Once again, though, Representativey 1 ask you why it

is that we need pass out this Bill, when I'm sure there are

qoing to be a number of Bills that we could amend that

come over from the Senate and other Vehicles that we could

use? Why do we need to pass a Shell Bill at this time?''

Speaker Daniels) ''Representative Lindnere''

Lindner: HThis is the Bill that the school districts filed. It

is the agreement of all the parties that are negotiating

that this Bill Would be passed out as a Shell Bill so that

if there is an agreement, the Bill would be used for this

VUrPOSP.O

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Schakowsky.''

Schakowsky: HRepresentative, I for onep do not like to put my

vote on a Bill on Third Reading of this House and pass it
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out of here, when we have no idea what it is that's going

to be done. We have no idea what might or might not come

back here. There are many other opportunities for us

to... for these negotiations to precede for a vehicle to

be found. But for us to pass something out of here that

has nothing in it what so ever, seems to me as

inappropriate at this time. And 1 urge a 'no' vote.M

Speaker Daniels: ''Gentleman from Adams, Representative Tenhouse.?

Tenhouse: ''Mr. Speaker. I move the previous questione
o

Speaker Daniels: lThe question is, 'Shall the main question be

put?' Al1 in favor, signify by sayinq 'aye', opposed 'no'.

The 'ayes' have it. Representative Lindner to close. The

Lady moves for the passage of House 3ill 226. All those

in favor signify by voting 'aye'; opposed by voting 'no'.

The voting is open. Have a1l voted Who Wish? Have a1l

voted who wish? Have a11 voted who wish? Have all voted

who wish? The Clerk will take the record. This question,

there are 66 'ayes', 45 'noes', and 4 voting 'present'.

This Bill having received the Constitutional Majority, is

hereby declared passed. House 3i1l 301, read the Bill,

Mr. Clerk.e

Clerk Rossi: ''House Bill 301, a Bill for an Act amending the

Unified Code of Corrections. Third Read of this House

Bi1l.>

Speaker Daniels: RRepresentative Cross.?

Cross: ''Thank you, Mra Speaker. House 30l is a Bill that's had a

good bi... bit of work put into it and may even still need

a little more work. But at this point, Rouse Bill 30l

provides that the state shall provide detention facilities

throughout the state, or potentially, throughout the state

to house juveniles that have been either automatically
transferred to adult court or transferred to adult court
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through a petition filed by the state attorney's office.

As many of... as many of you knog, throughout the state we

have a shortage of places to house juveniles. And our

county boards have all been struggling with how to resolve

the problem. This is an attempt to take care of that

problem. The counties would reimburse the state once

this facility or if these facilities were built
, to

reimburse them on a perdiem basis. And 1#11 be glad to

answer any questions that unam... unanimously came out of

the Criminal Law Committee after a 1ot of debate and. . .
''

Speaker Daniels: ''Gentleman from St. Clair, Representatlve

Hoffman.''

Hoffman: ''Yes, will the Sponsor yield?'

Speaker Daniels: Rlndicates he wi11.%

Hoffman: 'Representative, I know that we#re essentially passing

the underlying portion of this 3ill over to the Senate so

that we can continue to work on... on this very important

piece of legislation. Do you have any indication of where

you want this to end up? What's the final provisions that

you foresee in this legislation are going to be?''

Speaker Daniels: eRepresentative Cross.''

Cross: ''We1l, Representative, ideally, I'd like to have the state

build a couple of this facilities throughout both in the

north and southern part of the state. To take care of

problems, overcrowding, either down in Southern Illinois

or up in the northern region. I'm not sure if the state

has the money to do it right now. Potentially, over in

the Senate, when we've been workinq on some language, we

may give counties the authority to come together to create

authorities which would have some bonding authority. A

1ot like maybe a public building commission.''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Hoffman''
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Hoffman: >We1l, my initial concern in committee, was that we

would potentially be utilizing some state dollars here to

serve a very limited portion of this state. Do you

foresee that as changing?''

Speaker Daniels: lRepresentative Cross.''

Cross: H:t is not my intention and I believe that you asked tbat

question of the Juvenile Justice Commission in committee.

It's not his intention, nor is it mine, that this be

limited to one part of the state. As we said... it says

regional in tbe Bill. And when we 9et over to the Senate,
we could clean this up, Jay, I will take that word out.

This is desi:ned, this concept is designed to take care of

a problem statewide. And as I've told you earller, we'll

continue to work with you on this. But this is not

limited to one part of the state by any means.p

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Hoffman.''

Hoffman: ''The only reason that 1... that I raise that concern is

as you know, the second portion of this Bill, Amendment #8,

which Representative Mautino has crafted, attempts to

address the problem reqarding the funding of detention

ofiicers. And indicates that ' we would properly fund

detention officers. Unfortunately, in this state. We've

had a finite amount of money and what has happened is, the

Administrative Office of Tllinois Courts, the budget line

item for these detention officers, has not been fully

funded. So, if we open up another facility and we take

more money out of that pot, we could actually be

decreasin: the amount of money that individual counties

who presently run detention facilities receive as

reimbursement to pay for their detention officers. Is in

your...is that your intent, in any way, by moving this

Bill, or is it your intent to attempt to find additional
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dollars to do tbese types of thinqs?l

Speaker Daniels: 'And Representative Cross?''

Cross: llay, it's not my lntent to affect the Section tha... or

the Amendment...Representative Mautino and I haveo/

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Hofiman.''

Hoffman: nWhat you're trying to get at here, Representative,

is... is the problem of juvenile transfers to adult court.
Would this only be as... or utilized ina.von a basis

whereby the juveniles are waiting trial as opposed to as a
dispositional alternative?'f

Speaker Daniels: wRepresentative Cross.''

Cross: ''J..eRepresentative, as you know, about tbose tbat have

been transferred to adult court, potentially are... the

counties are potentially required or could hold them up to

a year. And a good bit of time, of county space, is used

up to house pretrtal stage juveniles to be tried as

adults. And that's why we've limit it to this. It was

actually a suggestion that came from Mike Mahoney, who you

probably know, who've probably worked with. We didn... we

tried to limit it so we could... but we felt like with

limitinq it to this group, that we would have. . . that we

would be able to fill up the bed space without much

problemw''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Hoffmane?

Hoffman: 'Just...joined by the requisite number of individuals,

We'd like to remove this from short debate. Just one last

question, Representative. Cause I think this is.w.is

something we that nee...do need, indeed, to address is the

overcrowding of our detention facilities in this state.

And 1 would like to applaud you for moving forward witb

this effort. However, the concern, 1 guess, by some of

us, in areas where this isn't designed to cover, is there a
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mechanism whereby us downstate, could potentially come

together and create these types of facilities? Is there

that in this Bill and do you intend there to be that in

this Bil1?'

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Cross.''

Cross: *1 think I heard your question, Jay. And there's no limit

on where these facilities would go. As I talked about

earlier, cause this is a statewide problem. believe

there are only about 14 or 15 counties with detention

centers. One concept that we've talked about with some.. .

some detail, is allowing counties to come together and

create an authority, as mentioned earlier. And once

again, there'd be no limit on where that developed. And

the... all the counties combined would have the authority

to issue bonds and build these facilities. And weere open

to that idea as well. But there's no specific area or

region that wefre trying to focus on. This iG a state

wide problem.'

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Hoffman.
'

Hoffman: think that this... that this a good piece of

legislation. And I look forward to working with you on

this. would urge everybody because it's not goin: to be

just a reqional issue, but attempt to address the issue on
a statewide basis. I see no reason for not supporting this

piece of legislation. I'd like to applaud you. And Mr
.

Speaker... Mr. Speaker, I apologize, 1 want thisu.. did we

take it off short debate?''

Speaker Daniels: HGentleman from... or the Lady from Cook
,

Representative Wojcik.''

Wojcik: RMr. Speaker, move the previous question.''
Speaker Daniels: ''The question is, 'Shall the main question be

put7' All those in favor signify by saying 'aye'; opposed
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'no'. The 'ayes' have it. Representative Cross to close.

Representative Cross moves the pass the House 3ill 301.

A11 those in favor signify by voting 'age'; opposed by

voting 'no'. The voting is open. Have a11 voted who wish?

Have a11 voted who wish? Have a1l voted who wish? The

Clerk will take the record. on this question: there are

t07 'ayes', none votinq 'no' 3 voting 'present'. This#

Bill having received a Constitutional Majortty, is hereby
declared passed. House Bill 1749, read the Bill, Mr.

Clerk.l

Clerk McLennand: ''House Bill 41749.11

Speaker Daniels: NMove that Bill back to Second. Ladies and

Gentlemen of the House, we have a 1ot of work left today

and tomorrow, to help expedite the process, during the

committee break the Clerk will read 3i1ls on the Calendar

and holdinq them on the order of business. No action will

be taken. With that: Representative Wojcik moves that the

House stands in recess until the hour of 2:00 p.m. and at

which time, during which time we'll have Committee

Hearings. All those in favor signify by saying 'aye'l

opposed by sayin: 'no'. The 'ayes' have it.

Representative Monique Davis requests that she be recorded

showing that she should be recorded as 'aye' on the last

3i1l. With leave of the House that will be shown, House

Bill 230. The House now stands in recess until the hour of

2:02 p.m. And before We recess, 1et me acknowledge the

presence of Senate President. James ''Pate'' Philip here at

the podium with me. Welcome, Senator Philip. House stands

in recess until the hour oi 2:û0 p.m.''

Clerk McLennandl ''Second Reading of House gills for the purpose

of holdin: them on the Order of Second Reading. House Bill

55: a Bill for an Act makinq appropriations. House Bill
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70, a Bill for an Act making appropriations. House Bill

75, a Bill for an Aet making appropriations. House Bill

353, a Bill for an Act to amend the Consent by Minors to

Medical Procedures Act. House 9ill 373, a 3ill for an Act

to amend Nursing Home Care Act. House Bill 547, a Bill for

an Act to amend the School Code. Houoe Bill 8Q2, a Bill

for an âct making appropriations to the Department

of...lllinois Department of Corrections. House Bill 803, a

3ill for an Act making appropriations. House Bill 807, a

Bill for an Act making appropriations to the State Board of

Education. House 3ill 808, a 3i1l for an making

appropriations to the Department of Central Management

Services. House Bill 809, a 3ill for an Act making

appropriations to the Department of Central Management

Services. House Bill 858, a Bill for an Act to amend the

Illinois Vehicle Code. House Bill 863, a Bill for an Act

relating to school districts in cities with a population

exceeding 500,000 inhabitants. House Bill 944, a Bill for

an Act to amend the Soil and Water Conservation Districts

Act. House Bill 995, a Bill for an Act to amend the School

Code. House Bill 996, a Bill for an Act to amend the

School Code. House Bill 1009, a Bill for an Act makin:

appropriations. House Bill 1016, a Bill for an Act making

appropriations to the Board of Higher Education. House

Bill 1018, a Bill for an Act making appropriations to the

State Board of education. House Bill 1077, a Bill for an

Act making appropriations to the Department of Mental

Healtb and Developmental Disabilities. House Bill 1082, a

Bill for an Act making appropriations to the Department of

Rehabilitation Services. House Bill 1083, a Bill for an

Act making appropriations to the Department on Aging.

House Bill 1173, a Bill for an Act in relation to security
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guards. House Bill 1229, a Bill for an Act to amend the

Public Utilities Act. House Bilk 1324, a Bill for an Act

to amend the Children's Advocacy Center Act. House Bill

1512, a Bill for an Act to amend General Obligation Bond

Act. House Bill 1513, a Bill for an Act to amend the

General Obligation Bond Act. House Bill 1522: a Bill for

an Act to amend the Illinois Human Rights Act. House Bill

1648, a Bill for an Act concerning motor vehicles. House

Bill 1660, a 3i1l for An Kct to amend the Civik

Administrative Code of Illinois. House 3ill 1691, a Bill

for an Act to amend the Environmental Protection Act.

House Bill 1866, a Bill ior an Act to amend the State:

Mandates Act. House Bill 1878 (sic-l978), a Bill for an

Act to amend the Liquor Control Act. House 3ill 2079, a

Bill for an Act to amend the School Code. House Bill 2221,

a Bill for an Act to amend the Rural Bond Bank Act. House

Bill 2223, a 3ill for an Act to amend the Higher Education

Student Assistance Act. House Bill 2234: a Bill for an Act

in relation to the registration of sex offenders. House

Bill 2284, a 3ill for an Act to amend the Lessor's

Liability Act. House Bl1l 2358, a Bill for an Act to amend

the Illinois Marriage and Dissolution of Marriage Act.

House Bill 2178, a Btll for an Act making appropriations to

certain state agencies. House Bill 2479, a Bill for an Act

to provide for the ordinary, contingent, and distributive

ezpenses of the State Comptroller. House Bill 2481, a Bll1

for an Act in relation to state borrowing. Rouse Bill

2482, a Bill for an Act making appropriations and

reappropriations to various economtc development aqencies.

House Bill 2484, a Bill 1or an Kct making appropriations

and reappropriations to various environmental aqencies.

House Bill 2485, a Bill for an àct making appropriations
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and reappropriations to various human services agencies.

House Bill 2466, a Bill ior an Act making appropriationG

and reappropriations to tbe Department of Transportation.

House Bill 2487, a Bill for an Act making appropriations to

various public safety aqencies. House Bill 2488, a 3i1l

for an Act making appropriations for the Office of State

Treasurer. House nill 2489, a Bill for Act making

appropriations for the ordinary and continqent expenses of

the Court of Claims. House Bill 2490, a Bill for an Act

making appropriations to the Court of Claims. House Bill

2191, a Bill tor an Act makinq appropriations to the

Supreme Court. House Bill 2492, a Bill for an Act making

appropriation: to the Supreme Court. House Bill 2495, a

aill for an Act providing for the ordinary, contingent and

distributive expenses of the Office of the Secretary of

State. Second Reading of these Bills. These Bills will be

held on the Order of Second Reading. Bills will be held on

the Order of Second Reading. These House Bills, these

gills Will be held on the the Order of Third Reading.

House Bill 84, a Bill for an Act to amend the Illinois

educational Labor Relations Act. House Bill 85, a Bill for

an Act to amend the Illinois Public Labor Relations Act.

House Bill 88, a 3ill for an Act that amends the

Unemployment Insurance Act. House 3i11 89, a Bill ior an

Act to amend the Unemployment Insurance Act. House Bill

114, a Bill for an Act in relation to criminal law. House

Bi11 126, a Bllt for an Act in relation to compensation for

certain veterans. House Bill 144, a Bill for an Act

concerning health care. House Bl1l 194, a Aill for an Act

to amend the Property Tax Code. House Bill 236. a Bill for

an Act to create the Equity in Education Law. House 3ill

256, a Bill for an Act in relation to health care workers.
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House 5i11 262, a Bill for an Act in relation to

deGignation of holidays. House Bill 285, a Bill for an Act

in relation to underqround storage tanks. House 3ill 374,

a Bill for an àct to amend Property Tax Code. House 3i11

375, a Bill for an Act to amend the Property Tax Code.

House Bill 380, a 3il1 for an Act to amend the Illinois

Vehicle Code. House Bill 419: a Bill for an Act to amend

Illinois Purchasing Act. House Bill 422, a Bill for an Ac:

to amend Civil Administrative Code. House Bill 423, a Bill

for an Act to amend the Veterans Preference Act. House

Bill 424, a 3ill ior an Act to amend the Department of

Veterans lffairs. House 3ill 427, a Bill for an Act to

amend Illinois lncome Tax Act. House Bill 428, a Bill for

an Act to amend the Illinois Income Tax Act. House Bill

431, a Bill for an Act to amend the Service Occupation Tax

Act. House Bill 136, a Bill for an Act to amend tbe

Charitable Games Act. House Bill 439, a Bill for an Act to

amend the Bingo License and Tax Act. House Bill 446, a

Bill for an Act in relation to limiting property tax

assessment. House :ill 448, a 3i11 for an àct to amend the

Election Code. House Bill 46U, a Bill for an Act in

relation to delinquent minors. House 3i11 508, a Bill for

an Act to amend the Illinois Municipal Code. House Bill

527, a Bill for an Act to amend the Water Authorities Act.

House Bill 546, a Bill for an Act to amend the School Code.

House Bill 567...637, a Bill for an Act to amend the Public

Utilities Act. House Bill 674, a Bill for an Act to amend

the Unified Code of Corrections. HouBe Bill 727, a 3i1l

for an Act in relatlon to income tax exchange. House Bill

748, a Bill for an Act to amend the Barber Cosmetology,

Esthetics, and Nail Technology Act. House Bill 774, a B11l

for an act to amend the Criminal Code. House Bill 821, a
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Bil1 for an Act to amend the Civil Administrative Code.

House Bill 819: a Bill for an Act to amend the

Environmental Protection Act. House Bill 838, a Bill for

an Act to amend the Workers' Compensation Act. House Bill

841, a Bill for an Act concerning sulfur dioxide emissions.

House 3il1 864, a 3ill for an Act in relation to public

officials. House 3ill 921, a Bill for an Act to amend the

Lead poisoning Prevention Act. House Bill 950, a Bill for

an Act to amend tbe Disabled Person Rehabilitation Act.

House Bill 999, a Bill for an Act to amend the School Code.

House Bill 1022, a Bill for an Act to amend the Code of

Criminal Procedure. House Bill 1044, a 3i11 tor an Act to

amend the Real Estate License Act. House 5il1 1051, a Bill

for an Act to amend Criminal Code. House 5il1 1102, a Bill

for an Act to amend the Criminal Code. House Bill 1124, a

Bill for an Act concerning transportation. House Bill

1133, a 3ill for an Act regarding occupation and use taxes.

House 3ill 1135, a Bill for an Act to amend the Illlnois

Municipal Code. House Bill 1138, a Bill for an Act to

amend the lllinois Marriage and Dissolution of Marriage

Act. House Bill 1153, a Bl1l for an Ack to amend the Motor

Vehicle Franchise Act. House Bill 1171, a Bill for an Act

in relation to property taxes. House Bill 1176, a Bill ior

an Act to amend Counties Code. House Bill 1223, a Bill for

an Act to amend the School Code. House Bill 1234, a Bill

for an Act to amending the Downstate Forest Preserve

District Act. House Bill 1260, a Bill for an Act in

relation to manufactured housing. House aill 1276. a 3ill

for an Act concerning the fixing of compensation of

officers of local government. House Bill 1279, a 5il1 for

an Act to amend the lllinois Public Aid Code. House Bill

1280, a Bill for an Act to amend the Illinois Public Code.
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House Bill 1281: a Bill for an Act to amend the Riverboat

Gambling Act. House Bill 1337, a 3il1 for an Act to amend

the Counties Code. House Bill 1384, a Bill for an Act in

relation to regimented juvenike training. House Bilk 1405,
a Bill for an act to establish the Illinois Low-lncome

Homebuyerfs Program. House 3i1l 1417, a Bill for an Act to

amend the Business Enterprise for Minorities, Females, and

Persons with Disabilities Act. House 3i1l 1459, a 3ill for

an Act to amend the School Code. House 3ill 1461, a Bill

for an Act to amend the Metropolitan Water Reclamation

District Act. House Bill 1462, a Bill for an Act to amend

the Regional Transportation Authority Act. House Bill

1465, a 3ill for an àet to amend the Property Tax Code.

House Bill 1469, a Bill for an Act to amend the Election

code. House Bill 1470, a Bill for an Act to amend the

Workers' Compensation Act. House Bill 1475, a Bill ior an

Act to amend General Qbligation Bond Act. House Bill 1480,

a Bill for an Act to amend the Rural Bond Bank Act. House

Bill 1482, a 3ill for an Act in relation to state

government. House 3i1l 1496, a Bill for an Act to amend

the Election Code. House Bill 1499, a Bill for an Act to

amend the Officials Convicted of Infamous Crimes Act.

House Bill 1526, a Bill for an Act to amend the

Environmental Protection Act. House Bill 1537, a Bill for

an Act to amend the Higher Education Student Assistance

Act. House Bill 1558, a Bill for an Act in relation to

firearms. House 3il1 1574, a Bill for an Act to amend the

Illinois Income Tax àct. House 3i11 1575, a Bill for an

Act to amend the Consumer Fraud and Deceptive Business

Practices Act. House 3ill 1576, a Bill for an Act to amend

the Minimum Wage Law. House Bill 1584, a Bill for an Act

to amend the Condominium Property Act. House Bill 1585, a
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Bill for an Act to amend the Condominium Property Act.

House 3ill 1614, a 3il1 for an Act to amend the Code of

Civil Procedure. House Bill 1670, a Bill for an Act to

amend the Illinois Insurance Code. House Bill 1677, a Bill

for an Act to amend the Sale of Tobacco to Minors Act.

House Bill 1726, a Bill for an Act concerning leases of

real property. House Bill 1739, a 3ill an Act to amend the

Illinois Insurance Code. House Bill 1760, a Bill for an

Act to amend tbe Department of Veterans Affairs Act. House

3ill 1764, a Bill for an Act to amend the Retailers'

Occupation Tax Act. House Bill 1855, a Bill for an Act to

amend the Higher Education Student Assistance Act. House

Bill 1888, a Bill for an Act to amend concerning drug

products. House Bill 1900, a 3ill for an Act concerning

tax collections. House Aill 1901, a Bi11 for an Act to

amend the Civil Administrative Code. House Bill 1920, a

Bill for an Act to amend the School Code. House Bi11 1960
,

a Bill for an Act to amend the Nursing Home Care Act.

House Bill 1972, a Bill for an Act to amend the Solid Waste

Planning and Recycling Act. House Bill 1988, a Bill for an

Act to amend the School Code. House Bill 2072, a Bill for

an Act concernin: health. House Bill 2106, a Bill for an

Act in relation to gambling. House Btll 2108, a Bill for

an Act to amend the lllinois Horse Racing Act. House Bill

2139, a Bill for an Act in relation to criminal justice.
House Bill 2150, a Bill for an Act to amend the Public

Community College Act. House Bill 2154, a Bill for an Act

to amend the Personnel Code. House Bill 2176, a B(1I for

an Act to amend the Tllinois Pension Code. House Bill

2177, a Bill for an Act to amend the lllinois Pension Code.

House Bill 2179, a Bill for an Act to amend the Property

Tax Code. House Bill 2189, a Bill for an Act providing for
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a Metropolitan Airport Authority. House Bill 2206, a Bill

for an Act to amend the State Finance Act. House Bill

2214, a Bill for an Act concerninq public and private

cooperation for business and economic development in

Illinois. House Bl11 2224, a Bill for an Act to amend the

Physician Assjstant Practice Act. House Bill 2230, a Bill

jor an Act to amend the School Code. House Bill 2235, a

Bill ior an Act concerning sexually transmitted disease
.

House Bill 2307, a Bill for an Act to amend the Public

Utilities Act. House Bill 2320, a Bill for an Act to amend

the Unified Code of Corrections. House Bill 2323, a Bill

for an Act to amend the Property Tax Code. House Bill

2345, a Bill for an Act to create the Airport Noise Act.

House Bill 2347, a Bill for an Act in relation to

professional practices. House Bil1 2397, a Bill for an Act

to amend the Judicial Districts Act. House Bill 2192, a

Bill for an Act to amend the Illinois Health Facilities

Planning Act. House Bill 2403, a Bill for an Act to amend

the Illinois Public Aid Code. House 3i11 2404, a Bill for

an Act to amend the Judicial Districts Act. House Bill

2407, a Bl11 for an Act to amend the Medical Center

District Act. House Bill 2443, a Bill for an Act ko amend

the School Code. House Bill 2444, a 3ill for an Act to

create the Voucher System Studies Task Force and to

prescribe its duties. House Bill 2447/ a Bill for an àct

to amend the Pretrial Services Act. House 3i11 2457, a

Bi11 for an Act to amend the Citizens Utility Board Act.

House Bill 2467, a Bill for an Act to amend the Housing

Authorities Act. Third Reading of these House 3ills.

These Bills will be held on the Order of Third Reading. l'

Speaker Churchill: ''The House will come to order. Representative

churchill in the Chair. Mr. Clerk, committee reports.?
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Clerk McLennand: lcommittee reports. Committee report from

Representative Cowlishaw, Chairman for Committee on

Elementary and Secondary Education, to which the followinq

Amendments were referred, action taken on April 27, 1995,

reported the same back with the following recommendation:

'do approve for consideration', Floor Amendment 46 to

House Bill 445. Committee report from Representative

Maureen Murphy, Chairman for Committee on Revenue, to

which the following Bills and Amendments were reierred,

action taken on April 27, 1995, reported the same back with

the following recommendations: 'do approve for

consideration', Floor Amendment 42 to House Bill 430,

Ploor Amendment 42 to House Bill 1123 and Ploor Amendment

43 to House Bill 1649. Committee report from

Representative Tenhouse, Chairman for Committee on

Appropriations for Public Safety, to which the following

Bill was referred, action taken on April 27, 1995,

reported the same back with the following recommendation:

'do pass as amended', Senate Bikl 923. Committee report

from Representative Stephens, Chairman for Committee on

Executive, to which the following Bi1l...Bills and

Amendments were referred' action taken on April 27z 1995,

referred to the same back with the following

recommendations: 'do approve for consideration': Floor

Amendment 41 to House Bill 1941.''

Speaker Churchill: ''Mr. Clerk? Introductions and Resolutions.?

Clerk McLennand: Wsenate joined Resolution 443, offered by
Representative Churchill. Rules Committee.''

Speaker Churchill: ''House will proceed to the order of House

Bills Third Reading. Mr. Clerk, please read House 3il1

185.%

Clerk McLennand: ''House Bill 9185, a Bill for an Act that amends
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the Sanitary District Revenue Bond Act, Third Reading of

this House Bill.''

Speaker Churchill: ''Chair recoqnizes the Gentleman from

Vermilion, Representative alack.''

Black: lThank you very much, Mr. Speaker and Ladies and Gentlemen

of the House. House 3i1l l85 amends the Sanitary District

Review Bond Act, excuse me, Sanitary District Revenue Bond

Act. The legislation accomplishes t*o goals. Flrst

makes the act applicable to the North Shore Sanitary

District, the second largest district in the State of

Illinois. Now, in case youfre Wondering why does do

that, the North Shore Sanitary District is the only

sanitary district currently that has to have separate

enabling statutes and thus have to reference a11 of them

to make it consistence... consistent with al1 the other

districts. Let me say riqht now, this does not apply to the

Metropolitan Water District of the City of Chicago and

other suburbs. This... they're already covered under the

law. No... no problem there. Secondly, this 3ill

authorizes the discontinuance of water service or sewage

service or both to a property within the sanitary district

when the payment of charges for sewer service becomes

delinquent. Be glad to answer any questions you have, Mr.

Speaker.''

Speaker Churchill: ''Before we begin debate on this nill, I would

like to recognize pages and students who are in the qallery

and on the Floor. From the Emmanuel Lutheran Scbool in

Freeport, Stephenson County, a guest of Representative

Lawfer today. Welcome to you all. there any

discussion on House Bill 185? The Chair recognizes the

Gentleman from Cook, Representative Lang.''

Lang: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker, and good afternoon to you, Sir.
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:t's a pleasure to see you in the Chair./

Speaker Churchill: lGood afternoon to you.?

Langl ''Will the Sponsor yield?/

Speaker Churchill: PHe indicates that he will, please proceed.
''

Langk ''Representative Black, how are you, today? What does.. .

what differences are there in this legislation and the

legislation that zeke Giorgi had sponsored khat was of a

similar nature for several years?''

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Black.''

Black: PRepresentative 1...my memory will just simply will

not...you know, 1...1 don't know. Let me just say this and
in all, and mean this sincerely, every tlme 1 had a

sanitary district Bill, I sought the advice and counsel of

our late and esteemed colleague, Zeke Giorgi and he was

always extremely helpful and kind. believe this is

probably a first cousin to some of tbe legislation that Mr.

Giorgi had. But as to the actual similarities: 1...1

apoloqize, 1 simply don't know.

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Lang.p

Lang: ''What cbanges do... does the Amendment make in the Bil1?P

Speaker Churchill: pRepresentative Blackon

Black: ''Ves, the Amend.o.the Committee Amendment simply clarifies

that sanitary districts are organized under the Municipal

Code, could enter into a permissive contract with private

water utilities so that they could take advantage of the

provisions in this Bi11.O

Speaker Churchill: 'Representative Lanq.''

Langl ''So, if I understand the Bill correctly, if a municlpality

contracts witb a private water company, a resident does

not pay their sewer bill, the water company can shut off

the water, is that basically what this Bill does?''

Speaker Churchill: >Representative 3lack.''
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Black: lYes: Representative, I would say that the. . . you've done

a much better job of succinctly saying actually what this
Bill does than 1 have, guite frankly. That's exactly what

it is aimed at. And I don't think itfs an anti-consumer

3ill at all. I think it's simply an anti-deadbeat Bi1l.
*

Speaker Churchill: 'Representative Lang.''

Lang: ''Well, what if the consumer contests the delinquency? HoW

do they go about forestalling the shut off of the water??

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Black.?

Black: llt's my understanding that all.. .any and al1 applicable

due process provisions currently in law, would have to be

used. That you simply could not in a capricious and

arbitrary fashion shut off an individual's water service,

obviously without showing due processv''

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Lang.?

Lang: Hcan you show me where that is tn the Bi11, Sir?''

Speaker Churchill: 'Representative Black.?

Black: D1 don't think there's any specific language in the Bill.

It's our understanding and that of Sanitary Districts

Counsel, that...you kpow this Bill does not give them any

extraordinary rights of discontinuance. So, that they

would obviously would have to follow what ever due process

is currently used, probably under utility law. But that is

probably a weakness of the Bill. It is not.. . it doesn't

give them any specific powers and it assumes that the

current practice of due process would be... would be

followed.''

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Langwn

Lang: >We1l' Representative' I appreciate your saying that and if

it was in the Bill, I would acknowledge it, but it's not in

the Bill. So, as I read the Bill today, althouqh I think I

support what you're trying to do, what's in the Bill today
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these private utility companies, not even a

public utility companyp but a private utility company

acttnq on their own, perhaps out of just their own greed,

somebody's maybe a day late or t*o days late, can just
simply turn off the water. The only definition in the

Bill is the word delinquent. Shouldn't we remedy this?''

Speaker Churchill: eRepresentative Black.'

Black: *1 think you have raised a point that miqht need to be

considered in the Senate, sbould the Bilk pass to that

chamber. I iuess... and I don't really... I mean any

really... any real argument with what you're saying.

Obviously, a private utility would not be anxious to cut

off the water, because then they would :et not revenue what

so ever. It's really aimed at the sewage charge. But

did... 1 just in the last 36 hours, I did receive a letter

from the Illinols American Water Ccmpany out oi

3elleville, lllinois, certainly not my district. They in

this letter, raised some of the concerns that you do and

suggest that the Senate amend it because they think the

word delinquent should be modified. You know, either a

dollar amount or a number of days delinquent, number of

months delinquent. That specific lanquage isnft in the

Bill either.l

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Black, please bring your

answer to a conclusion.''

31ack: Bznd think, Representativep that's What yourre qettinq

at. That in the absence of specific language, J suppose

somebody might abuse that process. A1l l can do at this

point, the lateness of our deadline, is be more than happy

to share this correspondence from Illinois American Water

Company and qive you my word. I would ask the Senate

Sponsor to not only address this company's concerns with
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defining delinquency, but perhaps also making sure that

specific due process is included in the 3ill.H

Speaker Churchill: lFurther discussion? The Lady from Cook,

Representative Flowers.''

Flowers: ''Mr. Speaker, will the Gentleman yteld?/

Speaker Churchill: ''He indicates that he will, please proceed.''

Flowers: ''Representative Black, what is this Bill al1 about,

please? Would you please explain.?

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Black.,

Black: ''Well, Representative, I think Representative Lanq and 1:

in Representative Langps questioning, we made it very clear

what this Bill is all about. Currently: if you do not pay

your sewer charges, those...the expense of running the

sewage treatment plant must obviously then, be passed on

to those who are paying their particular sewage bill or

sewage charges. Dnder current law, the sanitary district

could come out and literally dig up your sewer with a back

hole out at the street and cap it. Now, ifwo.you know,

that is current law. That is a, I'm sure, a measure of

last resort, but it can be done. And if you do that,

you've incurred a great deal of cost in order to get your

sewer hooked back up. And if you don't have a sewer, you

can't use water anyway in your property because then the

water would have no place to go. It would just simply
back up in your sink or overflow the stool or whatever.

What this Bill attempts to do is to say you simply

refuse to pay your sewage charges bill for no reason other

than the fact you don't want to pay it, that that sanitary

district can ask the water company to then turn off your

water and has been found... tbis is already being done

by the way in states, in lllinois in some areas. They're

findin: that once the sewage district contacts the home
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approximately 95A of the

delinquent users pay immediately because they don't want

their water shut off./

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Flowers.'

Flowers: ''Representative Black, it is my understandinq that

Representative Wyvetter Vounge has been workin: very hard

in her district in regards to this situation. How will

this 3i11 effect her district, please?'

Speaker Churchilll PRepresentative 3lack.?

Black: Pl'm sorry, Representative, I heard you say Representative

Vounqe and working, but 1... I did not get the thrust of

your question.p

Speaker Churchill: pLadies and Gentlemen, it is very noisy in the

House this afternoon. The people debating the question can

not hear eacb other. Will you please, ii you have groups

that need to talk and discuss items, will you please

remove yourselves to the rear of the chamber.

Representative Flowers, can you repeat your question?'

Flowers: 'Representative Black, I said that Representative

Younge, for years, has been in opposition to this Bill.

And I would like for you to please explain to me, how

would this affect her district? What type of adverse

afiect or positive affect? And how would this address the

concerns that she's been having over the years in regards

to this legislation?''

Speaker Churchill: 'Representative Black.''

Black: 'Q donft think I can answer your question. All... a11 I

can tell gou is I am aware of Representative Younge's

fervent opposition to the 3i11. And I don't..ounder what

welre trying to ;o, I simply don't know how 1 can address

the Representative's concerns: other than to respect her

opposition and certainly understand her opposition. But
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don't think there's anything that could be done with the

genesis of the Bill to remove her opposition, in al1

honesty.?

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Flowers.''

Flowers: pI don't mean to speak, excuse me, 1 don't mean to speak

for Representative Younge. And Iêm sure she'll probably

speak on the issue herself. So 1 can't say if her

position has changed but have known in the past, that

sbe has been in opposition to this Bill. And thank you

very much for your time and your efforts in regards to this

legislation.''

Speaker Churchill: NRepresentative Younge's position on this 3ill

was called into question and so the Chair will now

recognize the Lady from St. Clair, Representattve Youngeo''

Younge: OThank you, Mr. Speaker. Will the Sponsor yield?''

Speaker Churchill: ''He indicates that he will, please proceed.
?

Younge: ''All right. Representative Black, what this 3i11 does,

is permits a water company to cut off a person's water

service when a sewer bill is not paid. Is that correct?'f

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Black.p

Black: ''Xes, Representative, that is basically correctv
M

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Younge.''

Younqe: ''Under your Bill, al1 that the sewer company would have

do is to give notice to the water company that any amount

of bill is not paid, and that would be sufficient notice

under your Bill to cut the water off. Is that not true??

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Blacko''

Black: Ml...: donltq.ol donlt think 1 Would agree with that

statement. lt would make no sense on behalf of any

business to simply try to cut somebody off. The

legislation is not intended to actually discontinue

anybody's water service. Rather it's to allow the sending
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of a notice, which I think then the home owner *ill. . . will

sit up and take note of, so that they will pay their

delinquent sewer bill. It's not fair to have some of us

pay those bills and others just simply ignore the bill. I
don't think there's any inherit fairness in that egsation

whatsoever.'

Speaker Churchilll HRepresentative Youngee''

Youngel 'Representative Black, isn't it true that the sewer

company now has the power to plece kiens on property wben

the situation of a non-payment of a bill arises? Also they

have judgments, they're able to go to court and get a

judgement against the person owing the sewer bill, isn't
that true? They have those remedies?''

Speaker Churchill: PRepresentative Black.''

Black: ''Representative, in my home town, we have liens probably

on hundreds of pieces of property. The lien, generally

can't be satisiied until the property is sold. And even

then, I'm not sure What position that lien is in. know

it isn't the first position, that's for sure. The problem

is, when you have hundreds of scofflaws, who say, I'm not

soing to pay this bill or don't want to pay this bill.

Then the cost of running the sewage service, which has

been mandated upon our communities by federal and state

law, then the people who do pay their bill, have to pick

up that cost. Yes, they can file a lien, but it can be

years before that lien could ever be satisfied. And in

fact, may never be satisfied.''

Speaker Churchillk lRepresentative Younge.''

Younqe: ''lsn't it true that the sewer company has the power to

garnishee wages and to attach bank accounts? Don't they

have those remedies too, for the non-payment of sewer

bills?/
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Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Black.''

Black: >If they have that kind of power, I am totally unaware of

such power. 1 have never had a sanitary district, my own

sanitary district for example in my home district, has

never to my knowledqe ever indicated the need that they

would have garnishee power over someone's wages. I mean,
they did.o.if they did, doubt that they would be

pursuing this legislationw''

Speaker Churchill: lRepresentative Younge.*

Younge: >We11, those are the consequences of judgments,
Representative 3lack. Is it true that the lllinois

Commerce Commission has a rule prohibiting water companies

irom shutting off water at the request of other utility

companies? So therefore, your Bill would be... would fly

in the face of a rule of the Illinois Commerce Commission?''

Speaker Churchill: 'Representative Blackgf

Black: pNo, Representative, I don't believe that's true at all.

This legislation is not mandatory. lt would have to be

worked out between the sanitary district and the water

company and 11m not aware of any îCC prohibition on what

we're attempting to do. This is already done in many

cities tbroughout the State of Illinois. So 1 doubt

seriousky, whether is in fact, any viotation of the

commerce Commission rules or regulations.l

Speaker Churchill: lRepresentative Younge, with 33 seconds left.
?

Younge: PRepresentative Fantin will yield her time to me. She

has her light there, on. have a letter here from the

Illinois Commerce Commissiondndicattng that 83 Tlkinois

Administrative Code 280.130 is a rule of the commission

which prohibits private... and that's the difference,

your... in this Bill asking a private water company that is

regulated by the Tllinois..o''
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Speaker Churchill: lRepresentative Younge, please bring your

question to a conclusion. We have otber people in line

that we will get to and try and qet back to you. 3ut at

this point, you would bring this question to a

conclusion, then Representative Black can answer this

question.l

Younge: 'Right. So therefore, because this is a private water

company that you're attempting to influence the conduct of,

it is under the IC rules and they're opposed. They are

opposed because this violates their rule. Simply put,

there is a constitutional Amendment about infringing the

obligations of contract. The contract between a water

company and a customer is a private contract and it should

not be changed because there is no public policy or purpose

involved in this Bill. All this 5i1l is tryin: to do is

to col... be a collection agency for a sanitary district.

And the constitution prohibits! Prohibits! The

infringement of contracts between private individuals as

is with a customer of a water company and the water

company. This is a 3ill that is opposed by water companies

because it will lead to a great deal of. . . of bad

relationships between them and their customers. It means

that a person wbo has their water bill iully paid, will

be... have their water cut off at the request of a sanitary

district. This is a bad Bill. This would be bad law. It

would be bad public policy. And for this reasons, we need

to vote this bad Bill down, like we have in the other

Sessions where this maEter has come up. rt would be

different and I would feel differently about it, if the

sanitary district did not have all kinds of remedies. They

do not need an additional remedy. They garnishee wages.

They attach bank accounts. They file law suits against
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and they have the remedy if they so choose and need to of

digginq up the sewer. But to bring the water company into

this is unfair to them. It's unfair to the people who pay

their water bills and I think that this... this is... this

whole Bill is highly unconstitutional and should not be

entertained by this Body.''

Speaker Churchill: ''Tbank you, Representative Xounge. 'he Chair

would recognize the Lady from Cook, Representative Davis.
''

Davis, M.: Pl'd like to give my time to Wyvetter Younge, please.

Thank youp Mr. Speaker.''

Speaker Churchill: 'Okay. Representative Younge, the Chair

permitted you to go on with your question far beyond your

time period, but Representative Davis has yielded her time

to you. Do you have further questions or was that a

statement in closing on the Bi11?@

Younqe: ?Mr. Speaker, I have more questions. It was reported to

me by Representative Davis, Representative Black, that you

had said that this Bill would only apply to the North

Shore area?''

Speaker Churchill: ORepresentative Black.''

Black: ''Representative, now you know that isn't true. All right,

1'11 be more than happy to just sit here a11 day and
discuss the merits of the Bill with you. The only mention

to the North Shore Sanitary District in this Bill, is it

makes the Act, the Sanitary District Revenue Bond Act,

applicable to the North Shore Sanitary District. That's

the large... second largest sanitary district in the State

of Illinois, and it's the only one not currently covered

under the Sanitary District Revenue Bond Act. As I said

when opened my remarks, it's simply done because that

enables them to be covered under the code without having

to constantly reference the existing code. It doesn't
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give the North Shore Sanitary District any powers beyond

what everybody else has. including the Metropolitan Water

Reclamation District in the City of Chicago. That's all it

does . ''

Speaker Churchill: ORepresentative Younge.*

Younge: ''Did you say that this Bill applies to Chicago??

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Blackw/

Black: ''Representative, I did not say that. I stood on this

Floor yesterday an6 complimented you on a Bill that sbut

off a loop hole for people who don't want to pay their

real estate taxes. And here today, you're grilling me on

a Bill that is a first cousin to the same thing. Trying to

shut off a loop hole to people who don't pay their bills.

This does not apply, adding anyone to the Sanitary District

Revenue Act, does not apply to the MR.... MWRD. Their

already covered under it.''

Speaker Churchill: pRepresentative Youngea''

Younge: 'Then under your Bill, that would be one rule for the

sanitary district in Chicago and res... another rule for

. the rest of the state. In other words, water companies in

the rest of the state, could shut off people's vater, if

sewer bills are not paid, and they couldn't do it in

Chicago. Is that what you're saying?l

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Black.e

Black: 'No, Representative, thatps what you said, that's not what

I said. Puts everybody on the same page.''

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Younge.'r

Younge: 'Xou say that it didn't apply to Chicagoo''

Speaker Churchill: fRepresentative Black.''

Blackl ''It's not what J said at all. I said the provisions of

the... addin: the North Shore Sanitary District to the

Sanitary District Revenue Bond Act, only applies to the

l12
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North Shore Sanitary District. They are the only district

currently not under that Act. The City of Chicago,

Metropolitan Water Reclamation District, is already under

that àct. h11 this Bill does, is put everybody on tbe

same paqe. That's all. Doesn't treat anybody any

differentlye''

Speaker Churchill: 'Representative Younqe.''

Younge: ''Representative, : refer you to page 1, lines 25 to 27.

This Section defines sanitary district as meaning a

sanitary district orqanized and created bavinq a

population of less than 50D,000. This... your Bill

doesn't applg to Chicago.'

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Blacke'

Black: HRepresentative, once again, Chicago's already covered

under the Act. That's why they're not listed. Theydre

already covered. The only sanitary district in the State

of Illinois, not covered under the Revenue sond Act, is

North Shore, the state's second largest. That's why that's

the only one referenced. We're putting them and al1 other

sanitary districts on the same page. lt's what they

want.p

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Younge.p

Younge: ''Representative Black, do you realize you will be putting

water companies in the position of beinq subjected to...
and I'm talking about private water companies and 1'm

talking about the infrinqement of private contracts,

contracts between individuals and private companies. I'm

talking about a sltuation where government should not :et

involved and involve themselves in private contracts.

This is the objection here. Do you realize that water

companies would be put in a posltion of their paytng

customers, beinq requested and bein: required to cut the
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vater off of their paying customers. And do you realize

that they are opposed to that because it messes up their

business relationships. This is a very serious matter.

We were in aqreement with yesterday, but this... if this

Bi11 is a cousin to tbe Bill that you bad yesterday, it a

bastard cousin! It's a bad cousin! Because it's a bad

Bill!''

Speaker Churchill: HFurther discussion? The Gentleman from

Livingston, Representative Rutherford.''

Rutheriord: oThank you, Mr. Speaker, Ladies and Gentlemen of the

House. stand in strong support of this piece of

leqislation. Particularly in the Amendment that was put

on in to committee. And I could highlight. Very

briefly, it says 'that a municipality may, a municipality

may contract with a privately owned public utllity for the

diGcontinuation of water service to a premises with respect

to Which a payment or rate of charge of sewer services

become delinquent'. And then that Amendment goes on to say,
'that the municipality shall, the municipality shall

reimburse the water service provider, for any loss of

water revenue: for the discontinuation of the service and

indemnify them' and it goes on and on and on. This ts

absolutely permissive for the municipality to enter into.

I could tell you, in my part of the state, my communities

have contacted me, specifically, to request that We have

this enabling legislation in there for them to contract

with the locak prtvate companies. I stand in strong

support of Representative Black's piece of legislation.''

Speaker Churchill: lFurther discussion? The Lady from Cook,

Representative Fantin.''

Fantin: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker, 1'd like to yield my time to

Representative Xounge.''
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Speaker Churchill: NI thouqht Representative Younge had closed

on her comments. Representative Younge did you close on

your comments?'

Vounqe: ''No not yet.l#

Speaker Churchill: NOh. Please proceed. You have additional

five minutes from Representative Fantin.p

Younge: ''In order to be an exception, Representative Black, to

prohibition against impairinq the obliqations under

contracts, there has to be some kind of paramount public

purpose. Isn't the purpose of your Bill to assist sanitary

districts in collecting bills owed them??

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Black.''

Black: ''Representative, you closed on your questions, at least

three times. You've used a word more stronger than T've

ever used and I was censored on the Floor for using a word

certainly much less offensive than the one you used three

minutes ago. You know, fairness is fairness! lf you're

going to continue to close and continue to berate me, then

close. If you want engage in questions for the next hour,

1'11 be glad to answer those questions. Now you've asked

the same question 10 different ways and 1'm going to

respond to you the same way for the tenth time. This does

not put any mandatory regulation on a private water

company. It is permissive on a private water company.

That's why the Commerce Commission doesn't oppose the

Bill. That's why the water companies do not oppose the

Bill. We're not doing anythinq in this legislation to

infringe upon a private contract. And I think in al1 due

respect to you, Representative, you know that.''

Speaker Churchill: nRepresentative Younge.''

rounqe: ''The fact is that the contract between the water company

and the individual is a private contract between those two

I
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entities. ls that not true?''

Speaker Churchill) lRepresentative Blacko''

Black: pRepresentative, I don't want to get censured for

practicing law without a license. I can't answer a

question on contractual law. I guess that would be up to a

court.''

Speaker Churchill: 'Representative Younqe''

Younge: ''Isn't it true that the purpose of your Bill is to

collect debt oi the sanitary district?'

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Black./

Black: ''Representative, the purpose of this Bill, as you know

quite well, is to send notice to those people who for what

ever the reason decide they don't have to pay for sewage

treatment. I have to pay it. I dare say you have to pay

it. Just like the Bill you had yesterday, saying you have

to pay your property tax. Now, don't know what the

difference is. What some... some people who choose not to

pay, guess, are better than others or some thtngs aren't

as serious as others. A11 this Bill does, is to say they

can... the sewaqe district can enter into an aqreement and

a contract where a notice is senE saying, 'if you don't pay

your sewage treatment fees, your water may... may be cut

off'. And practice has indicated that once that notice is

received, 95% of those in arrears, pay immediately.
'

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Younqevî'

Younge: WThank you? Representative Blackp because 1 think that

you make the case that I object to. In the Bill that we
were discussing yesterday, we were talking about

defrauding the people of the State of Illinois of tax

monies. We were talking about defrauding them by having a

relative come to the tax sale and buy the property up for

less than what was owed. Now that's a public matter,

April 27, 1995
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because it involves taxes. And it involves defrauding the

people of the State of lllinois. What your Bill is about

is a private matter. A private debt owed to a sanitary

district. And the water company whose bill could be fully

paid. being requested without a judgement, of being
obtained by the sewer company, the water company being

requested to cut a person's water off. I am here to say to

you, tbat this Bill will interfere with the tranquility

and the peace of our state and of these cities. When you

qet a fellow out there and his water is being cut off and

he has paid his sew... he has paid his water bill, that's

going to be trouble. And it's a very good example of where

the public should not intervene in reference to private

matters, when there is no public purpose. And let me tell

you, the reason the Illinois Commerce Commission has a

rule prohibiting this... what this 3ill is trying to do#
is that it will be a bad thing for the public health. When

you cut people's water off, they cannot function as a house

and so this is bad and against the public health of our

communities. And this Bill should be squarely voted down

for those reasons.'

Speaker Churchill: pFurther discussion, the Gentleman from Cook,

Representative Durkin.''

Durkin: /Mr. Speaker, I move the previous questiona
ll

Speaker Churchill: Houestion is, 'Shall the previous question be

moved?' A1l those in favor signify by sayin: 'aye'; and the

oppose say 'nay'. In the opinion of the Chair, the 'ayes'

have it and the previous question is moved.

Representative Black to close.''

Black: 'Thank you very mucb, Mr. Speaker. Youdve heard a great

deal of debate on this issue. Let me remind you that most

sanitary dlstricts in thls state, are government, publlc
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entities. My sanitary district in my home district, has

millions of dollars of your tax money invested in that

facility. The Metropolitan Water Reclamation District in

Chicago, if not a public entity, is certainly

quasi-public. It levies and spends tax dollars to treat

raw sewage. So, the argument is specious, to say the

least! When you don't pay your sanitary district fees or

charges, you are in fact, spreading that burden among the

other tax-payers who have paid for that facility. This is

not anti-consumer. The kanguage on a private water

company is purely permissive. What this Bill attempts to

do is to get at the dead beat, the scofflaw, whose says,

'I'm not going to pay'. We have found that in

those...those communities that have already reached these

kinds of agreements, that once they get notice of their

water being cut off for failure to pay their sewage bill

and keep in mind, you can't use water in your house if you

don't have a sewer! The water would have no place to go!

Current law, current law says a sanitary district can

come out to your property and dig up your sewer on the

right-of-way and cap it. Now isn't that kind of a silly

way to get you to pay a bill? This makes much more sense.

Simply... simply says, 'hey, pay your bills and we won't

have any problems'. And as I indicated to Representative

Lang, I do think there needs to be some clarification

language in the Bill about defininq delinquency. And 1'11

ask that the Senate Sponsor make sure that that is done.

Thank you, Mr. Speaker, Ladies and Gentlemen of the House.

urge your favorable vote on House Bill 185.''

Speaker Churchill: ''Question is, 'Shall House Bill l85 pass?'

Al1 those in favor vote 'aye'; all those opposed vote

'nay' The voting is open. This is final action. Have
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wish? Have all voted who wish? Have all

voted *ho wish? Mr. Clerk, take the record. On this

question there are 78 votinq 'aye', 34 voting 'no' and 4

voting 'present' and this 3ill having received a

Constitutional Majority: is hereby declared passed. Mr.
Clerk, please read House Bill 365.*

Clerk Rossi: OHouse 3ill 365, a Bill for an Act amending the

Illinois Marriaqe and Diss... Dissolutions of Marriage Act.

Third Reading of this House Bill.*

Speaker Churchill: OThe Chair recognizes the Lady from Dupage,

Representative Cowlishaw.p

Cowlishaw: lThank you very much, Mr. Speaker, Ladies and

Gentlemen of the House. House 3il1 365 is an attempt to

clarify certain provisions of current law. Currently, the

law provides that grandparents may be granted visitation

rights. But, current law is absolutely silent on the

question of whether Guch rtghts of grandparents who are

related to the child through a non-custodial parent are

separate from or included in the visitation rights of the

non-custodial parent. Also, the current law is silent as

to whether the visitation rights of grandparents are

coterminous with the rights of a non-custodial parent and

so in an attempt to clarify tbe current law and also to be

as fair as possible to all of the parties involved. This

Bill provides that a court has qranted visitation

privtleges to a non-custodial parent, then any visitation

privileges granted to the minor child's grandparents who

are related to that child throuqh the non-custodial parent,
shall be qranted as a part of and not in addition to the

visitation schedule of the non-custodial parent
.

further provides in order to protect those grandparents, it

iurther provides that if a court restricts a non-custodial

49th Legislative Day
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parents visitakions rights, the court is not required to

restrict the visitation privilege of the grand. ..

privileges of khe grandparents who are related to the minor

child through the non-custodial parent. As said, Mr.

Speaker, this is a matter of simply trying to clarify some

of the details that were omitted from the current law.

woukd point out to this Body tbat thts Bill, this exact

same Bill passed out of this chamber last year by a vote of

ll7 to zero and then it was lost in the Senate Rules

Committee and never, never was assigned to committee in the

Senate. This year, it emerged from our Judiciary Commitkee

in the House by a vote of :0 to zero. 1 would be glad to

answer any questions.l

Speaker Churchill: *Is there any discussion? The Chair

recosnizes the Gentleman from Madison, Representative

Davis.'

Davis, S: pThank you, Mr. Speaker. Would the Sponsor yield?/

Speaker Cburchill: lsbe indicates that she will. Please,
proceed.p

Davis, S: 'Representative, it sounds like a very interesting

Bill, I just have a few questions thouqh, because I'm
curious. What is the current law for custodial

qrandparents? I mean are they allowed to visit the.. . the

children or the parents, the custodial parents, are they

allowed to keep the custodial grandparents away from the

children now under current law, or how does that work?r

Speaker Churchlll: eRepresentative Cowllshaw mo

Covlishaw: *currently, the law that has to do w1th grandparent

visitation rights is very rarely... of any use to the... to

grandparents who are related to a minor child through a

custodial parent. Because in most cases those éamily

relationships are cordial, and so the grandparents simply
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arrange with the custodial parent *ho has the child, the

vast majority of the time, the times when they will get
together. Under current 1aw however, if you are the... the

grandparent through a custodial parent and that custodial

parent has denied you the opportunity to ever see or be

with those grandchildren. You can, using the grandparent

visitation law, go to court and seek to get an opportunity

to be with those grandchildrenel

Speaker Churchill: pRepresentative Davis.e

Davis, S: >Yes, Speaker, at this time I would like to take this

off Short Debate and I think I1m joined by the required

number of my colleagues.?

Speaker Churchill: *Look like Representative Woolard, had two

hands up there: but apparently he got enough hands so it's

off Short Debate.*

Davis, S: wThank you, Mr. Speaker. Under this legislation

Representativep would the court... could tbe court still

restrict the... the non-custodial grandparents rights at

all under any circumstances?p

Speaker Churchill: 'Pepresentative Cowlishav.?

Cowlishaw: *Representative Davis, this Bill is not intended to

restrict anyone's rights, it is a matter of clarifying the

current law. What this Bill... first of al1 this 3ill has

nothing whatsoever to do with custodial qrandparents.

Grandparents related to a child througb a custodial parent.

lt does not address that subject at all. So, let's put
that aside since it's not even part of this 3i1l. This

Bill addresses the subject of grandparents who are related:

'

to a minor child through a non-custodial parent. There are

people in Illinois who are custodial parents of young

children who have had long court involvements that have

cost them substantial sums of money only because the court
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the non-custodial

parents zisitation tîme is time

expected to

gzaniparents or wbether those non-custodial

that, that person is

with the non-custodialshare :khWl ...

grandparents

have to get a separate kind of visitation altogether on

tbeir own. This say's that the non-custodial parents

visitation time, the court must make sure that. that

whatever the non-custodial grandparents are going to do has

to be part of, not in addition to the visitation privileges

of the non-custodial parent. But, it goes further, in

order to protect the rights of those grandparents, in the

event that tbis non-custodial parent does something really

untoward and the court decides to take his or her

visitation rights away altogether. The Bill say's those

non-custodial grandparents still have a right to have

visitation with those grandchildren. /

Speaker Churchill: pRepresentative Davis.r

Davis, S: 'Representative, Ifm for grandparents rights
, 1'm not

against this 3ill. And, but my question, that last

question was on non-custodial parents. My question was

about the non-custodial grandparent as to whether what the

courts can and cannot do as far as restricting the

non-custodial grandparent under this legislation. So, tell

me if I'm wronq. You say that the court still has the

authority to take away non-custodial grandparents rights if

the... if the non-custodial grandparents are not. . . are not

up to the court standards, is that... is that correct under

this leqislation? Now, if the qrandparents, let's say the

grandparent... the grandparents are felons. Do they still

have rights under this legislationap

Speaker Churchill: eRepresentative Cowlishaw.H

Cowlishaw: RRepresentative Davis: : donft think you understand
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what this Bill does, a11 right? The current 1aw already

provides protections to be certain that grandparents

wbetber they are related to a minor cbild through a

custodial or a non-custodial parent have rights under the

law and can even go to court, in order to assure that they

have an opportunity to be with their grandchildren
.

However, there is some clarity that is needed in that 1aw

and there are court cases out there already, one of which

involved one of my own constituents that are. . . simply the

result of the fact that the court has no guidance under the

current law as to what is to happen with the visitation

rights for a non... for a grandparent related to a child

through a non-custodial parent. This Bill says that

visitation must be as part of and not in addition to the

visitation privileges of the non-custodial parent. This

Bill just as the 1aw that it seeks to clarify does not have
any kind of standards that say you have to be a certain

kind of person in order tooo.be granted grandparents

rights. You simply have to be a grandparent. The courts

do not... do not say that you can't... you can't be witb

your children or your grandchildren because you're. . .

you're just not, you know you didn't have your necktie tied
right that morning or somethinq. This doesn't have

anytbinq to do with thatpo

Speaker Churchill: PFurther discussion? The Lady from Will,
Representative Ciarlo.'

Ciarlo: nThank you, Mr. Speaker. I rise in opposition to this

Bill. I have a number of constituents that have contacted

me and they feel this is a one item issue. The

non-custodial grandparents are being deprived of rights.

The non-custodial parent has a right to visitation and so

do the non-custodial grandparents. All of this can be
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settled at the time of the divorce decree by the judge. It
does not need to be written into state statute that

grandparents, non-custodial qrandparents do not have the

rights as the custodial grandparents to visit these

grandchildren on a regular basis. Everyone has rights, but

the childrens rights should be preserved and non-custodial

grandparents should have the same rights as the custodial

grandparents to see their qrandchildren.l

Speaker Churchill: 'Further discussion? The Chair recognizes the

Gentleman from Cook, Representative Lang.o

Lang: pThank you. Will the Sponsor yield?l

Speaker Churchill: Rshe indicates that she will. Please

proceed./

Lang: %Hi everybody. Like my tie? Mr. Speaker. . .@

Speaker Churchill: 'Representative Lang.l

Lang: ''Vour side of the aisle is so pleasant today.
l

Speaker Churchill: 'You know Representative Lang, they would like

to take your full five minutes to compliment you if

that's... if you're willing to hear the compliments.
l

Lang: pWe11# actually do have an important question to ask

Representative Cowlishaw, which will probably take two

mtnutes, then they can take the other'three complimenting

my clothing.?

Speaker Churchill: HLet's do it that way. Proceed.
'

Lang: RWil1 the Sponsor yield?/

Speaker Churchilll *she indicates that she will. Please

proceed.l

Lanq: *Representative,- Ri.'

Cowlishaw: >Hi.>

Lang: None. think I only have one question, because you and 1

have discussed this Bill many times. Let's assume that

the, the non-custodial parents visitation rights have been
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curtailed by the court. Does that automatically mean that

the non-custodial parents, parents or that sides

grandparents, however you want to put it, also have their

ability to see the child curtailed?/

Speaker Churchill: PRepresentative Cowlishaw.'/

Cowlishaw: MThank you, Representative Lang, ior your question and

1 Want to thank you also for a11 the help that you have

been to me as we have moved this 3ill through this process

for the second time now. You've been very supportive
.

You've qiven me a 1ot of good advice and you've been very

friendly and helpful to one of my constituents and I want

you to know that I am grateful for that. Tbe answer to

your question is Sir, under current law there is no

guidance whatsoever for the court as to whether those

grandparents could be denied if the... the non-custodial

parent does somethinq terrible and the court decides to

take away those visitation rights altogether from that

non-custodial parent. The current law is silent on what

happens to the rights for visitation of those non-custodial

grandparents. This :ill provides specifically that if

those visitation rights on tbe part of the non-custodial

parent are curtailed, the court is not obligated in anyway

to also curtail visitation rights of the qrandparents and

so in fact, this is a protection for the grandparents

because they should not be beld responsible for some action

on the part of their child who happens to be a

non-custodial parent.'

Speaker Churchill: *Representative Lanq.
''

Lang: ''Yes, I grant you that the Bill say's that. However, if

the grandparents right to visit is.. . comes from the

non-custodial parents right to visit if jt must be taken

irom that then it just simply follows that if tbe
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non-custodial parents rights have been curtailed. Let's

assume that they've curtailed it down to a week a year. If

there's nothing in an order that allows the non-custodial

grandparents to visit the child, and tbe non-custodial

parents rights come from the non... if the non-custodial

grandparents riqhts come from the non-custodial parent then

on the face of it, the non-custodial grandparents have had

their, their ability to see that child altered down to

within that one week period. You follow what I'm asking?

How do we deal with that problem?'

Speaker Churchill: >Representative Cowlishaw.
/

Cowlishaw: PRepresentative Lang, I believe that probably the

principal advocate for this legislation whose story I would

not want to tell, because you would al1 cry. Would say to

you tbat, in fact, children are not little travelers and it

is the intent of this Bill that we not have various kinds

of visitations that are a11 set aside separately so that we

have children who are constantly packin: their little

suitcases to run over to the non-custodial parent one

weekend and the non-custodial grandparents the next

weekend. The time that is allotted by the court, this is a

matter of the time frame only. The time that is allotted

by the court for the non-custodial parent for visitation is

time that under this legislation would be shared witb the

grandparents.p

Speaker Churchill: lRepresentative Lang.
f

Lang: >Well, I understand that as far as it goes. My concern is

that when the non-custodial parents visitation rights are

curtailed for some reason by a court, it automatically

curtails the non-custodial grandparents rights. Your

concern has been that they be protected but also that their

rights flow from the non-custodial parents rightsp and I'm
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the problem if you have good non-custodial

grandparents, . but for some reason the court has curtailed

the rights of the non-custodial parent. Xou are then

curtailing their rights to help nurture the child. That

seems to be a minor but important flaw or detail that we

need to deal with in this legislation, at least to me./

Speaker Churchill: DWas that a question, Representative Lang?e

Lang: WYou can put a question mark at the end of it.?

Speaker Churchill: DA statement with a quéstion mark at the end

of it. Representative Lang, you do have a nice tie today

and you're dressed very well. ïou're lookinq just handsome
as could be, but you told us you were only qoing to have

two minutes worth of questions and you went to your full

five. So. you knowp I guess Wanting one side of tbe coin

and the other side of the coin, rlght? Representative

Cowlishaw, would you like to answer that question from

Representative Lang?'

Cowlishaw: WYes, Representative Lang, the Illinois State Bar

Association has endorsed this legislation in it's present

form. I am not prepared to chanqe it.?

speaker Churchill: *Further discussion? The Gentleman from

Champaîgn, Representative Johnson.'

Johnson, Tim: WYes, will the Sponsor yield?w

Speaker Chutchill: lshe indicates she will. Please proceed.
''

Johnson, Tim: lRepresentative Cowlishaw, I don't. .. I don't mean

to try to over simplify an issue, but 1 guess... I guess I

almost have to. Representative Currie and and a number

of other Legislators were concerned and 1. . .1 think I'm

speaking for Representative Currie and a number of others

as well about over-expansion of qrandparents visitation

riqhts and so forth. Dver-expansion, intervention in the

conventional family. In, it..mwithout asking you to go

49th Legislative Day
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over the Bill in great detail again, would you characterize

this Bill as one that at least delimits to some extent what

many people consider to be over-extenstve visitation rights

by grandparents or ones that expand that? And that's an

important matter given the fact that one of our

predecessors whose no longer with us made that a sinqle

minded crusade.*

Speaker Churchill: 'Representative Cowlishaw. /

Cowlishaw: NThank you. Thank you, Representative Johnson.
'

Speaker Churchill: 'Representative Johnson.
'

Johnson, Tim: 'Let me just add by saying that if you're telling
me that if you're telling me that, that this not

necessarily limits but at least rationally limits or

delimits grandparents vtsitation, I'm goinq to vote for it.

And if it's, your tellinq me it's expanding it, I#m going

to vote aqainst it. So: if you could just simplify to that
extent, I would appreciate it.*

Speaker Churchill: 'Representative Cowlishaw. ?

Cowlishaw: lRepresentative Johnson, I donst know how you can say

that you are either expandinq ok diminishin: anythin: that

isn't already in the law. The law is silent, currently on

the subject of whether non-custodial grandparents
visitation riqhts should be in addition to the visitation

times qiven to the non-custodial parent or as a part of.

The law simply does not address that subject. To the

extent that this Bill says the non-custodial grandparents

visitation must be a part ol and not in addition to the

visitation granted to the non-custodial parent. It is from

that point of view, you might regard it as being more

limiting. But, you can't necessarily say it's more

limitinq because youlre simply clarifying an existing law
.

You're not changing something that's already been
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stipulated. On the other hand, Representative Johnson
:

this 3ill says that should there be a time later on after

all of the original arrangements for visitations znd all

these other things are cared for. When the non-custodial

parent should be guilty of some terrible thing and that

non-custodial parents visitation rights were taken away

entirely. The court is given the prerogative under this

law, under this Bill to keep visitation rights for those

grandparents. Because they should not bave to give up

their rights to see their grandchildren simply because the

child who was theirs, who is the non-custodial parent
, has

done some dreadful deed. If they are.. . they sbould not be

held to be guilty for... of something they didn't do. 
'So,

Sn fact, a1l this is tryin: to do is clarify the current

law. It's trying to be as fair as possible to a1l the

entities involved and the reason why it say's at the outset

that the non-custodial grandparents visitation time must

come from and not be in addition to the visitation time of

the non-custodial parent is because that is in the best

interest oi the children. Children should not be little

travelers, constantly packing their little suitcases to run

away this weekend to spend the weekend with the

non-custodial parent, and the next weekend to spend the

weekend with the non-custodial grandparents. Those

grandparents and that non-custodial parent should work out

those visitation times that are amon: them: not separately

one from the other.r

Speaker Churchill: *Representative Johnson with 34 seconds
.
''

Johnson, Tim: rTo the 5i11. I appreciate the explanation. I

think that this Bill makes imminent qood sense. You've

clarified it and I think it's good public policy if there's

a verification on this to those who oppose the concept. I
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would appreciate the courtesy given the fact that we have a

Downstate Taxpafer's Coalition meetinq upstairs, of not
being verified off as a 'yes' vote for Representative

Cowlishaw's Bi11.%

Speaker Churchill: OFurther discussion? The Lady from Cook,

Representative Currie.p

Curriel 'Thank you, Speaker and Members of the House. 1 rise in

support of House 3i1l 365. Representative Cowlishaw has

worked very hard on this issue over the last several years

and the central issue is the issue of how a child's time is

allocated amonq various adults with an interest of concern

and a caring relationship with that youngster. The point

is that she's not changin: the law, but clarifying We

are seeing more and more instances of people in court on

the issue of wbo has riqhts to how much time and we are

seeinq instances of children who are shuttled from one. ..

from one home! one residence to another. think this

measure goes a lonq way toward qiving the courts the

guidance they need to see to it that a child's time isn't

divided 25% here, 35% there, 40% and a third accommodation

and 50% some place else. This ié a child who has no place

to feel comfortable and secure putting his or her head to

pillow at niqht and I compliment Representative Cowlishaw
,

on her qood work in presenting us with this opportunity to

clarify the State of lllinois law.>

Speaker Churchill: PFurther discussion? The Gentleman from

McHenry, Representative Skinnerw?

Skinner: ?Mr. Speaker, stand in opposition to this Bill. ànd

T'd like to refer you to the rules that are set.. . that are

set down for DCFS parents. These are parents whose kids

have been taken away from them because of sexual or

pbysical abuse. DCFS parents get to see their kids once a
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week according to court order. Most non-custodial parents

get to see their kids once every two weeks. So, it means

you have been found to of been a sexual perpetrator or

a... to of physically abused your child, you're going to

have more visitation than the average non-custodial parent.

So, taking time away from that non-custodial parent when

the child ought to also be bondin: to the grandparents as

well as to the custodial parent, I think is a severe

disservice to the grandparents. I don't know about you
,

but when I was a kid, every summer I spent a week with each

set of my grandparents. Now, let's assume that that would

be what would happen in this case. That the qrandparents

would want the child for a week. Most non-custodial

parents :et a month of their kids time, a month to try to

catch up on what has been happenin: for the entire previous

11 months. If the custodial... if the non-custodial

parents are only goinq to qet three weeks of that alone

with his kid, or her kid as the case may be. You're really

cutting severely into the opportunity for that

non-custodial parent to have any impact on the development

of the child whatsoever over the... over the child's life.

Now, could cite to you the findings of what happens when

you do not have both parents in the home. What happens to

the girls in the case of not being with the father, but

being with the mother? is that they tend to have sex

earlier, they tend to get pregnant earlier, they tend to

get... they tend to have abortions earlier, they tend not

to be able to have a meaningful relationship with a man

when theyz as they are growin: up and after they grow up.

They tend to get married earlier, and they tend to get

divorced earlier. Now, I don't know khether sex is

involved ln thisooothis case or not, but do know that
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and perhaps we would... do, do a

better job splitting up where the kid ought to be than this

judge has done. But just because the judge has screwed up,
if tbat is the case, it's no reason for us to prohibit

grandparents from having their grandchildren visit them one

week out of the year during the summer for example. I

really think we're going much too far and I hope this Bill

is not passed.l

Speaker Churchill: WFurtber discussion?

Representative Lindner. Representative

Lindner: *Thank you. 1 think there is a little confusion about

this Bill and 1fm sure Representative Cowlishav has the

best interest of the child at beart. certaînly agree

with the provision that if a non-custodial parent is an

abuser that the grandparent should not use their visitation

rîghts to provide visitation which is limited. I am a

little confused as to exactly which Section thls is

amending and I think? are you talking about initially the

court should grant this type of visitation? 3ut that the

grandparents would still have a right as they do now under

607, Section 607 ln the Jllinois Marriage and Dissolution

Act to come in and petition the eourt under the best

interest standard for more visitation. Would this

Amendment take away that right?p

Speaker Churchill: lRepresentative Cowlishaw.
f

Cowlishaw: ''Representative Lindner, this Bill not only would not

take away that right, but the thing you mentioned at first

is an issue we already took care of in another piece of

legislatfon either last year or the year before
. The

question of what happens to the grandpaqents rights in the

event the non-custodial parent turns out to be an abuser is

not a subject addressed by this legislation.r

The Lady from Kane,

Lindner.e
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Speaker Churchill: NRepresentative Lindner.
f

Lindner: >So, I'm sorry# so you are saying that you can still
,

the grandparents can still petition under the best interest

standard?r

Speaker Churchill: lRepresentative Cowlishawo
'

Cowlishawl 'Yes.?

Speaker Churchill: lRepresentative Lindner.
l

Lindner: /1 really don't understand. What are you amending? Are

you saying, in the... in the original settlement agreement

or in a trial when the court grants vîsitation if the

grandparent has not filed a petition under the visitation

Section under 607, that the... that, that thls law must

apply that you're making now.f

Speaker Churchill: lRepresentative Cowlishaw.
?

Cowlishaw: *All right, Representative Lindner, I don't know if

you have a copy of the actual Bill in front of you. That

miqht be somewhat helpful to you. This piece of

legislation amends the Illinois Marriage and Dissolution of

Marriage Act by changing Section 607 as follows in Section

(b). with the language that is already there, it simply
adds the provision. If the court has granted visitation

privileges to the non-custodial parent any visitation

privileges granted to the minor child's grandparents who

are telated to the minor child through the non-custodial

parent, shall be granted as part of and not separate from

or in addition to tbe visitation schedule oi the

non-custodial parent. That is a very simple provision. '

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Lindner. l

Lindner: RAnd so, so you are restricting the courts right in

specific cases to determine the best interest of the

visitation procedures??

Speaker Churchill: RRepresentative Cowfishaw.?
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cowlishaw: >No.''

Speaker Churcbill: RRepresentative Lindner.'

Lindner: PThank you.'

Speaker Churchilll lThere being no further debate, tbe Chair

calls on the Lady from Dupage, Representative Cowlishaw to

close.''

Cowlishaw: lThank you very much. Mr. Speaker, Ladies and

Gentlemen of the House, believe this is a well balanced

Bill, it tries to protect everyone's interests and most of

all, it tries to remember what is best for the chtldren.

lf there is any one thing that l find notable about this

legislation, as has been presented today and under the

number 365. It is that Representative Currie and

Representative Salvi are both in favor of this Bill, and

any Bill that both of them favor can't be al1 bad. I urge

a 'yes' vote on House Bill 365./

Speaker Churchill: 'The question is, 'Shall House Bi11 365 pass?'

A1l those in favor vote 'aye'; al1 those opposed vote

înay'. Tbe voting is open. This is final action. Have

al1 voted who wish? Have all voted who wish? Have all

voted who wish? Mr. Clerk, take the record. On this

question, there are 87 voting 'aye', 23 voting 'no'' and 6

voting 'present'. This Bill, havin: received a

Constitutional Majority, is hereby declared passed. Mr.

Clerk, please read House 3i11 456.*

Clerk McLennand: OHouse Bill 456, a Bill for an àct relating to

tuition rates in certain public institutions of higher

education. Third Readinq of this House Bi1l.P

Speaker Churchill: Nchair recognizes the Gentleman from Cook
,

Representative Giles.''

Giles: lThank you, Mr. Speaker, Members of the House. House gill

456 is a very simple and a very important Bill, to all

April 27, 1995
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college students in the State of Tllinois. What House Bill

456 does, is amend the Act relating to governing boards of

the Dniversity of lllinois. The previous Bill, House 3i1l

442, that passed tbe House some time ago, eliminated the

Board of Governor and aoard of Regency Universities. And

what that Bi11 actually did was allow each... aklow each

university to have their own governing bodies. What House

Bill 456 actually does is allow before any board, any
university are able to raise their tuition rates for

undergraduate or a graduate, before tbey can do that, they

must have at least a 2/3 vote, instead of a simple

majortty vote. Currently, a particular board needs only

a majority vote. What this Bill does is actually allow

each board to have at least 2/3 votes. Now this Bikl uill

not actually prevent a particular university or board of

tbat unlverstty to prevent tuition irom tncreasing, but

what it will allow for full examinatlon and accountability

before tuition rates are raised. AnG at this particular

time, Mr. Speaker, 1 will entertain any questions on this

B i 1 l . ''

Speaker Churchill: @Is there any discussion? Chair recognizes

the Gentleman from Wi11, Representatlve Wennlund.'î

Wennlund: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Will the Sponsor yield??

Speaker Churchill: >He indicates he will, please proceed.H

Wennlund:MslYes, Representative Giles, as I read the Bill, the

Board of Trustees could not increase any fee. Whetber it's

for use of the racquet ball court or the swimming pool or

the student union or anything; anythtng Fee what%oever.

Whether it's tuition or non-tuition fees without an

extraordlnary majority of 2/3 vote. ls that... is that
what the intent?''

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Giles.f'
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Giles: NRepresentative, what this legislation does, is a1low...

it *il1... it must be at least 2/3 vote before any tuition
increases for undergraduate and graduate fees.''

Speaker Churchill: PRepresentative Wennlund.p

Giles: MTuition and fees, Representativeon

Wennlund: lWait a minute, Representative Giles...and quote

te you from the Bill. 'Fees, any increase in the fees,

fixed or charged for admission, registration,

matriculations, student activities, or facilities, student

union buildings, field houses, or other recreation

facilities at any campus of the university.' We're not

just talkinq about tuition here. We're talking about
raisinq the fees to use the university's swimming pool from

25t to 309 without a 2/3 vote? That's what this appears

in this BilllR

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Giles.?

Giles: lRepresentative, that is correct. But 1et me just simply

say, that right now, currently, it is a simple majority.
And if all the board members are there, it is a simple

majority. What this Bill does, is simply brings in
accountability and to also to look at the whole spectrum of

raisin: tuition fees in tbe State of Illinois for

undergraduate and graduate students. This Bill will not

prevent a board from raising their tuition rates if they

need to do so to cover their expenses or to cover... to

continue to maintain competitiveness among other

universities. But what this Bill will do is to brlng in

accountability and to make sure that these universities, if

they really want to do this or not. And to raise the fees

and tuition of... ot undergraduate and graduate students.

Whlch we are a11 concerned about Ehe rising cost of tuition

in the state of Illinois. And am sure Ehat college
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students in your district wi1l... will love this Bill. And

at least it brings some accountability so that fees just

won't raise. Won't be increased without, just simple

because we need to raise more funds.l

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Wennlund.''

Wennlund: @To the Bill, Ladies and Gentlemen oi the House. I

understand what the Representative is getting at, with

respect to tuition raises. But let me tell you something.

That would be like requirinqvo.changing the constitution

to require a 2/3 vote before any Bill could pass this

House. That's how ridiculous this measure is.

Ham-stringing the University Board of Trustees on such

things as 254 increase in student union dueG, is

absolutely ridiculous. If we'd spread that through out

the entire State of Illinois, to every unit of local

government, who couldn't pass anythin: or increase taxes or

do anything without a 2/3 votet that's ukterly ridiculous.

And to ham- string the Dniversity Board of Trustees, when

this General Assembly may not appropriate enough money for

the university's system to operate, and have to increase

tuition or increase fees, they hake to have 2/3 vote and

bave absolutely have every board oj trustees member there

to :et it, that's absolutely ridiculous. That is not the

way to run a railroad or the university system, requiring

such an extraordinary majority to increase by 59, the fee

use a racquet ball court at the Dniversity of Illinois.

This is a bad concept. It is not an accountability

concept. lt allows... a university has to have the

flexibilitg to do things by a majority vote, the Way we do
here, in Ehe Illinois General Assembly and the way every

other unit of local government operates. It's a bad

concept and you ouqht to defeat it.''
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Speaker Churchill: lFurther discussion? The Gentleman from St.

Clair, Representative Hoffman.'

Hoffman: 'Yes, will the Sponsor yield??

Speaker Churchill: *He indicates he will, please proceed.''

Hoffman: ''Yes, Representative, would assume that this is in

response to the ever increasing tuition cost that are qoing

on at universities... universities throughout this state.

What's the genesis of the 3ill and where did you get the

idea?''

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Giles.''

Giles: OWell, Repbesentative, the genesis of the Bill is... is

truly a Bill that was bro...the initiative is brought up

by the Board of Governors and the Board of Regents. There

are no oppositions to this Bill and that they feel that

because of the rise in cost and the projections of various

tuition increases...and let me just quote some oi the
statistics. From 1992 to 1996, the Board of Governors and

the Board of Regents, before they are... they are defunct

and they projected that increases will be any where from
2l1 to some where... 65% in increases with in a four period

span. So, once again we simply are not trying to prevent a

university from actually performing at their top level,

but what we're trying to do is bring some type of measure

of eva... thorough evaluation and some type of a measure

that will make sure that if this what we really want to do

for a particularly university. ànd that is, to continue to

raise these fees and tuition rates.''

Speaker Churchilll ''Representative Hoffmano''

Hoffman: ''Does this apply at a1l to anything such as housing or

anything of that nature, like student housing?''

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Giles.''

Giles: ''Representative, no, it do not. It simply pertains to
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tuition, the rising cost of tuition and fees. And

Representative, just simply let me say that, it's not
everyday that a university wants to increase fees or to

increase their tuition rates. This is something that is

well thought out. There are reasons for increasinq tuition

and a11 welre doing here is slmply having a thorough

evaluation of the processo''

Speaker Churchill: 'Representative Hoffman.''

Hoffman: ''The previous speaker raised the question regarding the

needed 2/3 votes for... his example was a 54 increase on a

racquet ball court, at the University of Illinois. This

does not disallow that and would seem, for something as

small as that, it would be easy to get the 2/3 votes.

Don't you think, Representative?''

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Giles.l

Gikes: nRepre..oRepresentative, that is correct. That is taken

into consideration. It is not aimed towardp as raisinq

fees on particular activities and sports and to punish

students. The students are for tbis type of legislation.

What this legislation once again does, is simply bring

some accountability. It's simply just look at the whole

process for each board. Each board, if they happen to

entertain a tuition increase, it needs at least 2/3 of al1

the members present. It needs at least 2/3 of all the
members that is on that particular board.'

Speaker Churchill: NRepresentative Hoffman.e

Xoffmanz ''So, essentially, what this is: Representative, is this

is to hold down the cost to families: middle income

families, low income families, who want to send their

children to school. Isn't that the design of this

legislation?''

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Giles.''
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Giles: ''Representative, once again, you're on target. It is to

suppress the notion that a student will be able to afford

tuition and that the projected risinq cost of tuitions and

fees will not just skyrocket. If fees and tuitions have to
be increased, that there are some accountability and there

are some measures that are taken and are thoroughly looked

at and evaluated, before these fees are increased. And

that... that the families of the student will have some

type of security and some type of understanding and type

of a... they will feel confident about the system that

they're sending their kids tov''

Speaker Churchill: WRepresentative Hoffmanep

Hoffman: HWe1l, to the Bill, think this is an excellent/

excellent piece of leqislation. We hear all the time

about people not being able to fulfill the 'American

Dream'. And we hear a1l the time about ever increasing

raises and tuition, the cost of education. This

Representative wants to do somethin: about He wants to

make sure the people can afford education, middle class

people, so to school. This is a good Bill.''

Speaker Churchill: ''Further discussion, the chair recognizes the

Lady from Cook, Representative Wojcik.n

Wojcik: @Mr. Speaker, I move the previous questiona'

Speaker Churchilll ''Question is, 'Shall the previous question be

moved? A1l those in favor say 'aye') all those opposed say

tnay'. In the opinion of the Chair, the 'ayes' have it

and the previous question is moved. Representative Giles

to close.''

Giles: lThank you, Mr. Speaker. Once again, this piece of

legislative, if every Representative would have donep as 1

did in my district to poll my constituencies and the

students that are attending undergrad. got a 90... a
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95% response to this piece of legislation. And if every

Representative kould do the same, I'm sure they will get

similar results. This legislation simply does not allow a

board, a body to not increase their tuitions or fees to

be... to be competitive in the university world. But what

this legislation does, is to... is to make sure that if a

board wants to... if a university wants to increase their

fees: that this is something that they really want to and

that they have thoroughly evaluated the process before

tuition increases or raises. I'm sure all of us or many

of us, who are parents here, are very concerned about this

issue. And the projected of increases of tuitton through
out our universities. And I'm sure you could give a

favorable vote to this measure. And I ask for an 'aye'

vote.p

Speaker Churchill: 'The question is, 'Shall House Bill 456 pass?'

Al1 in favor vote 'aye'; a1l opposed vote 'nay'. The

voting is open. This is final action. Have al1 voted who

wish? Have a1l voted who wish? Have a1l voted who wish?

Mr. Clerk, take the record. On this question, there are

ll3 voting 'aye' 3 voting 'no' and l voting 'present' and

this 3i11 having received a Constitutional Majorityp is
hereby declared passed. Representative Kubik in the Chairp''

Speaker Kubik: ''Mr. Clerk, please read House Bill 798.

Representative Cowlishaw?''

Clerk Rossi: 'House 3i11 798, a Bill for an Act amending the

School Code. Third Reading of this House Bi11.P

Speaker Kubik: nThe Chair recognizes the Lady from Dupage,

Representative Cowlishaww''

Cowlishaw: ''Thank you very much, Mr. Speaker. Ladies and

Gentlemen of the House, House Bill 798 is a Committee Bill.

It emerged from the Elementary and Secondary Education
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Committee on a vote of 22 to 0. lt consolidates five Bills

into one. Let me briefly explain each of tbem and I would

then be glad to answer any questions. House Bill 1956

simply shifts the Christa McAuliffe Federal Pellowship

Program, the administration of that, from ISAC to the State

Board of Education, which has been decided by both entities

as a more appropriate place for that particular fellowship

program to be placed. House Bill 2167: which was sponsored

by Representative Wennlund, simply provides some additional

flexibility in the use of those funds that arev.othat are

used for leasing educational facilities when those

facilities are no longer leased, permits tbat money to be

used for debt service. House Bill 2169, sponsored by

Representative Skinner, allows the Reqional Board of School

Trustees to not hold a meeting if they have no agenda.

House Bill 2042, which Was mine, amends the requirement

that a11 school district personnel should have to

require...should have to file tbose statements of economic

interest. This would only require that those people who

bold an administrative or chief school business official

endorsement would have to file that. There is a very

strong feeling, thinkr amonq teachers, that teachers

ouqht not to have to file a statement of economic interest.

That is a terrible waste of their time and it is simply a

costly procedure for tbe state. And, ftnally, it's House

3i11 2239 which has to do with people who have been. . pwho

have an order of protection in a case of domestic violence

and prohibits public schools from giving out records about

students to any person who is under...who has been accused

of domestic violence or even to those people who are..mthe

reas...who have caused this order of protection to be put

forward. The intent, of course, is simply a means of
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protecting those young students. This final initiative was

suggested by the Cook County State's Attorney.''

Speaker Kubikl 'The Lady has moved for the passaqe of House Bill

798. On that. is there any discussion? The Chair

recognizes the Gentleman from Cook, Representative Dart.''

Dartl lThank you, Mr. Speaker. W11l the Sponsor yield?''

Speaker Kubik: 'The Sponsor indicates that she will yield.n

Dart: ''Representative, T have some questions about the domestic

violence aspect of this 3ill. In regards to that, it

prohibits the information being divulged if there's an

order of protection. Would this still hold true if it was

an emergency order of protection where the proceeding was

an ex parte proceeding where there had not been any type of

flndin: by the courk yet? Where their order of protection

was entered without any...the finding of guilt or anything

on the parties? Would this apply for all those types of

order of protections or just ones in which the parties of

b0th bad an opportunity to come in front of the judge?l
Speaker Kubik: 'Representative Cowlishaw.f

Cowlishaw: ''Representative Dart, as you know I am not an

attorney. It is very difficult sometimes to answer these

very precise questions that are asked by an attorney of

someone who is not an attorney. This proposal came from

the Cook County State's Attorney's Office. He is an

attorney, and I trust that he Would not be proposinq

something that was not Worthwhile. But let me at least try

to explain to youp from my understanding, all that this

Bill does. lt provides that a...and by the wayp this

includes private schoots as well as public. It provides

that any public or private school that has received a

certified copy of an order of protection that prohibits a

respondent's access to the records' from allowing a
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respondent access to a protected child's records and

prohibsts the release of information in those records to

the respondent. Consequently, as I read this,

Representative Dart, the school does not initiate this

procedure. The school receives a certified copy of this

order of protection and then behaves accordinqly.''

Speaker Kubik: ''Representative Dart.''

Dart: nïes, Representative, you did as well as a lawyer on that

one because...rpon reading it again, youpre right, it

appears as if it has to actually be contained in the order

of protection. So, it tooks al lf the protections are

there. had another question on an area where my

expertise is definitely not, is in regards to the Christa

McAuliffe eund. What exactlywp.why are we doing what we're

doinq here?R

Speaker Kubik: lRepresentative Cowlishaw.l

Covlishaw: ORepresentatize, t*e Christa Mchuliffe Federal

Fellowship is a grant that is awarded to teachers.

Elementary and secondary teachers. believe, in some

casesy there are restrictions for some aspects of that that

are for secondary teachers only; for purposes of providing

funds for such activities as a sabbatical. And since this

has nothing to do with higher education, has only to do

with teachers in secondary schools, the Illinois Student

Assistance Commission simply thought it made a whole lot

better sense to have administered by the State Board of

Education and the State Board of Sducation has agreed to

that. So it's just a shifting of who administers the
iellowship grant.''

Speaker Kubik: lRepresentative Dart.o

Dartl ''Representative, was there.o.there was some provisions

had made notes awhile ago dealin: with indiv...pickinq up
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report cards. Are there provisions in here dealing with

tbat aspect oi it and repercussions of people not picking

up report cards?''

Speaker Kubikk *Representative Cowlishaw.?

Cowlishaw: ''There is nothing in here whatsoever that has anything

to do with report cards.''

Speaker Kubikk NRepresentative Dart.''

Dart: pAnd just...and as a point of clarification,
Representative. On one last matter, was the

change...regards to when there's no business before a

board, they don't have to have a meeting. Can you explain

to me why that we had to put that into the statutes. Seems

to me to be common-sensical that if they have nothing to do

that they wouldn't have to meet, but I guess our laws

sometimes don't make a 1ot of sense.''

Speaker Kubik: ''Representative Cowlishawa''

Cowlishaw: PWellp Representative Dart, would have to agree with

you that common sense would seem to dictate that, but of

course the law isn't alvays wrapped around the thing we

call common sense. The current 1a* provides that

regionalo..Now, these are not school boards. This is the

Regional Board of School Trustees which has as it's primary

and almost it's only function, dealing w#th issues that

have to do with changes in boundary lines between school

districts. Right now, the 1aw requires it to have

quarterly meetings, whether anybody is tryin: to change

their boundaries or whether they aren't. How, we do have

to pay at least a little something for their costs, their

out of pocket costs to come to these meetings. This Bill

simply says, if you don't have any agenda, if there's no

business to come before your meetinq, you do have to

putp..you have to follow the public notice provisions, but
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you don't have to hold a meeting if you have nothing to

discuss.''

Speaker Kubik: ''Representative Dart, your time is expired. Tf

you could bring your remarks to a close. Representative

bart . ''

Dart: PThank you/ Mr. Speaker. believe Representative Davls

had a couple of quick comments. I wish to take this ofi of

Sbort Debate so she can make a couple of brief comments and

1'm joined by the requisite number. Thank you.''
Speaker Kubik: ''The Chair recognizes the Lady from Cook:

Representative Davis.e

Davis, M.: HThank you, Mr. Speaker. Will the Sponsor yield?''

Speaker Kubik: ''The Sponsor indicates that she Will yield.*

Davis, M.: HRepresentative, currently, if you work for a school

system and you earn, is $35,000, I think you have to

pay? 1 mean, you have to fill out the statement of

economic interest?''

Speaker Kubik: ''Representative Cowlishaw.f

Cowlishaw: ''Representative Davts, I honestly don't know the

answer to your question. don't think there is any link

between what one's salary is and whether one is required to

jile a statement of economic interest. It's just that
think that when we amended the lllinois Governmental Ethics

Act to require that people in administrative positions in

school districts should have to file these statements just

as you and 1 have to file them. Somehow or other, that

language was interpreted in such a way that everybody who's

a teacher has to do that too and I don't think that was

what was intended in the iirst place. So that's a1l this

does, it simply tries to clear that up so that the only

people who are required, who are school district employees,

who are required to file the statement of economic
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interest, are those who hold an administrative or a chief

school business official endorsemento*

Speaker Kubik: ''Representative Davis.''

Davis, M.: 'Representative, do you think perhaps it could have

b im lemented or that law in effect, because a teachereen p ,

could also have a business and that teacher could in some

way influence that particular school or board members to

use the business of perhaps the person's husband or

themselves, and this, perhaps, could create what we call a

conflict of interest? believe that because you're a

teacher and you have a business should not excuse you any

more than if you're a school board member.''

Speaker Kubik: ''Representative Cowlishaw.'

Cowlishaw: lFirst of all, Representative Davis, I just cannot see

any reason whatsoever. not only why we should go around and

requiring every single teacher in the entire State of

lllinois to file tbis form, but I also clearly don't think

that thata..that we can justify the costs for a1l that

paperwork on the part of the Secretary ot State's Office,

to receive all those tens of ehousands of forms for people

who are teachers in our public schools. The teachers do

not make purchasing decisions, they do not enter into

contracts and in most respects, perhaps except for some

small fund that tbey have in their building for buyinq

immediate supplies, in most cases they do not spend the

school district's money. And therefore, it seems to me

they are so far removed from any possibility of a conflict

of interest, that it is simply a waste of their time and a

waste of the state's money to require a11 those people to

send in these forms.''

speaker Kubik: ''Representative Davis.''

Davis, M.: would, perhaps, agree with you, if# perhaps, that
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person didn't have a business in which their relative or

themselves would benefit. My next question,

Representative, has to do with the Christa McAuliffe Fund.

Who administers it at thts time?l'

Speaker Kubik: ''Representative Cowlishaw./

Cowlishaw: 'ISAC.%

Speaker Kubik: ''Representative Davisop

Davis, M.: PThe Iklinois Student Assistance Commission. Why

would they qive it to the state board?p

Speaker Kubik: ''Representative Cowlishaw.'

Cowlishaw: NAs just explained to Representative Dart, the
Christa Mchuktffe FeGeral eellowship is a qrant awarded to

secondary school teachers for purposes such as the funding

of a sabbatical. There is nothing involved in any

post-secondary activity in this fellowship fund: which is a

federal fund. And so, because ISAC deals with higher

education provisions and the State Board of Education, with

elementary and secondary things, it was decided jointly
between the two of them that ISAC was not an appropriate

placement for administration ot this progtam and so tbe

State Board ot Bducation is willing to take it overwe

Speaker Kubik: nRepresentative Davis.''

Davis, M.: ''My final question, and 1 hope your answer Will be

brief: Representative, so that I can comment on the Bikt.

On the order of protection in which school administrators

cannot provide records of children to outsiders. Wouldn't

this also apply to any child? The Privacy Act states that

you can't provide information about a child to anyone

except the parent?''

Speaker Kubik: PRepresentative Cowlishaw.''

Cowlishaw: ''Representative Davis, this particular Bill, which

came from the Cook County State's Attorney, is an attempt
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to make certaln, because apparently there has been a

concern on his part and the part of other state's

attorneys, of the possibility of certain records in public

or prtvate schools being provided to those persons who are

the cause of an order of protection being issued for this

child. Now, if an order..oif it's a bad enough situation

that an order of protection had to be issued, there ought

to be some strict provision in the law that says the person

who caused that order to be issued should not have any

access to this child's records.*

Speaker Kubik: PRepresentative Davis, 1 know your time's expired.

The Chair will ask you to make some brief comments in

closing.''

Davis, M.: 11 would just thank Representative Cowlishaw for her

answers and I'm duly satisfied with them. Thank you, Sir.''

Speaker Kubik: 'Thank you. Representative Davis. Any further

discussion? Seeing none, the Lady from Dupaqe,

Representative Cowlishaw, to close.''

Cowlishaw: lThanks to Representative Wennlund and Representative

Skinner for their portions of this Bill. This is a good

Bill, it's a Committee Bill' it has no opposition and I

urge it's approval. Thank you.'

Speaker Kubik: ''The Lady has moved for the passage of House Bill

798. And on that question, those who are in favor of the

Bill shall vote 'aye'; those opposed to the Bill will vote

'no'. The voting is now open. This is final action. Have

all voted who wish? Have a1l voted who wish? Have a11

voted who wish? Mr. Clerk, take the record. On this

question there are ll6 voting ïaye', none votinq fnoê none#

votin: 'present', and this 9ill, having received the

constitutional Majoritye is hereby declared passed. Mr.
clerk. please read House Bill 815.''
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Clerk McLennand: 'IHouse Bill 815: a Bill for an Act in relation

to manufactured housing and to repeal a named Act. Third

Reading of this House Bi1l.'

Speaker Kubik: lThe Chair recognizes the Gentleman from Will,

Representative Wennlund.''

Wennlund: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker: Ladies and Gentlemen of the

House. What this Bill does is, currently: there are

growing numbers of senior citizens residing in mobile home

parks because it's presented itself as a economical way to

stay here in Illtnois instead of fleeing to Florida and

other Sunbelt states, so they can stay around their

children and srandchildren. Dnfortunately, mobile homes

are really not mobile. They are very difficult to move,

and once they locate in a park they're subject to constant
rent increases. One mobile home park alone last

year...this year, increased their rent 18%. And what ke

have is senior citizens livinq on fixed incomes who reside

in these mobile home parks, that are subject to
unreasonable rent increases. Now what the Bill really

does, is currently, anyone vho is subject to those

unreasonable rent increases can file sult. However, there

are no standards in the laW to determine what is and what

is not a reasonable rent increase. What House Bill 8l5

does, is sets forth standards so the court can determine

that in the event that there's a rent increase that exceeds

the consumer price index, sets out standards so that a

court can determine what is or what is not an unreasonable

rent increase, and it will give some stability to the

tenants of mobile home parks throuqhout the state because

they don't own the land. And in Cook County where senior

citizens who own homes have an assessment freeze and in

addltion to that have a property tax cap, yet the residents
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and owners of mobile homes in a mobile home park have no

such protection and they're subject to the whims of the
owner who can increase the amount of rental and the amount

of fees at his whim. What this does: is it sets forth some

standards so that a court could determine what indeed is an

unreasonable rent increase and it sets forth some standards

that the mobile home park owner vho owns the park, can come

in and justify a rent increase passed on to the home owners
and the owners of these mobile homes throughout the state.

Currently, there is no standard in the 1aw or in the Act,

in the Mobile Home Landlord and Tenant Rights Act, by Which

a court could determine what is or was not an unreasonable

standard. So anythinq above the CPI for the previous year

would have to be, in the event that the home owners file

suit or petition the court to determine an unreasonable

increase, the court would have these standards to go by.

ln addition to that, it provides that even though they

could file a class action today, it provides that if 10% of

the owners petition the court, it's the same as a class

action and would benefit the entire mobile home park.

Mobile home tenants are 90% of thè time senior citizens on

fixed incomes and are subject to the whims of the park

owner who can increase rent at his whim. This will finally

give some relief to unreasonable rent increases like the

l8% I just cited. So, if you have mobile homes anywhere in

your district, you'll find that the majority of those

tenants are senior citizens living on fixed lncomes who

need some avenue and some certainty as to their ability to

pay the rent that's charged by the park owners. Be happy

to answer any questions and would ask for your favorable

considerationwe

Speaker Kubik: ''The Gentleman has moved for the passage of House
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3i11 815. And before We so to discussion, the Chair has

been advised...l would like the attention of the Members.

The Chair has been advised tbat there is an order irom

Harold's Rib Rack sitting outside, and unfortunately, the

young man who's delivering it doesn't know who it's suppose

to be delivered to. So, whomever has placed an order with

Harold's Rib Rack, your order is outside. 1 noticed that

we have quite a few people seeking recognition. The

Chair...ls there any discussion on House Bill 8157 The

Chair recognizes the Gentleman from Clinton, Representative

Granberg.?

Granberg: 'Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 1 think it's a prima facie

case that Representative Spangler is seeking that order.'

Speaker Kubik: *0h, I thought he Was accusing Representative

Deering of placing tbat order.l

Granberg: *Wi1l the Gentleman yieldr''

Speaker Kubik: ''Tbe Gentleman (ndtcates he will yteld.l

Granberg: eRepresentative Wennlund, I see your staff person.

There's...does this Bill come from your socialist staff
,

that they want to redistribute property and keep lids on

rents? Is this where this idea generateda''

Speaker Kubik: ''Representative Wennlund.''

Wennlundl ''The answer to the guestion is, 'no'. This was

proposed by the Cook CountyoowThe Cook County Legal

Assistance Foundation has proposed this legislation as a

result of numerous very high rent increases in mobile home

parks in Cook County. And like I say, if...the ansker to

the question is, is that...all it does is currently they

could file suit anyway. What does, is it sets forth

some standards so that a court, with jurisdiction, could
look at the standards to determine whether ln fact the rent

increase is reasonable or unreasonable. So, currently,
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there are no standards in the Mobile Home Tenantls and

Landlord's Rights Act.''

Speaker Kubik: pRepresentative Granberqo''

Granberg: >ïf understand this correctly, Representative, this

would actually effectuate rent control much like they do in

New Vork City on people who own..owho have trailer parks

and other sitese..such locations, that once a person comes

into tbat trailer park, then the owner or manager oi that

property will be subject to rent control. Is that
correct?''

Speaker Kubik: f'Representative Wennlund.l

Wennkund) nso, it's not rent control at all. It merely

gives...currently, they have the right to file suit anyway

if they feel that the rent increase is unreasonable.

Notwithstanding the use of the term 'mobile', these are not

'moblle'. They are not easily moved from park to park.

They arepo.it's very difficult to find an additional space

in another park to move them to begin with, and once they

make the investment, they are kind of stuck in that park

and subject to the whim of the landlord, the owner of the
park, to increase rents. Well, all this does is, it sets

forth some standards by which a court can determlne in an

action filed by the tenant, the owner of the mobile.. .He

owns the mobile home, but lt's on rented ground. Whether

or not that rent increase is unreasonable or reasonable,

there are no standards in the 1aW to determine that. This

sets forth standards by vhich a court could determine

whether or not an increase Wes unreasonable.?

Speaker Kubik: ''Representative Granberq.''

Granberg: ''We1l, why would we not take this to its logical

extension and apply it to apartments for senior citizens.

So, an older couple move in to an apartment. they may
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invest considerable amounts of their savings to improve the

apartment, that becomes part of the realty, the ftxtures

are now gone, becomes part of the realty, and then the rent

is increased. Why would they not have tbe abilîty to say,

well, that's an unfair rent increase. It's unreasonable,

and therefore. we shoutd have the ability to go to court an

enjoin this action by the manager or the owner of the

Property.''

Speaker Kubik: MRepresentative Wennlund.''

Wennlund: ''Representative, I'm sure you didn't miss the subtle

distinction between the two. The one is, is that mobile

home park tenants own the mobile home. Apartment tenants

don't own the apartment.''

Speaker Kubikk ''Representative GranbergoH

Granberg: *Well, Representative? in an apartment, they've

invested substantial amounts of their capital and their

savings, it still becomes part of the realtyo. oinvested so

much, become part of the realty, theyfre even in more of a

desperate situation because they cannot move. They don't

have the ability to :et up and move. So, it would seem

like that would be even worse) or a rent-share apartment
.

It seems like those people would be even more serious

victims of this type of unreasonable rents by landlords and

owners of properties. Once they're there they can't move

if they don't have the financial ability and the

wherewithal to get out because they've invested in that

apartment. I mean, that's the distinction that I'm asking

about, Representative, so why would we not apply to them

because in most cases, they're inn .it's even worse for

them. Their situation is even more graveop

Speaker Kubik: 'Representative Wennlunda''

Wennlund: ''Representative Granberg, 1et me tell you this, that
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this Bill doesn't really deal with that. But 1111 tell you

whatv I'd be more than happy to work on senior citizen's

issues and the high cost of housing for senior citizens

with you at any time. I'm more than willing to meet with

you and Cosponsor kith you legislation to make life easier

for senior citizens in Illinois and to keep them here

instead of iorcinq them to Florida and Arizona where the

cost of livinq is a lot less.l

Speaker Kubik: ''Representative Granberg.f

Granberg: *Well, thank you, Representative. Let's just walk

through this, then. Can I just..vGive me a scenario where
someone owns a traller, they move into this mobile home...'

Speaker Kubik: lRepresentative Granberg, if you vould complete

your question, and I would ask you to limit it to one

question for Representative Wennlund, and then We'll allow

Representative Wennlund a response.p

Granberg: 'fThank you. Mr. Speaker. have some people who'd like

to allot me more time. Would it be better for me to

continue at this point or to quit and then qo back to the

line of questioning?''

Speaker Kubik: 'fWell, the Chair was prepared to go to

Representative Novak and 1'm not sure that

Representative.smRepresentative Novak, do you wish to yield

your time to Representative Granberg? Representative

Novak.?

Novak: ''Mr. Speaker, do I have an opportunity to yield time to my

colleague, Representative Granberg?n

Speaker Kubik: OWell: Representative Novak, you were the next one

that J was goin: to recognizee''

sovak: ''Waît a minute. T'm not making a commitment yet. I'm not

making a commitment yet. I've got a few questions of the

Sponsor. Will the Sponsor yield, please?''
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Speaker Kubik: NWell, would think about it very carefully.

Representative Novak.''

Novak: ''Thank youy Mr. Speaker. Representative Wennlund, this

sounds like a great consumer 3ill. Has Bob Cramer been to

see you from the Illinois Public Action Council?p

Speaker Kubik: RRepresentative Wennlund.''

Wennlund: ONo, in fact, he has not. But, Representative Novak,

I'd be more than happy to meet with you and Representative

Granberg and Representative (sic-3ob) Cramer and anybody

else to work on senior citizens issues. And this is a qood

consumer Bill, and if you have any mobile home parks in

your district with lots of senior'citizens in them, think

you ought to support this Bill.n

Speaker Kubik: *Representative Novak.''

Novak: ''We1l, Representative..oRepresentative Wennlund: I didn't

know Representative Cramer was on the floor, here.

didn't see him anywhere. However.. vBut I agree With you,

this is a good consumer Bill. It sets standarde, there

isn't any rent control mandates here and I do have a larqe

contingency of senior citizeas that live (n double wide

trailers. They sold their home, they moved out of certain

parts of Cook County and they came down our way where the

life is better and things are quieter and the water is

clearer and the air is clearer and they want to llve their

life down here. I think they should have a little bit more

input on how their livelihoods are going to be afiected by

economic matters, so I certainly rise in support of this

3i11. Now, however, Speaker, I would like to yield the

balance of my time. I'm at three minutes and thirty-nine

seconds. would love to yield my time to my good buddy

Representative Kurt Granberg.'f

Speaker Kubik: ''Wel1, the Chair...We will allow Representative
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IGranberq to be the three minute man. Representative 1

Granberg, do you wish to finish up? Representative

Granbergpn

Granberg: 'Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 1'd like to thank my friend

Phil Novak, who's always been a stron: supporter of the

free market system, except now. Thank you. Will the

Gentleman yield? Thank you. Representative Wennlund, I

started to ask a hypotheticalo..so this couple moves into

the mobile home park in downstate or wherever. Now, just
walk me through tbis process, if you would. So they're

there for a year and then their rent is increased over a

reasonable amount. They feel it's unreasonable. What

factors are then considered? What do they then do? They

go to the circuit courts and they file a petition and then

the judge enjoins the property owner of that park from
implementinq that rent increase. And then he has to come

into court to explain why it's reasonable, then the

plaintiff has to come in and explain why it's unreasonable.

And T assume both parties are going to hire attorneys. And

we go through this and that and rent could be enjoined for
a year, two years, while they go through this cause I can

imagine the docket in Cook County could be very, very long.

So if you would just...l just want to know how the
procedure actually works, that this is going to protect the

consumer when that lady walks into the circuit court

thinkin: she's going to :et immediate relief? and that

property owner thinks that he's entitled to reasonable

rents. And the government should not have any involvement

in this. So, if you would, Sir, just tell me the
procedure. Am I correct; they file the petition, then the

judge rules on it, enjoinsm.v''
Speaker Kubik: ''Representative Wennlund.''
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Wennlund: ''Representative Granberg, you were doing great.

didn't mean to interrupt you, but you Were accurately

describing the situation. And what happens iso..what this

Bill provides is that the court would consider the

following factors: The dollar amount for which the park

was purchased, or in case it was owned by the original

owner, the development costs. The amount of the mortgage

attributable to the purchase. The names of the co-owners.

The amount each co-owner contributed to the purchase price.

The amount of operating expenses for the previous

twelve-month period. The rate of return on equity

investment. Expresses the percentage and the amount paid

for capital improvements by the owner. And the court would

consider those factors and at the same time then consider

the rents charged in other mobile home parks in the county

or municipal area in which it's located, substandard

conditions, length of time since the last rent increase,

the amount of the increase, the actual operating expenses

of tbe park, capital improvements and the value of services

that are included within the rent. So vhat the Bill does,
it sets forth factors so that a c6urt can look at these

factors and determine whether or not a rent increase is

unreasonable. Currently, they have the right to file suit.

They can file suit today, but there are no factors set

forth in the statute by which a court could determine or

issue an injunction to enjoin an unreasonable rent increase
because there's no standards of reasonability. This just
puts into the Mobile Home Landlord and Tenant Rights Act,

standards of reasonability for which a court could use to

determine whether a rent increase is reasonable and

unreasonable.e

Speaker Kubik: RRepresentative Granberg, your time is just about
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to expire and before I recognize the Lady from Cook,

Representative Davis, l would like to...the Chair would

like to acknowledge the presence of a former Member,
Representative...former Representative William Edley, who's

in the back with Representative Schoenberg. Representative

Edley. The Chair now recognizes the Lady from Cook,

Representative Davise''

Davis, M.: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. First I#d like to

acknowledge two of these ladies who are here with my

secretary for Bring Your Dauqhters to Work. These are the

daughters of Mary Price, my secretary. So, we welcome them

to Springfield and to the General Assembly. Thank you very

much./

Speaker Kubik: lWelcome. Welcome. Representative Davis.l

Davis, M.: 'Yes, Sir. You know, I was reading this Bill and 1

was listening to the debate and Representative Wennlund, it

really concerns me that a renter will be able to go to

court in reference to how much rent you charge them. If

you increase their rent, they can go to court and say,

well, we think that's too much. That really does concern

me.?

Speaker Kubik: 'Representative...''

Davis, M.: ''Do you think that this kind of legislation would be

transferable to land property as well, or is this just
going to be for mobiles? won't grow any further?e

Speaker Kubik: 'Representative Wennlund.''

Wennlund: lTbe subject matter deals only with mobile home parks,
but I'd be more than happy to work with you on some pro

consumer, other rent provisions for...particularly for

those who are on fixed incomes like senior citizens. 1'd

be happy to.f'

Speaker Kubik: ''Representative Davis.''
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Davis, M.: ''Representative, what court will they take this to

when they object to the increase in their rent in a mobile
home, and will they have to brinq their own attorney with

them?''

Speaker Kubik: pRepresentative Wennlund.p

Wennlund: ''The circuit court in the county in which the mobile

home park is located and no, tbey can file a protest action

themselves, without costv?

Speaker Kubik: ''Representative Davisp''

Davis, M.: ''Will 10 people have to sign a protest statement

before it goes to court or can one individual do that?'

Speaker Kubik: ''Representative Wennlund.'

Wennlund: None individual could do it# but if they had 10% of the

tenants in a mobile home park, they could file a class

action. But, no, one person could do it.''

Speaker Kubikl pRepresentative Davis.n

Davis, M.: MRepresentative, we don't have many mobile parks in

Chicago, but I would really like to know what prompted this

kind of necessity. Is it needed legislation??

Speaker Kubik: NRepresentative Wennlund.f'

Wennlund: 'Yes, I'd be happy to tell you. There's a mobile home

park in Cook County by the name of Sterling Estates. It

has a little over 800 mobile homes, 96% of which are senior

citizens on fixed incomes. Last year they had a l2%

increase in rent, this year an l8% increase in rent.

That's what prompted it and they are on fixed incomes and

they cannot relocate their mobile homes. They have no

choice and they can'tooothey are not readily movable, they

are not transferable that easily and they are in dire

straights cause they are on fixed incomes.''

Speaker Kubik: ''Representative Davis.''

Davis, M.: ''Wouldn't they have to bring an attorney, though, the
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mobile home owner. Wouldn't they...who would bring the

attorney? Would the person who owns the property or the

person who owns the mobile home?'f

Speaker Kubik: RRepresentative Wennlund.F

Wennlund: HEither party is entitled to be represented by counsel,

but We've tried to make the procedure as simple as possible

so that would not be necessary for the tenant to hire

high-priced lawyers to represent them in this proceeding.
''

Speaker Kubik: ''Representative Davis.''

Davis, M.1 RWell, my question again, is, well, why Would not the

people simply move. I have a fear of people being able to

take the owners to court in reference to how much rent is

charged. You know, normally, if you don't like the rates,

then you take your business someplace else. Couldnft these

people just move out of there and go to another location??
Speaker Kubik: ''Representative Wennlund.l

Wennlund: ''The fact of the matter is, again, there is a clear

distinction between the mobile home. Now, the tenant in a

mobile home park probably paid 30, 40, $50,000 for...to

purchase the mobile home. He then rents the space, the

qround upon which it sits. These are not easily movable.

It takes a greater understanding of what, indeed, a mobile

home park is. They're not easily movable or transferable

from one park to another and to find space. It's very

difficult for these people to find another location for

their mobile home unit that they purchased and own.
''

Speaker Kubikt ''Representative Davis.''

Davis, M.: ''I noW see what your intent is. Would not you have

much better leqislation if you drafted and put legislation

forth that stated, aiter renting space, the increase could

not be over a certain percent per year reqardless to what

the owner did? mean, you coukd limit thelra..thelr
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ability to increase the rent legislatively and in my

opinion, that would be mucb more fair to everybody rather

than trying to tell this landowner.../

Speaker Kubikl nRepresentative Wennlund, that was a question. lf

you you would responde'

Wennlund: ''Thank you. 1 understand what you're saying. That

would be rent control. The Cook County Legal Assistance

Foundation who has recommended this form of aid to the

senior citizens who live in mobile home parks in Cook

County and throughout the rest of the state, has

recommended this which is not rent control. It qives them

an avenue oj appeal from what they feel are unreasonable

rent increases above the consumer price index.?

Speaker Kubik: lRepresentative Davis, you are allowed a brief

closinq. Representative Davis.''

Davis, M.: HIn closing, I'd like to say I do understand the

intent of this lesislation. However, my fear is that you

would take the rights of people who own land and I think we

should do another way, by limiting the increase that

these kinds of places can make on a yearly basis. This is

a bad piece of legislation and would establish a very bad

precedent. I urge a 'no' vote.''

Speaker Kubik: GThe Chair recognizes the Lady from Cook,

Representative Pantin.'

Fantin: 'Thank you: Mr. Speaker. I'd like to yield my time to

Representative Granberge''

Speaker Kubik: ''Representative Granberg, it looks like youlve :ot

a five minute friend. The Cbair would recognize

Representative Granberg.''

Granbergk ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Representative Wennlund, so

in this case the owner or the tenants of the mobile home

park, the tenant could go to court to seek relief. Can
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that tenant then enjoin the landlord automatically without
the indication of unreasonable rent? What would he or she

have to allege in his pleading, to indicate to the judge

that they could, in fact, enjoin the payment of rent to the
landlord?''

Speaker Kubik: lRepresentative Wennlund.''

Wennlund: 'The tenant has no authority to issue an injunction.

Only the court can issue an injunction. But the tenants
would have to allege in thetr petition that the rent

increase, number one, exceeds the CPI for the previous 12

months; and number two, what the rent increase is that the

landlord has sent them notice ofs..including a copy of the

notice of increase and alleqed that the increase, number

one, exceeds the CP1 for the prior 12 months and is an

unreasonable rent increase. At that point, the burden

shifts to the park owner to allege that the facts, as set

forth, that 1 went over previously with you in their

petition..oin his answer, to sustain his burden that the

rent increase indeed was reasonable an6 falrw?

Speaker Kubik: ''Representative Granberg.?

Granberg: ''I just want to make sure 1 understand this. So, I'm
the tenant in this mobile home park and receive a rent

increase. fill out the petition, it says 1 received a

rent increase. lt's greater than the consumer price index

and it's unreasonable. 1 take that down to the circuit

courts; it's filed. They then mail a copy to the landlord

and he or she comes in, or is that immediately...When does

the judge then enjoin the landlord? Then the burden
shiftsp so I go down to the courthouse and I file iE. When

does it come, then, before the circuit court judqe and when

does he or she make his determination and then when does

the landlord have to appear? Is that in 30 days? And then
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during tbat whole time is rent not paid?p

Speaker Rubik: NRepresentative Wennlund.'

Wennlund: PNo, there's no temporary relief. The owner would have

to file his answer within...and then have a hearing within

60 days.W

Speaker Kubikl lRepresentative Granberg.R

Granberg: ''So the tenant goes down, makes these three

allegations, files it. How soon does the circuit court act

on that allegation, then, on the petition?'

Speaker Kubik: ''Representative Wennlund.''

Wennlund: HWithin 60 dayse''

Speaker Kubik: ORepresentatjve Granberg.f

Granberq) /So the judge has 60 days in whicb to enjoin the

payment of rent, or is that rent enjoined...is there an
assumption that that rent is enjoined immediately upon the
filing because theyrve made the allegation of unreasonable

rent?'

Speaker Kubik: pRepresentative Wennlund./

Wennlund: ''There is, in effect, no temporary relief. If after

the hearing that's held in 60 days, the rento..if the court

approves the rent increase, it would be retroactive. lf it

didn't, it would be enjoined.''
Speaker Kubik: nRepresentative Granbergo,

Granberg: nSo this tenant makes out those three little

statements, files it. Sixty days later they come into

court. XoW, does the tenantrso..he or she is under no

obligation to pay rent for those first two months, and then

you come into court 60 days later and a determination

ono..of fact is made. Is that correct?'f

Speaker Kubik: RRepresentative Wennlund.''

Wennlund: nT'm sorry, Representative Granberg. I didn't hear the

question.''
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Speaker Kubik: ''Representative Granberg: please repeat the

question.''

Granberg: qSo that tenant makes these three allegations, files

doesn't pay rent for 60 days. That petition is sent to

the landlord or the owner and then the tenant doesn't pay

rent for those 60 days. Then they come into court and they

make...What happens if the tenant doesn't pay rent for the

60 days? Is that the breach of the lease?''

Speaker Kubik: lRepresentative Wennlund.''

Wennlund: >No. The tenant pays rent, he just doesn't pay the
increase.'

Speaker Kubik) ''Representative Granbergw''

Granberg: ''Where does the tenant pay rent? Do they pay into a

special account ? According to the Tenantfs Association,

they use to do with apartments, according to the Spring

versus Little case. 1 mean? is..pdo they set up a special

account or they.ovor where do they pay the money? What

about the rent increase? Is that held somewhere in

particular?''

Speaker Kubik: ''Representative Wennlund.e

Wennlund: 'During the period, they pay ihe rent to the owner.

The owner of the park. They do not pay the portion of the

increase once the petition is filed.''

Speaker Kubik: ''The Chair recognizes the Lady from Cook:

Representative Flowers. Representative Flowers.''

Flowers: ''Mr. Speaker? I would like to yield my time to

Representative Granberg.''

Speaker Eubikl 'lRepresentative Granberg, it looks like you have

another five minute friend here. So the Chair recognizes

the Gentleman from Clinton, Representative Granberg.''

Granberg: OThank you. 1 don't do landlord tenant law. This is

a1l from 1aw school, Mr. Speaker. Ifm trying to refresh my
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memory. So, they make these allegations, they file it.

They're suppose to pay the rent during this period. They

apparently don't have to pay the increase cause that is

being arqued that it's unreasonable. So, do they have to

pay the increase to the circuit court and that's held in a

special fund until the matter is determined? So, in the 60

days they come before the court, the owner of the property

comes in, the landlord, and then they set a court date.

There has to be an initial hearing. I...at the initial

hearing, is that just to determine whether an injunction
should issue prohibitinq the rent increase until a final

court date is determined and a complete hearing on the

matter is finalized?l

Speaker Kubik: ORepresentative Wennlund.l

Wennlund: lcorrect. They contlnue paying the rent to the

landlord at the rate in exlstence at the time of the

increase. And in the event the court, upon the hearing,

determines that the rent, indeed, was reasonable, they'll

pay the additional sum too..they'll be ordered by the court

to pay the additional sum to the landlord, or if...if the

court determines it was unreasonable, the court can then

enjoin the rent increase. Now that would not prevent the
park owner from comin: back and increasing the rent to an

amount that was a CPI or some reasonable amount that he

felt he could justify under these standards. He could
still do thata'

Speaker Kubik: ORepresentative Granberq.''

Granberg: 'Okay, you got me through the 66 days. So, there's a

hearing at the 60 day period.wawithin the 60 days. That is

not a final determination, that is just whether to issue

the injunction or to enjoin the payment of the rent because
it's unreasonable. So, this then, can be continued?''
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Speaker Kubik: ''Representative Wennlund.R

Wennlund: ''àt that...that hearing will be on the merits.
p

Speaker Kubik: ''Representative Granberg.
/

Granberq: ''So, at that'san at the initial hearing in the 60 days
,

that is the final determination on whether it's a permanent

bar to the rent?''

Speaker Kubik: 'Representative Wennlund.''

Wennlund: pYes, unless there's an appeal.''

Speaker Kubik: 'Representative Granberg./

Granberq: ''So, the judge, in the 60 days, enjoinso..can enjoin
the unreasonable rents because of the conditions you've

laid out or he can just enjoin it temporarily until a final
determination is made: or is required that this is a

final determination and the matter is then resolved? If

the matter is then resolved: then the tenant or the

landlord could actually file an appeal to the appellate

court or do they seek relief in the circuit, further, or ts

that the fino..ls there a final determination in the 60

days?*

Speaker Kubik: pRepresentative Wennlund.?

Wennlund: ''Yes, unless there's...unless there's an appeal, of

course, and that would be the appellate court for the

appellate court district in which the mobile home park

existed.''

Speaker Kubik: HRepresentative Granberg.''

Granberg: NAnd if the tenant does not pay the rent for that time

period, can that be used as one of the elements in the

breaching of the lease on the property?''

Speaker Kubik: ''Representative Wennlund.?

Wennlund: ''Xes. There's a specific provision in the Bill that

provides that a mobile home owner's refusal to pay his rent

is cause for eviction.''
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Speaker Kubik: eRepresentative Granberg./

Granberg: ''Representative, I don't want to belabor this, but l

see all these issues out there and I see a rent control. l

don't know vhy we'd do this just for this specific
industry. I don't know why we don't do it on the south

side of Chicago in the private apartments because those

older people who move in there can't afford to move out.

This is a transient...people who buy mobile homes are

voluntary. So, Mr. Speaker, to the Bill and thank the

Representative for his time. You know, this...this...we

talk about keeping government out of our private lives and

now we're going to regulate one certain specific part of an

industry. We're not goinq to regulate anything else, but

we're going to inject rent control in this specific
instance. I don't understand why we do it...would do it in

this specific instance. If we're going to do it, it should

be public policy for everyone. not for one industry. If

you're going to do it, should be fair for a1l people,

al1 senior citizens. We should do it on apartments if

that's what should be done as a matter of policy. But this

is injectinq rent control into the private sector for

trailers. No one else. This is not the way qood

government policy is conducted, is initiated. lt's not

across the board. It's not something we should do and

urge a 'no' vote.'

Speaker Kubik: PThe Chair...Further discussion? The Chair

recognizes the Lady from Cook, Representative Schakowsky.'f

Schakowsky: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. I really appreciate being

recognized. My spouse's name was used in debate and I

don't know if that qualifies. In any case, for my

comments. I do want to say, though, to Representative

Novak, I know 3ob Cramer and he's no Bob Cramer. But in
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any case, on behalf of...on behalf of my spouse and myself,

I certainly would like to applaud the Sponsor for this

legislation and in a11 seriousness, senior citizens who by

and large are the occupants of mobile homes will certainly

benefit by this legislation. And despite the whistling

that I hear, you can certainly count on my vote,
Representative.''

Speaker Kubik: 'The Chair recognizes the Gentleman from Cook,

Representative Savianoo''

Saviano: *1 move the previous question.''

Speaker Kubik: 'The Gentleman has moved the previous question.

The question is, 'Shall the main question be put?' A1l

those in favor say 'aye'. Tbose opposed say 'no'. The

opinion of the Chair, the 'ayes' have it. Representative

Wennlund to closeo'

Wennlund: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker and Ladies and Gentlemen of the

House. Particularly, those of you who have mobile home

parks within your districte..those who have mobile home

parks within your district, and most of them you'll find

are filled with senior citizens living on a fixed income,
all this Bill does is set forth some standards by which a

court could determine whether or not rent increases were

reasonable or unreasonable. It does not prevent a

landlord, is not rent controk, it does not prevent a

landlord from increasing his rents on an annual or more

often basis. It merely sets some standards by Which a

court could determine Whether or not these rent increases

are reasonable or unreasonable. A mobile home is not like

an apartment. You can't just pick up your furniture and
leave it because that's your investment. Senior citizens

have their life savings invested ln these mobile homes that

are located in these mobile home parks, where there are
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services like sewer and water and cable TV and telephones

and electricity. Senior citizens livinq on fixed incomes

have no alternatives. They can't just pick up and move

that mobile home. They need some avenue through the courts

to determine whether or not their increases are reasonable.

And all this does is set forth some standards of

reasonability and I ask for your support.n

Speaker Kubik: lBefore we moveo..Representative Granberg, for

what reason do you seek recognition?''

Granberg: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. With due respect, would

request a verification on this matter if it receives the

requisite number of voteso'

Speaker xubik: ''The Gentleman has requested a verification.

Thank God that only took two Seconds to ask for. Okay.

The Gentleman has moved for the passage of House Bill 8l5

and on that question, all those who are in favor of the

3i11 will vote 'aye'; those opposed will vote 'no'. The

voting is now open. This is iinal action. Have all voted

who wish? Have a11 voted who wish? Have all voted who

wish? Mr. Clerk..oRepresentative Leitch, we are in the

middle of a Roll Call. Now, the Chair will be very, very

lenient and recognize you, but please, for what reason do

you artse?e

Leitch: '1f this 3ill fails, 1'd like a verification. ''

Speaker xubik: lRepresentative Leitch, you should pay attention

to the debate. Representative Granberg? the tive minute

man, has requested a verification. Have a11 voted who

wish? Mr. Clerk, please take the record . On this question

there are 10 voting 'aye', 100 voting 'no' and voting

'present'. Mr. Granberg: do you persist ino..The Gentleman

does not persist. This Bill, having failed to receive a

Constitutional Majority, is hereby Qeckared lost. Mr.
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Clerk, Resolutions.'

Clerk McLennandl ''House

Churchill, Rules Committee.?

Speaker Kubik: ''Mr. Clerk, Committee announcementse?

Clerk McLennand: Ncommittee notice. Rules Committee will meet at

5:00 p.m. in the Speaker's conference room. Rules

Committee will meet at 5:00 pom. in the Speaker's

Conference Room.'

April 27, 1995

Resolution 41, offered by RepreGentative

Speaker Rubikl >Mr. Clerk, please read House Bill 884.1'

Clerk McLennand: PHouse Bill 884, a Bill for an Act ln relation

to municipalities. Third Reading of this House 3ill.@

Speaker Kubik: NThe Chair recognizes the Gentleman from Cook,

Representative Balthis.l

Balthis: lThank you, Mr. Speaker, Ladies and Gentlemen of the

House. House Bill 884 has been amended with Floor

Amendment 43 which became the Bill. It amends the Illinois

Private Activity Bond Allocation Act, to limit the amount

of bond allocation or cap that non-home rule municipalities

can be granted for a single project. The limit under this
proposed Bill will be approximately 12.5 million for

non-home rule projects. Thls Bill also will amend the Act

to prohibit salesv.wcash sales of cap by non-home rule

communities or state bond authorities. And I'd be happy to

try and ansver any questions.''

Speaker Kubik: ''The Gentleman has moved for the passage of House

Bill 884 and on that is there any discussion? The Chair

recognizes the Gentleman from Cook, Representative Lang.''

Lang: 'fThank you, Mr. Speaker. lnd before you start my time or

parliamentary inquiry, how many votes will this Bill take

to pass?''

Speaker Kubik: 'Representative Lang, this Bill will require 60

votes, and this Bi11 is a reallocation of unused volume cap
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allocations and is exclusively regulated by the state

pursuant to the lllinois...pursuant to 30 ILCS345. House

Bill 884 is consistent with the state's exclusive

regulation and does not preempt home rule powers. Mr.

SZ R 9 * P

Lang: pWe11, I thank you for reading that preprepared statement,

Mr. Speaker, however. this is not exclusively granted to

the state. These are allocations that are owned by...I'1l

wait till you can listen to me, Mr. Speaker. Thank you.

These are allocations that once the state gives it to the

local government, it's their's to use any way they like for

one full year. The state has no say-so in what they do

with those allocations. Those allocations belong to them,

not to the state. Now, what you're sayin: is, that you're

taking back the ability to use those. You're eliminating

their ability to sell those. You're saying within that one

year period they now can't do what you've already told them

they can do. So, you're giving them the thing, they have

the thing, and now you're telling them they can't do

whatever they want to do with that thing. Accordingly, you

are preemptinq their rights ln something that is

exclusively in their control during that year. It's not in

the state's control during that year, it's in their

control. And ii you limit that in any way you're limiting

home rule, and in so doing you need 71 votes. Can 1 ask

the Parliamentarian to rethink this??

Speaker Kubik: ''Representative Lang, the Chair has ruled. Now

you have your options, but the Chair has made it's ruling.

Representative Langon

Lang: ''Thank you. Then I would move to overrule the Chair.

would ask for a Roll Call Vote and I would ask to verify if

it should receive...Well, welll hold ofi on that. Thank
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MOQ * Y

Speaker Kubik: lokay, you are within your rigbts. The question

is, 'Sball the Chair be sustained?' Those in favor of the

Motion will vote 'aye'; those opposed shall vote 'no'. The

voting is now open. Have all voted who wish? Have a1l

voted who wish? Have a1l voted %ho wtsh? Mr. Clerk,

please take the record. On this question there are 64

'ayes', 53 'nos', and Representative Lang...Representative

Lang, do you persist in the verification?'

Lang: *1 would ask...bear with me one second, Mr. Speaker. ?

Speaker Kubik: >Mr. Lang.''

Lang: ''No, you can take that off the board. 1 have..obut

you'll acknowledge me now I have some . questions the

Sponsor will yield.o

Speaker Kubik) MYeab, before we do that, we...there are 64

'ayes', 53 'nos', none voting 'present'. The Chair ruling

has been sustained. Mr. Lang.?

Lanq: 'lThank you. The Sponsor will yield, Sir?''

Speaker Kubik: 'The Sponsor indicates that he will yield.
/

Langl ''Thank you. Representative Balthis, how are you today,
Sir? Representative, we've discussed this when you

presented your Amendment #3, which is now the Bill, and

likened this to the Federal Pollution Credits that

polluters trade with each other to try to stay under the

artificial caps that have been set for them. Is it not the

caoe on this that if you take these very small allocationsp

which are hardly usable today by thece local governments

and which they get on a per capita basis, and just simply
give them back to the Governor. Aren't we giving the

Governor a whole 1ot oi power over what will become a very

large pot?e

Speaker Kubik: ''Representatlve Balthise''
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Balthis: ''Representative Lang, as you stated before, the state

has these allocations. The local communities request them

and they're given out to those local communities and

believe by May 1st, if they have not used them, they

automatically revert back to the state. So there is an

understandinq of :ow this allocation gets to the local

community and the 1aw was changed some time ago that

automatically by May 1st, as I understand it, the

allocation reverts back to the state. ând that's been

going on for some timeyn

Speaker Kubik: ''Representative Lang.p

Lang: WHowever, these allocations today are very small.

Communities are getting a $1,000 or $3,000. They amount to

very little and so communities aren't usin: them, and so of

course they revert back to the state and the Governor does

what he does vitb them. However, some of the communities

have been selling them and so some communities may get

together and get some value out of that $1,000 or $3,000

allocation. And one community buying several of them up

may actually have a pot of money worth using. Therefore,

what you're really doinq here is giving these per capita

grants out, but they're completely worthless. They can't

be sold, theyere too small to use and so it's a feel good

thing. So the Governor says, well, here take these, but

know at the end of the year I'm going to get them back

cause you can't use them fcr anything. How does a local

government use a $1,000 or $3,000 allocation? If they

can't sell it to somebody else, what good is it?p

Speaker Kubik: ''Representative Balthis.l

Balthis: ''Representative, the state receives an allocation on a

per capita basis of $50 per resident. A non-home-rule

community can request any amount of that. Currently, this
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year we had one community request $125 million to use for a

single project in one community and they were awarded that.
That means that al1 those other communities that you're

concerned about don't have any cap left to be able to

request from the Governor's Ofjice. And the Governor's

office gives these out on a first come, first serve basis,

and that's part of the problem, is there's not enough to go

around and we're simply tryin: to reduce the amount that

any one project can receive so that every community in the
state will have an opportunity to use these.?

Speaker Kubik: ''We1l, I find your comments regarding the one

project for $125 million curious cause my understanding is

there's only $120 million in the fund. Ho* did We work

that out?,

Speaker Kubik: ORepresentative Balthis.?

Balthis: ''Representative, the cap for the State of Illinois for

1995 was $580 million.''

Speaker Kubik: NRepresentative Lang./

Lang: #We11, what's in the cap and what's in the fund are two

different things. So if the fund only has $120 million in

it today, how is it goinq to pay out $125 mlllion to this

one municipality?''

Speaker Kubik: NRepresentative Balthis.'

Balthis: ''Representative, first of all, the City of Chicago

maintains their cap. It's never returned to the state.

lt's used by the city in any fashion that they want to. So

the City of Chicago is not affected by this language, this

leqislation, at all. Secondly, if there's only $120

million left today in the fund, that's because that $125

million is already out of the fund and that cap has already

been allocated. 5ut when we started the year, the State of

lllinois had $580 million of cap, less, less the amount
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that the City of Chicago received.'

Speaker Kubik: 'Representative Lang.H

Lanq: >We1lp you raise another very good point, Sir. Why should

the City of Chicago be treat..oListen up, downstaters. Why

should the City oi Chicaqo be treated differenkly than

everybody else? First of all, they would keep their money.

Second of all, they get three years instead of one year.

Why do you want to treat the big bad City of Chicago with

such great deference?'f

Speaker Kubik: 'Representative Balthis.''

Balthis: HBeing a suburbanite...p

Speaker Kubik: ''Representative Balthis, to answer the questiongf'

Balthis: PBeing a suburbanite so close to the City of Chicago,

I'm very proud of some oi the qood projects that they use
this money forv''

Speaker Rubik: HRepresentative Lang, your time has expired. The

Gentleman from Clinton, Representative Granberg, is

recognized. Representative GranbergoR

Granberg: ''Thank youz Mr. Speaker. Would the Gentleman yield?''

Speaker Kubik: ''Indicates that he will yield.''

Granberg: ''Representative Balthis, again, I want to make sure

understand this concept. So, currently. our local

communities have access to these bonds and the federal

revenue. Is that correct?p

Speaker Kubik: ''Representative Balthis.lï

Balthis: PThey have access to them through the State of Illinois

by request.''

Speaker Kubikk ''Representative Granberg.'

Granberg: lAnd these are federal funds, Representative Balthis?''

speaker Rubikk nRepresentative Balthiswe

Balthis: lThere are no federal funds involved. It's simply a

private activity bond that can be issued for manufacturing
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purposes, for local community purposes, that have a source,

a local source of revenue, other than general obligation

bonds./

Speaker Kubik: pRepresentative Granberq.''

Granberg: >So if it has to go throuqh the state and they have to

make this request of the states, can you please compare in

contrast what your legislation does, how it changes that

factor in the equation?''

Speaker Kubik: lRepresentative Balthisp'

Balthis: 'Representative, the only thing this changes is to put a

cap on the amount..oa single project. One community could

request $12.5 million on three projects, if those projects
met the criteria. It simply says that we want to have more

available ior a1l communities rather than letting one large

community use up the entire cap.l

Speaker Kubik: ORepresentative Granberg.''

Granberg: ''But l think what youlre trying to address is a

problem...a percieved problem of communities that they're

exploiting other communities bonding authority, or they

have the ability to pool that authority. Is that correct?'

Speaker Kubik: ''Representative Balthiso''

3althisl ''Communities can still pool under this.v.under thls

proposal. there is a joint project between two
communities, they could request an allocation from that.

So that is not affected by this legislation.''

Speaker Kubik: lRepresentative Granberg.''

Granberg: RWell, 1 tbought the purpose of tbis was to allow these

small communities to pool, to qo after any size project
they would like, to take these initiatives that they do not

have the financial ability to undertake normally. And this

would now, believe, limit them in their ability to do

that by setting a cap. understood that current law
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provided that my municipality could qo with 30

municipalities downstate in an effort to pool this fund in

an attempt to draw business or whatever we need to do

downstate. Now this would now limit the amount and

would also, thought, make them go back to the state

because these funds go back to the state, that now you put

this extra jump or this extra hurdle for these communities.
They would have to go back to the state for additional

authority. ls that correct or is...am 1 misunderstanding

your legislation?''

Speaker Kubik: ''Representative Balthis.''

Balthis: ''Representative, non-home-rule communities have no

allocation. They have to request that allocation on a per

project basis from the State of Illinois. So that process

does not change. lt just simply says that they can

only..othey can only do a project at $12.5 million on an

individual project. does not say that they can't do
three or four or they cannot pool. It simply limits a

single project at $12.5 million.'
Speaker Kubik: NRepresentative Granberg.''

Granberg: ''so, local municipalities right now can qo and enter

into a dialoque with each other, trade these thinss, pool

them, do whatever they would like to do. Is that correct?H

Speaker Kubik: 'Representative 3althis.''

Balthis: PRepresentative: non-home-rule communities don't get the

allocation until they request it from the state. Once they

request it irom tbe state, up to a $12.5 million on a

project, they can enter into agreements with other
communities if they so choose. They can trade and they can

7001.*

Speaker Kubik: ''Representative Granberg.''

Granberg: ''So, currently, non-home-rule communities can buy from
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a home rule community. Your legislation will now prohibit

that.?

Speaker Kubtk: ''Representative Balthis.'

Balthis: HRepresentative, we did some research on the federal and

the state law. There is nothing in the ëederal or the

state 1aw that permits or speaks to the issue of selling.

These things were not because when you sell them, if

somebody pays 25 to $50,000 for these bonds, that reduces

the amount of those private activity bonds that can be used

for a project. So by sellinq them, they're actually

reducing the intent of the original law to put these thinqs

in place for economic development.''

Speaker Kubik: ''Representative Granberg./

Granberg: pBut, our small communities can have access to

those...those bonds under the current law. I'm just
concerned this is going to be an impediment to our small

communities because currently they can qo to these larger

municipalities or home-rule units and purchase them as a

group or as a single entity. And I'm not sure why weïre

limitin: their authority to do that: Representative,

because I'm afraid any time ybu put a limit on what our

locals can do, either as a entity...a single entity or as a

group, that serves as an economic disadvantage to our

communities in central and downstate Illinois. I don't

know why we're trying to get involved in the free market

again as to what they can and can't dor and we try to limit

their options because I would think if they have this

availability, our municipalities should be able to do

whatever they want to do if they have the wherewithal. So

why do we try to put these restraints on our locals because

why get involved? This is the markets? Let them enter

into a dialogue with each other, 1et them talk, let them
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negotiate, 1et them do what they need to do. And why

should we ynject another layer of government into this

process that seems to be Working very well the way it is?/

Speaker Kubik: 'Representative Balthis.''

Balthis: NRepresentative, one of the problems is, it is not

working. Because when one community can come in and take

$125 million of the cap for one project, that means those
communities you're concerned about have no cap available to

them. So, wepre trying, by this legislakion, to make it

possible for everybody. And to speak to your other issuey

this does not restrict a non-home-rule community from going

to a home rule community and getting part of their cap. Tt

does not restrict that at all. It just simply says that
the only cost that that home-rule community can recover is

legal fees or other expenses they might incur in that

transfer. It simply alxows them..eit puts a cap on and it

allows them to still do what they're doing right now by

qettinq a cap from other communities. That has not changed

at all.''

Speaker Kubik: ''The Gentleman from Cook, Representative Durkin. ''

Durkink ''Mr. Speaker: 1 move the previous question.
''

Speaker Kubik: ''The Gentleman has moved the previous question.

The question is 'Shal1 the main question be put?' All

those in favor say 'aye'. Those opposed say 'no'. In tbe

opinion of the Chair the 'ayes' have Representative

Balthio to close.''

Balthis: 'Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 1 would just point out to the
Members that are concerned about smaller communities, the

Illinois Municipal Leaque was involved in the negotiatlonsy
in putting this language together. They're very supportive

of it because it helps the small communities. The

communities that need this legislation are the ones that
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Representative Granberg was worried about. This

legislation is here to help those small communities and I

would ask for your 'aye' vote.?

Speaker Kubik: ''The Gentleman has moved for the passage of House

iill 884. And on that question, all those who are in favor

oi the Bill will vote 'aye'; those opposed will vote 'no'.

The votin: is now open. Have all voted who wish? Have all

voted who wish? Have all voted who Wish? Mr. Clerk,

please take the record. On this question there are 66

voting 'aye', 42 voting 'no', 5 voting 'present'e and this

Bill, having received the Constitutional Majority, is
hereby passed. The Gentleman from Champaign,

Representative Winkel. For what reason do you arise?'

Winkel: ''Mr. Speaker, 1'd like the record to reflect that : would

have voted 'yes' on the House 3ill 884.*

Speaker Kubikk HA1l right. Representative Winkel, the Journal

will so reflect. For what reason does the Lady from Lake,

Representative Gash, ariser'

Gash: *Mr. Speaker, I'd like the record to reflect that I would

have done the same.''

Speaker Kubik: ''The record will reflect in the Journal that

Representative Gash, had she been able to, would have voted

'yes'. Mr. Clerk, please read House 3il1 935. 935.88

Clerk McLennand: ''House 3ill 935, a Bill for an Act to amend the

Illinois Municipal Code. Third Reading of this House

Bi11.''

Speaker Kubik: ''The Chair recognizes the Gentleman from Lake,

Representative Salvi.'

Salvl: ''Thank you, Mr. Speakere Ladie: aDd Gentlemen of the

House. House Bill 935 simply allows Lake County the same

benefit that Dupage County has. Wherein if a municipality

wants to annex property on the other side of a forest
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preserve the municipality has to get the permission of the

forest preserve. It's become an important issue in Lake

County, it's worked in Dupage County, so we are seeking the

same benefit under the law for Lake County as Dupage County

has. I would be happy to answer any questions.?

Speaker Kubik: NThe Gentleman has moved for the passage of House

Bill 935. And on that is there any discussion? The Chair

recoqnizes the Gentleman from Cook, Representative Lang.
''

Lang: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. One moment. Thank you, will tbe

Sponsor yield?'

Speaker Kubik: ''The Sponsor indicates that he will yield?''

Lang: ''Representative, I don't understand why you want to do

this. Maybe you could tell us what the need for this is.'

Speaker Kubik: 'Representative Salviw/

Salvi: 'The Lake County Board came to me, Representative, and

indicated that they feel that there is potentlal for abuse

by municipalities that annex non-contiguous land that

cannot be effectively served by that municipality. Where

development may harm other nearer municipalities. So, we'd

like...I think it's appropriate to allow the forest

preserve district to have a say as to whether or not a

particular municipality can annex property on the other

side of the forest preserve. It's worked well in Dupage

and we have that experience to guide us and we'd just like
to lower the threshold to include Lake County as well.''

Speaker Kubik: ORepresentative Lang.''

Lang: ''You've indicated that there is some concern about the

potential of abuses, are there any...is there any record of

any abuse that you can point to us?'

Speaker Kubik: 'Representative Sakviq''

Salvi: ''We1l, yes, feel personally and I know that many of my

constituents feel that there is looming a potential problem
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with regards to one village in my district and a forest

preserve there, and we think that this Bill would be

helpiul in that circumstanceel

Speaker Kubik: ''Representative Lang.''

Lang: RSo, would it be fair to say then that the County of Lake

came to you in advance of a specific problem within Lake

County that they are tryinq to get you to resolve?'

Speaker Kubik: 'Representative Salvi.''

Salvi: PNo, 1 don't think that's accurate. As I said, Lake

County feels there is a potential for abuse by

municipalities in these types of situations. But you did

ask me if there was one specific example of such abuse and

cited to you one such case, but I think that it is

nonetheless a concern county-wide. And again we have looked

at the situation in Lake County, we see...Dupage County and

we see that it's worked there. We'd like to have the same

benefit in Lake Countyw?

Speaker Kubik: ''Representative Langa''

Lang: WFor those of us who don't understand what the leqalities

are here and what kind of abuse youfre talking about that

the Lake County people are worried about, perhaps you could

give us more details about the one potential situation that

you're referring to.?

Speaker Kubik: ''Representative Salvi.''

Salvi: ''Okay, Representative, again, 1 feel that this is

something that's important to Lake County. The Lake County

Board asked me to carry this for them and you asked me for

an example. I cited an example, the example is Hawthorn

Woods. The Village of Hawthorn Wood Wants to annex beyond

the forest preserve and I feel that it's appropriate to

allow the forest preserve to have a say in a situation like

that. And that particular situation was the reason that
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agreed to Sponsor this 3il1 tbat the Lake County Board had

put together before even knowing about khe situation. But

it is nonetheless a very good example as to why a Bill like

this is important to Lake County.?

Speaker Kubik: ''Representative Lang.?

Lang: ''Thank you. If your Bill should pass then, the only

municipalities that would have the non-contiguous

annexation problem would be those in counties of

populations under 500:000. those with populations over 3

million. Why should we not have a uniform policy on this,

why don't you just make this state law for everybody?'
Speaker Kubik: lRepresentative Salvio/

Salvi: pRepresentative, my county board asked me to do this. 1

think that might be a good idea. We're taking this one

step at a time and if you'd like to join me in sponsoring
that or you would like me to Co-sponsor a Bî11 that you

present, 1 would be happy to do that because maybe it is a

good idea. But in my view, it makes more sense and.o.for

us to apply this to counties with larqer populations. Lake

County is growin: in population and our experience ls that

we need something like this. I think it makes a 1ot of

sense to apply this to larger population counties, but if

you feel that it'd be something good for other counties,

I'd be happy to work with you on thatoo

Speaker Wojcik: ''Representative Wojcik in the Chair.

Representative Lang.''

Lang: ''Thank you, Madam Speaker. :fm joined by the requisite
number to remove this from Short Debate.'

Speaker Wojcik: 'A little more hands. Okay.''

Langl NThank you. Representative, you indicated Co-sponsorinq a

Bill with me. If we do it, I think youfll have to be the

lead if we Want it to pass. Representative, I still don't
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know why, as a Representative proposing a Bill? you propose

one with uneven state policy. Can you explain?''

Speaker Wojcik: ''Representative Lanq, you will have to bring your
remarkso..questions to a close. Representative Salvi. ''

Salvi: nlfm doing this as a favor to Lake County Board and they

requested that 1 do this. I think there's a good rationale

tor only applying it to the counties with larger

populations. 1 think that it is possible that elsewhere

there's a need for this but I haven't heard about that.

à11 I know is that Lake County wants this and right now

this type of benefit is only allowed in two other counties.

So We want to just ask that Lake County be included and now
it would be three counties that have this law.P

Speaker Wojcik: ''Represeneative Langa?
Lang: PWell, don't you think it would have made some sense to

take a look at the whole policy of this and propose

somethinq that was not uneven? Why do we continue to pass

uneven legislation? Things that apply in one county and

not in another county. Why don't we do it for everybody?'

Speaker Wojcik: 'Representative Salvi.'
Salvi: ''Representative, think we're making it more even. Right

now it's just two counties and webre making it three

counties. So we're getting closer to your objectiveo''

Speaker Wojcik: ''The Gentleman from Cook, Representative Dart, is
recognized. Mr. Clerk, announcements.''

Clerk McLennand: ''Rules is meeting immediately in the Speaker's

conference room. Rules, immediately in the Speaker's

conference roomq/

Speaker Wojcik: pRepresentative Dart.l
Dart: ''Thank youl Madam Speaker. would like to gield my time

to Representative Lango''

Speaker Wojcik: NRepresentative Lang.''
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Langl ''Well, thank youg Madam Speaker and Representative Dart for

your courtesy. Representative, 1'm back. Hi.

Representative, isn't this what we call special

legislation? Xoufre changing a population threshold just
to take care of your own county because they're concerned

about a particular problem which may happen sometime in the

future. Isn't that not only special legislation? but

anticipatory special legislation?''

Speaker Wojcik: HRepresentative Salvi.''
Salvi: ''No, I don't thlnk it is. think there's a rationale for

limiting this 1aw to tbe counties with the largest

population because they are the önes that face this problem

of municipalities needing to annex across forest

preserves.''

Speaker Wojcik: ''Representative Lang.f
Lanq: ''Who was it that came ko you with this legislation? Was it

the Lake County Board? Was it the Municipal League? Who's

proposal is this?''

Speaker Wojcik: pRepresentative Salvio'
Salvi: ''Well, Bill Black claims that it was him. But it was, I

think, perhaps 3ill that told the Lake County Board to tell

me to carry this.''

Speaker Wojcik: ''Representative Lang.''
Lang: ''Wel1, you're not helping your Bill, Representative, by

including that Gentleman. As fine as he is, he's not a

resident expert on here on municipal matters. So was

the Lake County Board that asked you this and did they pass

some sort of Resolution? Was it a unanimous Resolution of

the Lake County Board or wao it just the chairman or how
did this information get to you?''

Speaker Wojcik: ''Representative Salvi.'

Salvi: MThis was part of the legislative package that the Lake
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County Board presented to the members of the Lake County

legislative delegation, Representative, and I had agreed to

pick this up on behalf of the Lake County Board. believe

was unanimous. 1 think they unantmously asked us to

carry this legislation for them.''

Speaker Wojcik: ''Representative Lanq.''
Lang: >So did the Lake County delegation unanimously support this

legislation?''

Speaker Wojcik: MRepresentative Salvi.p
salvil >l'm not certain, but believe that that's the case.

have not heard of any objection from Lake County and as you
know, the committee also recommended this unanimously. The

Cities and Villages Commltteeo''

Speaker Wojcik: fRepresentative Lang.'

Lang: eWere there any witness slips in opposition to this Bill in

committee?''

Speaker Wojcik: lRepresentative Salvi./
Salvi: NThere were not. There is no opposition ko this Bi1l.'1

Speaker Wojcik: 'Representative Lang.'

Lang: ''Who are the proponents of this 3i11 in committee?''

speaker Wojcik: ''Representative Salvio''
salvi: ''Lake County.''

Speaker Wojcik: ''Representatlve Lange''
Lang: ''So the only witness slip was from Lake County?n

Speaker Wojcik: 'Representative Salvi.''
Salvi: PThat's correctp Representative. To my...you know, in my

recollection there were.a.there was only one witness slip.''

Speaker Wojcik: lRepresentative Lanqp''
Lang: lAnd have you indicated to me, because 11m not up on my

census data. that the only county affected by this chanqe

is Lake County?e

Speaker Wojcik: ''Representative Salvi.e
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Salvi: lYes, Lake County is the third largest county in the state

and we have a population well over 500,000.,

Speaker Wojcik: eRepresentative Lang.p
Lanq: ''Well, it's 516,418 as of the last census. That's what my

notes show. Representative, are there any counties just

below 500,000, so that maybe it you moved it down 475 or

450, there would be other counties included?''

Speaker Wojcik: 'Representative Salvi./
Salvi: >We don't think that there will be any counties in the

next census that will go over 500.000./

Speaker Wojcik: 'Representative Lang.W
Lang: @Wel1? Representative Salvi, I thank you for answerinq my

questions. I'm goinq to be anxious to see how the Lake

County delegation votes on this 5ill that is obviously very

important to...to your county fathers. And I thank you for

your help, Sir.?

Speaker Wojcikl lAny further discussion? The Gentleman from
cook, Representative Durkin is recognizedw''

Durkin: 'Madam Speaker, move the previous questionw''

Speaker Wojcik: ''The previous question has been put. A11 in
favor signify by sayinq 'aye'; opposed, 'nay'. The Motion

carried. Representative Salvi to close.''

Salvi: *Thank you, Madam Speaker. 1'd appreciate your favorable

consideration.''

Speaker Wojcik) mThe question is, 'Sha11 House Bill 935Pass?'
A11 those in favor signify by votin: 'aye'; all those

opposed vote 'nay'. The voting is open. This is final

action. Have a11 voted who wish? Have a1l voted Who wish?

Have a11 voted who wish? Mr. Clerk, take the record. On

this question there are l11 'ayes', no 'nays', 4 voting

'present'. And this Bill, having received the

Constitutional Majority, is hereby declared passed. Mr.
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Clerk, please read House Bill 1069.'1

Clerk Rossi: ''House Bill 1069, a 5i1l for an Act amending the

Criminal Code of 1963. Third Reading of this House Bill.''

Speaker Wojcik: 'The Chair recognizes Representative Lindner.''
Lindner: fThank you, Madam Chatrman (sic-speaker). This Bill is

requested by the State's Attorneys Office and the head of

the Child Advocacy Center. lt does two things. It adds

grammatical corrections to the definition of sexual

penetration to address situations found in child abuse

cases as sexual abuse cases, and also, adds an Amendment to

the hearsay section to allow investigators to testify to

exeited utterances ff they are acting as representatives of

the Child Advocacy Center. I would entertain any

questions.''

Speaker Wojcik: *Is there any discussion? The Gentleman from

Cook, Representative Dart is recognized.l

Dart: HThank you. Will the Sponsor yield?e

Speaker Wojcik) f'She indicates she wi11.f
Dart: ''Representatlve, as you have mentioned before, this is a

Bill that the Child Advocacy Advisory Board has proposed?

Who are they and what is thelr expertise in this area to be

proposin: lanquaqe like this?''

Speaker Wojcik: ''Representative Lindner.''
Lindner: 'Was your question who...who are Child àdvocacy Center

people? Child Advocacy Centers are set up under existing

law under 55 1LCS/80-3, which directs every county to set
up a Child Advocacy Advisory Board and members are

appointed by each county from the Sheriff's Ofjicer State's

Attorney, County Mental Health Department and DCFS to the

boardy and this Advisory Board adopts a written child

sexual abuse protocol. And in those counties where they

have them, they designate the Child Advocacy Center to
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investigate cases of sexual abuse on childreno''

Speaker Wojcik: 'Representative Dart.''

Dart: ''Madam Speaker, I would ask to have this taken off of Short

Debate and 1 am joined by the requisite number of my
colleagues. Thank you. Representative, do not have the

Amendment in front of me right now. The changes in the

definitional sectton involves... What are those changes?

Why are we chanqing those?''

Speaker Wojcik: pRepresentative Lindner.''
Lindner: ''The changes in Section fl was a qrammatical change in

fl and f3. In f2, is a change that they have found in

cases of child pornography to make sure that they can

address those cases and you ask a number of questions last

niqht. They did go over those definitions. Yesterday, you

wanted to know if they excluded anythinq, if this

definition was too specific. They said, 'no', that this

definition did not exclude anything existing and that it

was qone over by them and by the state's attorneys and it

was approved by the Illinois state's attorneys.e

Speaker Wojcik: PRepresentative Dart.''
Dart) RThank you. The technical ones, 1 was fine with. What is

the actual change in B or the second one, the actual

language change, and is that the one that is not...I mean,

it is not tec:ntcal...and why is that necessary?''

Speaker Wojcik: 'Representative Lindner.''
Lindnerl *It is necessary because they found that the present

definition did not cover this situation that i5 often found

in child pornoqraphy cases and I kill give you a copy. We

have an extra copy of the Amendment you Would like to

read that.''

Speaker Wojcik: eRepresentative Dart.?
Dart: ''Representative, can see why you don't want to read this
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to me. This change here, thouqh, is strictly for

pornography cases then? I mean, it could be interpreted

for all, but the thrust of was as a result, problems

with pornoqraphy cases?'

Speaker Wojcikl ''Representative Lindner.''
Lindner: /1 didn't hear your questiono'

Speaker Wojcik: ''Representative Dart.?
Dart: HThe change would obviously apply to all sexual offenses,

but the thrust of the change came about in regard to child

pornography or pornography in general cases?p

Speaker Wojcik: ORepresentatfve Lindner.l
Lindner: l'7es, that is correct.''

Speaker Wojcik: HRepresentative Dart.?

Dart: ''And now, did the second matter that you and I had talked

about, T think it was yesterday, in reqards to the second

portion of this Amendment dealing with the 115-10 hearings,

were you able to get a Resolution on that as far as

the.vewhether or not this would cause any problems with

some of the cases which have already come down from the

Supreme Court in regards to these types of hearinqs?'

Speaker Wojcik: lRepresentative Lindner.''

Lindner: ''Yes, I did have that researched by our able staff

member. Frank Strouss: and according to the case of People

Novak which is found at 242 ILAP 3rd 836, the out of

court statements by children and prosecutions ior sexual

acts committed upon them created in Section 115-10 was not

an infringement upon the judicial power of the courts as

the statute falls within the General Assembly's power to

define and implement the common law, and there are several

other cases that were looked up that reemphasized that.l

Speaker Wojcik: MRepresentative DartoR
Dartk ''Thank you. And so, it is your understanding, based on
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those cases, that there is no problems with us makin:

specific references to protocols and other interviews

specifically held by Child Advocacy Boards. Namely, my

concern is by specifically listing them, tbe Child Advocacy

Board. We are in no way goin: to exclude police

departments or other types of tndividuals in a similar

capacity who interview children?l

Speaker Wojcik: ''Representatize Lindnero'?
Lindner) Nïes, you are correct.''

Speaker Wojcik: ''There being no further discussion,
Representative Lindner to close.''

Lindner: *1 would just ask for a favorable vote. This is
somethin: that is needed to allow child abuse sexual

offenders to be prosecuted. Thank you.l

Speaker Wojcikl pThe question is, 'Shall House Bill 1069 pass?'
Al1 those tn favor vote 'aye') all those opposed vote

'nay'. The voting is open. This is final action. Have

all voted who wish? Have a11 voted Who wish? Have a11

voted who wish? Mr. Clerk, take the record. On this

question, there are l10 fayes', 0 'nay', 6 votinq

'present', and this Bill, having received a Constitutional

Majority, is hereby declared passed. Mr. Clerk, please read
House Btll 1197.1

Clerk Rossi: pHouse Bill 1197. a Bill for an Act amending the

Liquor Control Act of 1934. Third Reading of this House

Bill.*

Speaker Wojcikl eThe Chair recognizes Representative Salvie''
Salvi: ''Thank you, Madam Speaker, Ladies and Gentlemen of the

House. House Bill 1197 is really very simpler there's a

l00 year old 1aw in this state. We discussed this when we

presented our Amendment at great length but to refresh your

recollection, House Bill 1197 says that the law that is now

l 92 I1
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in existence and has been in existence in Illinois and it

says that a bar cannot locate within l00 feet...within a

l00 feet of a church or a school. lt will be that law

Welre attempting to amend so that if a church or church

affiliated school wants to move into an area where there is

a bar in the area, then they can waive that l00 year old

law, and I would appreciate your favorable consideration.

lt's a simple 3ill, we discussed it at great length when we

presented the Amendment and I'd be happy to answer any

questionsap

Speaker Wojcik: l'Is there any discussion? The Gentleman from

Clinton, Representative Granberg: is recoqnizedpo

Granberg: 'Thank you. Madam Speaker. I'm joined by my requisite

number of colleagues to remove this Bill from Short Debate,

please. And if the Gentleman would yield?''

Speaker Wojcik: >He indicates he will.'
Granberg: ''Thank you, Representative. We discussed this 3ill

briefly yesterday and it's my understandin: now that, you

were kind enough to enter into some negotiations with us to

make sure *he clarification on the language. Has anyone

contacted you from the organiza'tions that we discussed in

reference to the intent of your legislation in order to

make that clarification?''

Speaker Wojcik: WRepresentative Salvisn
Salvi: ''Yes, the group proposing this Bill. a qroup of people who

are pastors of churches that are in urban areas, indicated

to me that they were in agreement with you in their

analysis of this 3i11. But ; haven't had a chance to talk

to them since you and I talkedp Representative Granberg.

so, if you would like to for a matter.n as a matter of

leqislative intent to clarify that aspect of the Bill that

you're concerned about, 1'd appreciate it.'
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Speaker Wojcik: ''Representative Granberg.''
Granberg: ''Thank you, Representative. 1 do not have a Statement

or those specific items to read into the record, so if we

could just briefly discuss your intention on what you're
attempting ko do here and I agree with you.m.with your

intent, 1 think that would be sufficient for, not only your

reLigious qroups, but for a1l groups involved in this area

of concern. So, once again, Representative, if you could

just explain to the Body and into the record why you are
attempting to deal with this legislation. I believe it has

a limited impact and your rationale for doing this in House

Bill 1197.''

Speaker Wojcik: ''Representative Salvi.l
Salvi: ''7es, a church or school may waive under this Bill the

restrictions pertainin: to real estate owned or leased by

by recording a waiver to that effect with the recorder

of deeds. The waiver shall be effective for a period of

time specified in the waiver may be perpetual. The lessee

may not effectively watve these restrictions beyond tbe

term of its lease unless the owner of the land joins in the

execution of the waiver. If there is a bar in the area and

a church comes in and agrees to waive the aspect of the law

that says that churches can't be within a l00 feet of a

establishment selling liquor. If they make that waiver and

the bar or liquor establishment then folds or the owner

sells it to some other person and then suddenly there's a

new owner of the bar, the waiver is still in effect and if

there's a lapse period of time, a year or whatever where

there is no sale of liquor or for whatever reason there's

not any kind of activity, then the waiver still is in

effect. So, nothing can be done to result in a situation

where al1 of a sudden the church is there, there was a bar,
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there was a waiver filed and then bar somehow loses its

right and gets kicked out or if the next owner of the bar,

you know, gets kicked out. That's not going to happen,

that's not the intention of the Bill. So, as a matter of

iegislative intent, Representative Granberg, let me make it

very clear khen a waiver is filed it will continue as long

as the waiver, you know, specifies it will continue no

matter what happens with regards to the liquor license or

the ownership of that particular facility.''

Speaker Wojcik: NRepresentative Granberg.?
Granberg: ''So, it is my understanding, Representative Salvi/

you're attemptinq to address a very limited set of

circumstances where a church would like to go into a

densely popuàated area were there mîght be existing

licensees, the owners of retail liquor licenses. They are

seeking access to those densely populated areas. The

licensees are currently there, they have been there for a

long periods of time. Your pastors and the people

associated with these different churches would just want
the ability to move into those limited number of areas

currently because they are currently prohiblted under 1av

that they cannot do that. They cannot have access to those

areas. So, when these limited number of churches come in/

they in no way can impact what would happen With existing

licensees. They move into that area, the existing licensee

will retain that license. They can not negatively impact

the ownership of that license, is that correct??

Speaker Wojcik: lRepresentative Salvi.'
salvi: 'lThat is exactly correct and very well put, Representative

Granberg. We're trying to make sure that the intent of the

oriqinal law stands and we're also trying to ensure that if

a particular church wants to go in an urban area that they
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are not prevented from doing so as a result of a law that

was designed to protect the churches themselveso''

Speaker Wojcik: ''Representative Granberg.o

Granberg: ''Representative, not only is it not your intention to

affect the current licensee, but that current licensee can

transfer that license in the future and there will be no

impact or no interference with any future licensee's

ownership rights in that license, on that property, by the

impact of a church or religious group moving into that

territory vithin a l00 feet of the licensee. ls that

correct?''

Speaker Wojcik: 'Regresentative Salvi.H
Salvi: RThat is exactly correct.p

Speaker Wojcik: nRepresentative Granberg.''
Granbergl ''We1l, Representative, want to thank you very much

for your cooperation in this, I know you vere concerned and

you addressed those concerns of the communities involved in

this area of business. And with that clarification, Sir, I

think there should not be a problem because I know that was

know your intent to allow this to happen. Because

certainly licensees have those existing rights today, they

should be able to transfer that license to anyone they

choose and not be impacted, negatively impacted by any

group that's moving in there in the near future. So,

Representative, with that, I thank you and ; rise in

support of House Bill 1197.*

Speaker Wojcik: ''Any further discu<sion? The Gentleman from
Cook, Representative Durkin, is recognized.?

Durkin: nMadam Speaker, 1 move the previous question.''

Speaker Wojcik: 'The previous question has been moved. A1l in
favor signify by saying faye'l all those opposed say 'nay'.

The Motion carrfed. Representative Salvf to closea''
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Salvi: ''ïes, :'d appreciate your favorable consideration on House

Bill 1197.N

Wojcikt 'The question is, 'Shall House Bill 1197 pass?' A11

those in favor vote 'aye'; all those opposed vote 'nay'.

The voting is open. This is final action. Have a11 voted

who wish? Have all voted Who Wish? Have a1l voted who

wish? Mr. Clerk, take the record. On this question, there

are ll2 'ayes' no 'nays', 4 voting 'present' and this

Bill, having received a Constitutional Majority, is hereby

declared passed. Committee Reports.l

Clerk McLennand: fcommittee Report from Representative Churchill,
the Chairman from Committee on Rules. To which the

following Bills, Resolutions and Amendments were referred,

action taken on April 27, 1995 reported the same back with

the following recommendations: do adopt House Resolution

#4l and Senate Joint Resolution #43. Do approve for

consideration, Floor Amendment 41 to House Bill 1229, Floor

Amendment 42 to House 3il1 1610 and Floor Amendment 41 to

House Bill 353./

Speaker Wojcik: eMr. Clerk, please read House Bill 1523./
Clerk McLennand: ''House Bill 41523, a Bill for an Act in relation

to occupation taxes. Third Reading of this House Bill.
,

Speaker Wojcik: pThe Chair recognizes the Lady from Cook,
Representative Murphyaf'

Murphy, M: ''ïes, thank you Ladies and Gentlemen. 1 bring beiore

you House Bill 1523, which amends the Service Occupation

Tax Act. The Floor Amendment 41 becomes the Bill. It

provides that a sales tax exemption for dental appliances

including but not limited to dentures, bridges and crowns.

This vas suggested by the Illinois Dental Society and I

urge your favorable approval and 1'11 be happy to answer

any questions.'
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any discussion? The Gentleman irom

Cook, Representative Dart, is recognized.l'

Dart: 'Thank you. Will the Sponsor yield?p

Speaker Wojcik: Hshe indicates she wi1l.''
Dart: lRepresentative, What exactly are we exempting here?''

Speaker Wojcik: ''Representative Murphy.''
Murphy: ''A sales tax collection by dentists with regard to dental

appliances that they professionally apply in their offices.

Now, when they purchase these dental appliances from labs,

the labs had paid at some point some sales tax along the

V%Y * 11

Speaker Wojcik: ''Representativeg..?
Murphy: FThat is not exempted.'

Speaker Wojcik: f'Representative Dart.'f
Dart: ''I'm sorry, I was unable to hear the last part of that,

Representativeol

Speaker Wojcik: PRepresentative MurphyeH

Murphy, M.: RA sales tax that is collected on the part of the

lab, when the lab buys the supplies to make the dentures or

the bridge work, that's the point of where the sales tax

is. once ît's in the dentals office and then in your

mouth, as the dentist hands you your bill, fee would not

reflect a sales tax.'

Speaker Wojcik: lRepresentative Dart.?
Dart: ''1s...is this a tax then that'se..that presently is passed

on then to the consumer?%

Speaker Wojcik: f'Representative Murphy.p
Murphy, M.: ,'1...1 have not seen a number of these. I think

what's been happening is as part of the services, so we do

not have a servfce tax. I'm not sure I've ever Geen a

dentist be in large compliance with regards to Ehe sales

tax. It is a nuisance tax, I'd like to speak to the
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average about $23.97 could be collected accordin: to the

fiqures of the Illinois State Dental Society and if there

are audits or methodology to try to have compliance it's

the Department of Revenue's opinion that it should be being

collected. The cost is really rather significant as

opposed to the small amount of tax it could possibly be

collected.?

Speaker Wojcik: ''Representative Darto''

Dart: ''Representative, whata..what other, what other exemptions

do we give for these type of.m.for similar...like crowns

and bridges and the like. Do we have similar exemptions

for other professions right now?''

Speaker Wojcik: RRepresentative Murphy.''
Murphy, M: ''Yes, Representative, as a Member of the Revenue

Committee, you know, we go through this year after year.

There is personal property purchased from a corporation,

not-for-profits. We have about 17 different ideas: qraphic

arts, farm chemicals, aqua-culture, personal property,

purchase from teacher-sponsored student organizations, fuel

and petroleum products and it goes on and on. Oi1 field

expiration, photo processing machinery. so, many times in

tbe professional employment fields that where it is part of

their business than traditionally or so...with this plenty

that has...has been exempted in this regard.H

Speaker Wojcik: ''Representative Dart.''

Dart: ''Is the Department of Revenue for thisp or opposed to this

or neutral. What's their position?m

Speaker Wojcik: 'Representative Murphy.''
Murphy, M: r'The Department is neutral.'

Speaker Wojcik: lRepresentative Dart.''

Dart: ''Is their projected revenue loss: would occur by not taxing
these?''
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Speaker Wojcikk ''Representative Murphy.''
Murphy, M: PThe fiscal note from the Department of Revenue shows

it's not determinable.''

Speaker Wojcik) ''Representative Dart.''
Dart: pNow, is there anything...l mean ,Representative,

is.e.could this not be seen as..oto the Bill. This is an

exemption, I understand what tbe Representative's trying to

do here, however 1...1 don't know if this is the proper way

to go about doing it. What this is doing is setting a

dangerous precedent that we will constantly fall into,

where we will continue to lose more and more revenue into

the state by cuttinq out more and more exemptions. Next

year we'll have...we'll have...well, as a matter of fact,

wedve already had exceptions for bull semen 1 believe, if

I'm not mistaken. But, we will have more and more

exemptions made here which in the end is going to be a net

revenue loss to the state. thinkv..next year we'll have

people coming in looking for more and more exempkions and

there's nothinq to prevent them from doing that obviously.

But: it's a dangerous precedent and it's going to be a net

loss to the state in the amount of money that we are going

to be taking in if we keep cutting these exemptions in. In

particular to this Bill itself, it is a exemption very

specific to the dental industry and a dental industry

alone, and for that reason I question whether or not thls

is something we should be doing.''

Sgeaker Wojcik: PSO, is there any further discussion? The

Gentleman from Cook, Representative Lang is recognized.''

Lang: lThank you. Will the Sponsor yield?''

Speaker Wojcik: ''She indicates she will.''

Lang: f'Thank you. Hello, Representative, how are you? lt's my

new friendly approach. Pretty good, huh? Hi guy's, nice
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to see you. Hi chief, how are youp''

Speaker Wojcik: PXou're using your ttme Representative.''
Lang: ''That's.v.that's fine, no problem. Representative, why do

you feel that these folks should be singled out, J'm over

here. Why do youon hi. Why do you feel that these folks

should be singled out, Doctors, hospitals, supermarkets,

optometrtsts, pharmacists? 'hey a11 comply with the 1%

local assessment. Why are these folks goin: to get this

exemption?''

Speaker Wojcik: lRepresentative Murphy.''

Murphy, M: lThank youp Representative for your astute question.

I Want to reiterate that the supplier.pwthe supplier, if

the supplier of the denture or bridge is registered with

the department, then there is no sales tax. So, there's

been some confusion as opposed to.avRepresentative, Ifm

over here. And we are trying to take some bite out of the

tax that's imposed on dental Work. Thank you.e

Speaker Wojcik: ''Representative Lang.'

Lang: ''The question however, Representative, yoo hoo,

Representative, the question however was, why if a11 these

other people are paying this assessment, *hy should these

folks be exempted? After we exempt these folks: everyone

else that's paying this is going to come in. I remind you

the last such a exemption we gave was for a bull semen.

Representative Hartke can speak to that. But, why are we

doing this now? Why these folks.'

Speaker Wojcikz ''Representative Murphy.''

Murphy, M: ''You know, some people over there might know more

about the bull part than : was aware of: but on the other

side oi the coin, we wi1l take everyone of these exemptions

in the Revenue Committee as we have over the years and

review them and scrutinize them, Representative. This did
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Speaker Wojcik: 'Representative Lang.l
Lang: ''But, Representative, T've said this over and over again

and you can look at the clock, but you got plenty of time.

Representative, over here, 1'm here. Representative, over

and over again I've been talking about consistency in

government on this House Floor. Why is this consistent?

7ou know you're going to :et these other requests. Why

don't you tell us now if youere going to be okay on the

supermarket exemption or on the optometrist exemption. Or

are you going to be for all of those? Let's do them all

now, you're for them.''

Speaker Wojcik: ORepresentative Murphy.'

Murphy, M: ''Representative, I have voted and scrutinized the

various exemptions as they've come before the Revenue

Committee and yes, it is a growing list. I think that

there was...seein: that there was not an indeterminable

impact on the state. certainly merits more support than

opposition at this time.''

speaker Wojcik: 'Representative Langm''

Lanq: WMadam Speaker, to the Bill. You know over and over again

I see an effort here to keep people from paying taxes.

suppose that's fine. suppose we're not all that thrilled

about taxes of any kind. It's a dreaded word, we never

Want to talk about it around here. 1 see that everybody

wants to save money for everybody. see that yesterday

the Treasurer oj the State of Illinois took a $30 million

debt and just threw in the garbage can. So, we're
interested in savin: a lot oi money for a lot of people

around here, but that's not what weere here for. We're

here for responsive governmentp we're here for government
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 that sayfs we're going to treat people equally. We're not

 9oin9 to take debts that some people owe tbe state and 6o
away with them. We're not going to say to one group, well

you pay this tax while another similarly situated group

does not have to pay a tax. So, I don't know whether I'm

really for this particular exemption or not: but what I

will tell you is that we have no business plece-mealing

legislation in this House of Representatives. Let's have

policies that are uniform. Let's not have Bills that, that

say well if your within this population or over that

population, or under this population or exactly 863 people,

then you get an exemption or tben you don't :et an

exemption. And let's not say your entitled to a tax

exemption here if youfre a dentist, but not if your an

optometrist, what's the difference? There's no difference

logicallyp ethicalty. or morally. This is not what we

ought to be doinq. What we ought to be doing is finding

policies on taxes. Policies on all the issues that affect

the citizens of our state, that are uniform and consistent

so that we don't have to eome back every year and change

them. So/ for that reason alone, you should vote 'nofo''

Speaker Wojcik: lAny further discussion? The Lady from Cook,
Representative Currfe, is recognized.''

Curriel ''Thank you, Speaker and Members of the House. 1, too,

rise in opposition to House Bill 1523. As a matter of

historical interests, a feW years ago the optometrists came

to us and they said, you know, we don't like paying this

local tax, not so easy. 3ut instead of just saying okay
we'll exempt you but not al1 the other people similarly

situated, we work through the Department of Revenue with

some kind of amnesty period: greater clartty so they knew

hoW to pay the tax. They went ahead and paid it, their
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being good citizens today. 1 can appreciate why the i

dentists don't want to pay this tax at the local level
, but !

it seems to me clear that if we say fyes' to the dentists, 1

the optometrist will have every good reason to come back

next year, the doctor's the year aiter, and all the medical

appliances with Which we deal as citizens, as people who

need help will be riqht back there saying no, no, no, there

will be no local tax imposed. How about the taxes we pay

for the toothpaste we buy at the local level, or the food

that we buy? Surely, that's as worthy a target of our

decision to end a tax program as is this one. The Sponsor

tells us, the Department of Revenue does not oppose this

Bill. Well, of course it doesn't oppose this Bill. The

money we're talkinq about here is money for local units of

government and the Department of Revenue is always happy to

cave to wbatever special interest wants to take it out of

your school district, your local municipalities and others

that provide service to eacb and everyone of your

constituents back home. The precedent this sets is a

dangerous precedent. We've dealt with requests from groups

like this in the past, but we found a way to make them

comfortable with the way the paperwork, the problem of

payin: the tax. I think we would be doing a disservice to

other medical professionals, certainly to the clients of

all medical professionals, certainly to al1 of us who buy

food and pay a 1% tax at the local level. If We were to

say that this is the priority, exemptions from local taxes,

sales taxes for dental appliances. So, I would urge a 'no'

vote on the merit, on the public policy implications and on
;the future revenue implications of House Bill 1523

.
%

I
1Speaker Wojcik: 'fhny iurther discussion? The Gentleman from $
l

Cook, Representative Durkin, is recognized.''
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lzurkin: pMadam Speaker, move the previous question.r I

speaker Wojcik: 'The previous guestion has been moved. A1l in
favor signify by saying 'aye'; opposed

y 'nay'. Motion

carried. Representative Murphy to close.''

Murphy, M) FYes, :'6 like to bring up figures as to why you

shouldv..l would urqe a fyes' vote. There are

approximately 5000 dentists in the State of Illinois
. It

isn't the labv..is charged approximately 1% tax and 5
,000

dentists have an average lab billing of $23,000. It would

be approximately $23.57 in tax per dentist that we are

exemptinq out of approximate total loss of a $117,000.
This is serious when it comes to the dental. .wdentist

obligation to discern ié the lab has a record With the

Department of Revenue. There are legal and financial

burdens to the dentists and possible criminal penalties and

audit costs upon them professionally if they do not

seek.v.if they do not have condormity. We're talking about

$23 a dentlst. An audit would sutely cost more of that in

CPA charges and this ls hardly the volume that some of the

opposition has tried to bring to the floor. I would
appreciate your...your scrutiny on this, know that it's a

limited amount and that we certainly don't want to be

locking up denttsts and having severe consequences due to

the m#scalculatton of this small tax. I urge your 'yes'

vote. Thank you.'f

Speaker Wojcik: ''The question is? 'Shall House Bill 1523 pass?'

A11 those in favor vote 'aye'; al1 those opposed vote

'nay'. The voting is open. This is final action. Have

a11 voted who wish? Have al1 voted who Wish? Have al1

voted who wisb? Mr. Clerk, take the record. On this

guestion, there are 78 votinq 'aye', 37 voting 'no'y 1

voting 'present'. And this Bille havin: received the

i
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Constitutional Majority, is hereby declared passed. On the

order of Second Reading, is House 3il1 2337
. Mr. Clerk,

read the 3ill.p

Clerk Rossl p'House Bill 2337 has been read a second time

previously. Amendment 43 was adopted in Committee. No

Motions have been filed. Floor Amendment #8: offered by

Representative Pedersen, has been approved for

considerationa''

Speaker Wojcik: DThe Gentleman from Cook, Representative
Pedersen, is recoqnizedvl

Pedersen: RThank you, Madam Speaker and Ladies and Gentlemen of

tbe House. Amendment 48 to House 3ill 2337 just amends the
fundinq of the interstate compact for receivership

. The

Amendment would allow state funding for the internal

administration of tbis receivership to be allocated from

tbe department's financial requlatory fund. The language

currently in House Bill 2337 would provide for this fundin:

to be provided by the state at 25% and by the industry at

75%. So: we already have these fees and the 1aw and the

money goes to the regulatory fund, and tbe Department of

Insurance feels there is adequate funding în this current

mechanism to cover the costs of our share in this

interstate compact. This language: therefore, would allow

Illinois to pay it's portion of the compact cost from

existinq funds and the financial regulatory fund and.. .

So, I would ask for an faye' vote on àmendment 48. :

Speaker Wojcik: ''Is there any discussion? The Gentleman from
Cook, Representative Lang, is recognized.

''

Lang: ''Thank you for recognlzing me, Madam Speaker. I recognize

you, too. Nice to see you./

Speaker Wojcik: ''Nice to see you, too.''
Lang: ''Wil1 the Sponsor yield?''
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Speaker Wojcik: @He indicates he will.>
Lang: ''Representative, how are you today?'

Speaker Wojcik: 'Representative Pedersen.''
Lang: ''You know, you can tell me later. Representative, this

isn't another one of those Bills to allow fourteen year

olds to drive a Zamboni, is it?''

Speaker Wojcik: ''Representative Pedersen.ll
Pedersen: l7ou know, I was at a rink recently and I talked to the

zamboni driver and asked him if you represented the zamboni

drivers' union, and he was going to check into it. l

Speaker Wojcik: ''Representative Langp''
Lang: NWell, the way my law practic is, Sir, I would represent

anybody. So, Representative, 1et me ask you about your

Bill which neither you nor I understand. Could you tell me

what this Bill is? You read it, but tell meo..look right

at me and tell me what it does, Sir, because I don't know

what you said.f'

Speaker Wojcik: ''Representative Pederseno?

Pedersen: >1 will talk about the Bill on Third Reading. All we

are talking about is changing the funding mechanism for the

interstate compact. We can do thàt through the currently

what is on the books in our regulatory fund. You know,

that is a dedicated fund and there is enough money there

that they get so they feel, the Department of Insurance,

feels that they can cover this cost which is not very great

without any increase in jees or Whateverp at least for

R O W @ G

Speaker Wojcik: NRepresentative Langp''

Lang: ''Representative Pedersen...pedersen, Sir, Sir, what does

the Amendment do? You have read it three times. No one in

the room understands what the Amendment does. really

don't. really don't. You are making a change to allow
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them to pay certain things they can't pay nowz correct?

3ut 1 don't know what those things are and why they can't

pay them now.''

Speaker Wojcik: pRepresentative Pedersen.l
Pedersen: ''Language in House Bill 2337 will provide for this

funding to be provided by the state at 25% and by the

industry at 75% of these fees that are already a part ot

the 1aw and the money collected qoes into the department's

financial regulatory fund, currently. And there is enough

money in that fund to# at least for the time being, pay for

the cost of this compact when it is approved. And a1l this

Amendment does, is change the funding from an extra fee to

just relying on what #e are already collecting under the
current law.'f

Speaker Wojcik: ''Representative Lang.'
Lang: *Well, am certain that the Body feels that you have shed

some light on this Amendment, Representative. Is it your

position that the Department of Insurance cannot do this

now without this Amendment??

Speaker Wojcik: WRepresentative Pedersen.?
Pedersen: ''Well, the Bill provides for collecting extra money

that isn't needed. So, we chanqed it. The Department of

Insurance says we don't need to charge additional fees for

the cost of this compact.''

Speaker Wojcikl ''Representative Lang.''

Lanq: ''Thank you. Is this a Bill? a project of the Department of
Insurance? Is this their idea?ll

Speaker Wojcik: ''Representative Pedersenq''

Pedersen: /Well, the idea has been batted around a lot by INCOIL:

the Department of Insurance in Illinois and in several

other states and we are...it ls an attempt to deal with

receivershlps of insuranee companies and so, a lot of
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people have been working on it. And as say, there is

pretty much universal approval and consent and agreement on

this, so we are all working on this now to try to put it in

placé.n

Speaker kojcikl fRepresentative Lang.'

Pedersen: PThat's the Bill. It's not the funding. The funding

is already thereoo

Speaker Wojcik: eNow, Representative Lang.l

Lang: 'Thank you. I think forgot my next questton.

Representative, are the insurance companies of lllinois in

favor of this 3ill?''

Speaker Wojcik: 'Representative Pedersen.''

Pedersen: pThe insurance companies have been a major player in
al1 tbe discussions.q

Speaker Wojcik: lRepresentative Lang.''
Lang: ''Did this Bill go to any substantive Committee for debate,

siran

Speaker Wojcik: 'Representative Pedersena'

Pedersen: lYes, a very prestigious insurance Committee.'!

Speaker Wojcik: ''Representative Lang.l'
Lang: lAnd, were there any dissenting votes or any witness slip

in opposition?

see Mr. Parke sbaking bis head no, but...'1

Speaker Wojcik: ''Representative Pedersen.'

Pedersen: I'Ho ''

Speaker Wojcik: ''Representative Lang.*

Lang: 'fWe11, I just have to thank Representative for his very
forthright and deep concrete explanation of what this does.

I sure am still confused, but thank you for tryinq.''

Speaker Wojcik: ''Any further discussion? The Gentleman from
Washington, Representative Deering, is recoinizeo.

?
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Deering: ''Thank you, Madam Speaker. ; would at this time, like

to yield my time to my good friend and colleague and

everybody's friend Lou Langef#

Speaker Wojcik: lRepresentative, I think he is done. I think he
closed. Didn't you close? Representative Lang.''

Langk ''Thank you. thank my good friend and eolleague,

Representative Deering, everybody's friend for his time and

will the Sponsor yield?''

Speaker Wojcik: >He indicates he wi1l.*
Lang: ''Hello, Representative, how are you? Representative, how

much is this goin: to cost the state?,

Speaker Wojcik: ''Representative Pedersen.'
Pedersen: %Wel1, the Fiscal Note says thato. .first year about

$100,000 and then thereafter, possibly a couple hundred

thousand. The... As the compact grows and progresses,

may increase some, but as I said that those monies are

available in the fund that is already there, the regulatory

fund. So, it won't involve additional taxes or payments

this year on the part of the participants. Are you sure

you wouldn't rather talk about Zamboniae

Speaker Wojcik: pRepresentative Langoe

Lang: 'Sir, is this a fee increase on the insurance companies in

our state?e

Speaker Wojcik: 'Representative Pedersen.''
Pedersen: @No.'

Speaker Wojcik: 'Representative Lang.''
Lang: lWell, that is right. Isn't a fee decrease on the

insurance companies in our state?'

Speaker Wojcik: 'Representative Pederseno'
Pedersen: pThe fee is the same and it is already there. It

hasn't changed.'

Speaker Wojcik: 'Representative Lang.''
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Lang: ''Without this Amendment, wouldn't the industry have to pay

more to accomplish these inzestigations?''

Speaker Wojcik: ''Representative Pedersen.'
Pedersen: ''Yes, the Bill provides for fees that are the same

rates as in the law now, but as long as they are already

paying that fee and there is adequate money in the fund to

cover the cost, it wa: felt that it kasn't neededof'

Speaker Wojcik: lRepresentative Lang.K

Lang: 1'So? apparently there is a surplus in the fund today. How

much is that surplus?''

Speaker Wojcik: lRepresentative Pedersen.''
Pedersen: R1 asked that question and they said it was small.?

Speaker Wojcik: nRepresentative Lang.?

Lang: *Well, then am really confused, Sir. You are going to do

more work with the same money, but you are not going to

need more money to do more work. I don't understand how

that works. Now you are getting some help I see. You want

to do more things with the same money, but there is no

reserve in the fund. How will you ever do it with the same

money?p

Speaker Wojclk: ''Representative Pedersenop

Pedersen: ''Well, there are legislators and there are even

government employees who feel that what our real goal in

qovernment should be is to do a better job for less money.
So, 1... When they said it wouldn't...we wouldn't need any

additional money at this time, ve wouldn't have to ask for

more money from the insurance company at this time that

1... It is either that their fund has adequate money to

cover the initial cost which may not even be incurred for a

year or two or they are just going to include it in their
daily work. And I Would assume it would be that secondxR

Speaker Wojcik: ''Representative Langv'l
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Lang: f'Sir, wasn't there testimony in committee that there was

$700,000 left in that fund?''

Speaker Wojcik: ''Representative Pedersens*
Pedersen: ''I don't remember any figure like that.''

Speaker Wojcikl 'Representative Lang.''

Lang: ''Well, you wouldn't call $700,000 a small sum Would you?

Xou said there was a smaïl sum keft in the fund. That is

not a small sum is it? Representative Murphy, earlier,

indicated that Was only $117,000 a year on that otber

thinq. So, $117,000 there and $700,000 here, pretty soon

you are talking about serious money, aren't you, Sir?'

Speaker Wojcik: pRepresentative Pedersen.l

Pedersen: ''We1l, that is your flgure. I'm not buying into that.

1... The money that goes into that fund is used for other

purposes than just this. This is just one tiny part of
what they have to do.''

Speaker Wojcik: ''Representative Lanq.l
Lang: 'Are there any other states that require their own

departments to pay for this compact?''

Speaker Wojcik: lRepresentative Pedersenol
Pedersen: oThere are several states where legislation llke thts

is being offered this year. understand Nebraska has a

Bill ready for the Governor to sign that we have several

states in the midwest who are involved in doing the same

thing, an6 the compact does proviie ior an assessment of

each state, equal share. Sc? they Will a11 be paying

the...tbeir share somehow. This is how we are going to pay

ours. We already have a fund there where we can pay it out

of.'

Speaker Wojcik: ''Supplemental Calendar Announcements.?

Clerk McLennand: ''Supplemental Calendar 41 is being distributed.l

Speaker Wojcikl >Any further discussion? The Gentleman from
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Bureau, Representative Mautino, is recognized.''

Mautino: lThank you, Madam Speaker. Will the Sponsor yield?*

Speaker Wojcik: *He indicates he will.''
Mautino: ffRepresentative, in setting this.e.in setting tbese fees

here, should additional states join the compact? Will the

department be allowed to raise any iees necessary tbrougb

the industry? ls that option left to them, should the cost

and increase?''

Speaker Wojcik: ''Representative Pedersen.''

Pedersen) f'We1l, the fees that the companies are payinq now are

set and if those fees are adequate to take care of this

cost, there will be no change. But I assume that khether

this is a part of it or notp if the time came when the

costs had gone up and the insurance companies neededy..l

mean, the insurance department and this particular fund

needed additional funds, 1 imagine they would be coming to

us to ask for it, but they have never done thataf'

Speaker Wojcik: ORepresentative Mautino.''
Mautino: ''The idea with the compact bein: that ino. wwhen the

stakes would join together, should a company go in to
receivership, then the states in the compact will have set

up their own rules or the rules on how that is to be

handled to protect the customers or Illinois policy buyers

that may have gotten policies from out of state companies?''

Speaker Wojcik: WRepresentatlve Pedersen.''

pedersen: PThat is correct, but I Will really cover that more

when I...on Third Reading.?

Speaker Wojcik: BRepresentative Mautinoss'
Mautino: ''And as the number of states increase, hopefully right

now, you are looking at two to five states. But if we do

get more states and the cost of administration does go up,

you have not precluded the agency from having the power to
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go ahead and make the assessment on the industry itself,
correct?l

Speaker Wojcik: ''Representative Pedersen.e
Pedersen: lThat is correct althouqh, we think as the

companym..more companies get into that they may

actually start coming downv'f

Speaker Wojcik: PRepresentative Mautino.''
Mautino: lWho at this time, or who is standing...who is

supporting your Amendment? What groups? Are they in

agreement at this point, the department, the industry?/

Speaker Wojcik: 'Representative Pedersen.'
Pedersen: PYesp they are in agreement. We... think we have.. .

I have a couple of sources of support: the American Council

of Life Insurance, tbe National Conference of lnsurance

Legislators (you know we call that INCOIL), the National

Association of Insurance Brokers among others.'

Speaker Wojcik: *Representative Mautino.''
Mautino: ''How long...Now, this is not... Should a compact be put

together, you are still looking two to three years out

before they vould actually have the rules??

Speaker Wojcik: HRepresentative Pedersen.ll

Pedersen: think that is correct. That is aboutz you knowp

there won't be a compact until two states have proved

legislation.''

Speaker Wojcik: ''Representative Mautino.o

Xautino: 'Thank you. To the Bill? just stand... To the

Amendment, I stand in support of the âmendment. I believe

that the compact is in tbe best interest of the consumers

of the State of Illinois. This Amendment itself is going

to allow the department to go ahead and begin the

administrative process. Hopefully, we will be joined by
California and Texas who are also looking at this program
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qood policy for the state. would

appreciate your supporton

Speaker Wojcik: ''Any further discussion? The Gentleman from
Cook, Representative Durkin, is recognized.?

Durkin: lMadam Speaker, I move the previous question.
/

Speaker Wojcikk ''The previous question has been put. A1l in
favor, signify by sayinq 'aye'; a1l opposed vote 'nay'.

Motion carrled. Third Reading. The Chair is in error. We

acted in haste. One moment. Representative Pedersen. Al1

those in favor of House Amendment #8, signify by voting

'aye'; opposed 'nay'. Have all voted who wish? Have all

voted who wish? Have a11 voted who wish? Mr. Clerk, take

tbe record. On the àmendment, there are 95 'ayes', 17

'nays', 14 voting 'present', and the Amendment having the

number of votes, is hereby declared passed. Mr. Clerk, any

further Amendments?ll

Clerk McLennand: *Ro further Amendments.o

Speaker Wojcik: ''Third Reading. Mr. Clerk, read House Bill
2337.,

Clerk McLennand: ''House Bill 42337, a Bill for an Act to improve

the Interstate Insurance Reeeivership Compact. Third

Reading of this House Bil1.''

speaker Wojcik: RFor what purpose does the Gentleman from Cook,
Representative Lanq, rise?''

bang: ''Thank you, Madam Speaker. do wish to speak to the Billp

but before I do, I just Would like to say to the Chair we
appreciate the fact that you have indicated that you acted

in haste, and just proves our point. You see, when you
debate these Bills deliberately with depth and you take

your time. the Body knows what it is about and if the Chair

would simply take that...whether is you or someone else

and you are one of the best in the Chair, Madam Speaker. . .
''
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Speaker Wojcik: ''1'11 take that as a complimentoo.''

Lanq: ''If you could just continue to do the slow deliberate way
that legislation should be passed in, we would appreciate

Now 1 would ask if the Sponsor would yield?''

Speaker kojcik: 'Representative, we have to have tbe Sponsor

present the Bill. have recognized you for the point of

privilege, personal privileqe.,

Lang: ''Thank you.l

Speaker Wojcik: *Thank you for your comments.n
Lang: ''Oh surely.''#

Speaker Wojcik: RRepresentative Pedersenw'
Pedersen: ''Thank you, Madam Speaker and Ladies and Gentlemen of

the House. House Bill 2337 creates the Interstate

lnsurance Receivership Compact Act, provides for Illinois'

entry into the Interstate Insurance Receivership Compact.

The compact (s intended to provide for efficient, cost

effective and uniform insurance receiverships, that is

liquidations, and related insurance regulatory matters.

The compact takes effect upon enactment by two states,

provides that compact rules have the force of law, requires

Ehe approval of all compacting states to amend the

compact. The problems under the current system occur

because state laws for the liquidation of insolvent,

insurers are not uniform. These laws provide for the

liquidation of the insurers assets and the assessment of

other insurers to pay the insolvent insurers claims and

other liabilities up to certain limits. State laws

however, differ in who is protected, what policies are

covered and how much would be paid in benefits and policy

claïms. With tbe insolvency of a multi-state insurer,

these differences can result in unequal treatment of policy

holders of the same failed company. The intent of this
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Bill is to ensure uniiormity and oversight in the

administration of the estates of multi-state insolvent

insurance companies which should provide better protection

of policy holders, creditors and consumers. Exîsting state

based tnsurer receivership guarantee fund systems have been

the subject of some critical commentary and interstate
compact is seen as an alternative to a federal takeover of

a function currently controlled by the states and

naturally, we wouldn't want that. So, this is a good Bill.

has... Everybody is agreed to it, everybody's studied

it, everyone's had input and I Would urge an 'aye! vote on

House Bill 2337.''

Speaker Ryder: NRepresentative Ryder in the Chair. You have

heard the Gentleman. ls there any discussion? The Chair

recognizes the Gentleman from Cook, Representative Lanqr
sir.e

Lang: 'As soon as I complimented the last Speaker, they chanqe

Speakers. I don't know why that is. Apparently, they

don't trust the previous Speaker. Wilk the Sponsor yield?'

Speaker Ryder: doubt they trust the current Speaker either.

The Sponsor indicates that he will yieldpu

Lang: ''Hi Representative, hok are you? Hello, Representative.

Hi, carol. everybody. Representative, is the

Interstate Insurance, whatever, commission still in your

Bill?''

Speaker Ryder: NRepresentative Pedersen.''

Pedersen: ''Yes, the lnterstate lnsurance Receivership Compact is

in the Bi11.%

Speaker Ryder: ORepresentative Lang.''

Lang: HHow many members and how are they chosen? No doubt by the

Governor, Sir, but tell us how that works.?

Speaker Ryder: PRepresentative Pedersen.''
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Pedersen: ''Each insurance commissioner is a member and each

commissioner has one vote./

Speaker Ryder) f'Representative Langol

Langk 'It is real important to me to know, Sir, how these people

get appointed. lf it is not on that paper, we will try to

get it to you, but 1 don't know. How do these people get

appointed to the commission.?

Speaker Ryder: 'Representative Pedersen.?

Pedersen: HThe compact provides that the insurance director or

the insurance commissioner in eacb state serves on this

compact.l

Speaker Ryder: ''Were you finished, Sir?''

Pedersen: pYes.''

Speaker Ryder: pRepresentative Lang.''

Lang: OWe1l, if anyone knows what he said: come and tell me

later. Representative, are there any consumer appointees

to this commission?''

Speaker Ryder: nplease approach Representative Lan: in single

file. Representative Pedersen.''

Pedersen: ''Well, there is no provision for it, although there is

a possibility to appoint an advisory committee.''

Speaker Ryder: ''Representative Lang.l

Lanq: PWel1, wasn't this the Bill that you removed the consumer

or was that some other Bill you had? You have had so many

Bills regarding insurance and commissions and qroups and

interstate compact, so : just Qon't remember. DiGn't you
have a Bill where you removed the consumer member? Was

this it?''

Speaker Ryder: HRepresentative Pedersen.''

Pedersenk P%ell, consumers don't have that right under our

current laws. We do have laws about liquidations and

receivers and they don't have that, and I vaguely remember
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you askinq something about a consumer, but it has been

awhile and so I kind of forqet.''

!Speaker Ryder: 'Representative Lang
.
'

Lang: %Well, you vaguely remember and I vaguely remember also,
which is why I asked. Representativep why and how is this

different from the Illinois Guarantee Fund, and since we

have the Illinois Guarantee Fund, why do we need this?''

Speaker Ryder: ''Representative Pedersen.''

Pedersen: *We1l, the problem is that most states have these

guaranteed funds, but the states' laws are all very

different and if you have a multi-state insurer and

you...and the insurance company is domiciled, say in

Illinois, you know the policy holders in other states miqht

not.e.and the other states themselves might not be too

bappy uith tbe way Illinois is doing things. So, we really

need some agreement among the states in order to sm00th out

the rough spots.''

Speaker Ryderk 'Representative Langa?

Lang: ''Thank you. I do want you ko be aware, Sir, that you are

the proud recipient of Grow Award for creating this

commission. Applause would be appropriate. We are not

going to brinq it to you. We are not going to brinq it to

you, but you can have it at the ALLOT Conference, I guess.

Oh, Mr. Skinner liked tbat one. Representative, is tbis

Bill qoinq to cost the taxpayers of Illinois any money

because I know you are concerned about the taxpayers of the

State of Illinoiso'f

Speaker Ryderk ''Representative Pedersen.''

Pedersen: ''Yes, I am. But the way this is financed is through

fees that are paid in part by the State, 25% and 75% by

insurers to the extent that taxpayers in Illinois

supporte..''
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Speaker Ryder: ''Representative Pedersen. Did you finish your

answer, Sir?''

Pedersen: ''To the extent that taxpayers support the insurance

companies. They are contributing to the costs of this

compact to the extent that they pay taxes, that they are

contributing to the 25% fee paid by the state, but this is

not an increase. mean, we are living within the current

fee system and there is no need for extra money at this

time.''

Speaker Ryder: MRepresentative Pedersen to close.l

Pedersen: 'Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Ladies and Gentlemen of the

House, this is a Bill that has been studied and disrussed

and compromised. We have universal agreement on it. lt is

a good Bill. It is good for the consumers of Illinois and

I recommend that we vote 'aye'o''

Speaker Ryder: eYou have heard the Gentleman. The question is
,

'Shall House Bill 2337 pass?' All those in favor vote

'aye'; al1 those opposed vote 'nay'. The voting is open.

This is final action. Have all voted who wish? Have al1

voted who wish? Have a11 voted who Wish? Mr. Clerkp
please take the record. On this question, there are l06

voting 'aye', 3 voting 'nay', and 7 voting 'present', and

this 3i11 having received a Constitutional Majority, is
bereby declared passed. The Chair recognizes the Lady from

Cook, Representative Feigenholtz. For what purpose do you

rise, Representative?''

Feigenholtz: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. rise in a point of

personal privilege. have an announcement to make. The

Chicago Cubs are now locked into first place. They have

deieated...',

Speaker Ryder: nRepresentative, you are not recognized for that

purpose. No. Representative, you picked the wrong person
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to be in the Chair for that announcement. Perhaps you

might want to finish that later? Representative, did you

want to continue your remarks??

Feigenholtz: ''Ves, do. Does this have something to do with St.

Louis, Mr. Speaker?''

Speaker Ryder: ''That is it. You are done. Moving to the order

of Consideration Postponed, the Chair would ask. .. Mr.

Clerk, please read House 3ill 1202.''

Clerk Rossi: ''House Bill 1202 has . been read a third time

previously and is on the Order of Consideration Postponed.
''

Speaker Ryder: ''The Chair recognizes the Gentleman from Boone,

Representative Waitop

Wait: 'Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Yes, House Bill 1202. I think

there was a little misunderstanding before. Basically, a1l

this 3ill would do for trucks, allow them to be 65 feet

long. Right now, there is no overall length. So, actually

right now, you could have a l00 foot long truck. This

would say the longest we could have is 65 feet. The other

thing it allows them to do is just slide the rear axle back
3 feet, from 42 feet 6 inches, which allows them to slide

it back 45 feet 6 inches.l

Speaker Ryder: 'Thank your Representative. The Chair recognizes

the Gentleman from Effingham, Representative Hartke.
l

Hartke: *Thank you very much, Mr. Speaker. Members of the

House.../

Speaker Ryder: ''Representative Hartke? you are not about to talk

about a baseball score are you?n

Hartke: >No, Sir.o

Speaker Ryder: PThank you. You may proceedme

Hartke: ''Mr. Speaker, I stand in support of House Bill 1202.

Last year, as Chairman of the Transportation Committee, we

worked on this piece of legislation, but could not get the
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language worked out, but Representative Wait and 1 and

several others along with the Midwest Truckers...The

Illinois Trucking Association has worked out with the State

Police in Illinois, the Department of Transportation has

compromised to where we can extend the length and limit the

lenqth of semis traveling up and down our highways in

Illinois. The new modern trucks and semis that are now

running on roads are more aerodynamic and for lonqer runs

they have bigger cabs. This does not allow for any heavier

trucks. It does not violate our bridge laws and so forth

in the State of Illinois. lt will accommodate the trucking

industry. It is better ior business, small businesses in

Illinois and any and all manufacturing that uses trucks in

Illinois and makes us in compliance with other states.

would urge my colleagues to support this piece of

kegislation. feel the last time, it was not explained

quite properly and many people misunderstood what this

legislation was a11 about. So, I stand in support of House

Bill 1202 and urge everyone to vote for it.''

Speaker Ryder: ''Thank you, Representative. The Chatr recognizes

the Gentleman from Jackson, Representative Bostw''

Bost: pThank you, Mr. Speaker. 1, also, rise in support of this

piece of legislation. I think it was not explained to

where people understood the laGt time it was presented.

The length will not be increased. This is a good 3ill.

Will allow a savings to the people in your district on the

fact that if they are moving into their area, they can keep

it at a lower prired cost because they can keep it on a

larger truck, brinq into their area. It does not

increase the weights. The veights are not increased.

These trucks should still be able to move in and out

between your roads because they Would be able to slide
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forward with the newer model trailers and

be able to move in and out without any danger to the people

of your district. I think it is very important that we

support this and 1 would appreciate everyone voting 'yes'
' 

it @On .

Speaker Ryder: eThank you, Representative. The Chair recognizes

the Gentleman from Cook, Representative Lang.''

Lang: RThank you, Mr. Speaker and Ladies and Gentleman. To the

Bill. voted 'no' on this Bill previously, but after

discussing this for some time at lengtb with Mr. Wait and

Mr. Hartke, have seen the light and would just
recommend that you vote for this bill.''

Speaker Ryders OThank you, Representative. And on that very

positive note, cakt upon tbe Gentleman from Boone to close
,

Representative Wait. The Gentleman asks for the adoption

of House Blll 1202. The question is: 'Shall House Bill

1202 pass?' A1l those in favor vote 'aye'; al1 those

oppose; 'nay'. The voting is open. This is final action.

Have al1 voted who wish? Have al1 voted who wish? Have

al1 voted who wish? Mr. Clerk, take the record... Mr.

Clerk, take the record. On this question, there are l02

voting 'yes', 14 voting 'no', l voting 'present', and this

Bill, having received a Constitutional Majority, is hereby
declared passed. Mr. Clerk, returning to the order of

House Bills Third Reading, please read House 3ill 730,
730.*

Clerk Rossil ''House Bill 730, a 3ill for an Act amending the

Public Utilities Act. Third Reading of this House Bill.
P

Speaker Ryder: ''The Chair recognizes the Lady from Cook,

Representative Murphym''

Murphy, M.: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker, Ladies and Gentlemen.

bring before you House Bill 730. While we revisited this
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issue a year ago, House Bill 730 calls for a complete

repeal of the Retail Rate Law. For the Representatives who

earlier talked about the amount of money that is given away

in subsidies, this is the biggest subsidy of all
, and I

would urge your affirmative support. I know there'll be

questions, so at thîs point 1*11 invite any questions that

you may have.''

Speaker Ryder: 'Thank you, Representative. The Chair wishes to

first recognize the Gentleman from Cook, Representative

Harold Murpby. Sir.''

Murphy, H.: >Well, thank you, Mr. Speaker. Would the Sponsor

yield?'

Speaker Ryder: HThe Sponsor indicates she will yield for

questions, Sir.''

Murphy, H.: PRepresentative: What's the nature of this 3ill? W:y

is it necessary?'

Speaker Ryder: HRepresentative Murphy.''

Murphy, M.: HRepresentative: a year ago We had approximately four

incinerators of various kind poised to be taking valuable

dollars ouk oi the General Revenue Fund of this state: four

incinerators in suburban Cook that can cost us almost $2

billion, $2 billion not a 117,000. There are noW 28

incinerators poised to take advantaqe of this very ill

thought out subsidy that no waste incinerator has yet to

receive and it's time we acted promptly and responsibly and

removed this subsidy.''

Speaker Ryder: HRepresentative MurphysH

Murphy, H.1 OYes. But, Representative, don't you think it's a

little late for that in view of the fact that the bonds

have been sold already?/

Speaker Ryder: PRepresentative Murphyo''

Murphy, M.t ''The bonds that were sold had a zero bond ratinq and
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we have some opinions that would show that we are on qood

constitutional qround and for the public good we can

not..ewe can repeal this subsidy and we should. It is...in

the public interest to stop this subsidyp to stop the

Robbins facility from getting the subsidy because if we

exempted Robbins out, Representative, there would be eight

or ten incinerators poised to sue the State of Illinois to

have the same treatmenk.?

Speaker Ryder: WRepresentative Murphy.o

Murphy, H.: l'Representative, where you think that would leave the

State of Illtnois bond rating if we were to appeal this

now?l

Speaker Ryder: ''Representative Murphy.''

Murphy, M.: /1 know this is Murphy to Murphy debate, but I do

need to hear the question again. apologize,

Representative. you could say it again.f

Speaker Ryderk ''Please give Representative Murphy and

Representative Murphy your attention. Representative

Murphyv''

Murphy, H.: *1 said: if you want to repeal this, where would that

leave the State of Illinois bond rating at this point in

time?n

Speaker Ryder: ''Representative Murphyo''

Murphy, M.: NFor the record, I'd like legislative intent to show

that what one General Assembly givesy another General

Assembly is not bound to. The State of lllinois in no way

backed up those bonds, they were junk bonds, lower than

junk bonds, they had a zero rating and theydre upfronted
with the assets of a fortune 200 firmz namely Foster

Wheeler.''

Speaker Ryderk PRepresentative Murphy.o

Murphy, H.: ''Representative, do you know what our bond rating is
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Speaker Ryder: lRepresentative Murphy.''

Murphy, M.) ''The more important point I'd like to make,

Representative. No, to the first question, there Will be a

$47 million savings to the General Revenue Fund if House

3i1l 730 would be cancellin: the six facilities fueled by

solid waste that are currently approved for operation.

Forty-seven million dollars in savings, Representative and

I do not believe there'll be an impact on the bond ratinq

of the State of Iltinoisx'

Speaker Ryder: ''Representative Murphy.*

Murphy, ''Question wase were would we rate at this point in

time, as we speak? Do you know?p

Speaker Ryder: ''Representative Murphy.p

Murphy, M.: PI do not know what the effect would bee''

Speaker Ryder: ''Representative Murphy.p

Murphy, H.: ''okay. Thank you. You said subsidiesz might point

out to you. Representative, of that's a11 we've being doing

lately. Let me give you a couple of figures here. We

have...p

Speaker Ryder: ''Representatlve Murphy.l

Murphy, H.: ''...City of Chicago, $150,000,000. We have Motorola,

$32,000,000. We have Mitsubishi, $300,000,000. Now, how

do you explain that Representative?''

Speaker Ryder: lRepresentative Murphyyn
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Murphy, M.: ''The money figures that you are reflecting

did...donft know the relevance. do not know the

relevance to the repeal of the Retail Rate Law which is

what House 5il1 730 is limited to dog''

Speaker Ryderk ''Representative Murphy, you are out of time.

Could you brinq your remarks to a close please, Sir?''

Murphy, H.: ''Hopefully I have some friends here because ! several

other questionse..''

Speaker Ryderl 1'Sir.>

Murphy, H.1 l...before I close.''

Speaker Ryder: Nsir. There are several other folks seeking

recognition. hit the riqht name that refers to you

1'11 be glad to, but the next person up is Representative

Xounge. Representative Younge.?

Younge: lYeG, thank you, Mr. Speaker. 1'd like to yield my time

to Representative Murphyof

Speaker Ryder: %It was a lucky choice on my part. Representative

Murphy./

Murphy, H.: ffRepresentative, welre talking about subsidies. As I

mentioned those other subsidies, that's all werre talking

about. So explain that to me, will you?''

Speaker Ryder: WRepresentative Murphy.''

Murphy, M.: *To put the figures beyond the fact, above the fact

that you're tryin: to allude to. Robbins would be

receiving $300,000,000 irom the retail rate law,

$405,000,000 in TIF funds and posstbly tens of millions of

dollars in municipal bond funding. Thi: is simply business

welfare, Representative, and if Robbins or any of these

incinerators can make it on there own, God bless, let them

do it the o1d fashioned business way without a subsidy from

the state.''

Speaker Ryder: eRepresentative Murphy.''
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Murphy, H.: ''Representative, I've been trying to explain though.

We're not doing it the old fashioned way based on those

giveaways 1 just save an example of that's number one. But
number two, are you aware where this money will be coming

from? It's not from the general fund and if it's not from

the general fund, could you tell me where it kould be

coming from?''

Speaker Ryder: HRepresentative Murphy.M

Murphy, M.) NThe reduction will be in the General Revenue dollars

on an annual basis from the State of Illinois without

insurance of ever gettinq a dime back, witb no interest

rate. It's a loan no bank would ever makev''

Speaker Ryder: lRepresentative Murphy.e

Murphy, R.t *Representàtive, that's simply not true. What about

the utility companies? And not only that, for every dollar

they receive, you'll 9et $21 back. What about the utility

companies?''

Speaker Ryder: 'Representative Murphy.?

Murphy, M.: ''I need a clarification of his question, if I may

have one.'

Speaker Ryder: ''Representative Murphy..t''

Murphy, M.: 'Q 'm trying to hear and I need to have some clarity

please.'

Speaker Ryder: 'L .oplease give the Gentleman the attention he

deserves. Representative Murphy, Would you restate your

question for the Lady?'

Murphy, H.: HRepresentative: what said was, already explained

to you that this money is not coming from the General

Revenue Fund and you say it is. Then I asked you# what

about the...what about the electric companies? What

about...since we're talkin: about a trash to enerqy, this

money cannot be used for anything else. I mean can't qo
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back to the to education. That's not where the money's

coming from. So can you explain to me where the money's

coming from?n

Speaker Ryder: 'Where you finished, Sir? Xes. Representative

Murphyo'

Murphy, M.: 'Yes. Maybe for those of you that Weren't here to

visit this big scenario we saw last year, it needs to be

explained that the Retail Rate LaW mandates that power

companies must buy energy generated by incinerators at a

higher rate than they generally would be purchasing it at.

In exchange for doing so, not that the power company needs

this power, not that it's goin: to be steady reliable

power, they were held harmless in 1989 when this was signed

into law and the power companies are given a reduction in

their income tax...to the State of Illinois. Meaning, if

there was no Retail Rate Law, the power companies in

essence would be payin: more to the State of Illinois.

That is where the loss of money is attributed to,

Representativew''

Speaker Ryder: ''Representative Murphy.e

Murphy, H.: ''...loss of money. want it to be clear where the

money is cominq from. And it *as the wisdom of the

Legislators to pass the 1aw in 1989, so I think it's a good

law. We shouldn't be trying to repeal that law.

However... however, this plant is being built at this point

and time. The bonds have been sold and what you think we

ought to do with the people who invested their money

already and to these bonds? What Bhculd happen to these

people? And some of them, of course: have their life

savings and their homes and things. What should happen to

these people??

Speaker Ryder: ''Representative Murphy.''
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Murphy, M.k lThere are millions and millions and millions of

dollars goinq to finance. If werre going to speak about

the Robbins as an example, Representative, 1 am very versed

on that. The bond money is not coming from the little old

iadies of Beardstown Tnvestment Club, Representative.
Rather is coming from private investors Who would buy

junk bonds at great risk. More importantly the Village of
Robbins has created a 23 year T:F district, so the money

will be coming out of the schools at treasury and not to

the improvements to any property. And it...''

Speaker Ryder: ''Bring your answer to a close please.''

Murphy, M.1 'L vqthere's additional federal subsidy with reqards

to the tax exemption. So they have federal, state and

local welfare, if you would, to build this incinerator.f'

Speaker Ryder: 'The Chair recognizes... Representative Murphy,

your tlme is at an end. The Chair recoqnizes the Gentleman

from Cook, Representative Ruqene Moore.R

Moore, B.) H'es, Mr. Speaker. yield my time to Harold Murphy,

Representative Murphye/

Speaker Ryder: 'Representative Murphy, you seem to have a great

number of friends on this issue. Your time shall begin,

sir.l

Murpby, H.: ''Thank you very much, and thanks so much Gene, and

a1l the other friends I have. We, the City of Robbins, is

the largest city around that south suburban area in which

most of the citizens of Robbins support the project. Let
me point this out to you. Representative: and 1 want you to

lek me know what we should do about the towns that signed

on for 20 years to take the trash to energy program from

Robbins. Are you aware of how many towns there is

surrounding Robbins, are you?''

Speaker Ryder: lRepresentative Murphy./
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Murphy, M.: *No, I'm not.l

Speaker Ryder: ''Representative Murphy.''

Murphy, H.: %Well, 1'11 tell you who they are and you might

chanqe your mind. Number one, and most ot these cities.

towns or villages happen to be in my district. Number one

would be Country Club Hills. So what would you say to the

mayor of Country Club Hills and the citizens and the city

council of Country Club Hills? what would you say to them?

They signed on with the program already.''

Speaker Ryder: 'Representative Murphy.''

Murphy, M.: 'lRepresentative, I have the RobbinG redevelopment

estimated project cost and, Representative, I firmly
believe that this were good business deal, with a 23

year TIF district. with towns signing on a 20 year

contracted period. If they can make money they will, but

1et them do it without a state subsidyo''

Speaket Ryder: ''Representative Murphy.''

Murphy, H.: ''Yes. Representative, would you please answer the

question. Now, know it's kind of loud in here and ï'm

going to ask you the question again. There are several

towns around Robbtns that signed on for 20 years to take

their services. And most of those towns, cities or

villages happen to be in my district. And my question to

you was, the first one was Country Club Hills. And 1 asked

you if we repealed this, what would you say to the man at

Country Club Hills and the city council? That's my

question.''
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Speaker Ryder: lRepresentative Murphy.''

Murphy, M: eThe repeal of the Retail Rate Law will not only

affect the potential incinerator in Robbins but Havana,

3eardstown, Summit, Mccook, Batavia, Olney, Bourbonnais,

Pord Heights and many others. This is a larger fiscal
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And it's astounding that

representatives of various villages would sign on for a 20

year contract, but if Robbins or other incinerators that

met the criteria can be built and can operate at a profit,

we certainly wouldn't want to lend them dollars to have

them go file bankruptcy. this is a good business

transaction, then the facility you were mentioning could

still be built. Those villages could still have their

contracts in place. 1 am simply questioning the wisdom of

moving forward with such an expensive subsidy that we do

not need in today's fiscal constraints. This is expensive,

almost $2 billion for tbe four incinerators in southwestern

suburban Cook. Estimates of $1 million per incinerator,

per year with 15 on the drawing board throuqhout this

state. It's something we cannot afford.M

Speaker Ryder: 'Representative Murphy.''

Murphy, H.: ''Unfortunately, the Representative refused to answer

my question and it was quite clear. But just let me run
through the towns, cities and villages that surround

Robbins who have accepted the services already for a period

of 20 years. Those towns would be Country Club Hills,

Calument City: Creek. Dixmore, Ford Heights, Markhum,

Phoenix, Park Forest, Richland Park, Robbins itself, Steger

and Thornton. Now, these are the towns surrounding

Robbins. They agree with it. Let me go a step further,

Mr. Speaker. And that is, we talk about weltare retorm.

We cannot reform welfare until We create jobs. This
project would create almost a thousand jobs, six

(sic-6oolof them being construction jobs Where people can

adequately...''

Speaker Ryderk ''Representative Murphy? Representative Murphy,

please bring your remarks to a close, I don't want to stop
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yOu, Sir.''

Murphy, H.: ''...so a vote, a 'no' vote to appeal this would be a

vote to put people to work in the State oi Illinois? A

'yes' vote would be a bad vote and particularly and another

point would be...the Village of Robbins is about 30%

unemployed. The first jobs go to the people in Robbins if

they can handle the jobs. So, I would höpe for a 'no'
vote. It you can't do that a 'present' vote would be the

right one. Thank you.l

Speaker Ryderk pThank youp Representative Murphy. The Chair

recognizes the Gentleman from Cookp Representative Balthis.

Representative Balthis.?

Nalthis: lThank you, Mr. Speaker, Ladies and Gentlemen of the

House. I rise in opposition to this Bill. The Chicago

Southland Chamber of Commerce which represents nearly 2,000

members in 69 communities in tbe south suburban area is

adamantly opposed to this nill. Some oi their rationale to

that to encourage you to support the Robbins facility and

against this Bill is a $385,000,000 worth of bonds under

the name of the Village of Robbins. Understand that, these

bonds are in the name of the Village of Robbins. They are

not in the name of Redding Energy, they are in the name of

the Village of Robbins. This project, fully under
construction, will employ more than 600 construction

workers. There are substantial contracts that have already

been let to south suburban community organizations. The

facility includes a front end recycling system and 12 south

suburban communities bave already signed agreements. Tbe

repeal, according to the president, Michael Seward of the

South Suburban Chamber, a repeal would be an irresponsible

act which would likely lead to a financially serious bond

default. Such a reversal of policy, particularly policy
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that has resulted in a 385,000,000 commitment to Robbins

vould send an unsettling message to the nation's business

community. Business would not be attracted to invest

development dollars in a stateo.a''

Speaker Ryder: ''Please give the Gentleman your attention.''

Balthis: '.p.business would not be attracted to invest

development dollars in a state with a history of revoking

incentives after an investment has been made. The

Chicagoland Chamber asks Members of the General Assembly to

maintain consistency in policy and we ask you to vote 'no'

on House Bill 730. Ladies and Gentlemen of the Assembly:

many of us may not agree whether incineration is a sound

policy or not, but I think it would be no different than if

we repealed the ethanol subsîdy that we currently have if

we shut down every T1F district in the State of Illinois.

This is a wrong message to send to the business community

and to others. I don't think we should be doinq this on

the sense of what's out there right now. We eneourage

these people to invest millions of dollars. If we do this

to the business community on this issue, how are We going

to convince them that we're not going to do it on another

issue? think this is the wrong approach to this

troubling problem. And I ask you to vote 'no'.''

Speaker Ryder: ''The Chair recognizes the Lady from Cook,
Representative Lou Jones. Representative. Representative

Lou Jones.f

Jones, L.) 'Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Will the Sponsor yield?'

Speaker Ryder: ''The Sponsor indicates she will yieldo''

Jones, L.: HRepresentative, isn't this Bill aimed at stopping the

solid waste co-generation incinerakor under construction in

the south suburban community of Robbins?''

Speaker Ryder: ''Representative Murphy.''
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Murphy, M.: ''It is a wider scope than last year's 979,

Representative, to wipe out the Retail Rate Law for any

incinerators that are currently under development.n

Speaker Ryder: lRepresentative Jones./

Jones, L.: Rlfm kind of like Representative Murphy now, you're

not answering tbe questions. Xou were here last year when

this legislation was passed, am 1 correct?''

Speaker Ryder: ''Repregentative Murphy.?

Murphyy M.: >A similar Bill, House 3il1 145û, sponsored by

Representative Tom Dart last year, passed out of this House

over to the Senate. A hybrid version, namely House Bill

979, did not pass out oi thiso..pass out of the Senate over

here, it was defeated in the House.''

Speaker Ryder: ''Representative Jones.''

Jones, L.: OAgain, Representatlve you were here wben this

legislation passed, am I correct? For this inclnerator?,

Speaker Ryder: ''Representative Murphy.''

Murphy, M.: *No, I abGoluteky was not, vas elected in 1992,

sworn in, in January of 1993. This legislation came to us

from south suburban Democratic people back in 1988, and 1

quess it was signed into law in 1989.''

Speaker Ryder: ''Representative Jones.'l

Jones, 'Representative, have you investigated any other

leqislation that was passed when you were not here? That

you particularly do not like or you want to rectify? That

you want to go back and repeal other than this

legislation?'l

Speaker Ryder: WRepresentative Murphy.n

Murphy, M.: ''Yes. have...l could give you a short list.

Representative. Number one: would be to repeal the School

Aid Formula that's for certain.'

Speaker Ryder: 'Representative Jones.''
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Jones, L.: ''Would the Lady repeat her answer,

Speaker Ryder: ''Representative Murphy.l

Murphy, M.: ''Yes. believe there are quite a few laws that we

could repeal. In all sincerity, to repeal the current

School Aid Formula and devise a better method for more

April 27, 1995

please?''

applicable distribution of tax dollars to my district would

be very appealing, Representative.e

Speaker Ryder: ''Ladies and Gentlemen. l'm going to ask this

group over here to remove yourselves to the back. I would

ask the same in the hall. I Would ask everyone to reduce

the level of their conversations and please give the Ladies

your attention. Representative Jones.''

Jones, L.: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Do you have legislation as

we speak that would repeal some of those laws now?'f

Speaker Ryder: DRepresentative Murphy.''

Murphy, M.: fThe one that 1 was speaking about, yes, House Bill

236, zepresentative.?

Speaker Ryder: *Representative Jones.p

Jones, L.: fl'm really sorry, I did not hear her answer.''

Speaker Ryderl ORepresentative Murphy.''

Murphy, M.: lHouse Bill 236, the Equity In Education Act,
Representative.?

Speaker Ryder: ''Representative Jones.''

Jones, L.: ''Representative, are you aware of the money... the

monies that has already been invested and spent in this

particular project??
Speaker Ryder: f'Representative Murphy.''

Murphy, M.: '11 think itls Wrong for us to characterize to our

colleagues that only one project will be affected. The
scope of 730 is not a hybridy it does not exempt out any

particular industries but repeals the entire retail rate

law. Other than the existing landfills for methane gas.
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am not aware of the entire cost of Robbins. They're ever

shifting and changing, but J am aware that the amount of

subsidies they :et far exceed the amount of costs that khey

have projected. Total estimated cost of $415 million.
éepresentative.l

Speaker Ryder: ''Representative Jones.''

Jones, L.: ''Representative, I'm going to ask you again. Are you

aware of the monies that have already been invested by

other cities in regard to this particular issue? Yes or

no, are you aware that money has already been invested?

Are you aware that monies have been spent? Are you aware

that construction is underway?''

Speaker Ryder: ''Representative Murphy.R

Murphy, M.: ''Yes, Representative, but I do not believe that the

withdrawal of this subsidy will impede their progresso'

Speaker Ryder: nRepresentative Jones, you have 30 seconds.'

Jones: L.: ''So it...Representative it doesn't bother you that the

expense that is already gone into this project?'
Speaker Ryder: ''No, Representative. I'd like to remind you of

the Chicago Tribune. 'If this subsidy occurs incinerators

would become the most beavily subsidized development

project in Illinois history. Winning sums greater than
those used to move Sears to Hoffman Estates, Diamond Star

Motors to Normal or Motorola to...1'%

Speaker Ryder: 'The Chair recognizes the Gentleman from Madison:

Representative Davis.l

Davis, S.: 'Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Would the Sponsor yield?''

Speaker Ryder: 'She indicates she will. Please proceed,

Representative Davis.''

Davis. S.: HRepresentative, are you aware of what the total

remaining capacity ot landfill capacity is in the State of

Illinois?''
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Speaker Ryder: ''Representative Murphy.?

Murpby, M.: ''I do have in this pile of papers, a chart that shows I
I

the landfill capacity is hardly the dire scenario that was 'i

painted by in 1988, that paved the way for the way for this

generous subsidy.''

Speaker Ryder: ''Representative Davis.'f

Davis, S.: lRepresentative, according to my information from the

Environmental Protection Aqency, there remains 356 million

cubic yards of landfill space and there's 58 active

landfills left in 39 counties in the state. And last year

the State of Illinois disposed of 45 million cubic yards of

waste in these landfills, so simple mathematics would give

you a figure that in approximately seven years, we're goinq

to be out of landfill space. Would you agree with that??

Speaker Ryder: ''Representative Murphy.''

Murphy, M.: ''Thank you, so much for bringing up the landfills, I

know what a serious concern they are to many of my

colleaques. More importantly, when we have 16 or 18

incinerators, we will be a magnet for out of state garbage.

We already are takin: into close to 38% of Missouri's

garbage, Representative. The more garbage we burn, the

more ash there will be, the more landfills that we will

need. The U. S. Supreme Court will hardly allow us to

prevent out of state garbage from coming to this state,

thus we will be insuring the landfills Will be closing even

earlier.o

Speaker Ryder: ''Representative Davis.''

Davis, S: HRepresentative, are you aware of how many cubic yards

of landfill waste came out of Cook County last year?'

'Representative Murphy.'' iSpeaker Ryder:
i

Murphy, M.: 'lRepresentative, it's not only the Cook County waste

and please don't be so divisive as to regionalize this. I

t
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understand Nev 7ork waste is currently coming into

Illinois, Missouri waste is coming into Illinois and tt's

hardly detectable by its odor by the region.''

Speaker Ryder: 'Representative Davison

Davis, S.: ''We1l the answer to that question, I guess 1'11 have

to answer it for you, is 23,888,000 cubîc yards oi waste

from Cook County were disposed of and the remaining

capacity in Cook County landfills is 57 million cubic

yards. So simple mathematics will tell you in two years,

you're goinq to be out oi capacity in Cook County. So I

guess youfre going to want to send your garbage downstate.

Is that correct?''

Speaker Ryder) lRepresentative Murphy.''

Murphy, M.: ''Representative, I believe we should revisit the

garbage scenario. We should have a plan of action to take

us in the 21st century. We should not open up this hydrant

of subsidies so if 4,000 incinerators want to set their

sights on Illinois, to take in all the garba:e of the

entire nation or the Western hemisphere, that we should be

drainin: the coffers of the State of Illinois. Instead we

should be tryinq to stimulate markets for recyclables, like

they do in Racine, Wisconsin. They take our two liter pop

bottles up to Racinep Wisconsin, have good paying

manufacturing jobs and manufacture lawn furnitureoe
Speaker Ryderl ''Representative Davis.''

Davis, S.: ''Representative, When this legislative Body passed a

Retail Rate Lak, it's my understanding that one of the

reasons behind the incentives on the Retail Rate Law was to

help alleviate the problem of our landfills in this state.

And that the incentive package that was involved in the

Retail Rate Law was put in there just for the sole purpose
of constructing these co-generation plants in the state and
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try to alleviate our landftll problems. And what you're

doing with this, you're trying to get rid of the very

vehicle that is actually creating jobs, creating

co-generation plants and trying to alleviate the problems

of landfill in the State of Illinois. ls that correct?'

Speaker Ryder: ''Representative Murphy.'

Murphy, M.: 'Representative, we would try to work out a better

plan for our trash, we would notice that the Chicaqo

Paperboard processes virtually all waste paper. employs

over l00 people and it doesn't take one dime from the

state. Paper is 40% of the waste stream and it's the only

portion of the waste stream that the incinerator really

wants. So in essence, we'll be creating qreater ash to

clog up more of our landfills. We aren't trying to give a

subsidy to the recyclables or to the paperboard industry.

Yet that is the very thin: that is clogging up our

landfills.R

Speaker Ryder: rRepresentative Davis, you have seven seconds,

please, Sir.''

Davis, S.) PRepresentative,...'l

Speaker Ryder: eRepresentative Davis: please bring your remarks

to a close.?

Davis, S.) HRepresentative...to the Bill.N

Speaker Ryder: lRepresentative Davis.''

Davis. S.: ''It seems to me that what you're wanting. . .state.

You're wanting to send your qarbaqe to Representative

Weaver's district. Youfre Wanting to send your garbage to

Representative Balthis's district. ïoulre wanting to send

your garbage to Representative Turner's district. You're

wantinq to send your garbaqe to Representative Spangler's

district. You're wanting to send your garbage to

Representative Hanrahan's district. You're wantinq to send
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your qarbage Representative Bost's district. Representative

Poe, Representative Jones, Representative Granberg,

Representative Deering and I'm.a. and my district and we

want a co-generation plant in my district! We're going to

have one in Wood River and we're going to get it! And I

would urge a 'no' vote on this Bill!''

Speaker Ryderz lRepresentative Davis. Representative Davis, you

mentioned Representative Deering twice, which probably is

appropriate. The Chair recognizes the Gentleman from Cook,

Representative Morrow.?

Morrow: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker, Ladies and Gentlemen of the

House. Would the Lady yield??

Speaker Ryder: ''Lady indicates she'll yield for your questions,

Representativep''

Morrow: ''Representative Murphy, last week We voted on a 3il1 to

create a new bonding authority, 1 think it was the Joliet

Arsenal Bonding Authority? How did you vote on that Bil1?O

Speaker Ryder: ''Representative Murphy.''

Murphy, M.: HDo you have the Roll Call, Representative? Do you

want to veriiy my vote?e

Speaker Ryder: ORepresentative Morrow.''

Morrowl ''1'm just askin: you, do you recall how you voted on it,
that's a11.''

Speaker Ryder: 'Representative Murphyp''

Murphy, M.: ''I realky don't: Representative. have someone

check on my vote while we discuss the matter at hand.''

Speaker Ryder: NRepresentative Morrok.o

Morrow: *Well, believe everyone on your side voted in favor of

that. And the point l'm making is, Why is it okay to vote

to increase state debt, as you call it, for one issue and

it's wrong to increase state debt on another issue as you,

as you, so call it. As you say, business welfare.

April 27, 1995
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you're going to be consistent let's be consistent down

here. lf you're against bondinq or business welfare then

ke ought to be against business welfare for everybody.?

Speaker Ryder: lRepresentativew..Representative, was that in the

form of a question, Sir?l

Morrow: OYe:, and no# but will proceed. I will proceed.

Because juse yesterday there was some rumors floating
around the media had that happen to catch my ear, that at

the Joliet Arsenak, they're talking about usin: oome of

that land for a landfill. 1 don't know if that's true or

not, I'd have to talk to the Gentleman that carried the

Bill last week but they're talking about using the Joliet

Arsenal as a possible landfill. Talking about possibly

using it as a golf course. I don't think we should be

using state funds to build golf courses, we did that in

Dupage County! To the... directky to the 3i1t. You know,

wefve passed a lot of leglslation to :et so called lazy

people off of welfare. So we throw them off of welfare.

Yeah! Yeah! So, now the mayor of Robbins, one of the most

economical distressed cittes in this state, says let's

employ our people and they came up with this concept. And

now you're say, no? We want you to work but wedre qoing

to tell you what kind of job we want you to have. Now ii

they were building $600 million worth of McDonald's there

then it might be all right to have the citizens of Robbins

slinging hamburgers because that's economically safe but

yetz no one has addressed the issue of waste in this state.

When I was a Freshman here, nine years ago, 1 introduced a

Bill that would have created a five county task force to

look at the problem of solid waste this state.

Dnfortunately, that Bill never went anywhere because

everyone told me as a Freshman, young man the world still
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turns without you, so wait your turn. So I waited my turn

and as I waited my turn the cost of local government to

deal with solid waste increase and increases. We had a

Bill last keek that if it hadn't been for our side of the

aisle fighting it, there was language to let Illinois Power

burn waste in its power plants. Now it's okay to burn

solid waste in an enerqy plant but it's not okay to build a

waste incinerator for that same purpose? Let's be

consistent. This Lady has worked hard to bring some

economic development there and l think until someone.

someone, those who oppose her, give her another option to

creake jobs in her city, think you should keep your mouth

shut. Really, keep your mouth shut. And to the issue of

business wetfare, hate... 1 hate to do this because a

very respected colleaque of mine on your side of the aisle

told me not to ever brin; this up again, but we gave a :uy

the bigqest corporate welfare the other day. We forgave

his loan on a hotel. I have... I haven't heard anybody

raise a 1ot of hell about that! And then... and then he

made $60 million on the sale... on the sale of his shares

in the riverboat! And then when he was asked ko pay on his

loan...''

Speaker Ryder: ''Representative, please bring your remarks to a

closeo'

Morrow: *...so then they said, oh no, that's a separate issue.

He can make money on one hand and make money on the other

hand. I wish I was that greased into the system. Now,

wasn't qoinq to speak on this because this Bill is nothinq

but a device to allow somebody to get reelected. The

Governor is not qoing sign this because he wants us to qive

him almost $3 billion in bonding authority to pay off old

bills. I don't see anybody saying, Governor you're wrong
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on borrowing that. We are going to borrow to pay o1d

bills? But yet we're going to take away economic

development from all the waste incinerators that are going

to be built.''

Speaker kyder: Rsir, you have 15 seconds.l

Morrow: 'fThis 3il1 should be defeated, it's going to be defeated,

1 already know it. Even if it passed the Governor wouldn't

sign it. Let's qet onto the real business of why we're

here, let's deal with the budget...o

Speaker Ryder: 'The Chair recognizes tbe Gentleman from

Vermilion, Representative Blaek. Representative Black.p

Black: ''Thank you very much, Mr. Speaker. I've had my light on

for about the last three minutes so, thank you very much.

I rise to a point of personal privileqe. think I was the

only dovnstate Representative that Representative Davis

didn't mention and I am hurt, Sir.'

Speaker Ryder: WThe Chair recognizes the Gentleman from Cook,

Representative Durkin.''

Durkin: eMr. Speaker, 1 move to the previous question.''

Speaker Ryder: OThe Gentleman's moved the previous question. A1l

those in favor..sthank you, Representative Black.

Representative Davis, for what purpose do you rise, Sir?e

Davisp S.: ''Speaker, I rise on a point of personal privilege. My

name was just used by my esteemed colleague on the other
side of the aisle, Representative Black. So therefore...

therefore Speaker, 1 feel that 1 do have the opportunity to

respond. So I want to get this into the record for

Representative Murphy. You also want to send your garbage

to Representative Black's district, Representative

Mitchell's district, Representative Hartke's district,

Representative Boland's district, Representative Smith's

district, Representative Hoffman's district, Representakive
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Brunsvold's district, Representative Tenhouse's district

and Representative Wennlund's district and Representative

Ryder's district and Representative Lang's district. He is

our... he is our honorary downstate Member from Cook

County. Thank you, Mr. Speaker, for your time.'

Speaker Ryder: ''The Motion is, 'Shall the previous question be

put?' A1l those in favor of putting the previous question

say 'aye'; those opposed 'nay'. The 'ayes' have it. The

previous question shall be put. On the question of House

Bill 730 the Chair recognizes the Lady from Cook,

Representative Murphy.''

Murphy, M.: ''ïes. As a courtesy to my colleague, Representative

Jack O'Connor... to close.''

Speaker Ryder: ''Representative O'Connor to close. Thank you.''

O'Connor: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 1 rise in stride...in strong

support of House Bill 730. A lot has been said regarding

this Bill and I just wanted to point out a few key points.

We seem to have gotten off here on different sets of

rhetoric relative to garbage being transported here and

there. And we seem to think that this is being aimed at

exclusively Robbins for the community being persecuted by

us trying to pass this legislation. I would like everyone

to take a moment of their time to just listen and think for
a moment how al1 of us are working so diligently and so

bard to draw businesses into our communities. I don't

think there's a Representative in this House that wouldn't

want to draw good solid business into their community for

their constituents. Ladies and Gentlemen, this is bad

business, this is bad business, this is bad business for

the State of Illinois. We are letting an entity come in

from out of state. We are letting them operate within the

confines of our great State of Illinois. We are letting
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them walk out oj here in the year 2016, with approximately

$300 million of our money and what are we getting back in

return? The Village ot Robbins will be receivinq

approximately $2 million a year in the subsidy which they

richly deserve, have no problem with that. Why are we

letting these outsiders come into our state, take tbose

dollars out, take it out of our state and leave nothing

here for all the needs that we have within the coniines of

our borders? Now we've gotten off on all this rhetoric,

we've got some whistling in the background. Before you

press the buttons, before you press your button, if you

want to vote for bad business in Illinois you go ahead and

do that. I personally want to vote for good business in

Illinois and this is not the type of business we want to

attract into this state. Earlier on in debate, there was

reference made, very frivolously? foolhardily and obviously

not well researched. Saying that the Governor of this

state would not sign this legislation. The Governor of

this state would sign this legislation. Let's do good,

let's do right for the State of Illinois and vote 'yes' on

House Bill 730. Thank youwl

Speaker Ryder: ''You've heard the Gentleman. The question is,

'Shall House Bill 730 pass?' Al1 those in favor vote

'aye'; all those opposed vote 'nay'. The voting is open.

This is final action. The Chair recognizes the Gentleman

from Clinton, Representative Granberg. For what purpose do

you rise?''

Granberg: ''Thank you. Mr. Speaker. If this Bill receives Ehe

requisite number of votes, I'd ask for a verification and a

'no' vote for Fester Davis because of his great speech. We

appreciate...''

Speaker Ryder: ''Sir.''
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Granberg: >...ye appreciate his...>

Speaker Ryder: NYour request is recognized, your comment for

Uncle Fester is out of order. Mr. Clerk, take... Have a11

voted who wish? Have al1 voted who wish? Have al1 voted

who wish? Mr. Clerk, take the record. On this question,

there are 53 voting 'yes'; 62 voting 'no', 1 voting

'present'. The Chair recognizes the Lady from Cook,

Representative Murphy. For uhat purpose do you rise?''

Murphy, M.: ''1 first would like to thank my colleagues for their

patience in this very contentious debate. But I would like

to ask that this be put on Postponed Consideration, having

achieved the requisite number of votes.?

Speaker Ryder: ''The Lady's request will be honored. Mr. Clerk,

please place this matter on Postponed Consideration. Oh.

I'm sorry Mr. Granberg, did you persist in your request for

veritication, Sir? I'm sorry. Bill 725 contin... excuse

me, 1725, continuing on the order of Third Reading.e

Clerk Rossiz l'House Bill 1725, a Bill for an Act amending the

Counties Code. Third Reading of this House Bill.''

Speaker Ryderk ''Chair recognizes the Gentleman from Boone,

Representative Wait.u

Wait: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. House Bill 1725 only adds one

word to the existing law. And that is the word 'willful'.

What it does is, in tbe recorder's office, it would put in

there that they would only be malfaisant if they did it in

a willful mannerwp

Speaker Ryder: ''Iou've heard the Gentleman, is there any

discussion? The Chair recoqnizes the Gentleman from St.

Clair: Representative Hoftman.''

Hoffman: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Will the Sponsor yield?''

Speaker Ryder: ''Sponsor indicates that he will yield.?

Hoffman: ''Ah yes, Representative, is tbis Bill designed to
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rectify any problems that you've heard with regard to

recorders committing these types of activities?/

Speaker Ryder: lRepresentative Wait.''

Wait: ''Yes, in Winnebago County, there was a 1aw suit brought up

there. Basically, what happened, the recorder up there,

because there was a chanqe in computers and a few other

thinqs, plus a lot of refinancin: went on, he was not able

to keep up with the rapid refinancing, rapid growth in the

area. So it went to a court and because of what the judve

said was strict liability ln the Bill, he was forced to

hold him liable. He really did not want to hold him liable.

And so that's why...in fact the Recorders Association has

suggested that we make this change. This Would not have

any affect, would not be retroactive. So, it would not

affect our case in Winnebago County, howeverw,

Speaker Ryder: ''Representative Hoffman.''

Hoffman: ''Well, Representative, whatvv.my understanding What *

this Bill is essentially doing is, it is making it more

difficult for individuals to bring an action aqainst the

recorder who is guilty of malfeasance in office. Why in

the world would you want to do that?''

Speaker Ryder: ''Representative Wait.''

Walt: ''What this Bill does is bring it into compliance with the

UCC Code, which basically deals with personal property.

The word they use in that code. whtch... which the recorder

usesr is 'willful'. So this is just to brin: real
property into compliance with what personal property is.

The same standard.''

Speaker Ryder: ''Representative Hoifmanw''

Hoffman: ''We11, Representative, think what. it should be in line

with, is other officials. Not necessarily the UCC Code.

So what we're doing here, just so everybody knows, tt's
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saying that if a recorder is quilty, guilty, he's been

found guilty of malfeasance in office that you're making

more difficult for individuals to seek damages against

that recorder to be compensated for the damages tbat they

received. Is that correct?'

Speaker Ryder: ''Representatfve Waita*

Wa#t: %Well, first of all, there bas been none shown that there's

no damages so far. He was just... because of the strict
liability, it's similar to Workman's Compensation. If

you're injured on the job: just the fact that you were

injured on the job, youpre presumed to be negligent. This

would just put a higher standard than what is currently in

there. And bring it into compliance, communal formative

with the UCC Code.''

Speaker Ryder: HRepresentative Hoffman.p

Hoffman: ''We1l, Representative, Wha: this. . . this doesn't put

higher standard into the laws that recorders have to

follow. puts a lower standard. What it says, if your

guilty of malfeasancey if you commit some act that is

malfeasance in office, now youfre saying you have to do it

'willfully' in order for there to be an action to be taken

under this Act. Now, we...I heard earlier today, it was

either today or yesterday or ;ay before, that indivldual

instances many tfmes makes...make bad law. Now, you

indicated, an individual instance ïn your county that may

have taken place. And now you want to change the 1aw to

take the standards ol the Recorders of Deeds this state,
tbe standards we hold them up to, a standard that we're

electing them into office and when they're sworn into

office, we uphold them to and you're to make. . .to lower

that. And say, 'We don't care, you can commit al1 the

malfeasance that you want in your office. You can run a
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ship shod office. You can do things to the tax payers

that does not border on being done 'killfully', but we're

not qoinq to allow individuals to brinq an action

aqainst... against them. Why would we want to do that? Why

would we want to lower the standards of our great recorders

of this state? Many of whom, are held to a high standard,

who take their oath of office very seriously, simply

because you have one bad apple up in Rockford.''

Speaker Ryder: lRepresentative Waito''

Wait: ''Well, first of all, let me say, under the UCC Code, do

not know of any potential problem that they've had using

the term 'willful'. This, like say, just brings it into
that compliance and I don't know anybody thatfs won, is

going to run for office and purposely and intentionally,

you know, screw up the office, shall we say. So, this just
happened to be a happenstance that happened in our. . . in

Winnebago County. It could happen anywhere. And like

said, the UCC has this. Theydve been able to live with the

term 'willful'. So I think certainly that we ought to be

able to use this for real propertye''

Speaker Ryder: ''Representative Hoffman.''

Hoffman: ''1 just.o.just to close. think that this...this Bill
should not be passed. I think we have to keep our elected

officials to higher standards. urge a 'no'.. .''

Speaker Ryder: ''Representative Hoffman, were you concluded? A1l

right. Chair recognizes the Gentleman from Cookp

Representative Durkin.e

Durkin: >Mr. Speaker, I move the previous question.''

Speaker Ryder: ''The previous question has been moved. A1l those

in iavor say 'aye'; a1l those opposed 'nay'. The 'ayes'

have The previous question has been put.

Representative Wait to close.''
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Wait: ''Thank you. ï would simply ask the Body to vote for this.
I

IThis is to cure a problem
. lt could happen in anybody's

county. Nobody is qoing to lose any money out of this.

Simply puts the standard that we use for DCC for personal

property. We had no problem with that law. And this just
bring this into uniformity with the UCC Code. Appreciate

your vote. thank you.''

Speaker Ryder: 'Vou've heard the Gentleman. The question is

'Shall House Bill 1725 pass?' Al1 those in favor vote

'aye'; al1 those opposed vote 'nay'. The voting is open.

This is final action. Have a1l voted who wish? Have all

voted who wish? Have all voted who wish? Mr. Clerk, take

the record. On this question, there are 49 'yes', 64 'no',

and 2 votin: 'present'. Mr. Wait, for what purpose do you

rise?'

Wait: ''Like to put this in Postponed Consideration, pleaseg''

Speaker Ryder: lGentleman has moved to place this on Postponed

Consideration. That request will be honored. Mr. Clerk,

place this on the Order of Postponed Consideration. Mr.

Clerk, continuinq on the Order of Third Readings, House

Bills 1741. Mr. Clerk, announcements?f

Clerk Rossi: 'lThe Rules Committee will meet at 7:20 in the

Speaker's Conference Room. The Rules Committee will meet

at 7:20 in the Speaker's Conference Room. House Bill 1711.

a Bill for an Act amendin: the Adoption Act. Third Reading

of this House 3ill.'

Speaker Rydert ''Chair recognizes the Gentleman from Kendallr

Representative Cross.''

Cross: nThank you, Mr. Speaker. House Bi11 1741 was a Bill that

came out of the Judiciary Committee unanimously. Judiciary

Civil Law Committee unanimously. It's a Bi11 that attempts

to and I think adequately does clean up the 'Baby Richard'
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leqfslation, passed last fall. There are about five or six

things in here, primarily, technical in nature. 1'11 be

qlad to answer any questions. had no opposition from

anyone in the Judiciary Committee. Done on behalf of the

Chicago Bar Association, also one of the main authors of

the Baby Richard's Bill. Thank you.''

Speaker Ryder: FYou've heard the Gentleman. Js there any

discussion? The Chair recognizes the Gentleman from Cook,

Representative Lang.l

Lang: ''Thank you, will the Sponsor yield?/

Speaker Ryderl 'Representative Cross? Representative Cross

indicates that he will not yield for questions,

Representative Lang. Representative Lanq.l

Lang: fThank you, will the Sponsor yield?''

Speaker Ryder: lRepresentative Cross?''

Cross: fRepresentative Lang, youfre very... you look very nice

today, but I'm not going to yield.'

Speaker Ryder: FRepresentative Lang, Representative Cross is

mistaken about your appearance but he's still not goin: to

answer the questione'

Lang: *We1l, can ask one more question? Maybevg.maybe...try

this aqain. Will the Sponsor yield?''

Speaker Ryder: ''Representative Crossp%

Cross: 'Representative Lang, it's nice to see you today but...

and 1'm glad you're here, but :'m not going to yield.''

Speaker Ryder: ''Representative Lang, I think youere stuck talkinq

to the Bill.f'

Lang: 'We11, then.g.then, to the Bi1l.l

Speaker Ryder: #eTo the Bi1l.@

Lang: ''First let me say, had I had the opportunity to ask the

Sponsor some questions, would have asked him why, House

Amendment 41 to this Bill was shoved aside by him, off to
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the Rules Committee. As he must know, House Amendment 41

is a full and comprehensive approach to dealing with the

problems of DCFS in the State of Illinois. The Sponsor

being a very responsible Representative and one that 1

think is concerned about children in our state. And one

that was on a sub-committee that spent over a year studying

this issue in the State of Illinois, must know that the

provisions of this Amendment take a child in from the

beginning of the time in the system al1 the way through the

end of their time in the systemy and makes some serious

changes in the way DCFS works in this state. Changes that

we a1k agree need to be made and changes that I tbougbt the

Sponsor supported, but apparently the Sponsor does not feel

it appropriate to add these to his Bill. Ladies and

Gentlemen, that's unfortunate because the problems of DCPS

need to be resolved. They need to be resolved in a

bipartisan way. And think Representative Dart felt that

when he Sponsored this Amendment and tried to put it on

Representative Cross's Bill, that in a bipartisan way, we

could deal With these major problems in DCFS. But
apparently, Mr. Cross and the Party he represents, have no

interest in dealing with these problems, these major

problems. These problems that every day lead to be... to

have children be abused and abandoned and not taken care

of. And it's unfortunate because the very department of

this state, DCFS: Which is responsible for the healthp

weliare, and safety of children in the State of Illinois,

has shirked their responsibility and here was an

opportunity for a person who know is a well meanlng

Representative, to do something about this problem. And

I'm sorry that he felt it more appropriate to discuss the

state of my clothing today, than the state of the problems
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in DCFS. He might have addressed those problems, but he

chose to push them off to the burial ground of the House

Rules Committee. At this time, Mr. Speaker, I ask that

this Bill be removed from Short Debate and I'm joined by
thousands of my colleagues.?

Speaker Ryder: %Representatîve, 11m stîll waiting for a debate,
but obviously we can remove it from Short Debate.''

Lang: PThank you. To the Main Bik1...O

Speaker Ryder: 'And again, raising two hands does not count

twice. You have to stop that, Representativee ''

Lang: f'To the...I have a lot of hands, Sir. To the...to the main

:i1l...''

Speaker Ryder: 'Chair believes you're out of hand.H

Lang: ?To the main Bill, which of course, is not what it should

be, because these 3ills to reform DCFS were shoved aside

and went to the Rules Committee, at the request of the

Sponsor. To the main Bill, the main Bill is a series of

measures to clean up the adopkion problems in the State of

Illinois. I know of no opposition to the main Bill,

sponsored by the Chicago Bar Association. I applaud the

Sponsor for that, but only express my disappointment in him

for not dealinq with more important issues revolving around

the health, Welfare, and safety of children in the State of

Illinois. You can do better, Representative, we can do

better. Children are being hurt every day because we don't

act. And We hope to act in a bipartisan way on these

issues. You leave us no choice by your continual efforts

to push these thtngs aside to deal in something other than

a bipartisan way. That is your choice: not ours. That ts

your effort, not ours. We stand ready to reform DCFS. We

would wish your side of the aisle would do the same. 3ut I

would vote 'aye' on this Bi1l.f'
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Speaker Ryder: ''Chair recognizes the Gentleman from Cook,
Representative Dart. Sevenop

Dart: %Thank you, will the Sponsor yield?'?

Speaker Ryder: PRepresentative Cross? Representative Dart?/

Dart: OThank you, Representative, I canft imagine why anybody

would not want to yield to Representative Lang. 3ut...l

Speaker Ryder: fRepresentative...Representative Dart for one

moment.''

Dart: nsuregr

Speaker Ryder: ''The Chair recognizes an obviously outraged.

shocked, appalled, Representative Lang.?

Lang: PThank you. 1 would like the Members of the House to help

me with this. I am shocked! Thank you. can not believe

and I know my name wasn't mentioned in debate, but surely,

surely, have been... have now mentioned surely in

debate. I am insulted by the fact that you would not

answer my questions, Representative and certainly you know

that Representative Dart will be much more difficult on you

than could ever be. And I'm happy to allow

Representative Dart to continue thiso'

Speaker Ryder: ''Representative Dart, unfortunately, since

Representative Lang failed to make any good points, he used

your time. And Representative Black in the Chair
.
''

Dart: ''Speaker, he has that problem thouqh.''

Clerk McLennand: ''Rules Committee wk1l meet immediately in the

Speakerfs Conference Room. Rules immediately? Speaker's

Conference Room.

Speaker Black: lFurther questions on House Bill 1741. The

Gentleman from Cook, Representative Dart.''

Dart: MThank you. Representative, this Bill is a follow up Bill

to the 'Baby Richard' legislation from last year, that you

and I were involved with. There were some problems with
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it, as far as some technical problems. If you could run

through a couple of them right now: in an effort to (a)

assure people, is in fact, technical and just you
could speciiically, on any of those portions that have been

coming up as questionable?''

Speaker Black: ''Representative Crosso''

Cross: 'Representative, 1111 try to do that.e.do that.w.rather as

quickly as I can but to answer your question, on paqe 3, if

you look at the addition there, startinq with that is

language that we took from and off page 16, starting with

(D) 1.5. That is identical language shifted from page 16

over to page 3. The feeling was it belonged in the process

Section. That's a matter... it's an issue of who gets...

who gets notice, so felt like it belong it that Section.

So that's... same lanquage, just shifted to a different
location. Looking Eo page 6 and page 8, both under...

dealinq with the consent issue and the surrender issue.

We've tried to be a little more... clean up the confusion

about whether it was 30 days or within 30 days. And we

think this lanquage cleans up that issue and makes it

specifically that you bave to rejister within 30 days from
the date of registration. Goinq to page l0, if you look on

line 28, there was a typo. Went from 'now', should have

been the word 'not'. Paqe l1, some protective languagee

really for the mother or who ever would be actually the

mother, in that affidavit of identification. Page 12, when

tbe Department of DCFS, under the putative father registry:

we needed to make sure we had a court order from this

state. We have every other state or territöry, included.

And I think that pretty much wraps it up. Goinq to paqes

22 and 23, 23's language, we've taken out because for the

most part it's covered on paqe 22, on lines... from lines
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11 to 2Q. But I thtnk thatls (t. It's technical in nature

and 1 think that answered most of your questions. ''

Speaker Ryder: 'Representative Ryder in the Chair.

Representative Dart.''

Dart: 'Thank you. Thank you, Representative. The measures you

went through are technical in nature. This 3i1l is

something that both yourself and 1 have talked about and

the CBA has worked quite a while on it. The C3S was one of

the people who were intimately involved with the fBaby

Richard' law, last year. These were recommendations from

them and from LRB to make the clarification needed in this

kaw. There is nothing controversial about this. The only

controversial thing was in fact, that person was originally

asking you questions, which you didn't yield to anyway, so

we didn't have to put up with thak. And that worked out

well, actually. Gave us all a little bit of a respite.

And 1 think that this is a Bill that we should have plenty

of bipartisan support for. As I said, it is something

that's not controversial, it's merely technical. And 1

would urge your support on it.'

Speaker Ryder: ''Chair recoqnizes the Gentleman from McHenry,

Representative Skinner. Representative Skinner.''

Skinner: n1 wonGer if the Gentleman could tekl us something about

how this program has worked in the last 9 months? For

example, how many fathers have signed up on this registry?

lf any?l'

Speaker Ryder: ''Representative Dart./

Skinner: pnepresentative Dart? We've taken control, it's a

Republican Sponsor this year.''

Speaker Ryder: lRepresentative...excuse me: Representative Cross.

I apologizew''

Crossl PRepresentative Skinner, I don't know the details of how
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it's been working. This was some language, as I said to

clean up some technical concerns, those who drafted had. I

can't answer that question and any others with respect to

how it's been workingol

Speaker iyder: lRepresentative Skinner.p
Skinner: ''Well, let me express a concern. I've had the

Legislative Research Unit do a survey of those states that

bave these types of kavs in effect. Tbe one that has tbe

law in effect the longest is New York State. And 1 asked

the Research Unit to find out how many fathers had actually

achieved...you know had.e.how many times fathers had

reported themselves as havinq sexual relations with a

woman, that might have led to a child. And how many times

those fathers had ended up being the custodial parent? No

one can iind any instance in the entire United States where

this has occurred. So that makes me wonder if using the

cover of law and this model, we have not figured out a way

to make sure that a father never can end up havinqv..being

a custodial parent. If he doesn't know that a child has

been born. I...I'm sure that doesn't make any difference

whatsoever with regard to the charqed emotional atmosphere

tbat the 'Baby Richard' case has brought iorward. But

is a sincere concern on my part and I hope it migbt tickle

the backs of the minds of some other people as they vote

'yes' on this Bil1.''

Speaker Ryder: ''Chair Recognizes the Lady from Cook,

Representative Flowers.e

Flowers: ''Representative Cross, doeG this 3i11 deal With parental

terminations? Termination of parental rights?l

Speaker Ryder: lThe Gentleman indicates he will yteld.

Representative Cross.''

Cross: ''Yeah, there are parts in here that deal with
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Speaker Ryder: ''Representative Flowers.l

Flowers: ''Representative Cross, would you please explain to me

that portion of the Bill? Tell me how would be

implemented under what circumstances and just tell me
something about the termination of parental rights.''

Speaker Ryder: ''Representative Crossw''

Cross: ''Representative, with in what context are you talking

about?''

Speaker Ryder: PRepresentative Plowers.f'

Flowers: @1f...if a parent's riqhts is terminated in courts, what

right would that parent have with that child upon the

termination?''

Speaker Ryder: *Representative Cross.'f

Flowers: lAfter the termination...'

Speaker Ryder: PRepresentative Cross.'f

Cross: /Wel1, Representative, once the parental rights are

terminated, they're terminated. You have none. That

hase..qenerally and historically been the case.''

Speaker Ryder: ''Representative Flowers.''

Flowers: ''But I'm still the mother, Representative Cross. And

still have a concern there. Should...you know, yeah, I may

have abused my child, in some kind of way. 9ut still

biologically I'm still connected. What am I to do?''

Speaker Ryder: 'Representative Cross.''

Cross: %We1l, Representative, I'm not sure wefre...that this Bi11

treads on any new ground with respect to that issue.

Certainly, a mother is gonna always, 1 suspect, be

concerned about a child. I can understand that and as a

father, certainly can. 3ut legally and this Bill

addressesy as said, as to other parts in statute, once

parental rights are terminated, they are terminated from a

legal stand point. Now a mother may want to continue to
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have some emotional ties and that's understandable. But

from a legal stand point, once thetr parental riqhts

terminated, that's it./

Speaker Ryder: î'Representative Flowers, your time is drawing

shortap Representative Flowers.''

Flowers: ''Thank gou. Thank you, Representative. No further

questionso

Speaker Ryder: 'Lady has no further questions. No one else

seeking recognition, Representative Cross to close.''

Cross: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker, as 1 said and the other side of

the aisle has said it's a technical Bill. A clean up Bill.

0ne that we a1l believe that is needed. I'd appreciate a

'yes' vote. Thank you.'

Speaker Ryder: lThe Gentlemano..Youlve heard the Gentleman. The

question is, 'Shall House Bill 1741 pass?' All those in

favor vote 'ayef; al1 those opposed vote 'nayl. The votinq

is open. This is final action. Have a1l voted who wish?

Have all voted who wish? Have all voted who wish? Mr.

Clerk, take the record. On this question there are l09

voting 'yes' none voting 'no' 6 voting 'present' and# ' #

this Bill having received a Constitutional Majority is
hereby declared passed. Committee report, Mr. Clerk.''

Clerk McLennand: Pcommittee report from Representative Churchill,
Chairman for Committee on Rules, to which the followinq

Amendment was referred, action taken on April 27, 1995,

reported the same back with the jollowing recommendation;

'do approve for considerationr Floor Amendment #3 to House

Bl1l 1610.*

Speaker Ryder: ''Thank you, Mr. Clerk. What is the status of

House Bill 1855?*

Clerk McLennand: 'House Bill 1855 is on the Order of Third

Readi ng . ''
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Speaker Ryder: 'lplease, move that to the Order of Second Reading,

Mr. Clerk. Thank you. Mr. Clerk, continuing on the Order

of House Bills Third Reading, House Bill 2140, Mr. Clerk./
i

Clerk McLennandl RHouse Bill 2140, a Bill for an Act to amend the

lllinois Insurance Code, Third Reading of this Rouse Bi1l. ''

Speaker Ryder: l'Representative Moffitt on House Bill 2140. ''

Moffitt: 'Thank you, Mr. Speaker, Members of the House. House

Bill 2140, amends the insurance code. Provides that if a

policy of an automobile insurance...for automobile

insurance is cancelled or terminated at the request of the

insured or policy holder, a notice of the request must be

mailed to the lien holder and then the former policy holder

within 10 business days of the request. When I presented

this Bill in committee, I indicated that I would not move

it ahead if we had not worked out al1 the differences. All

the differences have been worked out. I'm not aware of any

opposition. I had a constituent at a bank that indicated

that they had had some vehicles which they had made loans

on and then the police holder in anticipation of

repossession, had actually cancelled the insurance policy

without the bank knowing it: so we had an uninsured vehicle

for a whilep''

Speaker Ryder: ''You've heard the Gentleman. Is there any

discussion on that? The Chair recognizes the Gentleman

from Cook, Representative Lang.''

Lang: NThank you. @ill this Sponsor be courteous enough to

yield?''

Speaker Ryder: ''The Sponsor is always courteous and he yields,

Representative Lang.H

Lang: ''Thank you. Thank you, Representative, it's a pleasure to

see you. Ifm certainly glad Representative Cross is not

handling this Bill because 1 know you'll answer my
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questions. Representative, in the Amendment, you adopted

to this 3il1, it provides that notification of coverage

termination must be sent to the former policy holder. The

Bill as introduced only required that the lien holder be

notified. Why that addition, Sir?''

Speaker Ryder: ''Representative Moffitt.?

Moifitt: 'Felt that it should be both of them, the lien holder

gets the notice knowing that the vehicle tbat is covered,

there's no longer insurance on it. The policy holder or

once itls terminated, the former policy holder qetting

conformation tbat that insurance has in fact? been

cancelled. Thought it was appropriate that both they both

be notified. And Representative, may I commend you on your

friendly attitude that you've been dispkaying. It is qood

to see you and what a nice tie you have on.?

Speaker Ryder: NRepresentative, if you'd hold that tie a little

hlqher and closer...yes, that's the idea. Very goodp very

good, Representative Lang.l

Lang: l'Thank you, this politeness in this Body now is wonderful.

Representative is.v.are these additional notices that are

going to go out, qoing to cost premium payers, the holders

of these insurance policies more money because the

insurance companies will have to hire more people to send

out these notices?''

Speaker Ryder: 'fRepresentative Moffitt.?

Moffitt: oRepresentative, ît will have very little impact. As we

got into this 3il1, we found that many companies do this as

a matter of procedure. They feel it's appropriate to send

this notice. The constituent that : had: where it had been

a problem. They had dealt with some companies Where they

did not but many of the companies in Illinois are already

doing this. And youfll notice for example, I believe
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Allstate is a proponent of this. So, many of the companies

were as a matter of procedure were doing this.,

Speaker Ryder: ''Representative Lang.p

Langk *hnd do I understand that in the Amendment, Sir, tbe

provision that would have prohibited termination before the

lien holder was notified has been removed?'

Speaker Ryder: eRepresentative Moffitt.?

Moffittk NThat is right. Just that the notice has to be sent to

the lien holder and the former policy holder.'

Speaker Ryder: l'Representative Lango''

Lang: ''We1l, isn't the reason for notifyin: the lien holder to

protect all parties and interest relative to that vehicle?

And isn't conceivable that they aren't notified first,

that those protections won't be properly afforded?,

Speaker Ryder: FRepresentative Moffittm?

MoffittlMs''Representative, I'm not sure understand your

question. The... if be would restate it, would be

helpfulo''

Speaker Ryder: NRepresentative Lang.l

Lang: 'Thank you. Well, why do we notify the lien holder in the

first place?R

Speaker Ryderk ''Representative Moffitt.?

Moffitt: eLien holder of course, has loaned the money on the

vehicle. If the insurance has been cancelled, the net

effect is that there'd be an uninsured vehicle out there.

Qhis is an attempt to qet the notice to that lien holder as

soon as possible to reduce either the time Or even the

chances of there being an uninsured vehicle.'

Speaker Ryderk MRepresentataive Langon

Lanq: ''We1l, 1 certainly support that. That sounds like good

consumer legislation but you've now taken out the provlsion

that notific...weo.othat notification has to be received
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first. So, what you've said is, we have to notify them,

but we don't have to notify them. That's really how the

Bill comes out. Youfve said that the policy can't

be...that they have to be notified but that you can still

go ahead and cancel the policy, even if they haven't been

notified. So, sounds to me like a 3i1l with no teeth,

Sir.''

Speaker Ryder: 'Representatlve Mofiitt.''

Moffitt: would not describe that way. Representative. I

think it does help close the loophole that was there.

lndustry was not in favor. Pelt that would be a problem and

would actually. What youpre suggesting, could actually

cost the consumer through a delay in the actual

cancellation. Once their customer or former customer,

depending on how you want to describe it? Wants that

insurance cancelled, they were in favor of many that as

promptly as possible. So this was a compromise vorking

with industry, but they felt they Were actually saving

consumers money by the lanquage that's in here nowv''

Speaker Ryder: ''Representative Lang.f

Lang: ''However, doesn't this change, at least leave open the

possibility that notification won't be received but

policies will still be cancelled?''

Speaker Ryder: ''Representative Moffitto'

Moffittt WThere's no ironclad guarantee. T suppose: you know, a

registered letter or something like that would be the only

guarantee. This is an attempt to close that chance of being

uninsured. So: it's an attempt. We think it's a movement

the right direction and that it does help reduce the

problem. And yet, is not an added cost to the consumer.o

Speaker Ryder: ''Representative Lang.e

Lang: ''I'd like to commend youy Representative, for handlin: this
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staff people around you. Thank

Speaker

YCQ @ 51

Ryder: %No further discussion? You've heard the

Gentleman's Motion, the question is, 'Shall House Bill 2140

pass?' àl1 those in favor vote 'aye'; al1 those opposed

vote 'nay'. The voting is open. This is final action.

Have al1 voted who Wish? Have all voted who wish? Have a11

voted who vish? Mr. Clerk, take the record. On this

question there are ll7 voting 'aye', none voting 'nayl and

none votinq 'present', and this Bill having received a

Constitutional Majority, is hereby declared passed. Mr.
Clerk, House Bill 648./

Clerk MeLennand: lHouse Bill 648, a 3ill ior an Act that amends

the Abused and Neglected Chlld Reporting Act. Third

Reading of this Bill.''

Speaker Ryder: oMr. Hotfman: this is your chance. You've heard

the Gentleman's Motion, all those in favor...R

Hoffmank HFine with me. Thank you, Mr. Speaker./

Speaker Ryder: WYou're welcome. You've heard the Gentleman's

Motion. The question is, 'Shal1 House Bill 648 pass?' àll

those in favor vote 'aye') those opposed vote 'nay'. The

voting is open. This is final action. Have a11 voted who

wish? Have all voted who wish? Have a1l voted who wish?

Mr. Clerk, take the record. On this question. there were

ll3 voting 'yes', none votin: 'no' none voting 'present',

and this Bill having received a Constitutional Majority, is
hereby declared passed. Mr. Hoffman, we'd be glad to

consider any other Bills that you have on the record at

this time. I guess not. Thank you, Sir. Mr. Clerk, Mr.

Clerk, House Bill 1144. :ot now. Mr. Clerk.p

Clerk McLennand: 'House Bill 1144, a Bill for an Act that amends

the Public Utilities Act. Third Reading of this House
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3ill.''

Speaker Ryder: ''Representative Wirsing

Wirsing: ''Tbank you, Mr. Speaker. House Bill 1144 removes the

requirement that a water and sewer company must provide

customers two notices regarding a change of services or

rates. Other public utilities must provide only one notice

to customers in a newspaper. Currently, Water and sewer

companies must put one notice in the newspaper and must

include a notice in the customer's bills. This creates an

additional cost for the utility, which's... which is passed

on to the customer. Because water and sewer utility bills

are usually sent on a post card, not in an envelope,

passage of this proposal will merely put water and sewer

companies on an equal footing with all other public

utilities in regards to the notice requirementvl

Speaker Ryder: ''Thank youp Mr. Wirsing. You've heard the

Gentleman's Motion on that. Is there any discussion? The

Chair recognizes the Lady from Cook, Representative

Schakowsky.''

Schakowsky: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker, will the Sponsor yield?''

Speaker Ryder: ''Chair indicatesesmor the Sponsor indicates that

he will. The Chair also indicates Actually, we'l1 a1l

answer it. Thank you very much.''

Schakowsky: 'Thanks to everybody. This will relieve water and

sewer utilities from what responsibility, Representative?''

Speaker Ryder: l'Representative Wirsingo''

Wirslng: *only water and sewer utilities are required to include

a notice of a rate change in the billing. And that is

unlike al1 other utilities. They are the only one that has

to do that. And this would eliminate that requirement.l

Speaker Rydert ''Representative Schakowskyy''

Sebakowskyk MIn what way are these utility companies reguired to

April 27. 1995
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give notice, regardinq changes in rates or charges or

practices? How under current practice are they required to

inform customers of these changes??

Speaker Ryder: ''Representative Wirsingen

Wirsing: >We1l, there's two ways that theypre required now.

Published in the newspaper and in the billing.''

Speaker Ryder: 'Representative Schakowsky.''

Schakowsky: PBefore I ask my neso.vnext question, Mr. Speaker,

I'd like to take this Bill off of Short Debate and I#m

joined by lots of my friends.,

Speaker Ryder: ''Representative, your request is disqualified

because Representative Woolard voted twice. Chair

recognizes the request.''

Schakowsky: MHe's really a good friend. Under your leqislation

then, how would they inform customers of their... of these

changes?''

Speaker Ryder: pRepresentative Wirsing.'

Wirsing: NThis...this change, Representative, then would require

them only to publish in the newspaper, any notice of a

chanqe in rate, which will put them on the same playing

field, if you will. as other utilittesp''

Speaker Ryder: ''Representative Schakowsky.'

Schakowsky: ''Does it not seem to you, Representative, that if

you're saying that utility companies, and in this case

xater and sewer, shoukd not have to do double notification

to consumers, then a much more efficient in terms of really

reacbing cuGtomers, an efficient *ay of doing it, would be

ln the customer's bills. I mean: 1... can you... well,

answer that and then wepll go onp?

Speaker Ryder: ''Representative Wirsing.''

Wirsing: pWell, 1 can't disagree with what your premise, but it

would be an increase cost to the company. okay, because
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they would have to do...be the cost of envelopes and the

mailing process for that. And you know that that cost will

get passed on to the... to the customers of that..mof that

utility. So, its...by doing it this way, it is an attempt

at certainly...they can...cost efficient, if you talk about

efficiencies. Because the customers of those public

utilities are the ones that pays the bills.''

Speaker Ryder: ''Representative Schakowsky.''

Schakowsky: ''Wel1, is it not true, however, that what they do

currentlye is in the first bill that's sent to customers

after filinq the proposed change, the customer's are

notified. So, Representative, really dispute your clalm

that the costs of the mailin: and the envelopes. We're

talking about stickin: a notice in the bills that says your

rates are going to go up. Is this not a good way to inform

customers? Tn fact, isnft this a better way than putting

it in the newspaper??

Speaker Ryder: lRepresentative Wirsing.p

Wirsing: *We1l, it would seem like it, if we're trying to even

things out, make it all the same. If the newspaper

process, notification has been sufficient for other

utilities that... Why should... why should this utility be

any different?''

Speaker Ryder: ''Representative Schakowsky.''

Schakowsky: lYou know, Representative, I think we have

overused.w.to the 3ill. That have over used.a.''

Speaker Ryderk PRepresentative Schakowsky.''

Schakowsky: lThe notion of level playing field, here. We happen

to have a process that io really good for consumers. We

notify them through their bills that water and sewer rates

are going up. lf we want to save these compantes some

money, let's drop the requirement that they put it in the
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newspaper. But certainly, let's not lower the standard

just because we have a pretty low standard for other
utility companies. Seems to me, we voted on a Bill today,

that had to do witb shutting off water, shutttng off

sewers. Let's notm..?

Speaker Ryder: ''Please, bring your remarks to a close.

Representative Schakowskys''

Schakowsky: 'Thank you. This isn't a consumer piece of

legislation. This is not good for consumers. We have a

good system here of notifying customers that their water

bills are going up. That there may be some kind of change

in service or practices by the company. If you want to

save the utility companies some money, the submit a 3ill

that says they don't have to put it in a newspaper because,

Representativey nobody sees these notices in newspapers.

we're serious about iniorming customers about this, then

we'll keep the notification in the Bills. I strongly urge

those who are pro-consumer to vote 'no' on this

legistation.n

Speaker Ryder: 'Chair recognizes the Lady from Cook,

Representative Davis. Representative Davis.l

Davis, M.: ''I'd like to yield my time. Rep...Mr. Speaker to Jan

Schakowsky. Thank you.''

Speaker Ryder: ''Representative Schakowsky. Representative

Schakowsky.''

Schakowsky: lThank you, Representative. 1 actually did have a

few more questions. Representative, had you considered the

notion of simply eliminatinq the... if you were going

against dual notification, eliminating the newspaper

advertising?''

Speaker Ryder: ''Representative Wirsing.l

Wirsing: PWe1l, 1...1 don't like to sound redundant but I guess
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gets back to theo..the fact that other utilities are

required to use the news...newspaper as a form of

nottfication. Certainly, a part of this Bill, what is

it...it's attempting to do, is to put this utility company

on the same level, the same process as other utility

companies. It seems to have worked in the past for the

utility companies, wben rates...wben rate changes are

about. And I don't know about in your area, but 1

certainly know in my area, that when there's a rate change

occurring, that through the media we are a1l certainly

aware of that and it seems to me, it has been a successful

way to notify customers. And certainly, if they don't read

in the newspaper, they certainly will knok it when they

get their next billing.p

Speaker Ryder: ''Representative Schakowsky.''

Schakowsky: 'Representative, do you know how many electric

utilities there are that are regulated by the lllinois

Commerce Commisston versus how many water or sewer

companies are regulated by the lllinois Commerce

commission?''

Speaker Ryder: eRepresentative Wirsing'''

Wirsing: PNo, 1 don't. We can get you that information, you

desire thato?

Speaker Ryder: 'Representative Schakowsky.''

Schakowsky: PWell, my point is this, there are really a handful

of electric utility companies in this state. And not

al1... that are regulated by the Commerce Commission. And

not that many gas companies either. And so when those

rateG are goinq to go up, of course, a Commonweakth Edison

rate increase is going to make headlines in the City of

chicago. But tbere are many water companies and sewer

companies, small ones. So that people would not
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necessarily be aware of this, so they are a different kind

of utility. Let me ask you this, what is the position of

the Illinois Commerce Commission on this legislation?p

Speaker Ryder: NRepresentative Wirsinq.'r

Wirsing: pThe Illinois Commerce Commission's position is

neutral.''

Speaker Ryder: ''Representative Schakowsky.''

Schakowsky: ?Well, my analysis tells me that the Illinois

Commerce Commission is an opponent. Were they ever or is

this just wronq information?p

Speaker Ryder: 'Representative Wirsing.e

Wirsing: *No, not that I'm aware of. Our conversation has been

theyrve been neutral.p

Speaker Ryder: ''Representative Schakowsky.''

Schakowsky: ''This legislation, though, is at the behest of whom,

Representative?'

Speaker Ryder: ''Representative Wirsingw/

Wîrsing: 'This is at the request of the National Association of

Water Companies.''

Speaker Ryder: ''Representative Schakowsky, you have 18 seconds.''

Schakowsky: ''To close, would say that water and sewer companies

are in a different category than these other larqe

utilities. That in order to form... inform consumers of a

change in their rate, let's not let them get socked when

they get their next bill. Let's inform them ahead of

time. This is bad legislation? vote 'no'.''

Speaker Ryder: Wchair recognizes the Gentleman from Cook,
Representative Durkin.''

Durkin: ''Mr. Speaker, I move the previous question.
''

Speaker Ryder: PThe Gentleman has moved the previous question.

A11 those in favor of movinq the previous question, please

say 'aye'; those opposed 'no'. The 'ayes' have The
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previous question is put. You've heard the Gentleman.

The question is, 'Shall House Bil1 1144 pass?' All those

in favor vote 'aye'; all those opposed 'nay'. The voting

is open. This is final action. Have a1l voted Who wish?

Have a11 voted who wish? Have al1 voted who wish? Mr.

Clerk, please take the Roll. On this question there are 47

'yes', 63 'nay', 5 voting 'present'. Chair recognizes the

Gentleman from DeKalb, Mr. Wirsing.'

Wirsing: OWe'd asked for this to go on Postpone Consideration. l

Speaker Ryder: 'That request will be honored. Mr. Clerk, please

place this matter on the Order of Postpone Consideration.

Mr. Clerk, House Bill 1303.%

Clerk Rossi: fHouse Bill 1303, a Bill for an Act amending the

Property Tax Code. Third Reading of this House Bi1l.''

Speaker Ryder: ''The Gentleman irom Dupage, Representative

Biggins. Representative Biggins??

Biggins: 'Thank you, Mr. Speaker, Ladies and Gentlemen of the

House. House Bill 1303 contains three Bills relative to

property taxation. Two of them were proposed by the

Chicago Bar Associatlon. The other is supported by the

Township Officials of lllinois. House Bill l303. . .well,

we'll take House Bill 1304 first. House Bill 1301
,

stipulates that an order of court that finds the issuance

of a tax deed for a parcel of property void, because the

property was not subject to taxation or special assessment
or taxes or special assessments were paid, prior to the

sale of the property, shall be declared a sale in error. ''

Speaker Ryder: oYou've heard the Gentleman on the Bill. Is there

any questions? The Chair recognizes the Gentleman from

Cook. Representatize Dart.l

Dart: ''Representative, you...what you've done with 1303: is

you've combined..oyou've combined three 3ills into this

49th Legiskative Day
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1303, 1304 and House Bill 880.1
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Speaker Ryder: RRepresentative Dart.''

Dart: ''Could you explain to me what the Bill was? The number and

the one...the substance of the one dealing with the

townships?''

Speaker Ryder: 'Representative Bigqins.''

Biggins: 'House Bill 880, amends the Property Tax Code to require

that any person that is appointed to fill a vacancy in the

office of township assessor or multi-township assessor,

must be a member of the same political Party, as the

person vacating the office.''

Speaker Ryder: ''Representative Darto''

Dart: ''Representative, remember that Bill from committee. Can

you..wcan you detail for the Body the reason why we're

having to do this? There was a particular case in mind as

to why we had to do this.l

Speaker Ryder: eRepresentative Bigqins.''

Biggins: pI didn't quite hear his question. What was his

question? Well, it's a :ill that deals with property

taxation as does the other two Bills, in this packagep'

Speaker Ryder: ''Representative Dart.e

Dart: ''Thank...Mr. Speaker, I'd also like to take this off of

Short Debate and I'm joined by the requisite number of
colleagues.

Speaker Ryder: 1'So far, Sir, no one has...Ah! Representative

McGuire is disqualified. acknowledge your request.''

Dart: WThank you. Thank you. But there was a particular case in

my... that came before the committee, when we had this

Bill, as to the need for this change because was
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something 1 find.o.found to be a bit peculiar that we had

to do it. Whichp..what township was it and what was the

circumstances requiring them to do this? If you know.''

Speaker Ryder: NRepresentative Biggins.''

Biggins: *1 don't require the specific township but the township

officlals and one time there were 1400 township assessors

and now there's a lot fewer because of the multi-township

assessment districts. But the request was made by the

township officials to keep the office in the same political

Party as the prior assessor would have been. I might add

that the board lists myself as a Sponsor, but there are

four Co-sponsors. Or three other Co-sponsors and that

would be Representative Novak, Representative Mojiitt and

Representative Julie Curry. Three former county

treasurers.p

Speaker Ryder: lRepresentative Dart, did you have further

questions?'

Dart: ''could there..pcould there be a problem with the filling of

the vacancy: in fact, someone was an independent? Would

that pose a problemr'

Speaker Ryder: ''Representative Biggins.''

Bigqins: ''Wel1, sir, presume that tbe board then would, in

their best judgement, pick the best candidate available.
And that...would not have to consider Party affiliation.'

Speaker Ryder: PRepresentative Dart.''

Dart: ''Does the language...would the language of that Section

allow for that, though? Qr would thate..the way J look at

it, it said the actual Party. Would there be some

provision in there, which would allow for them to take into

account a situation that is maybe not anticipated, namely

that, this is not one of the two traditional Parties?p

Speaker Ryder: 'IRepresentative Biggins.''
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Biggins: ''Sir, if the...if there's a Party affiliation, would

have to be continued, assuming there was somebody available

that met the proper requirements for the office. Some of

those positions reguire certification or certain

educational backgrounds before becoming an assessor. But

if you're not affiliated with a known Party, and many

township assessors are not, they run statewide on tickets

without names on the top of the ticket, then it would just
be up to the freedom of the township trustees to select

another individual from the townshipo''

Speaker Ryder: lRepresentative Darto''

Dart: ''Thank...I just wanted to clarify that so that if in iact,
in that event occurs, the language is specitic in saying

tbat they can then do what they must do to iill the vacancy

and they aren't obligated to try to interpret.. omake some

interpretation along tbe Party lines. That's okay, then?'

Speaker Ryder: ORepresentative Bigginse'

Biggins: 'Well, it does state that the election. . .the political

Party must still be in existence at the time the

appointment is made.''

Speaker Ryder: NRepresentative Dart.e

Dart: ''Tn a different Section, what are the Sale and Error Fund

and the lmmunity Fund?o

Speaker Ryder: lRepresentative Biqqins.''

Biggins: ''Was that... was that a question, Sir? What was that,

#1eaSe?''

Speaker Ryder: nRepresent... Representative Dart.''

Dart: pWhat are the Sale and Error Fund and the Immunity Fund?ll

Speaker Ryder: lRepresentative Biggins.''

3iggins: think it might be better I read the summaries of

them, so that the Body can get the feel for the entire

Bill. ln House Bill 1303, it allows monies that have
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accumulated in a fund: established with the payment of

interest and costs associated with a property sale, to be

distributed to an Indemnity Fund, for the payment of unpaid

judgments associated with sales in error. ànd it permits

revenues, in excess of $500,000, received from the sale of

property, to be deposited into the County General Fund, if

and only if all unpaid judgments in the lndemnity Fund are
settled. This pertains. think, solely to Cook County.

And that is why the Chicago Bar Association requested

Speaker Ryder: Hchair recognizes the Lady from Cook,

Representatîve Fantina'

Fantin: 'Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Will the Sponsor yield??

Speaker Ryder: lThe Sponsor indicates he'll yield.?

Fantin: ''What you had just read to us, Mre.eRepresentative, is

there anything else in that Bi1l?D

Speaker Ryder: ''Representative Biggins.''

Biggins: ''Wel1, there is quite a bit of technical language in the

remainder of the Bill. But those are the two main ideas,

along with the other township assessor portion.''

Speaker Ryder: ''Representative Fantin.p

Fantin: ''All riqht. You said that was a combination of three

Bills? Is that correct?l

Speaker Ryder) ''Representative Biggins.''

Biqqins: œYes, 1303, 1304, which I started With tonight in

explaining, and then House Bill 880.'1

Speaker Ryder: ''Representative Fantin.''

Fantin: ''So, that l30...well, which Bill was it that just out of

the three, which Bill was it that just stated that the
assessor must be of the same Partya'

speaker Ryder: ''Representative Biggins.n

Biggins: ''Hous.o.House Bill 880.*

Speaker Ryder: ''Representative Fantin.''
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Fantin: *1303 and 1304 are what you just previous read, then to

Representative Dart? Is that a combination or is there two

different thinqs there...two different Bills, mean, are

they difterent? Or were they one and the same?n

Speaker Ryder: ''Representative Biggins. Representative Biggins.l

Bigqins: ''Yes, that 1303, 1304, and House Bill 880.*

Speaker Ryderl ''Representative Fantina'

Fantin: lNow, my question was 1303 and 1304, what were they? I

understand 880. Okay, what is 1304? Let's do that.e

Speaker Ryder: nRepresentative Biggins.,

Biggins: ''Thirteen...House Bill 1304 stipulates that an order of

a court, that finds the issuance of a tax deed for a parcel

of property void, because the property was not Gubject to
taxation or special assessment, or taxes or special

assessments were paid prior to the sale of the property,

shall be declared a sale in error. And direcks the county

collector to refund the followin: amounts to a tax grantee,

if the tax sale is declared a sale in error.e

Speaker Ryder: lRepresentative Fantino''

Fantink ',1303 pleaseo''#

Speaker Ryder: RRepresentative Biggins. Representative Bigglns. ''

Biggins: HIt allows monies that have accumulated the fund

established for the payment of interest and costs

associated with a property sale to be distributed throuqh

the Indemnity Fund for the payment of unpaid judgments
associated with sales and error.e

Speaker Ryder: 'Representative Fantin, 28 seconds.''

Fanttn: ''Would you explain the purpose for thts B(kl, please?'

Speaker Ryder: ''Representative Biqgins.l'

Biggins: '' questionp please.''

Speaker Ryder: l'Representative Fantino''

Fantinl ''Would you explain the purpose of the Bill, please?H
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Speaker Ryder: 'Representative Biggins.''

Biggins: ''This Bill clarifies, simplifies and plainly defines the

amounts of money requiredo.w'

Speaker Ryder: 'Representative Biggins, please brinq your answer

to a close. Representative Biggins.'

Biggins: '1...1 think I've explained House Bill 1303, 1304 and

House 3ill 880, and I urge an 'aye' vote.''

Speaker Ryder: 'The Chair recognizes the Gentleman from Cook,

Representative Durkin.'

Durkin: ''Mr. Speaker, I moze the previous question.'

Speaker Ryder: lGentleman's moved the previous question. àl1

those in favor of putting the previous question, say 'aye';

a1l those opposed 'nay'. The 'ayes' have it and the

previous question shall be put. You've heard the Gentleman

on House Bill 1303, the question is, 'Shall House Bill 1303

pass?' All those in favor vote 'aye'; all those opposed

'nay'. The voting is open. This is final action. Have

all voted who wish? Have all voted who wish? Have al1

voted who wish? Mr. Clerk, take the record. On this

question there are ll3 'ayes', 0 voting 'nay' and 0 votinq

'present'. This Bill having recelved a Constikutional

Majority, is hereby declared passed. Mr. Clerk, on the
Order of House 3ills# Second Reading, there appears House

Bill 1610. Please read the Bil1.''

Clerk McLennand: ''House Bill 1610, a 3il1 has been read a second

time previously. Floor Amendment #2# offered by

Representative Balthis, has been approved tor

consideration.''

Speaker Ryder: ''Representative Balthis, on Amendment #2 to House

Bill 1610.''

Balthis: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

Amendment #2.*

would like to wlthdraw
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Speaker Ryder: ''Mr. Clerk, please withdraw Amendment #2. Any

further Amendments, Mr. Clerk?W

Clerk McLennand: ''Floor Amendment #3, offered by Representative

Balthis, is approved for considerationo''

Speaker Ryder: >Mr. Balthis, on Amendment 43.''

Balthis: lThank you, Mr. Speaker. Amendment #3 to House Bill

1610 becomes the Bill. This Amendment modifies the Retail

Rate Law to require that the refuse is generated in the

State of Illinois. It requires a recyeling component ior

anybody that uses this rate. Theas.there is a repayment

back, a repayment plan required with a lien on the facility

and any revenues generated by that facility. There is a

facility fee that's paid each year to the EPA for the

monitoring process. And 1 would be happy to answer any

questions.?

Speaker Ryder: PYou heard the Gentleman on Amendment #3. On

that, is there any discussion? The Chair recognizes the

Gentleman from Madison, Representative Davis.''

Davis, S.: lThank you, Mr. Speaker. Would the Sponsor yield?''

Speaker Ryder: 'Sponsor indicates he'll yield.f'

Davis, S.: nRepresentative Balthis, would Ehis Bill continue the

state subsidy for co-generation inclnerators?'p

Speaker Ryder: eRepresentative Balthis.n

3althis: lThere is a sunset clause in the legislation that would

sunset any new facilities two years after this went into

law . ''

Speaker Ryder: lRepresentative Davisz'

Davis, S.: RWould that be facilities that have not been approved

up until today or they can get approval for up until two

years from now??

Speaker Ryderl ''Representative Balthis.''

aalthis: ''Representative, on paqe 8 of the àmendment it talks
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two years after the effective date of this

Amendment... Amendatory Act applies to qualified solid

waste energy facilities to satisfy on or before that date

the following criteria: 1) a1l permits from the

Environmental Protection Agency necessary to commence

construction had been issued, 2) is sightin: approval for

the facility had been granted, 3) construction of the

facility had commenced pursuant to a plan of continuous

construction designed as a result of the completion of the

facility within three years and bond or debt? other debt,

the finance construction of the facility had been issued.?

Speaker Ryder: lRepresentative Davis. Representative Daviswn

Davis, S.: 'fSo, the facilities that come underneath this

agreement, will be under the Retail Rate Law for the next

15 years, is that correct?'

Speaker Ryder: ''Representatixe Balthisqn

Balthis: eRepresentative? the repayment Gchedule would start at a

maximum of 20 years or a minimum of 15 years aéter the

commencement of that rateg''

Speaker Ryder: ''Representative Davis.%

Davis, s.: ''Representative , unaer current law: once an owner

operator of a qualified solid waste energy facility is paid

the capital cost of the facility, the owner's operator is

required to reimburse the public utilities fund for the tax

subsidy, is that correct?''

Speaker Ryder: PRepresentative Balthiso''

Balthis: fYes.n

Speaker Ryder: ''Representative Davis./

Davis, S.: ''Can you tell me what the monies in the Public

Utilities Fund are used for?l

Speaker Ryder: ''Representative BalthiswR

Balthis: ''Representative, they're used for monitoring: they're

49th Legislative Day

about beginninq
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used for repayment of subsidies, sueh as this, that's my

understanding.e

Speaker Ryder: lRepresentative Davis.''

Davis, S.: lunder... under this Bill, this does not affect the

Robbins plan, is that correct?l'

Speaker Ryder: eRepresentative Balthis.''

Balthis) NRepresentative, a1l of the language in this Dill

applies to every facility that's under consideration or

under construction as we speak. And it does apply to the

Robbins Facility, yes./

Speaker Ryder: 'Representative Davis.'

Davis, S.: ''Representative, on page 4, see that you limit or

you are allowing facilities that burn waste tires generated

in Illinois and bio-mass generated în Illinois. Wby Sir,

only the State of Illinois, why did you put that lanquage

in there?''

Speaker Ryder: 'Representative Balthis.''

Balthis: 'Representativep the taxpayers of Illinois are the ones

that are paying this subsidy and we believe that

was...they and only they that should receive the benefit of

thate?

Speaker Ryder: 'Representative Davis.l

Davis, S.: ''But, Sir, don't you feel that if we are going to

build these co-generation plants and if they do create jobs
and if they do generate electricity, that we should allow

them to bring in as many waste tires and as much waste wood

as necessary to be able to continue the operation of their

facilitles and to help alleviate any enerqy crisis that we

may have in the future? Because we are always accused of

not looking forward in this Body and in this country and a

lot of people are claiminq that we have plenty of

electricity right now in the State of lllinois and that
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Com-Ed and Illinois Power have al1 the electricity they

need and they really don't need to be buyin: this

electricity from the co-qeneration plants. However,

wepll remember back in the '70's about the enerqy crisis.

Let's not forget that, that can happen again to us

tomorrow. So, to me, Sir the language in here prohibits

certain facilities from being constructed in the state to

help generate the electricity that we may need in the

futureeF

Speaker Ryder: *1s that a question?e

Davis, S.k *Is that correct, is that correct?''

Speaker Ryder: ''Representative Balthis.f

Balthis: 'Representative Davis, when this original Retail Rate

Law was passed in 1989 it was passed because we had a

landfill crisis in the State...l

Speaker Ryder: 'Representative Balthis, please bring your answer

to a close.?

Balthis: ''We had a landfill crisis or a perceived landfill crisis

in the State of Illinois. This was not designed to

subsidize the taxpayers of Missouri, New York or any other

state, tbis was designed for the taxpayers of the State of

Illinois./

Speaker Ryder: '1Mr. Davis: please bring your remarks to a close.''

Davis, S.: ''I don't... Speaker, 1 don't feel that We are wastinq

the taxpayers' money of Illinois and I don't ieel that

wedre giving the residents in Missouri a tax break or the

residents of Iowa or the residents of lndiana by simply

allowing co-qeneration plants to burn xood that comes from

those states. don't understand where you come up with

thatow.with that formula. tell you this, have a

$100 million co-generation plant that is bein: considered

for my district and with the current language in this Bill.
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The language it restricts only waste wood and waste tires,

there is no way in the world that this company is going to

build that co-generation plant. And we're talkin: 60, 70,

80 jobs plus another 60, 70, 80 construction jobs and $100
million infusion into my district which has been..owhich

has been under pressure and we've had high unemployment

rates and we've had big industry moving out. We need these

type of plants. Now, if that language wasn't in this

Amendment, ; wouldn't have any problem with it. But T

would ask you to consider taking that language out or

changing that language that would include either

neighborlng states or other states that We could use their

waste wood, their waste tires to allow our co-generation

plants to survive. Thank you.''

Speaker Ryder: 'The Chair recognizes the Gentleman from Cook,

Representative Durkin.''

Durkin: %Mr. Speaker, I move the previous question.p

Speaker Ryder: lThe Gentleman moves the previous question. Al1

those in favor of putting the previous question please say

'aye'; those opposed 'nay'. The previous question is puta

The Gentleman moves to adopt Floor Amendment 43 to House

Bill 1610. All those in favor vote 'aye'; a1l those

opposed say 'no'. The 'ayes' have it. The Amendment is

adopted. Any further Amendments?/

Clerk McLennand: ''No further Amendments.f

Speaker Ryder: PThird Reading. Qn the Qrder ot...this is as much

fun as can have guys. On the Order of House Bills,
Third Reading. Mr. Clerk, House Bill 1610. '1

Cterk McLennand: 'House Bill 1610, a Bill for an Act that amends

the Public Utilities Act. Third Reading of this House

Bill.''

Speaker Ryder: nRepresentative Balthis on House Bill 1610.1'
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Balthis: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. House 3i1l 1610: as we said

beiorep is a 3il1 that will restrict the retail rate 1aw

and sunset it in two years. Create a requirement for

recycling as a part of the process. And I would be happy

to answer any questions.'

Speaker Ryder: fxou heard the Gentleman's Motion. The Chair

recognizes the Gentleman from Clinton, Representative

Granberg. Representative Granberg, do you

wish.ayRepresentative Granberg.
''

Granberg: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Will the Gentleman yield?''

Speaker Ryder) ''The Gentleman indicates he'll yield./

Granberg: 'Representative Balthis, what.o.who came to you With

this Amendment, what qroup is Sponsoring this Amendment?œ

Speaker Ryder: ORepresentative Balthis.'

Salthis: 'Representativey there were several people that had an

interest in the Amendment that wanted to see the State of

Illinois do something in a reasonable manner to qet rid of

a 1aw that many people believe shouldn't have been there in

the first placeo/

Speaker Ryder: rRepresentative Granberg.''

Granberg: ''And who are those several pe6ple?''

Speaker Ryder: ''Representative Balthis.f'

Balthis: 'There are a few former State Reps an6 other folks tbat

have an interest in the Retail Rate Law, which don't

tbink are important to the discussion./

Speaker Ryder: HRepresentative Granberg.''

Granberg: ''Representative, disagree, think itls very

important. We just dealt with issue on Robbins and thîs
Amendment comes to the floor. Now, Sir, you indicated

these former State Reps came to you with this Amendment and

this tblng came out tonight. Wl1l you please identify

those people and what interest they have in...any projectr'
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Speaker Ryder: ''Representative Balthis.l

Balthis: PRepresentative, there were people from the Robbins

facility, there were people that are representing the

facility that's in Representative Davis' district, there

were people in several different areas oi the state that

have an interest in what happens with this Amendment. But

quite frankly, they have a better interest in this than

they do the complete repeal khich is called 730.1:

Speaker Ryder: ''Representative Granberg.''

Granberg: lRepresentative, do you understand the impact this will

have on Representative Davisl district and for downstaters?

The issue is qoing to be the same, Sir. These places are

being built or in the process of being built, will be

built. And that means downstate will become a garbage dump

for the northern part of Illinois. Do you understand the

consequences to these districts downstate?''

Speaker Ryder: ''Representative Balthis./

Balthis: fzepresentative, if this 5ill doesn't passr do you want

730 to pass?''

Speaker Ryder: ''Representative Granberq on the questiono''

Granberq: 'Who's giving us that option, Representative?l

Speaker Ryder: ''Representative Balthis.R

Balthis: pRepresentative, this was presented as an alternative to

the complete repeal in order to do this in a rational way.

It was not designed to build an incinerator on every street

corner in the State of Illinois.?

Speaker Ryder: KRepresentative Granberg.n

Granberg: ''Well, Representatlve, we would like to discuss this.

You have projects that are in the process of being
completed. Bonding is being souqht, investors are or have

been contacted, these things are in the process.

Contractors are being retained. And now this comes out at
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this time of night that obviously would kill these

projects. Now, ii that's what you want to do. you know, we
tried to help because we're tryinq to keep garbage out of

downstate. This is an alternative. And now you defeat one

and then you bring tbis out at eight o'clock at night and

you say this is the alternative. Whose alternative? You

say we can have one or the other. Who makes that policy?''

Speaker Ryder: ''Representative Balthis.''

Balthis: pRepresentative, every facility that is under

consideration right now, is grandfathered in under this

leqislation. So, the facility in Representative Davis'

district can go forward with this legislation. So this

does not stop his project.n
Speaker Ryder: eRepresentative Granbergel

Granberg: 'Representative Balthis, these projects are based on
estimates, on who will contract with them, what products

come into that service area, who's going to be impacted.

That's how they make their determination on the feasibility

of these multi-million dollar projects. Por you to say
then limit what they can receive that throws out a1l the

projections, that throws out the whole foundation for Ehe

project. You know that, Sir. Isn't that true?p

Speaker Ryderl 'Representative Balthis.''

Balthis: ''Representative, the intent of this legislation

originally, in 1989, was to help the taxpayers of the State

of Illinois. This language will permit those projects that
are ongoing to conttnue. They can 9et refuse from Peoria,

they can get it from Bloomington, there's a 1ot of other

places. They do not have to go to Missouri and take care

of the taxpayers of St. Louis in order to build that

facility.p

Speaker Ryder: HRepresentative Granberg.?
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Granberg: lThis argument is the same as with Robbins,

Representative. You're going into someone else's Gistrict

tellin: them project should be grounded after all the money

has been spent? Al1 the initial studie:, a11 the

feasibility studies have been conducted, a1l the financing

has been retained and now you say no, and noW you say no,

at the last second. Have you had any discussions with any

of the people involved in these projects before this
Amendment? Did you talk to the owners of these groups?

Did you talk to Representative Davis to see if we can't

work out a compromise on this? Because this impacts his

district, Sir, immediately. impacts al1 southern

Illinois because we're going to end up getting the garbage

if this doesn't happen...''

Speaker Ryder: HRepresentative Granberg, were you finished. Sir??

Granberg: ?To the Bill, Mr. Speaker./

Speaker Ryder: ''Mr. Granberga/

Granberg: HI think this is a...it really is shocking. We deal

one then we hear we can only have one or the other. Who

makes this dictum, who decides if we're going to have one

Bill or the other? Certainly I wasn't aware of it,

Representative Davis wasn't aware of this side of the

aisle wasn't aware of it. Is this your Leadership,

Representative Balthis? Qne Bill or the other. Let's have

a reasonable discussion, let's talk about policy. I don't

Want downstate to become a garbage dump for the rest of

Illinois. That's what you're going to do because you're

going to limit the volume. Theyfve already had the

studies, if they don't have Ehe volume, they don't have the

ability to do this. That means they don't have the

project. That means downstate gets the qarbage again. If
you want the garbage, Representative, you can have we
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don't want it. And I intend to vote 'no'.'

Speaker Ryder: 'The Chair recognlzes the Gentleman from

Vermilion, Representative Black.''

Black: 'Thank you very much, Mr. Speaker. Will the Sponsor

Yield?''

Speaker Ryder: OThe Sponsor indicates that he will.,

Black: ''Yes. Representative, I come from a doknGtate district

and I don't think this 3ill is quite as bad as my good

friend and colleague on the other side of the aisle would

have us believe. Let's take a look at this. House Bill

1610, if I1m reading it correctly, any tncinerator that is

on the drawing board and will begin any kind of

construction within two years of the eftective date of this

Bill would not be impacted whatsoever, correct?p

Speaker Ryder: ''Representative Balthis.e

Balthis: 'That's correct, Representative.l

Speaker Ryder: lRepresentative Black.''

Black: *So, in the case of the Robbins incinerator, this will

have absolutely no adverse impact on the Robbins

incinerator whatsoever, witl it?''

Speaker Ryder: RRepresentative Balthis.''

Balthis: eRepresentative, will have no impact on that

facility. They are supportive of the leqislation because

it does not impact them in a negative way. And I would

simply say that this Bill was introduced.. .l think we

introduced something close to 3,000 Bills this year and

this is House Bill 1610, so itls been on the calendar for

some month and a half to six weeks and these are minor

changes to this Bill.''

Speaker Ryder: ''Representative Black.''

Black: WYes, thank you very much, Representative, Mr. Speaker and

Ladies and Gentlemen of the House, no one has been...no one
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has been anymore vociferous in objection to anything that
would prevent communities north of my district from doing

anythin: that would result in their shipping their waste to

downstate counties. And 1 have a county with a 1ot of

abandoned coal mines, b0th shaft mines and service mines,

so know very well what some people would like to do.

They would qenerate the trash and would like to send it

down to my county and call it economic development and I

don't think we're particularly interested in that. But 1

think 1'm going to vote for this Bill because I think it

does a couple things a little differently than some of the

Bills that we've talked about in the past. First of all,

provides a sunset on the retail rate which we all know

has the potential to be a very expensive impact on the rate

payers of the State of lllinois. However, does not

affect any, doesn't affect Robbins, I doubt that it will

affect anyone and anyone...any inc#nerator in anyone's

district that is even close to beinq a reality. Because it

will not impact any of those facilities that would be under

construction in any way, shape or form by the time this

3ill would qo into effect. So vhat it does, it

grandfathers those trash to energy facilities that are

either under construction. such as Robbins, and it does not

in anyway impact the ability of the Robbins recycling and

trash to energy facility which has already issued some $385

mtll:on of bonds. That's grandfathered under this Bi11, as

will any trash to energy facility or incinerator bein:

grandfathered as vell that's under construction, up to tWo

years, after the effective date of this legislation. lt

has a number of procedures in it about tightening up of the

air quality standards. It addresses the concern many of us

have had about the Robbins and other projects that are
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close to fruition. But it does do something that many of

us have been concerned about for some time and that is the

potential financial impact on the Retail Rate Law. So, I

think it's a well crafted legislation, I don't think it's

going to present any major problems to my downstate
district. 1'm not aware of any incinerators on the drawing

board in some of the collar counties. am aware of some

incinerators on the drawing boards in other counties, in

fact some of them downstate. And I would submit to you

that this Bi11 will not hurt those in any way, shape or

form. So 1 commend the Gentleman on what 1 think is a very

fair Bill and f'm pleased to be able to finally vote for

something that accomplishes the concern or meets the

concerns of downstate communities as well as meeting the

concerns of some of the environmentalists wbo are concerned

about the Retail Rate Law. So, I think it's a pretty fair

piece of legislationp deserving of an 'aye' vote.n

Speaker Ryder: 'Thank you. The Chair would recognize the

Gentleman from Cook, Representative Kubik. Representative

Kubik.n

Kubik: lThank you. Mr. Speaker. Would the Sponsor yield?''

Speaker Ryder: lsponsor indicates that he will yield to your

questions, Sir.''

Kubik: ORepresentative Balthis, I guess want to make sure I

understand this Bill. Essentially what youere saying is,

that you're grandfathering those who currently have permits

and are under construction and they will be able to take

advantage of the Retail Rate Law. Is that essentially what

this 3ill does?''

Speaker Ryder: nRepresentative Balthis.f

Balthis: ''ïes, Representativez the language is very specific in

that, outlines what they need to do to meet that criteria
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and specifically gives them a time frame which has been

felt by everyone I've talked to, meets the criteria that

they woul; need to qualify.''

Speaker Ryder: ''Representative Kubik.?

Kubik: ''lf there was a co-generation facility, which is currently

seeking a license, and manages to obtain a license before

this 3ill is signed, would they be...would they be able to

take advantage of the Retail Rate Law?l

Speaker Ryder: *Representative Balthis./

Balthis: l7es, Representative, in fact on page 8 of the Amendment

which becomes the Bill it talks about they have two years

to qet those permits after the effective date of this

leqislation. Soe not only is it someone who has a permit

today, but someone...they have two years in which to

receive those permits or to :et under constructiono'

Speaker Ryder: lRepresentatlve Kubik.?

Kubikl ''Well, I know there's been a great deal of attentlon

focused on the Robbins incinerator. I happen to have an

incinerator that is very close to my district? which is

Summit, the Summit incinerator. And as I understand it, by

the provisions of this Bill, if Summit were to receive

their permit in six months they would have...they would be

able to take advantaqe of the Retail Rate Law. Is that

correct?''

Speaker Ryder: ''Representative Balthis.'e

Balthis: lXes.>

Speaker Ryder: ''Representative Kublk. Nothinq further. The

Chair recognizes the Gentleman from Kankakee,

Representattve Novak.e

Novak: ''Yesp Mr. Speaker. Will the Sponsor yield?''

Speaker Ryder: ''Sponsor indicates that he wi1l.R

Novak: ''Representative Balthis, if I can phrase this..pif I can
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phrase this question in the right manner. Does the essence

of your Bill more or less aqree to the acceptance oi the

Robbins incinerator and more or less preclude construction

of any proposed incinerators, whether they're in the

southern suburbs or any other part oi the State of

Illinois?@

Speaker Ryder: 'Representative Balthlsvl

nalthis: 'Representative, there's a requirement in here, in the

legislation, that would require any community that wanted

to site a facility from the inception of this

language.o.this legislation. But they would have to prove

to that community that they wanted to build in had a

need for in that community and the general area. So, if

you're asking me if it would stop any more building of

incinerators in the south suburbs, the answer is yes. One

of the thinqs we've tried to do in the south suburbs is

stop the proliferation of incinerators in this languaqe and

this leqislation will do will not stop them from

bein: built any place where they qualify for the languase

in this legislation.f'

Speaker Ryder: oRepresentative Novak.''

Novakk ''Thank you, Represenkative. When you indicated to me that

a community or an area has a say so or riqht to say yes or

no, how is tbat determîned?''

Speaker Ryder: 'Representative Balthis.,

Balthis: 'The language speaks to the solid waste management plans

that the State of Illinois required every county to put in

place a few years ago. That lan...speaks to that language

or those solid waste plans in the language in the

legislation.''

Speaker Ryder: lRepresentative Novak.''

Novakl RDo those...do tbose solid waste plans include the l72
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sighttng process like we use tor landfills?''

Speaker Ryder: lRepresentative Balthisa'

Balthis: PRepresentative, this does not deal with any of the BPA

or loeal sighting situations. It just simply...Right, they
have to go through the reqular EPA process that they do

today. both local sighting and state sighting, in order to

get their permits.''

Speaker Ryder) 'tRepresentative Novak.''

Novak: >So, there are no public..oare there public hearings or

can a referendum be held or what type of community input is

contained in this legislation? And does the local

government body itself where a proposed incinerator is to

be sighted or is it a consortium of cities or villages

within a contiguous area that makes the decision?'

Speaker Ryder: ''Representative Balthis.''

Balthis: pRepresentative, there's nothing in this language that

speaks to those issues. Those issues are already in

statute. The requirements there for local sighting, a1l

those public hearinqs that remains intact just as it is
today.'

Speaker Ryder: PRepresentative Novak.''

Novak: NThank you, Representative. You know, share your

concern about the south suburbs, you know, 1 do. But if a

community down in southern Illinois in a predomtnately

rural area wanted to sight a facility, how would this

legislation affect them?l

Speaker Ryder: ''Representative Balthis.''

Balthis: lnepresentative, it would not affect them unless they

could not qualify under the sunset provisions that take

effect two years after the effective date of this

legislationmn

Speaker Ryder: ''Representative Novak, yourre out of time. Please
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bring your remarks to a closev''

Novak: NRepresentatkve, I thank you for the comments. To the

Bt11, Mr. Speaker.'

Speaker Ryder: *To the Bill, Representative.'

Novak: *1 have to get up and oppose this Bill. I

thinkmweunfortunately I understand the concerns of the

Representative concerning the south suburbs but the State

of Illinois is a very large place and I think if a

community wants a facility sucb as tbis, they certainly

shouldn't be impeded by any type of state action or state

public policy. And I Would certainly ask my colleagues to

support me in votinq 'no' aqainst this Bi1l.,

Speaker Ryder: FThe Chair recognizes the Gentleman from Madison,

Representative Davis.'

Davis, S.: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Would the Sponsor yield?e

Speaker Ryder: lsponsor indicates herll yield for your questions,

Representative.f

Davis, S.: ''Representative, let me take a different tactic here

for one second. I can remember when 1 first 9ot swore in

here, in here as a Legislator and thev..and Speaker Daniels

said that they were going to be fair and open and they

wanted to have open debate on al1 these lssues. It's a

shame that we didn't get to see this Amendment come before

a committee other than the Rules Committee to where people

could come and testify for or against it. Now, can you

tell me who the opponents of this Bill are, Sir?l

speaker Ryder: fRepresentative Balthis./

Balthis: ''Representative, tbis legislation, in its initial form,

which comprises about 99% of the language of this Amendment

was introduced in February of 1995. So if you didn't pay

attention to it when it was introduced, thatls not my

Problem.''
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Speaker Ryder: ''Representative Davis.?

Davls, S.: >Well? Representative, according to my analysis, the

opponents of this Bill are the Illinois Association of

Bnvironmental Services, is that correct?''

Speaker Ryder: ''Representative Balthiss''

Balthis: ''Representative, I have had no contact with any

environmental group about this legislation.,

Speaker Ryder: lRepresentative Balthis or Representative Davisw''

Davis, S.: ?We11 could you explain to me one more time because I

want to get this really, really clear about the Retail Rate

Law? Now, the Retail Rate Law is still going to be in

effect under this lesislation, is that correct?'

Speaker Ryderk WRepresentative 3althise'

Balthis: 'Yes./

Speaker Ryderk 'Representative Davisaf

Davis, S.: ''And the Retail Rate Law is going to be in effect for

22 years or 20 years after passage because we have a t*o

year time limit in here on the co-generation plants. So,

would it be 20 years if they built within that two year

period and then 20 years after that?'l

Speaker Ryderk WRepresentative Balthis.''

Balthis: pRepresentative, it's my understanding that the maxiaum

time, from the time they started receiving the incentive

kould be 20 years.'

Speaker Ryder: WRepresentative Davisv''

Davis, S.: ''I'd like to go back to the one provision in here.

only have a problem with one provision in this Bill. I

really do and 1 am curious as to why you limit the tires

and wood to Illinois. Is it because some special interest

group asked you to put that into the Amendment? Why is

that you want to limit wood and tires to only lllinols wood

and tires?''
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peaker Ryder: 'Representative Balthis.o

Balthis: ''Representative, it is not only wood and tires, it is

household qarbage, commercial garbage, it is not just for
tires and wood. It's for any waste to energy product that

is used to generate energy. So it is for everything, not

just wood and tires.'
Speaker Ryder: ''Representative Davis.'f

Davis, S.: RTo the Bill, Mr. Speaker.
o

Speaker Ryder: ''To the Bill: Mr. Davis.''

Davis, S.: ''I want my colleaques to know this
. If you're an

environmentalist, if yourre an environmentalist, you have

to vote against this Bill because you're allowing Robbins

and you're allowing wood and tires to be burnt, so you have

to vote against this Bill, if you're an environmentalist.

If you are against the Retail Rate Law, in tbe State oj

Illinois, you have got to vote against this Bill. 7ou

cannot vote for this 3il1 if you are against thevvxthe

Retail Rate Law. I ask you to vote against this 3ill

because this Bill hurts my district. I would urge al1 of

my colleagues for a 'no' vote. Now, Mr. Speaker, I wish

that after you...after the vote is cast we would like a

verification.p

Speaker Ryder: OYour request is acknowledged. The Chair

recoqnizes tbe Gentleman irom Madison, Representative

Stephense''

Stephens: ''If I'm a tree hugger, I'm supposed to vote 'no'?*

Speaker Ryder: 'Representative Stephens, you're recognized on the

Bi11.'r

Stephens: ''We1l, I think if I'm a tree hugger: I'm supposed to

vote 'no'. And T just wanted everybody to know that.l'
Speaker Ryder: lThe Chair recognizes the Gentleman from Kendall,

Representative crossol
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Cross: fThank you, Mr. Speaker. 1 move the previous questione?

Speaker Ryder: 'fThe Gentleman's moved the previous question. Al1

in favor of putting the previous question say 'aye'; those

opposed 'nay'. The 'ayes' have it. The previous question

is put. Xou have heard the Gentleman. The question is,

'Shall House 3ill 1610 pass?' Al1 those in favor vote

'aye', all those opposed 'nay'. The votin: is open. This

is final action. Have a1l voted Who wish? Have a1l voted

who wish? Have a1l voted who wish? Mr. Clerk, take the

record. On this question, there 22 voting 'yesr, 88 votin:

'no' and 3 voting 'present'. And this Bill, having failed

to receive a Constitutional Majority, is bereby declared
lost. Mr. Davis, I believe that your request for a

verification was conditional, was it not, Sir? Yes, indeed

it was. Mr. Clerk, continue on the order of House Bills

Third Reading, House Bill 1384.f9

Clerk Rossi: ''House Bill 1384, a Bill for an Act in relation to

regimented juvenile traininq. Third Reading of that House
3i1l.''

Speaker Ryder) 'The Chair recognizes the Gentleman from

Winnebago, Representative Winters.''

Winters: 'Thank you, Mr. Speaker, Ladies and Gentlemen of the

House. House Bill 1384 amends the Juvenile Court Act to

create a three year joint pilot program within the

seventeenth judictal circuit. would answer any
guestions, be more than happy to.''

Speaker Ryder: ''You have heard the Gentleman. And on that, the

Chair recognizes the Gentleman from Effingham,

Representative Hartke. Representative Hartke. 1 am sorry.

Your light... I'm sorry: Sir. 1'm sorry. Then the Chair

recognizes the Gentleman from St. Clair, Representative

Hojfman.n
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Hoffman: ''Tbank you, Speaker. Will the Sponsor yield?l

Speaker Ryderl ''I'm sorry, Mr. Hoffmang'

Hoffman: ''Mr. Speaker, first, joined by the requisite number of
hands, 1 would like to take this off of Short Debate.''

Speaker Ryder: pI am sorry, Sir. I eannot. . . Qkay,

Representative Lang, please, one at a time. One at a time.

Representative Lang. ïour request is acknowledged, Sir.

Please, proceed./

Hoffman: Nouestion of the Sponsor. Representative, this is the

Bill that indicates that you will develop only in the

judicial circuit where you are from, a state funded

juvenile boot camp, is that correct?e
Speaker Ryder: NRepresentative Winterso,

Winters: ''Yes, as a pilot project, it is the first one in the

state. We want to find out exactly how to best run this

type of project so that we don't waste money as we expand
it across the state.e

Speaker Ryder: WRepresentative Roffman.'î

Hoffman: PAnd this is also the Bill that indicates that this

juvenile boot camp... àn individual who is sentenced to

this juvenile boot camp will not kerve over 14 days in that
boot camp: is that correct?''

Speaker Ryder: ''Representative Hoffman, was that a question, Sir?

With a question mark at the end would be helpful for

this...p

Hoffman: >1 said, 'is that correct'.''

Speaker Ryder: PThank you very much. Representative Winters.e

Winters: ''As these are first and second time non-violent

offenders only, the very youngest and the least hardened of

criminals, we decided that a 14 day sentence would be the
#

maximum allowed at this facility. It is an option that the

court can use. lt is not mandatory at all. They can
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feel it is warranted.''tf they

Speaker Ryder: lRepresentative Hoffman, Sir.''

Hoffmanl ''Well, let me explain to everybody in the Body. I tbink

that everybody needs to know, especially on this side of

the aisle, khat this Bill does. This 3ill.. .This Bill

establishes, for the Rockford area only, a juvenile boot

camp where a juvenile will serve only 14 days. Now, the

Representative...the Representative Would have you believe

that only non-violent offenders, juveniles who are not
going to reek harm on society, would be in this boot camp.

Let me indicate to you some of the offenses that are still

eligible to only serve 14 days in a juvenile boot camp. If

you have a weapon in a school zone and you can be expelled

for a year, you can be expelled from school for a year, but

under this 3il1, you would only have to serve 14 days in a

juvenile boot camp. Agqravated battery. Where 1 come
from... Where 1 come from, that is a violent offense, you

would only have to serve 14 days in a juvenile boot camp.

Agqravated assault, 14 days in a juvenile boot camp. Here
is oneo..here is one, if you have more than 5û0 grams of

cannabis, 500 grams of cannabis, you only have to serve 14

days in a juvenile boot camp. Dealing oi cannabis on

school grounds, 14 days in a juvenile boot camp.

Aggravated assault by discharge of a firearm, 14 days in a

juvenile boot camp, and here, for some other people on the

other people on this side of the aisler hate crimes. Hate

crimes, 14 days in a juvenile boot camp. Well, want to
tell you something. I want to tell you something. am

glad don't live in the Rockford area. am qlad I don't

because you know what, if you live in the Rockford area and

a person who is a juvenile, a gangbanqer, a gangbanqer who
commits aqqravated battery, aggravated assault. only has to
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serve 14 days in a juvenile boot camp. In my area, we can
put them into Qetention for some time. In my area, we can

do somethinq that is going to reform these kids. But if

you live in Rockford, for God's sake...for God's sake. you

àave to do 14 days in a juvenile boot camp and learn to do

jumping jacks and learn to make your bed neatly. This is
absolutely, absolutely ridiculous. want to tell you

something. am not goinq to be a part of sendinq my

taxpayers' dollars over to Rockford to make sure that

qangbangers can reap havoc on the citizens of Rockford. I

urge a 'no' vote on thisp/

Speaker Ryder: lThe Chair recognizes the Gentleman from Cook,

Representative Dart.p

Dart: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Will the Sponsor yield?''

Speaker Ryder: qsponsor indicates that he wî11.>

Dart: lRepresentative, this was as you have said, is a pilot

proqram. What is it modeled after?e

Speaker Ryder: ''Representative Wintersvêê

Winters: ''Tbe best model that we are using for this is the

Sheriff's Work Alternative Program, the SWAP program in

Cook County.'

Speaker Ryder: lRepresentative Dart.''

Dart: nAnd what ifoe.who will be sentencing the juveniles to this
facility? Who would be the one doing the sentencinq?''

Speaker Ryder: ï'Representative Winters.''

Winters: ''There are tvo uses here. The initial is as a holding

period oi up to 36 houro as an intake center. They would

not be adjudicated at that point, but it is a place to hold
tbem to release the police back onto the street While the

social service agencies are involved, while the parents are

involved in determininq the future of that juvenile. If

they then commit a second ojfense, this would be the
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normally handling, they would qo through the juvenile court

system, they would be sentenced tbere by tbe judge

responsible for the juvenile courtsm''
Speaker Ryder: ''Representative Dart.''

Dart: pRepresentative, so in effect, the defendants or the

adjudicated delinquents in this case? would be individuals

from both Boone County and Winnebago County? Ts that

correct?f

Speaker Ryder: PRepresentative Winterso''

Winters: ''Yes, it is designed to serve the seventeenth judicial
circuit which is b0th counties./

Speaker Ryder: WRepresentative Dart.''

Dart: ''Are there any other counties within that judicial
circuit?l

Speaker Ryder: PRepresentative Winters./

Winters: ''No, that is the. .oone of the primary reasons that

judicial circuit was chosen since it only has two counties
to work out the intergovernmental agreements. We thought

it would be much easier to handle on a pilot basis.f'

Speaker Ryder: ''Representative Dart.''

Dart: ''Do you have an estimate of how many youths would be able

to make themselves available to this, hoW many juveniles?''
Speaker Ryder: 'fRepresentative Winters.''

Winters: ''The best estimate from Winnebago County is they arrest

on the order of 1500 to 1800 per year. Most of those would

be eligible. Obviously: the violent ones that would be

housed in our juvenile detention center, would not be
eliqible for this. That estimate, I think, was around 300

a year. So, we are talking between 1200 and 1600 from

Winnebaqo County, a smaller number but still significant

number, from Boone County.?

Speaker Ryder: PRepresentative Dart.''
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Winters: ''Also, the arresting ojficers, we feel, would be more

likely to actually follow up on criminal behavior that they

see knowing that they wouldn't have to turn that juvenile
loose within 6 hours. They would have a facility available

to them to get them out of the squad car because there are

many instances when a patrolman may see behavior that

would warrant arrest and decides it is not worth the effort

because of the paper work hassle that he has. So, we may

see more juveniles actually go throuqh the system and
receive some of the message that there is going to be a

consequence for breaking the 1aw.''

Speaker Ryderk ''Representative Dart.e

Dart: 'Thank you, Mr. Speaker. To the 3ill.''

Speaker Ryder: lRepresentative Dartw?

Dart: nI realize the Sponsor has put a great deal of time in that

and God knows we have had this Bill up here often enougb,

but rise in opposition to this 3il1 for two reasons. One

reason is, we don't need a pilot proqram to tell us how to

deal with these juveniles. We have a proqram that has been
used in Cook County, ke have other programs that have been

used around the United States. Soe the theory of needing a

pilot program is speeches at best. We don't need that. We

already have that. So, what do we have then? We have a

$400,000 program that will be used for what? For two

counties. If you are representing those two counties, I

suggest strongly you vote for this measure. you don't,

however, I would suggest you probably could find a better

use of $400,000 within your own county. Remember, these

are for juvenile oifenders only in those two counties.
None of your residents would be able to make use of this.

Your police forces will not be able to make use of this.

This is a project for only those two counties. So, if you
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are in a giving mood and you feel as if your counties have

enough and you cannot use the extra $400,000, then gladly

vote for this Bill because that is what you will be doinq

here. But if you feel that this is a project for only two
counties and you would rather see the money spent within

your own, 1 would suggest you vote against this. And as I

said before, a pilot program is when you test something

out. We already know how these programs work. We have

them in Cook County, we have had them around the United

States and 1 would urge your 'no' vote./

Speaker Ryder: PThe Chair recognizes the Lady from Kane,
Representative Deuchler./

Deuchler: RWould the Sponsor yield for a question?p

Speaker Ryder: OThe Sponsor indicates that he Will yield for a

question.''

Deuchler: 'Representative Winters, di6 you state that the

$400,000 was going to come from GRF?''

Speaker Ryder: RRepresentative Winters.''

Winters: 'The source of those funds has not been determined yet
,

at all. It could be county, could be state, it could be

federal funds./

Speaker Ryder: ''Representative Deuchler. I'm sorry,
Representative Winters. Representative Deuchler.?

Deuchler: ''Well, must confess I am a little at a loss, and if

you are unable to tell me whether this is GRF: I certainly,

to the Bill, am looking at areas like transitional day

care: domestic violence shelter, elderly home care. And

quite frankly, I would have to support those issues that

would have statewide impact before I would support a

program for one county. Thank you.''

Speaker Ryder: ''Representative Blacky where is the doorman? The

chair recognizes the Gentleman from Cook, Representative
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Durkino''

Durkin: ''Mr. Speaker, I move the previous question.
''

Speaker Ryder: ''The Gentleman has moved the previous question.

All those in favor of the previous question, please say

faye'; those opposed 'nay'. The 'ayes' have Tbe

prevlous question is put. The Chair recognizes the

Gentleman from Winnebago, Representative Winters, to

close.e

Winters: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. This is designed as a pilot.

The idea is that we save money by not developing these

young juveniles into future criminals. We don't need to
build a new prison every year as we have over the last 15

years. Let's make sure that these juveniles do not turn
into criminals and this is the most eifective way to do

that. I would ask for your favorable vote.''

Speaker Ryder: 'The questton is, 'Sha11 House Bill 1384 pass?'

All those in favor vote 'aye'; all those opposed vote

'nay'. The voting is open. This is final action. Have

all voted who wish? Have a1l voted who wish? Have all

voted who wish? Mr. Clerk, take the record. On this

question, there are 55 'ayes', 60 'nos' and 0 voting

'present'. The Chair recoqnizes the Gentleman from

Winnebaqo, Representative Winters.''

Winters: ''I would ask that this be put on Postponed

Consideration.''

Speaker Ryder: ''Your request shall be acknowledged. Mr. Clerk
,

please place House Bill 1384 on Postponed Consideration.

Representative Churchill in the Chair.'

Speaker Churchill: ?Mr. Clerk, please read House Bill 1459.
''

Clerk Rossi: ''House Bill 1459, a 3ill for an Act amending the

School Code. Third Reading of this House Bi1l.@'

Speaker Churchill: ''The Chair recognizes the Gentleman from Cook?
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Representative O'Connor.''

O'Connor: RThank you, Mr. Speaker. House Bill 1459 amends the

School Code. It provides for a tuition charge to be made

if a school board determines that a non-resident pupil is

improperly attending the district school on a tuition free

basis, and I would be happy to answer any questions, Mr.

Speaker.''

Speaker Churchill: >1s there any discussion? The Chair

recognizes the Gentleman from Cook, Representative Dart.
''

Dart: ''Thank you. Will the Sponsor yield?o

Speaker Churchill: 'Indicates he will. Please, proceed.
''

Dart: ''Representative, how is this changing the present scheme?''

Speaker Churchill: rRepresentative O'Connor.p

O'Connor: ''Representative, this 3il1 will strengthen the existing

1aw by bulldlng ln a specific hearln: mecbanism through

with both the students and the school district's due

process rights are protected, and the issue of non-resident

school attendance is addressed in a timely and specific

manner.n

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Dart.''

Dart: eRepresentative can you give me the present scheme,#

though, as far as..oWben this occurs right now, today,

prior to this law, what would physically happens? What

occurs when this happens right now?''

Speaker Churchill: lRepresentative O'Connor.
''

Q'Connor: ''Representativep current law provides that boards of

education must charge non-resident pupils who attend the

schools of the district tuition in the amount not exceeding

110% of the per capita costs of maintain the schools of the

April 27, 1995

district for the preceeding school year.f

Speaker Churchill: NRepresentative Dart.''

Dart: ''But, now if somebody were to be a non-resident and come
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into the district and be doing it illegally, what is the

procedure nowa''

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative O'Connor.l

O'Connor: ''Are you talking about this Bill that we are proposing

or what is the procedure prior to this Bikl?'

Speaker Churchill: RRepresentative Dart.
f'

Dart: ''Prior to this Bill right now, prior to the Bi1l. . .I'm

trying to figure out whato..is easier to understand what we

are changing then.''

speaker Churchill: ''Representative o'Connor.''

O'Connor: 'Well basically, what we are trying to change is, prior

to this Bill and leqislation being introduced, alright?

You have boards oi educations pretty much makinq decisions
.

What we are attempting to do with this legislation is to

have it become more local by letting the local school

boards make the decisionso''

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Dart.''

Dart: llnd presentlyz right now, the local school boards are not

making the decisions??

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative O'Connor.?

o'Connor: RNo.-

Speaker Churchill: fRepresentative Dart.l

Dart: >In the event of a non-resident goinq to school in a

district and say that the non-resident is lying, what would

tbeo..what occurs to that person now?''

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative O'Connor.''

O'Connor: ffRepresentative, would you be kind enough to repeat

that? I honestly did not hear youa''

speaker Churchilll ''Representative Dart.f'

Dart: esure. If... In a situation right now: if you have an

individual who is a non-resident, say a resident of

Everqreen Park who is living in Evergreen Park, but through
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some ruse, is goin: to school in Oaklawn, if that

individual is caught going to school in oaklawn, what is

the present procedure for dealing with that individual

whether it be the child or the family?f'

Speaker èhurchill: ''Representative O'Connor./

O'Connor: %Well, they would probably expel them.'

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Dart, gou have tko minutes

left on your Bill. Do you stand in opposition to the Bi1l?

If so, would you please state your opposition?''

Dart: ppardon me?''

Speaker Churchilll Nxou have tWo minutes left on the Bill. lf

you stand in opposition, would you please state your

opposition? And then we will proceed to go towards the

3i11.''

Dart: NMr. Speaker, 1 am tryin: to find out what the Bill does

before I can determine whether I am for it or against itgl

Speaker Churchill: *1 am givinq you opportunity now, Sir.''

Dart: 'Thank you very much, Mr. Speaker. What is the changes you

are making in regards to DCFS wards and or foster children,

foster families?''

Speaker churchill: lRepresentative O'Connor.?

O'Connor: pRepresentative, DCFS students go to school where his

or her foster home is located.'

Speaker Churchill: ''Representakive Dart.''

Dart: ''So, now, if a DCFS ward is taken from their original place

of residence, their original homep they are taken..onot

DCFS ward, child's living in a town and is removed from

that family and it becomes a Ward of the state is taken to

another town, under your Bill, what would happen to that

child? Would that child be treated any differently or is

that child now a resident of the new school district, and

are they allowed to start up as if they are a new student
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there? Are there any penalties?''

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative O'Connoro''

O'Connor: ''Wherever it would be deemed his residency would be at
,

that is where he would be required to attend that school in

that district.''

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Dartp''

Dart: ''If the child has been taken away from the family.. . So

then the lon: and short of it is, if the child has

residency within the foster family in this other town,

is as if it is a natural child as their natural

child...they treat that way?l

Speaker Churchill: NRepresentative O'Connor.''

O'Connor: OAgain, if you define like a natural child, like with

legal guardianshlp, then it would flow under tbe same

privy, yes.n

Speaker Churchill: PRepresentative Dart. Further discussion?

The Gentleman from McHenry, Representative Skinner.?

Skinner: RToday, I had a conversation with a Barrington High

School Board member, Unit School district board member, and

she told me that 24 students had been found wanting to

attend and actually attending Barrinqton High School that

were not residents of the district. lt seems to me we need

more penalties, so I intend to vote 'yes'.'

Speaker Churchill: pThe Lady from Cook: Representative Wojcik.?

Wojcik: ''Mr. Speaker, I move the previous questionp/
Speaker Churchill: ''The question is, 'Shall the previous question

be moved?' A11 in favor say 'aye'; opposed say 'nayf. ln

the opinion of the Chair, the 'ayesf have it and, the

previous question is moved. Representative O'Connor to

close.''

O'Connor: ''Mr. Speaker: I Would request a favorable vote on House

3i1l 1459./
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Speaker Churchill: ''The question is, 'Shall House Bill 1459

pass?' A11 those ln favor vote 'aye'; a1l those opposed

vote 'nay'. The voting is open. This is final action.

Have al1 voted who wish? Have al1 voted who wish? Have

a1l voted who wish? Mr. Clerk, take the record. On this

question, there are 106 voting 'aye' 4 voting 'no' and 4

voting 'present' and this Bill, having received a

constitutional majority, is hereby declared passed. Mr.
Clerk, please read House 3ill 1850.0

Clerk McLennand: NHouse 3ill #1850, a Bill for an Act that amends

the Upper Illinois River Valley Development Authority Act.

Third Reading of this House Bi1l.''

Speaker Churchill: NThe Chair recognizes the Gentleman from

Kendall. Representative Crossol

Cross: NThank you, Mr. Speaker. This Bill amends the Upper

Illinois River Valley Development Act. The Upper Illinois

River Valley Development Act createdo o.put together four or

five counties which were Grundy, Lasalle, Bureau, Putnam

and Marshall to expand or encourage economic growth in that

area, in that region along the Illinois River. We've

added...we're trying to add to this particular
, Bill

Kendall County. There aren't any additional costs, it got

out of committee unanimously. I'd be gkad to answer any

questions.''

Speaker Churchill: ''Is there any discussion? The Chair

recognizes the Gentleman from sureaup Representative

Mautinoo''

Mautino: lThank you. Will the Representative yield?'l

Speaker Churchill: ''Indicates he will. Please proceed.
'

Mautino: ''The Upper Illlnois River Development Authority: the

changes that...are being added here is just to add Kendall
County into it, correct?''
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Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Cross.o

Cross: HThat's exactly right.''

Speaker churchill: ''Representative Mautino.''

Mautino: *So, they will have the same number of directors and

members on the board as any of the other five counties

currently in the Upper Illinois River Development

Authority?l

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Cross.l'

Cross: HThat's correct, Frank.M

Speaker Churchill: ïïRepresentative MautinooN

Mautino: pokay. Just to the Bill itself.*

Speaker Churchill: >To the Bil1.''

Mautinol would...I stand in support of the Bill. This has

been agreed. The Kendall County will be able togg.could

you ask...could you hold the level down a little bit? This

is a good piece of leqislation..w'

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Deering, Representative

Novak....''

Mautino: l...it's good for the economic development.''

Speaker Churchill: 'L ..please hold it down back there./

Mautino: PEconomic development throughout Bureau, Lasalle,

Marshall, Putnam, Grundy and Kendall County, there are some

projects Which wikl tremendously beneiit a1l the peoples in

the upper Illinois River area and I just ask for an laye'
vote.l

Speaker Churchill: 'Representative Mautino stands in support of

thls Bill. Representative Hoffman, do you stand in

opposition to the Bill?G

Hofimank ''I just have some questions of the Sponsor.W

Speaker churchill: Pplease proceed.''

Hoffmank ''Yes, Representative, this Would...would this add quick

take authority to Kendall County?''
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Speaker Churchill: 'Representative Cross.?

Cross: ''Ho.''

Speaker Churchill: 'Representative Hoffman.?

Hoffman: lThis doesn't.o.the Illinois River Valley Development

Act does not include quick take authority for the

Development Act? The reason I asked that is We just had
one: the Southwestern Illinois Development Authority had

quick take authority. Does this allow Kendall County to

now have quick take authority under this Act?/

Speaker Churchlll: ''Repcesentative Cross.'

Cross: HHot in the current Act, Jay. It's not anywhere that I

S P C * P

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Hoffman.f'

Hoffman: *Is this any increased cost to the state as a result of

this?''

Speaker Churchill: 'Representative Cross.''

Cross: >No.''

Speaker Churchlll: lRepresentative Hoffman.l

Hoffman: 'And the officials at Kendall County are al1 in favor of

joinin: this group?e
Speaker Churchill: 'Representative Crosso''

Cross: ''our county board did a Resolution supporting this.l

Speaker Churchill: 'Representative Hoffman.''

Hoffman: ''Does this group have bonding authority that is backed

by the full faith and eredit of tbe state?'

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Cross.o

Cross: WRepresentative, the authority does having bonding power,

moral obligation bonds, in the amount of $100 millione''

Speaker Churchill: 'Representative Hoffman.''

Hoffman: ''So, the question is, by adding another county, does

tbis put the state more at risk??

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Cross.''
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additionalv.wno more additional bonding

power or authority than the current amount and the Governor

has to approve al1 the bonds before they're sold
.
''

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Hoffman.*

Hoffman: ''Okay. So, that doesn't change that. The Governor

still would have to approve al1 the bonds, regardless of

what county tbey're from and regardless of them being from

Kendall.o.in xendall County, if they're a part of this

Illinois River Valley Development Authority Act?l

Speaker Churchill: nRepresentative Cross.'

Cross: ''R#ght.*

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Hoffman. o

Hoffman: l1n no way...in no way would affect the adversely the

current bond ratinq of the State of Illinois?''

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Cross.''

Cross: 'No.''

Speaker Churchill: *Representative Hoffman.o

Hoffman: 'fNothing further.''

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Davis from Cook. do you stand

in opposition to this 3ill?''

Davis, M.: ''I don't stand in opposition to this B#11. I do stan;

in opposition to the previous one that passed. And I just
wanted to say, if we funded education properly parents

would not try and sneak their children into areas where the

funding for education is more than the one that they're

sneaktng away from. We must fund education and not make

parents felons or Class C misdemeanor people because

theyfre trying to get a good education for their children.

So hopefully, tbe Governor or the Senate will vote against

this Bi11.''

Speaker Churcbill: 'The recor; will reflect your remarks.

Representative Cross to closeop
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Cross: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 1 appreciate Representative

Mautino's help and assistance. I appreciate a 'yes' vote

as well. Thank you.''

Speaker Churchill: eouestion is, 'Shall House Btll 1850 pass?'

Al1 those in favor will vote 'aye'; all those opposed Will

vote 'nay'. The voting is open. This is final action.

Have a1l voted who wish? Have al1 voted who wish? Have

a11 voted who wish? Mr. Clerk, take the record. On this

question there are 11l 'aye', 4 voting 'no' and 1 voting

'present'. And this Bill, havin: received a Constitutional

Majority, is hereby declared passed.'
Speaker Churchill: 'Mr. Clerk, please read House Bill 1900.0

Clerk McLennandk lHouse Bill 41900, a Bill for an Act concernin:

tax collections. Third Reading of this House Bil1.%

Speaker Churchill: ''The Gentleman from Jersey, Representative

RYder.''

Ryder: f'Thank you, Mr. Speaker. This Bill will be used as

vehicle on behalf of the State oi Illinois, in

particularly, the County of Cook. We are in negotiations

and have reached an agreement with the Department of

Revenue for the state to be collecting the use tax on

behalf of Cook County. Unfortunately, since the Department

of Revenue is Working on the Amendment, they have yet to

finish the drafting. I would ask the assistance of the

House to move the Bill to the Senate so that they can have

an Amendment adopted there and hopetully, we can come back.

Qn behalf of Representative Stroqer, my Cosponsor, I ask

for your assistance.''

Speaker Churchill: ''Any discussion? The Gentleman from Cook,

Representative Dart.?

Dart: qThank you. Will the Sponsor yîeld?l'

Speaker Churchill: ''lndicates he Will. Please, proceed.'
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Dart: 'Representative, my understanding is that there is, as you

have mentioned, there is ongoing negotiations gotng on

about this Aill and that you have been working hanl in hand

with the county on this. Is that correct?e

Speaker Churchill: pRepresentative Ryder.o

Ryder: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Actually, the negotiations, I

think, bave been concluded and the department has been

directed to draft the legislatton. They are just, you

know, they are gnomes.f

Speaker Churchill: NRepresentative...'

Ryder: NThey kant to Jo it correctly and I would like to give

them the chance to do that correctly. So, with your help

on this ignominious piece of leqislation, I would

appreciate your help.l

Speaker Churchill: lRepresentatïve Dart.f

Dart: lFar be it for me to ever get in the way of the gnomes. I

fully support your Bill, Representative. Thank youw/

Speaker Churchilll WRepresentative Ryder to close./

Ryder: *vote 'yes'w/

Speaker Churchilll *The question is, 'Shall House Bill 1900

pass?' A11 those in favor vote 'aye'; all those opposed

vote 'nay'. The voting is open. This is final action.

Have all voted who wish? Have a1l voted who wish? Have

all voted *ho Wish? Mr. Clerk, take the record. On this

guestion, there are ll4 voting 'aye', 0 voting 'nay' and l

voting 'present'. This Bill, having received a

Constitutional Majorityf is hereby declared passed. Mr.
Clerk, please read House Bill 2076.

0

clerk McLennand: eHouse Bill 42076, a 3ill for an Act to amend

the School Code. Third Reading of this House Bill.e

Speaker Churchillk pThe Gentleman from Winnebago, Representative

Winters.'
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Winters: RThank you, Mr. Chairman...Mr. Speaker, Members of the

General Assembly. House Bill 2076 is amended, adds school
. districts to the list of those entities eligible to receive

scientific illiteracy contracts and grants, provides that a

guarantee energy savings contract, if funded in whole or in

part, will be used. The energy savings will be used to pay

off the bond. :n provisions relating to block grants
,

changes the current authority of the State Board of

Education to award those block grants, requires the State

Superintendent of 'Bducation to provide assistance for the

schools for improved technology utilization and amends the

occupational Skills and Standards Act. l

Speaker Churchill: 'The Chair recognizes the Gentleman from Cook
,

Representative Dart.'

Dart: KThank you, Mr. Speaker. Initially, I would ask to have

this taken off of Short Debate and 1 am joined by the
requisite number of hands.?

Speaker Churchill: WYou are joined by the requisite number of
hands. It is off Short Debate, but please. lf you are in

opposition to the 3tl1, stand up and make your point.
''

Dart: pThank you, Mr. Speaker. I am . .. I have questions of the

Sponsor as to...O

Speaker Churchill: *please, proceed.*

Dart: NThank you. Representative: can you tell me initially,

what àmendments.o.There were 11 Amendments filed to this

Bill. Which ones are on?'

Speaker Churchill: pRepresentakive Winters./ Winters:f NThe two

Amendments that are on it are #10 and #11. Number 10

includes provisions from several other Bills
. . . .11 is

that from Mautino and Mitchell.''

Speaker Churchill: pRepresentative Dart.
?

Dart: ''Mr. Speaker, an inquiry of the Clerk. 1 show on the
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Calendar that Amendment 4 is on as well. Can T have a

ruling to whether that is on or not?l

Speaker Cburchill: *Mr. Clerk, please tell us the status of this

Bt11 and Floor Amendment 94.%

Clerk McLennand: PHouse Amendments #4, 10 and 11 have been

adoptedol

Speaker Churchill: PRepresentative nart.
''

Dart: nRepresentative, can you explain to me as to what Amendment

#4 does?/

Speaker Churchill: pRepresentative Winters
o
'

Winters: *Yes. Floor Amendment 4 included the provisions of

House Bill 795, 796, 2078, and the original 3i1l.>

Speaker Churchill: lRepresentative Dart.
'

Dart: 'Representative, that was a Committee Amendment
, not a

Floor Amendment, correct?f

Speaker Churchill: PRepresentative Winters
.
l

Winters: ''That is correctwe

Speaker Churchill: 'Representative Dart.
/

Dart: %Now. in reqards to hmendment #4, tbere were numerous

provisions in Amendment 44 I seem to recall that were

problematic, if I'm not mistaken. can you explain to me

the ones that were in Amendment #4 that are now out of it?*

Speaker Churchill: RRepresentative Winters
.
l

Winters: PYes. Floor Amendment #l0 put in all the originals
, but

took out the charter district language. That was the only

one there seemed to be any problem with. So? that has been
removed.n

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Dart. f

Dart: lkaG tbis t:e Bill, Representative, I apologize, because

tbere vas quite a few of tbem, was tbis the 3ill that had

the languaqe in there about Project Jump Start?*
Speaker Churchill: qRepresentative Winters

.
p
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put in House 3i11 2077/ which încluded

Project Jump Start. às àmendment 10, that portion of 2077

was removed.p

Speaker Churchill: 'Representative Dart.
*

Dart: RSo, if I am not mistaken, Representative, the portions

dealing with Project Jump Start, had been controversial,
but now in the form that you have them in now with

Amendment #l0 and 11 added, the area dealing with Project
Jump Start is no longer a point of contention?/

Speaker Churchill: lRepresentative Winters.
'

Winters: pThat is correct. As far as know
y there is no

opposition.w

Speaker Churchill: pRepresentative Darto
/

Dart: pThank you. Now, the provistonsp Representative, in here

dealing with the expansion of the grants
, what in precisely

is that attempting to do there?*

Speaker Churchill: pRepresentative Winters
o
l

Winters: am sorry. Could you repeat that? Whicb grants were

you talking of?W

Speaker Cburchill: uRepresentative Dart.l

Dart: pThank you. The provisions in here dealing with the

grants, the competitive grants from fund. believe there

is an expansion of that.M

Speaker Cburchillk ''Representative Wintersw''

Winters: believe this is the language from the original House

Bill 2077 dealinq with block grants
. This continues an

effort begun last year t'o try to qet the fraqmented and

categorical approaches to grants to a more unified and

flexible grant program.
''

Speaker Churchill: RRepresentative Dart, you have just a little
more than a a minute left. you stand in opposition ot

the Bill, perhaps now kould be a good time for you to state
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Dart: >Mr. Speaker, I am st#ll tryin: to find out. This was a

Bill where the Sponsor wasn't even aware that an Amendment

was on there at first. So, am trying to figure out

exactly what it is...@

Speaker Churchtll: 'Please, proceedo
p

Dart: RIt rolled five Bills into one. lt makes it very

diificult.../

Speaker Churchill: ''Please, proceed. Please, proceed.'

Dart: 'Thank youy Mr. Speaker. Nowy Representative, does this

still contain provisions dealing with the technology

utilization, the changes in that area? ls that still in

here?*

àpril 27, 1995

Speaker Churchill: *Representative Winters.
o

Winters: lyes. This is a no cost provision
. lt is basically

adding statutory authorization to what the State Board is

already doing, but it is unsure that they have

authorization. This adds that language.R

Speaker Churchtllt WRepresentatlve Dartv
?

Dart: pAnd is there also provisions in here still dealing with

the...allowing the State Board to enter into contracts and

award grants to school districts, are those provisions in

there still as we11?>

Speaker Churchill: pRepresentative Winters. ?

Winters: 'Ves, that is the scientific literacy grants for staif

development. That is part of the Bil1.
>

Speaker Churchill: >Representétive Dart, nothing further. The

Gentleman from Rock Island: Representative grunsvold
, do

you stand in opposition to this 3i11?P

Brunsvold: *1 am not sure yet, Mr. Speaker, until I ask a few

questions.l

Speaker Churehill: Rproceed quickly, pleasev ''
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Gentleman yield?/

Speaker Churchill: *He indicates he will. please proceed

quickly.?

Brunsvold: pRepresentative, a1l the issues that were in. . oor a

problem with the oriqinal Bill have been taken out. Now,

that would be Jump Start and what else?/

Speaker Churchill: lRepresentative Wintersp'

Winters: lproject Jump Start was not a part of the original 3i1l.
The part that was taken out was the charter school district

language. That was the only part that I am aware of

opposition to the oriqinal 3ill.W

Speaker Churchilll pRepresentative Brunsvold.
?

Brunsvold: pThe analysis indicates that you would add grants for

the Illinois Math and Science Academy? Can you explain

that? What are these grants and how much?'

Speaker Cburchill: 'Representative Winters.p

Winters: pThe language in the Bi11 allows the Science and Math

Academy in Aurora to compete to do in-service traininq for

school districts along with allowin: school districts to do

their own traininq. It also includes colleqes and

universities within lllinois. If'the school district felt

that it was not properly prepared to do its own in service

traininq, it could contract with any of these other

agencies to do those. The reason for the Math and Science

Academy being included is because they have specialized

knowledqe in this area and more in depth traininq
g
p

Speaker Churchill: lRepresentalive Brunsvold
.
/

Brunsvold: nThat is an interesting comment. We have got a Math

and Science Academy that is there to teach a specific

subject to go to a specific goal with the younq adults that

are there, and it îs costing us any where from, don't

know, about $20,000 a child. ls that what it cost?
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Residential Hiqh School, what are we paying per student

there??

Speaker Churchill) PRepresentative Winters.'

Winters: /1 have no exact figures on the cost of that school
. We

are using the expertise that tbey have developed in

teaching those children and the specialized curriculum that

that school was designed to develop and trying to

extrapolate those to other schools around the state. So, I

don't feel that the cost that that academy has per student

has any real bearinq. They are a special case Jesigned

because of their specialized nature, they will have higher

costs, but that shouldn't impact on the other school

districts. With the lesson: that they have to learn. . .have

learned should apply without additional costs to the other

school dtstrictso'

Speaker Churchillz WRepresentative Brunsvold.
e

Brunsvoldk lone of my colleagues indicates it is about $18
,000

per child at the Math and Science Academy. Well, they are

there under that situation and now we are goinq to brinq

people from outside to have an educational process for

other teachers and other administrators?p

Speaker Churchill: lRepresentative Wintersv '

Brunsvold: RDurinq the day...p

Winters: *1 don't know what you mean by outside
. A school

district any place in the state could contract with the

Math and Science Academg, the University of Illinoie
,

Northern Illinois, any o'f the teacher training colleges

that we have, depending on how the qrants are submitted
.
>

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Brunsvoldo
/

Brunsvold) %lf outside interests are goîng to contract With the

Math and Science Academy. they are going to contract
, I

assume, vith their teachers. Is that correct?p
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Speaker Churchill: ORepresentative Winters.
l

Winters: ''Another school district would be allowed to have the

Math and Science Academyz if that is what you are drivinq

at, would be allowed to use them as the in service trainin:

staff for their own teachers.'

Speaker Churchill: eRepresentative 3runsvold.
l

Brunsvoldl *So they are going to go out and do in service

proqrams at a cost that is going to be paid by another

school district, the money goes back into the Math and

Science Academy?/

Speaker Churchill: PRepresentative Winters.
/

Winters: pYes, it would be on a competitive award basis for their

expenses. I assume that the teachers would be doinq much

of this in the summertime when it would be additional

income to that Math and Science Academy.
/

Speaker Churchill: rRepresentative Brunsvoldo. .
r

Winters: *It is money currently in their budget
.
/

Speaker Churchill: PRepresentative Brunsvold.
/

Brunsvold: *Is there anythin: else in here that is new? You :ot

kind of complicated when we vent through thls process
. Is

there anythlng in here that is new that wasn't in the other

Bill that was combined or in the oriqinal Bill?*

Speaker Churchill: ORepresentative Winters.''

Winters: eThe only other new piece that We have not discussed is

Floor Amendment 411, sponsored by Representative Mautino,
and I would like him to answer any questions on that

particular Amendment. That is correct
.
/

Speaker Churchill: NRepresentative Brunsvold.
'

Brunsvold: wThank you, Representative./

Speaker Churchill: fThe Chair recognizes the Gentleman from Cook,

Representative Durkin. Representative Durkin moves the

previous question. All those in favor of the previous
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question be moved say 'aye'; opposed say 'nay'. In the

opinion of the Chair the 'ayes' have it
. The previous

question is moved. Representative Winters to close
.
m

WinterG: PThank you, Mr. Speaker. would appreciate a favorable

vote on this House Bill, 2076. Thank you.p

Speaker Churchill: *The question isr 'Shall House Bill 2076

pass?' A1l those in favor vote 'aye'; a1l those opposed

vote 'nay'. The voting is open. This is final action.

Have all voted who wish? Have all voted who Wish? Have

all voted who wish? Mr. Clerk, take the record. On this

question, there are ll4 voting 'aye', 0 voting 'nay', and 0

votinq 'present'. This 3il1, having received a

Constitutional Majority, is hereby declared passed. Mr.
Clerk, please read House Bill 2294. *

Clerk McLennand: lHouse 3ill 42294, a Bill for an Act that amends

the Tllinois Vehicle Code. Third Reading of this House

3i1l.P

Speaker Churchill: fThe Gentleman from Dupage
, Representative

Persico.?

Persico: OThank you, Mr. Speaker. Members of the Housey House

Bill 2294 is a Bill that amends the Illinots Vehicle Code
.

is a vehicle Bill right now, that may be used for

further negotiations to bring Lake Michigan water to

Northeast Will and Southwest Cook Counties. I would just
like to move this 3ill along and to the Senate to keep the

process going. 1 would be happy to answer any questions. p

Speaker Churchill: PIs there' any discussion? The Chair

recognizes the Gentleman from Cook, Representative Lang.o

Lang: HThank you. Will the Sponsor yield?/

Speaker Churchill: Plndicates he will. Please, proceed.

Lanq: *Hi: Representative. How are you doing? Representative
,

this is a vehicle 3i1l about the Vehicle Code. Is that
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correct?''

Speaker Churchill: MRepresentative Persico.''

Persico) *It is a shell Bill amending the Vehicle Code.
l

Speaker Churchill: 'Representative Lang.'t

Langl NWhat are you going to do with it?'

Speaker Churchilll ''Representative Persico.?

Persico: eWhat I would like to Jo with it, Representative, is

move it along to the Senate to keep the process :oing.

They are in the midst of negotiating to bring Lake Michigan

water to Nortbeast Will and Southwest Cook County./

Speaker Churchill: fRepresentative Lange''

Lang: 'fcan you tekl me what Lake Michigan water has to do with

the Vehicle Code, Sir?e

Speaker Churchill: lRepresentattve Persico.'

Persico: ''In order to :et the project goinq, we had to amend that

Section in order to...because if they didn't, it woutdn't

be regulated and it would be...nor they Wouldn't be able to

:et finances or the use of eminent domainv''

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Lang.''

Lanq: lsir, are we talking about the same 3i1l? 1 have no idea

what you just said. You told me this 5ill deals with Lake

Michigan water. This Bill is about the Vehicle Code. Can

you give me a broader explanation of what you intend to do

and why it affects the Vehicle Code?''

Speaker Churchill: 'Representative Persicow'f

Persico: 'Representativep it is because we are transporting water

and they want to brin: Lake Michigan.o.possibly brinq Lake

Michiqan water to these communities and they are in the

process of negotiating with communities such as Frankfort

and Hew Lenox and Joliet and Bollingbrook and Lemont. So,

they want to keep the process going to keep the

negotiations goingo''
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Speaker Churchill: *Representative Lang.o

Lang: ''àre we going to bring this water to them in trucks?''

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Persico.''

Persico: PNo, we are not, Representative.?

Speaker Churchill: PRepresentative Lang, do you stand in

opposition to this obvious vehicle 3il1?R

Lang: /Well, Sir, I am entitled to find out where he is going

with this and what it is for. The communities you

listed.../

Speaker Churchikl: ''I think he has already stated that, Sir.'

Lang: f'...can I assume they have water now?''

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Lang, he has already stated

that this is a vehicle 3il1. If you stand in opposition,

please make your pointo'

Lang: lsir, I am not sure whether stand in opposition. We qot

a vehicle Bill here and recall when you were in the

Minority, you railed on and on about vehicle Bills. I am

not railing, I am just askinq. So, 1 am entitled to do
that and 1 will proceed. Thank you.''

Speaker Churchill: *Wel1, you have two minutes and twenty-five

seconds..w>

Lang: ''That is iine..n

Speaker Churchill: ''Continue your rail.'

Lang: ''That is fine, Sir. Representative, T am really not

understanding what you intend to do. know you are still

in the process of some kind of delicate negotiations. What

do you lntend for thig to do? Give me Gome idea of What

you want to happen here.''

Speaker Churchill: HRepresentative Persico.''

Persico: ''Representative, I would like to move this along in the

process, over to the Senate. This project is in its
advance planntns stages. We are presently negotiating with
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the City of Chicago and Bedford Park to transfer Water to

these communities. They are trying to get the different

communities involved in the process to see if they would

like Lake Michiqan water. All we are doin: is moving it to

the Senate, bolding it there so that they can negotiate

further. They w#l1 not moze this Bill, obviously it is a

vehicle Bill, until they get all the negotiations

finished.''

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Lang./

Lang: ''Could you possibly just tell me why those communities want
Lake Michigan water? I really don't know why.''

Speaker Churchill: pThey are thirsty, Representative Lang.'

Persico: >Well, Representative, I live in Dupage County and in

the last few years, we had Lake Michigan water brought into

our county and is a much better water than well Water.?

Speaker Churchill: pRepresentative Lang.''

Persico: >So, T am sure that they would like the same use of this

water.''

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Lang.l

Lang: nI thank the Sponsor for his answers.'

Speaker Churchillk RThe Gentleman from Cook, Representative

Durkin, now moves the previous question. All those in

favor of moving the previous question, please state 'aye';

opposed say 'nay'. In the opinion of the Chair, the 'ayes'

have it and the previous question is moved. Representative

Persico to close.'

Persico: HThank you, Mr. Speaker. Members of the House, 1 would

just ask for an 'aye' vote.'
Speaker Churcbill: 'fTbe question is, 'Shall House Bill 2294

pass?' All those in favor vote 'aye'; opposed vote fnay'.

The voting is open. This is final action. Have all voted

who wish? Have a11 voted who wish? Have a1l voted who
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wish? Mr. Clerk, take the record. On this question, there

are 76 voting 'aye', 37 voting 'no, and 3 voting 'present',

and this Bill, having received a Constitutional Majority,
is hereby declared passed. Mr. Clerk, please read House

B i l 1 2 338 . ''

Clerk McLennand: NHouse B#11 92338, a Bill for an Act to amend

the Illinois Human Rights Act. Tbird Reading of this House

B i 1 l . ''

Speaker Churchill: ''The Lady from Dupage, Representative

Biggert.''

Biggert: HThank you, Mr. Speaker, Ladies and Gentlemen of the

House, House 3il1 2338 amends the Human Rights Act and

makes changes involvingo..regardin: the use of arrest

information by employers, the use of sign language

interpreters at hearings, time limits for holding and

initial hearing on a complaint, subpoenas and discovery in

matters pendinq before the Human Riqhts Commission,

agreements to have the commission retained, jurisdiction

over a matter ior purposes of enforcing a settlement,

dismissal of complaints, amendment of complaints

modification of commission orders and other matters. And

would be happy to answer any questions.''

Churchill: ''The Gentleman from Cook, Representative

and

Speaker

Lang.?

Lang: 'Thank

Pleasep proceed.''

Lang: WRepresentative, are both Amendments 41 and 2 on the Bi11?fî

Will tbeyou. Sponsor yield?''

Speaker Churchill: 'She indicates she will.

Speaker Churchill: 'Representative Biggert.''

Biggert: ''Yes.R

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Lango''

Lang: ''Thank you. There was some confusion and some discussion

regarding the term 'arrest information' and the fact of an
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about whether somebody's

riqht to privacy might be violated. Can you discuss this

issue for us?''

Speaker Churchill: 'Representative Bigqert.l

Biggert: ''No, don't think that there is any question of

anybody's right to privacy and that is why the words 'the

fact of an arrest' is used as opposed to 'arrest

information'./

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Lang.?

Lang: ''Well, can you tell us how in a factual situation, give us

hypothetical and tell us how can be used.'

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Biqgert.''

Bigqert: /1 guess the situation would be in a hospital where

someone is seeking a job to work and they have been abusive
of patients in another hospital. So, there is the...and

they were arrested on that and they were found not..othey

were arrested, but it was never proven and they were not

indicted and prosecuted. So, when they go to apply for

another job, according to this..gthe employer who would be
the second hospital, cannot go in and look at the documents

showing the arrest information which would have been

expunged. But, they could look at the conduct of that

potential employee to determine whether to hire them, but

they could not look at the fact of the arrest. It could

not be a basis for not hiring them.''

Speaker Churchill: RRepresentative Lang.''

Lang: ''Thank you. The original Bill calls for the rules of

dlscovery to be specified by the Commission and that if no

rule is promulgated, the Code of Civil Procedure may be

used. Does that mean that until such time as the

commission promulgates rules, that the Code of Civil

Procedure completely covers the area of discovery so there
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would be interroqatories, depositions, notices to admit

facts, a1l that special...interogatories, a1l that type of

thing?p

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Biggert.p

Bi rtl' /1 would hope not./99e

Speaker Churchill: 'Representative Lang.?

Biggert: ''I think the advantaqe of the administrative review is

that there is a limit to discovery and think if you look

at that, the rest of the Bill on page 16, that it says that

you can use the Code of Civil Procedure; however, a party

may take discovery depositions only upon leave of the

hearing officer and for good cause shown. So, I think that

that is also limlted to the discovery.l

Speaker Churchill: nRepresentative Lang.''

Bigqert: *1 would hope that the rules would be promulgated by the

commission./

Speaker Churchill: NRepresentative Lang.''

Lang: ''Well, except we may have now uncovered a flaw because it

says, if no rules are promulgated by the commission, the

Code of Civil Procedure covers. So, one would presume that

on the day we pass this Bill and the Governor siqns it and

it becomes law, no rules will yet have been promulgated.

And according to your Bill, the Code of Civil Procedure

covers. So, you do have a dichotomy there and I would just
simply request that you take a look at this when the Bill

goes to the Senate. think it is loose here and I think

it needs to be tied up, because I donft think you mean to

say what it saysgn

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Biggert.?

Biqqert: ''That would be true of any law then that has passed.

just says that the procedure shall be specified by rules.
If something comes up where there is no rule, by chance
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there was somethin: that they had forgotten to do, then the

Code of Civil Procedure would apply. But, tbe first part

of that on page 15 says the procedure for obtaining

discovery of information from parties and witnesses shall

be specified...''

Speaker Churchill: lThere being no further discussion,

Representative Biggert to close.l

Biggert: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. This is the agency Bill for

amending the Human Rights Act...N

Speaker Churchill: eThe question is, 'Shall House Bill 2338

pass?' All those in favor vote 'aye'; all those opposed

vote 'nay'. The voting is open. This is final action.

Have a1l voted Who wish? Have a1l voted who wish? Have

all voted who wish? Mr. Clerk, take the record. On this

question, there are l11 voting 'aye', 0 voting 'nay' and 4

voting 'present'. This Bill, havin: received a

Constitutional Majority, is hereby declared passed. Mr.

Clerk, please read House Bill 2345./

Clerk McLennand: ''House Bill 42345, a Bill for an Act to create

the Airport Noise Act. Third Reading of this House Bill.
H

speaker Churchill: f'The Gentleman from Cook, Representative

Parke./

Parkek ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Ladies and Gentlemen of the

House, House Bill 2345 establishes a noise monitoring

system for O'Hare Airport so that we can physically monitor

the noise and determine the extent of noise at the airport.

It is considered a vehicle Bill that we would like to send

to the Senate in case we need to actually establish it.

Yesterday, the Governor announced that he is working out a

plan to establish a noise monitoring system and this might

be the vehicle that might be used for but we would like

to put it in the Senate. And I stand ready to answer any
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questions.''

Speaker Churchill: 'The Gentleman from Effingham, Representative

Hartke.'

Hartke: ''Is this a... Will the Sponsor yield?'

Speaker Churchill: ''He indicates he will. Please, proceed.?

Hartke: ''Representative Parke, is this a vehicle Bi11?>

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Parke.''

Parke: WYes, as I stated, is a vehicle Bill and we are going

to..owe hope to put it in the Senate and wait and see if it

is necessary to be used over there.''

Speaker Churchill: ORepresentative Hartke.'

Hartke: ''1f your intent was to just create a monitoring system,
why wasn't that language placed in this Bil1?''

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Parke.o

Parke: ''It actually is, Representative Hartke, it is a noise

monitoring 3il1 language. We are hopinq that the... We

have been notified that the airlines are planning on doing

this and we want to just make sure that in fact, the
airlines are going to do it and if not: the people around

that airport whether they are Chicago or suburban areas,

deserve to know the true facts of what kind of noise..othe

decibel of noise and this is the vehicle that will do it.

We will let it sit over there. lf the airlines do it in

fact, then we won't need it and it will die over there.''

Speaker Churchill: 'Representative Hartke...p

Parke: 'L ..somethin: by the end of May? we should be able to

determlne whether or not we need

Speaker Churchill: pRepresentative Hartke.''

Hartke: ''Wel1, I would think that if..ewe ought to have some

lanquage there ready, willing and waiting and we could have

passed it over to the Senate with that language on it and,

you know, be prepared right now. We don't know what it is
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qoing to do and many of us over here are very skeptical of

a vehicle Bill that mentions airport in it.''

Speaker Churchill: lWas that a question, Representative Hartke,

or was that your point and opposition to the Bil1?f'

Hartke: ''That was my point and oppositton to the Bill and I would

request that most Members over here vote in opposition to

the 3i11.''

Speaker Churchill: NRepresentative Hartke has stood in opposition

to the Bilt. Representattve Durkin now moves the previous

question. All those in favor of moving the previous

question, please say 'aye'; all those opposed say 'nay'.

In the opinion of the Chair: the 'ayes' have it. The

previous question is moved. Representative Parke to close

on this vebicle Bil1.*

Parke: *1 would ask the Body to support this legislation.?

Speaker Churchill: ''The question is: 'Shall House 3ill 2345

pass?' A11 those in favor vote 'aye'; all those opposed

vote 'nay'. The voting is open. This is final action.

Have al1 voted who wish? Have a1l voted who wish? Have

all voted who wish? Mr. Clerk: take the record. On this

question, there are 64 voting 'aye', 50 voting 'nay' and 0

voting 'present'. This Bill, having received a

Constitutional Majority: is hereby declared passed. Mr.
Clerk, please read House Bill 2445.''

Clerk McLennand: OHouse 3ill 42425...*

Speaker Churchill: ''Twenty-four forty-five, please.''

Clerk McLennand: DHouse Bill 42445, a Bill for an Act that amends

the Juvenile Court Act of 1987. Third Readlng of tbls

House Bill.%

Speaker Churchill: HThe Gentleman from Cook, Representative

Zabrocki.''

Zabrocki: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Ladies and Gentlemen of the
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House, this Bill 2445, consists of five different areas.

First area is House Bill 1104 which amends the Juvenile

Court Act to provide for definition of a neglected minor

which encompasses the minor's meconium, the newborn stool,

contains the amount for the controlled substance. lt

includes House Bill 1232 giving the authorities permission

to give records of a minor to the principal of the school.

House Bill 2046, which authorizes the duration of informal

supervision of a juvenile from 6 to 12 months. House Bill

2145, whicb defines a habitual juvenile offender and House

Bill 2048 which imposes a $25 fine for each month of

supervision probation or conditional discharge.''

Speaker Churchill: ''Is there any discussion? The Gentleman from

cook, Representative Dart.''

Dart: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Initially, I am joined by the
requisite number of the people on my side to take this off

of Short Debate.''

Speaker Churchill: ''It is off Short Debatew'

Dart: /Will the Sponsor yield?''

Speaker Churchill: Plndicates he will. Please, proceed.'

Dart: nRepresentative, what is the...what are the changes you are

making here in regards to the habitual criminal?p

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Zabrocki.''

Zabrocki: WThe changes that are being made qives greater

definitions to what is a habitual juvenile offender. It

adds, in the case of a three year...in a three year

section, it adds...let me see here. ln the case oi t*e

t:ree year, it adds involuntary manslaughter, forcible

felony other than a burglary, attempted commission and an

attempted commission of these offenses. In the two year

category, it adds burglary, qang conscription, aggravated

discharqe of a firearm, possession of a controlled
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substance with the intent to deliver.o

S ker Churchill: pRepresentative Dart.l 'pea

1Dart: ''In regards to the habitual criminals, will this in any way
impact the changes that we recently made in regards to

juvenile offenders mandating five years minimum probation

in reqards to certain offenses?''

Speaker Churchill) RRepresentative zabrocki.n

zabrocki: ''No it does not.l

Speaker Churchill: lRepresentative Dart.l

Dart: >In regards to the changes in the laW dealing with forming

the schools, are those for any time there is a conviction

for a juvenile or are we talking about arrests?'
Speaker Churchill: NRepresentative Zabrocki.'r

Zabrocki: ''We are talking about a felony and the information that

would be given to the school would be given to the

principal and the counselor.''

Speaker Churchill: HRepresentative Dart. Representative

Zabrocki, do you have something further?'

Zabrocki: ''1'm qoing to rest alsoa?

Speaker Churchill: PRepresentattve Dart.''

Dart: ''So, in the event of an arrest, the...it would be mandated

that the schools be informed of the arrest and...who would

be the person in charge of making sure that they plead...ls

it a police report that îs sent to the school physically?

How would that work? The police officer would be required

to send physically the report to the school??

Speaker Churchill: PRepresentative Zabrocki.l'

Zabrocki: NYes, either to the principal or the guidance

counselore''

'' ive Dart.'' 1Speaker Churchill: Representat

Dart: ''Does this Bill still have in the provisions: dealing with

the findinq of abuse based on the meconium test?''
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Speaker Churchill: lRepresentative Zabrocki.''

Zabrocki: ''Yes, it does.''

Speaker Churchilll 'Representative Dart.''

Dart: Mcan you explain to me what that says?e

Speaker Churchill: NRepresentative Zabrocki.'

Zabrockil pBasically, what it does, it allows theo . wif there is a

suspicion of abuse, the iolks at the hospital or wherever,

presently they would have the opportunity to test the baby,
either through blood or through urine and this would add

the third item of 'meconium'.''

Speaker Churchill: NRepresentative Dart.''

Dart: >We made some changes in the law this last year dealing

with meconium tests. This would in no way impact that?'

Speaker Churchill: pRepresentative Zabrocki.''

Zabrocki: >No, would not.''

Speaker Churchill: PRepresentative Dart./

Dart: ''The provisions in here dealing with probation fees, are

those provisions still in here??

Speaker Churcbill: ''Representative Zabrocki.l

Zabrocki: ''Yes, they are and they are permissive.''

speaker Churchill: ''Representative Dart.p

Dart: *1 guess you sort of anticipated my question. Jf the court

finds the person is indigent and they cannot afford to or

it is going to place an undo hardship on the individual,

the court can then waive the fees. Is that correct??

Speaker Churchill: lRepresentative Zabrocki.''

Zabrocki: ''They can put them down as a token amount, a dollar a

monkh or something along those linesoo

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Dart.p

Dart: ''If they have nothing: could they also give them zero and

make them...some other way of penalizing...''

Speaker Qhurchill: ''Was that the end oi a question,
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Representative Dart? 1 am not sure.f'

Dart: ''That was a question. If they have nothingo..n

Speaker Churchill: 'Okay. Representative Zabrocki.'

Zabrocki: NTbe Bill reads the court 'shall'.l

Speaker churchill: ''Representative Dart'?

Dart: ''What is the time period, the minimum time period, a

habitual juvenile will have to be held in corrections?''
Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Zabrocki.''

Zabrocki: ncould you repeat the question? couldn't hear you.''

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Dart.f

Dart: ,1 am concerned about whether or not there is a technical

flaw in here, and I am trying to find out based on the

fact... How long would this mandate...the minimum amount

of time a habitual criminal.o.juvenile would have to
serve?l

Speaker Churchill: 'Representative Zabrocki.'

zabrocki: 'Depending upon the offense, two or three years.''

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Dart.''

Dart: ''What if you are habitual under Section (a) thougb?l

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Zabrocki.ll

Zabrocki: ''One more time. am sorry. I can't hear you.
''

Speaker Churchill: nRepresentative Dart, would you repeat the

question, please?l

Dart: f'If you are an habitual juvenile offender under Section (a)
which is on page 33, would that be the same?'

Speaker Churchill: nRepresentative Zabrocki, please answer that

question and we will go on.'

zabrocki: ''It is not meant to affect the juveniles under Section
( a ) . ''

Speaker Churchill: ''Further discussion? The Gentleman from Cook,

Representative Lang. Representative Lango''

Lang: ''Thank you. Will the Sponsor yield?'f
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'Indicates he will. Please, proceed.''

what's in paraqraph (b) of subsection (1)7''

Speaker Churchlll: ''Representative Zabrockig'

Zabrocki: 'Hang on, let me look. Can we move onto another

question? Welre going to take a look at that one. 1'm not

sure I can answer that at this point.''

Speaker Churchill: ORepresentative Lang.l

Lanq: l'Let me go onto another. On page 37 of the Bill, in

subparagraph (6), in the underlying Sections, you refer to

a period of three years under paraqraph (b) and a period of

two years under paragraph (c), but you don't say anything

about paragraph (a). Where is paragraph (a)?/

Speaker Churchill: rRepresentative Zabrocki.''

Zabrocki: ''Are you stating the question that you asked before?''

Speaker Churchill: RRepresentattve Lang.l

Lang: 1'We11, 1'11 wait patiently cause it's such an important

question that I really must have the answer.''

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Zabrocki, whenever you're

ready. Representative Lang.''

Lanq: pWould Representative Zabrocki like to take the Bill out of

the record and We can show him what we're talkinq about

and...*

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Lan:...''

Lang: 'L o.maybe get back to

Speaker Churchill: lRepresentative Lang, that sounds like a

wonderful idea. Representative zabrocki takes the 3il1 out

of the record and perhaps belore tomorrow sometime, your

staffs can :et together and iron all that out and get it

straight. Mr. Clerk, please read House Bill 1124.'1

Clerk McLennand: OHouse Bill #1124, a Bill for an Act concerning
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transportation. Third Reading of this House Bil1.>

Speaker Churchill: ''The Gentleman from Cook, Representative

Saviano.l

Saviano: lThank you, Mr. Speaker, Members of the House. House

Bill 1124 is a 3ill which...which got out of committee 24

to Was a... I move for adoption of the Amendments...

the..wthe Bil1... Xeah...''

Speaker Churchill: lRepresentative Saviano: this is on Third

Reading. Do you kish to take it out of the record or do

you wish to proceed?''

Saviano: ''Yes, this...this Bill was a Bill that was negotiated

between the downstate tow truck operators, the upstate tow

truck operators, the Secretary of State's Office, the

Illinois Department of Transportation, the Illinois State

Police. We have numerous hours of negotiations. This is

an aqreed Bill and I would ask for a favorable vote.'l

Speaker Churchill: >Is there any discussion? The Chair

recognizes the Gentleman from Cookp Representative Dart.

Do you stand as a proponent to this Bill?''

Dart: ''Mr. Speaker, 1 don't know at this point. This is a major
rewrite. 1'm trying to find out if there's fees ln this:

something that everyone's a little touchy about around

here. Will the Sponsor yield?''

Speaker Churchill: ''He indicates he will. Please proceed./

Dart: pRepresentative, at some point and you have detailed

already. There's been a lot of negotiations qoing on with

this Bill. This is a rather lenqthy 3ill and a major
rewrite. At some point there were a lot ofo..a qreat deal

of concerns about there being jees in here. What

Section.v.lA) Are they still in here and if they aren't:

can you tell me what Section they are...were in so can

check and make sure in my copy they've been removed?''

April 27, 1995
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Speaker Churchill: lRepresentative Saviano.''

Saviano: lThe original Section, Section 4-307, provided for a one

dollar surcharge for each certiticate, registration or

evidence oj proper registration. One half of the charge is

to be paid into the Abandoned Vehicle Recycling Fund; the

other half shall be paid to a law enforcement agency to

have...having jurisdiction of said cost. That has been
taken out.?

Speaker Churchill: 'Representative Dart.l

Dart: 'Thank you: Representative. And there are no other fees of

any nature in this 3il1 at this time?n

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Saviano.*

Saviano: ''Just... We increased the penalties, but there's no

increase of any fees.?

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Darts?

Dart: '':n reqards.vvls House Amendmentw.ois Amendment #2 on this

Bi1l?''

Speaker Cburchilk: ORepresentative Saviano.''

Saviano: 'Yes, it is.'

Speaker Churchill: lRepresentative Dart.''

Dart: lWhat are the changes... Amendment 42 makes changes dealing

with the responsibility for a towin: service as far as

who's responsible for numerous things. What are those

changes and at whose bequest are those? Is that something

made by the towing asencies or who is making that?l

Speaker Churchill: HRepresentative Saviano.''

Saviano: ''The changes were pursuant to a...to the negotiation

process. As said before, a vehicle wouldn't be

considered abandoned. would change the time from 15

days to 30 days. That was at...change was at the request

of the insurance industry. Yeah, the Illinois Commerce

Commission also had some opposition. We removed their
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We had... Actually, Amendment 42 was... The

purpose of that was to remove a11 opposition from any party

that had any questions regarding the 3i11.*

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Dart.''

Dart: ''Thank you. My only concern was, Representative, maybe you

could explain to me. It makes changes in the 1aw dealins

with the responsibility as far as payment for removal,

towing, storage, processing and collection associated with

towing. 1s...Are we now making the.p.the individual who's

been towed responsible for that? And if so, how was that

deviated from current 1aw and is that somethinq where this

is something that tow truck drivers are the ones pushing

this as opposed to consumers?,

Speaker Churchill: ''Represenkative Saviano.''

Saviano: lYesterdayp 1 think was yesterday, when put the

Amendment on, Representative Granberg asked me some

specifics on this and I have the answers for you now. The

process now, is the tower has to wait 30 days before he can

start the disposal process. The tower must notify the

owner and lienholder within five days that the vehicle's

beinq held in storage. The storaqe cost to the owner of

the vehicle varies dependinq on the location within the

state. The rates are determined by the police. That have

jurisdiction over that particular road. The costs are 15

day...$l5 per day in northern Illtnois, $10 per day in

central Illinois and $8 per day in southern lllinoiso''

Speaker Churchill: FRepresentative Dart.''

Dart: ''And those amounts are in addition to the other amounts

that are already in existence? Those are not the total

amounts that people can be charged for towing, correct?''

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Savianov''

Saviano: ''The other costs are already law. These are in addition

19th Legislative Day

opposition.
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to those costs.''

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Dart.''

Dart: NHas there been any opposition to these additional

penalties? And these are penalties. These are not fines.

These are not fees, put that way. These are penalties

for people who...We have... They've had their vehicle towed

and they have done something wrong, correct?''

Speaker Churchill: HRepresentative Saviano.''

Saviano: ''Would I justonThe fee schedule I just gave you,
was...that's what is dictated by the law enforcement

agencies, not by this Bill. This was just information that
was providing pursuant to the Representative's inquiries

yesterday. This is not in the Bill. We tried to get a

feel for what the average rates are that the police

department sign onto when they contract with the various

April 27, 1995

towing companies.?

Speaker Churchill: 'Representative Dart.''

Dart: oThank you. That's fine. So there is no fee in this, and

this is truly something where you've worked with the

different parties to put this together.''

Speaker churchill: ''Representative Saviâno.'

saviano: RThat's correct.l

Speaker Churchill: nFurther discussion? The Gentleman from

Clinton, Representative Granberq.n

Granberg: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Will the Gentleman yieldr'

Speaker Churchill: ''Indicates he will. Please proceed.''

Granberg: NRepresentative Saviano, my questions are addressed to

the schedule on how you would assess the cost on the towin:

and for the holding the vehicle. We talked about this

briefly the other day, then we b0th ran out of time, and

you attempted to discuss this with me earlier tonight,

and...''
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Speaker Churchill: 'lWas that a

Granberg?''

Granberq: was respondinq to Representative Ryder: Mr. Speaker,

and...''

Speaker Churchill: 'lDid Representative Ryder confuse you:

Representative Granberg, by waving at you? 1'd have

known that, T'd have sent him over there a lonq time ago.'

Granberg: ''1 assumed, and wrongly again, that Representative

Ryder had something important to tell me, but I should have

known better.''

Speaker Churchill: ''You're correct.''

Granberg: ''Representative Saviano, so the fees, the costs are

allocated for hold.o.for impounding the vehicle. So right

now, the vehicle is impounded, the vehicle is impounded,

then the 1aw enforcement agency contracts with the owner of

the tow truck company for storage of the vehicle. Is that

what your legislation would do?'

Speaker Churchill) ''Representative Saviano.''

Saviano: ''The legislation provides, and iu's assumed that the 1aw

enforcement agencies are the ones that contract with them.

The schedule storage costs that I gave you were simply some

research that we'd done to find out what the average costs

Were that they usually contract with.''

Speaker Churchill: eRepresentatlve Granbergo''

Granberg: *Representative, you also indicated, I believe, there

is a time schedule: at least when we dealt with the

Amendment on this matter, that the towlng company could

hold the vehicle or impound the vehicle for 60 days. Is

that correct?''

Speaker Churchill: HRepresentative Savianoo''

Saviano: ''They hold it for a maximum 30 days before disposing and

for the consumer twist on the tower must notify the

April 27, 1995
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owner and lienholder, so you're notifying two parties

within five days that the vehicle is being held in

storage.'

Speaker Churchill: NRepresentative Saviano. Representative

Granberq.p

Granberg: ?So,. how would the time period chanqe now by your

leqislation? Prior to this time, they could hold it for 30

days, and now could go up to 60, Representative?*

Speaker Churchill: lRepresentative Saviano.''

Saviano: ''Previously, it was 15 days; they wanted 45 days. We

neqotiated back down to 30; it's currently at 30 under this

Bill.>

Speaker Churchill: 'Representative Granbergp''

Granberg: /1 ask to make sure I understand it. They impound the

vehicle. Law enforcement agency contracts with the towin:

company to hold the vehicle for 30 days. They can notify

Representative Ryder and others concerned with this. Then

they assess the cost on a daily basis, based by reqion,

northern Illinois, central Illinois, southern Illinois and

Jerseyville. And then those costs are assessed and the

costs are assessed by the owner of the vehicle: and they

are paid to the law enforcement aqencies or are they paid

to the towing operator themselves?''

Speaker Churchill: lRepresentative Savianoo''

Saviano: ''Okay. Let's try this one more time. The car gets

towed. It goes into the storage house. Within five days

from the date of towing, the lienholder and the owner are

notified. After 30 days is when they could finally dispose

of the vehicle.''

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Granberg.''

Granberg: ''Representative, I apologize. It's very hard to

concentrate when you have a man of Representative Ryder's

!
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stature in front of you and you're tryinq to concentrate on

these important issues.''

Speaker Churchill: 'Representative Granberg, never let that

bother mew'

Granberg: 'That's pretty obvious, Mr. Speaker. Representative

Saviano, certainly appreciate the time. I certainly

appreciate the time you've taken to answer these questions,

but certainly would feel more comfortable with it if it

had not been for the Representative from Jerseyville. But

do appreciate the time you've taken, the good faith

effort, so I rise in support of the Blll, regardless of

what Representative Ryder indicates to me. He indicated

there was some opposition on your side of the aisle, and

I've been assured that that is not accurate and that there

is no opposition, no fees.''

Speaker Churchill: PRepresentative Granberg's stand is a

proponent of the Bill. Representative Durkin now moves the

previous question. All those in favor of moving the

previous question signify by saying 'aye'; a1l those

opposed say 'nay'. In the opinion of the Chair, the 'ayes'

have it. The previous question is moved. Representative

Saviano: to closeo?

Saviano: ''Thank you, Representative Hartke: for your help on this

3i1l. 1 would ask for a favorable vote.'

Speaker Churchill: HThe question is, '5hall House Bill 1124

paso?' A11 those in favor vote 'aye'; al1 those opposed

vote 'nay'. The voting is open. This is final action.

Have all voted who wish? Have all voted who wlsh? Have

al1 voted who wish? Mr. Clerk, take the record. On this

question, there are 100... Mr. Clerk, if there's any way to

add Representative Eugene Moore. He's in front of his desk

pushinq his button and somehow it Wasn't Working. Okay,
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Representative Moore? Okay, on this question, there are

l0l votin: 'aye', 14 votin: 'no' and none voting 'present'.

And this Bill, having received a Constitutional Majority,
is hereby declared passed. Mr. Clerk, please read

Supplemental Calendar

Clerk McLennandl 'Q pyResolution #4l offered by Representatives

Churchill and Ryder; pursuant to House Rule 3-7, the

legislative measures listed in this Resolution were

recommitted to the Rules Committee: HouGe Bills 4124, 521,

774 and 950, 1537, 1614, 1677, 1888, 1901, 1920. 2050,

2083, 2305, 2313, 2337, and House Bill 42348./

Speaker Churchill: 'Representative Ryder now moves for the

adoption of House Resolution 4l. All those in favor,

signify by saying 'aye'; any opposed say 'nay'. ln the

opinion of the Chair, the 'ayes' have it. House Resolution

#41 is adopted. On the Order of House Bills - Second

Reading. Mr. Clerk, please read House Bill 656.%

clerk McLennand: RHouse Bill #656, the Bill's been read a second

time previously. Floor Amendment #4p offered by

Representative Biggert, is approved for consideration.''

Speaker Churchill: lThe Lady from Dupage, Representatlve

Biggerta''

Biggertt ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Amendment..mf4 to House Bill

656, which is the lnternet 3ill, is a.v.is an Amendment

which provides that state agency documents are to be

provided to the Secretary of State, who is the State

Librarlan, in an appropriate electronic format when

feasible and deletes reference in the Bill which would

allow the State Librarian to request staff assistance irom

state agencies and this was...>

Speaker Churchill: ''Is there any discussion? The Gentleman from

Clinton, Representative Granberg.'
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Granberg: ''Thank you. Mr. Speaker. Will the Lady yield?''

Speaker Churchill: 'Sbe indicates she will. Please proceed.H

Granberg: NRepresentative Biggert, is this the legislation you

worked with Representative Kaszak on during the course of

the Spring Session and you have reached agreement With the

Secretary of State's Office, believe? Is that correct?''

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative 3igqert.''

Biqgert: nRepresentakive Granberg, Representative Kaszak and I

have worked on this for quite a while with the agencles:

the Secretary of State, the Governorls Office and the

Lieutenant Governor's Otfice. However, would say that we

have not really come to conclusion with this, and this

really is what we would like to send over to the Senate in

this form. 3ut it really is not in completion yet, and we

do have another Amendment? but we vould prefer to send this

on and then have it amended in the Senate and come back for

concurrence.e

Speaker Churchill: pRepreGentative Granberg.''

Granberg: ''And so, if understand you correctly, Representative,

this is not the final: final draft of the legislation, and

there is still negotiattons going now on with the Secretary

of State's Office?''

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative 3iggert.''

Biggert: *That's correct. The Secretary of State's Office, the

L#eutenant Governor's Office, tbe Governor and actually the

Clerk. So unfortunately, We were not able to finish the

drafting of this, much to I think our disappointment,

because certainly the Internet is something that is very

important to Representative Kaszak and to me and is

somethinq that we would like to complete this year,

butmomAnd will, 1 think: but this is...1t is not in its

final form.''
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RRepresentative Granberg.''

Granberg: ''Representative, do you intend to include the

provisions on the tasks to appoint the Task Force? Members

of the General Assembly, members appointed by the Governor

to study how to implement this system. Is that your

intention or is thato..Are you attempting to put this into

effect immediately for this year or actually to study it

over the course of next year and finally come to the

position ot phasin: this program in with a11 state agencies

and across the State of Illinois ior all businesses?''

Speaker Churchilll 'Representative Biggert.''

Biggert: /1 think we had...a meetinq today and I think that I

really can't say yet. I think that we've come pretty much

to agreement on the first phase of it, Which Would be with

the State Library. There's still one Amendment that We had

just drafted, which is not on there. But we have not
reached agreement on the Task Force yet, and we have not

reached agreement on the legislative part of this. think

that we really tried to do the whole thing at once, but I

think that sometimes there was just too much involved in
this. And it is a disappotntment that we haven't gotten

further, but I think tbis is a start and certainly has

raised the consciousness of the Legislature and of the

agencies and to the Internet and the Super Hiqhway and how

valuable this is. And I think it will probably take more

than one yearp but I think that things Will move faster

because of the work that's been done, particularly by

Representative Kaszak already.''

Speaker Churchillk ''Representative Granberga''

Granberg: HRepresentative Biggert, I know you and Representative

Kaszak have worked very hard on this. Would it be your

intention then if you cannot reach agreements on the
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phase-in of this very complicated, and a lot of policy

questions, on this complicated issue, would it be your

intent to have it in the Senate, to brin: it back for

concurrence and just implement the system out of the State
Library? Would that be your short-term goal for this

Session?''

Speaker Churchill: eRepresentative Bigqertv''

Biggert: ''Yes.>

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Granberg.''

Granberq: OAnd one last question, Representative. lf that is

indeed the case, would you still prohibit any fees from

being charged to any businesses or persons who would have

access to the lnternet System administrated by the State of

Illinois?''

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Biggert.'

Biggert: @I...It's really hard for me to hear. I think that you

asked whether...what about the fees. And I think that's

one of the things that we've been working on and certainly

the fees are very important to the Legislature, and we

don't want to do anything that interferes with what is

happening riqht now. There's a1s6 the...''

Speaker Cburchill: ''Representative Granberg. Representatîve

Biggert, were you not... Representative Biggert.''

Biggert: ''Thereo..ln the Amendment or in the 656 as is drafted

now, it talks about no cost. We're not talking about fees

at this point.''

Speaker Churchill: 'Representative Granberg.''

Granberg: ''Thank you, Representative. So I just wanted to

indicate to the Members, there are no fees currently in

your legislation and you do notw..you don't anticipate.a.''

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Granbergw''

Biggert: ''With tbe negotiations...M
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Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Granber: had not asked a

question. He was making a closing statement. Your time is

up. Representative Kaszak, do you rise in support of the

Amendment? lf so, would you do so briefly, please.l

Easzak: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Yes, I rise in support of this

Amendment. This has been a product of about a years worth

of work. It is hardly a finished product. We are in the

process of iine-tunin: this to address the needs, not only

of agencies, but also of the Legislaturee and we would like

to come out With a Bill that we think was...can be very

effective, but we need to keep it moving and I'd ask

that...for your support. think it's a very excittnq

opportunity for the Legislature to enter into the next

century and the Intormation Super Highway. I ask for your

support. Thank youq''

Speaker Churchill: ''The Gentleman from Cook? Representative

Durkin, now moves the previous question. All those in

favor of moving the previous question, please say 'yes';

a1l those opposed say 'nay'. In the opinion of the Chair,

the 'ayes' have it and the previous question is moved.

Representative Biggert, to close.,

:iggert: ''Thank you. I would ask for your support in the

adoption of Amendment 94 to House Bi1l...*

Speaker Churchill: >All those in favor.v.All those in favor of

the adoption of Floor Amendment 44 to House Bill 656,

please say 'aye'; those opposed say 'nay'. In the opinion

of the Chair, the 'ayes! have it and Floor Amendment 44 is

adopted. Mr. Clerk. further Amendments?''

Clerk McLennand: ''No further Amendments. A Fiscal Note has been

requested on the Bill, as amended, on Amendment 44.11

Speaker Churchill: ''Fiscal Note was requested by Representative

Lang. Representative Langwp
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Lang: ''Withdraw the Fiscal Note, please.?

Speaker Churchill: 'The Fiscal Note has been withdrawn. Is there

anything further, Mr. Clerk?'

Clerk McLennand: *Nothing further./

Speaker Churchill: ''Third Readinq. Mr. Clerk, please read

9...House Bill 914.1'

Clerk McLennand: 'House 3il1 4944. The Bill's been read a second

time prevtousty today. Pkoor àmeniment #2, offered by

Representative Klingler, was approved for consideration.?

Speaker Churchill: ''The Lady from Sangamon, Representative

Klingler.l

Klingler: 'Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Floor Amendment 42 to House

Bill 944, represents an aqreement that's been reached after

extensive negotiations between the Illinois Association of

Realtors, the Illinois Department of Agriculture and the

Illlnois Association of Soil and Water Conservation

Districts. The Amendment will become the Bill. There are

four major provisions in this Amendment. The first
provides that if the Soil and Water Conservation District

does not issue its written opinion within the 30 day

period, then the county aqency or municipality shall not be

obligated to receive the written report in order to approve

zoning ordinances. Secondly, it provides that the

Department of Agriculture shall promulgate rules and

regulations for the natural resource information reports

issued by the Soil and Water Conservation Districts. And

thls, the important part of this is will ensure *he

natural resource information reports are standardized

throughout the state. Third, it stipulates that fees are

to be reasonable and that's to ensure that fees charged are

not excesGive. ànd finally, adds clarification tbat tbe

schedule of iees adopted by the Soil and Water Conservation
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any revisions oi the schedule shall be

available to the general public upon request. Again, this

lanquage clarifies existing law.'l

Churchill: /1s there any discussion? The Gentleman from

Effingham, Representative Hartkem''

HThank you very much, Mr. Speaker. Would the Lady

yield?''

Speaker Churchill: 'She indicates she vill. Please proceed.''

Hartke: 'Thank you. Representative Klingler, it's my

understandin: that after some very hard Work and so forth,

you finally reached an agreement with al1 parties involved

in this dispute. Is that correct?''

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Xlingler.l

Klingler: HThat's correct. There were extensive negotiations

regarding this Bill; and in fact, the Amendment that you

have is actually the seventh draft. We had meetings With

our realtors and developers throughout the State of

Illinois, with the representatives of the Department of

Agriculture and representatives from various Soil and Water

Conservation Districts.,

Speaker churchill: wRepresentative Hartkewf'

Hartke: 'What was theo.oWhat was the major problem as we saw it
and so forth why this... we had trouble getting together?

Could you explain that brieflyp''

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Klingler.''

Klingler: Mlnitiallyp our main concern was standardization of

what is in the reports because it was found to have varied

widely from county to county. And initially we considered

puttinq exactly what would be in the reports as part of the

law. And finally, the Amendment reads that the Department

of Agriculture shall promulgate the rules and regulations

for the natural resource information reports issued by the
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district. And it was felt that this was a better Way to

leave this up to the Department of Agriculture.o

Speaker Churchill: *Representative Hartke.l

Hartke: ''Okay, originally the realtors had some real problems

with this because of the Soil and Water Conservation

Districts were furnishing reports to various boards and

they were not using those to their fullest extent. ls that

correct?''

Speaker Churchill: 'Representative Klingler.'

Klingler: ''That's correct. That's correctr Representative, and

in fact, that was the exact problem in Sangamon County.''

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Hartke.ff

Hartke: 'Was there some question about the structure of the fees

as well as being very unreasonable?''

Speaker Churchill: PRepresentative Klingler.''

Klingler: lThat's correct.f

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Hartkeo''

Hartke: HExcuse me. I didn't hear your answer.''

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Klingler.''

Klingler: ''1 believe 1'm having a little trouble hearing. I

believe the question was was there a question about the

rate of the fees and that is correct.''

Speaker Churchill: 'Representative Hartke.W

Hartke: 'fYes, and that has been a...that has been addressed and

so forth and reached satisfaction with al1 parties,

including the Soil and Water Conservation Districts in the

State of Illinois: the realtors in Illinois and the home

builders and the Department of Agriculture. Am I correct?''

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Klingler.?

Klingler: ''That's correct.ll

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Hartke.''

Hartke: ''Thank you very much. I conclude my questions.''
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Speaker Churchill: f'Further discussion? The Gentleman from

Kankakee, Representative Hovak.''

Novak: OThank you, Mr. Speaker. Will the Sponsor yield?''

Speaker Churchill: ''She indicates she will. Please proceed.''

Novak: PRepresentative Klingler, I'm over here. Hi! Hello!

Hello! Hi! Nice to see you this evening.o

Speaker Churchill: NRepresentative Novak, Representative Novak,

normally your seatmate is standing in front of you and no

one can see you.H

Novak: ''You look marvelous tonight, Representative Klingler.

want to congratulate you on your hard work tbat you've done

to try to work out this compromise with the Realtors

Association and the Department of Agriculture and the Soil

and Water Conservation Districts. Now, you're well aware of

what the NRIC'S are.o.the Nationalo.eNatural Resource

lnventory Reports.''

Speaker Churchill: lRepresentative Klinglere'

Klingler: ''Yes, I'm certainly aware and they are extremely

important that those be carried out before any development

is to occur.''

Speaker Churchill: 'Representative Novak.'

Novak: NAnd the reason, think this Bill was filed was because

there was some serious concerns in certain counties,

think Sangamon County was one, about the administration of

these reports. Can you elaborate a little bit on why this

Bill was filed?''

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Klingler.''

Klingler: HT think that there were concerns that a number of

counties, one oi the county concerns was Sangamon. What #s

perhaps unusual is we have a very strong Regional Planning

Commission in Sangamon County that it, in fact, addressed

on its own many of those same needs.''
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Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Novak.'

''Yes, thank you. And is the Department of Agriculture on 1Novak:
board on this sill? Are they neutral or are they for it or

what's the...What is their position?''

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Klingler.''
;

Klingler: ''Mr.poRepresentative, the Department of Agriculture is (
very strongly supportive of the Bill and the Soil and Water 1

IConservation District has a sheet indicating that it's

neutral on the Bill, although it did approve the language.''

1Speaker Churchill: lRepresentative Novak
a
''

h
Novak: ''Thank you. And then once again: how are these Natural '

Resource Inventory Reports, hoW do Soil and Water 1
i

Conservation Districts assess fees on these things? Are 1
1

they charged by tHe thickness of the report? How much time

involved in the report? Some of the scientific evidence

that has to be put into a report, can you give me that

information, please.''

Speaker Churchtkt: ''Representatt/e Klingler.'' I

Klingler: 'Ves, I do have information, and in fact, that's one of

the issues that this Bill is to address. Because the way

they are assessed, in fact, has varied and also what has

been included in the report has varied. This Bill is an

attempt to standardize information throughout the state, so

that the same general amount of information and quality of

information will be provided from one county to another./

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Novak.''

Novak: ''So for our... Thank you. So for our friends in the Soil

and Water Conservation Districts, for those Legislators

that are concerned about that group of people, which they

lare fine people, this Bill in no way precludes them from 1
assessing a fee, correct?'' i

Speaker Churchill: 'Representative Klingler.''
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Klingler: ''That's correct and in fact: the Bill specifically

provides that the Soil and Water Conservation District may

charse reasonable fees to any person that makes a request

for services or receives benefits. And it further provides

that the schedule of fees shall be available to the general

public upon request.''

Speaker Cburchill: HRepresentative Novak.'

Novak: >Thank youy Speaker. And these fees...fees are usually

charged to Who? @hat type of people have to pay these

f C P S ? W

Speaker Churchill: fRepresentative Klingler.''

Klingler: 'The Bill and the existing Statute refers to a person

who receives the benefit on...in actual practice is usually

a realtor or developer who is making a proposal onoo.for

development on land./

Speaker Churchill: RRepresentative Novak./

Novak: ''Could these fees be assessed to municipal officers, such

as code inspectors or zoning officers, anyone associated

with local governments?''

Speaker Churchill: pRepresentative Klingler.r'

Klingler: >No, they're not. In faét, the Soil and Water

Conservation Districts provide a great deal of service, not

only to municipal agencies or counties, but even to the

Federal Governmento''

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Novak.''

Novak: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. To the Amendment. I'm 9oin9 to

support this Amendment. 1 think it's a reasonable

compromise that was worked out. And of course, it's taken

quite a bit of time and 1 want to congratulate the parties

jor trying to Work together the best they can. I think

this is the best possible accommodation we could reach with

respect to botb interests, so I would ask my colleagues to
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support your hmendment.'' i

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Novak stands in support of the
1

Amendment. Representative Durkin now moves the previous

question. All those in favor of moving the previous

question please signify by saying 'aye'; a11 those opposed

say 'nay'. In the opinion of the Chair, the 'ayes' have it

and the previous question is moved. Representative

Klingler, do you wish to close?'

Klinqler: ''Colleagues, I ask for the support of this Amendment

#2, which would become the 3ill.''

Speaker Churcbill: ''All those in favor of Floor Amendment 42 to

House Bill 944 signify by saying 'aye'; a1l those opposed

say 'nay'. In the opinion of the Chair, the 'ayes' have

it. Floor Amendment 42 is adopted. Mr. Clerk, further

Amendments?''

Clerk McLennand: '#No further Amendments, but a Fiscal Note has

been requested on the Bill, as amended, by Amendment #2.

The Note has not been filed.*

Speaker Churchill: ï'The Bill will remain on Second. Mr. Clerk,

please read House Bill 1123./

Clerk McLennand: ''House Bill 41123. The Bill's been read a

second time previously. Committee Amendment 41 was

adopted. Floor Amendment #2, offered by Representative

Maureen Murphy, has been approved for considerationo''

Speaker Churchill: f'The Lady from Cook, Representative Murphyz on

Floor Amendment 42.'1

Murphy, M.: NThank you: Mr. Speaker: Ladies and Gentlemen. Ves,

this is about the take notice, but what it will do by

agreement is extend the time period by 15 days that a

purchaser of a property sold due to delinquent property 1
taxes may file a notice with the county clerk. The time $

1period had been shortened from five mon*hs to four months
,

I
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and this is aqreed upon between the tax buyers and Cook

County Clerk David Orr's Office.''

Speaker Churchill: >Is there any discussion?''

Murphy, M.: OSo, it's originally...l urge your favorable

approval. Thank you.''

Speaker Churchill: ?Is there any discu'ssion? The Gentleman from

Cook, Representative Dart.''

Dart: 'Thank you. Will the Sponsor yield?'

Speaker Churchill: pshe indicates she will. Please proceedp?

Dart: ''Representative, what is theo..the necessary..oWhy is it

we're changing this period of time from four months and

adding 15 days to it?''

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Murphy.R

Murphy, M.: NRepresentative: statutorily at the six month

juncture, the penalty doubles. What we are finding by
practice is tbat some taK purchase,..tax dekinquent

property purchasers were waiting to the last minute ko send

out a notice, and With today's postal system of delivery,

oftentimes a person who is trying to redeem their property

tax purchase only had approximately 14 days with which to

make arrangements to do so. This in essence will extend by

15 days their ability and in the end they still do not.

The tax purchaser is still allowed at the six month

juncture double the rate of interest. So, we worked it out
between both groups and it's agreed upon. helps the tax

folks that are able to redeem their property and ...gets

more propertles back on the tax rolls and in good

standing.''

Speaker Churchill: PRepresentative Dart.''

Dart: ''Wou1d...Now who was involved in the negotiations? 1

recall that David Orr was someone who had been involved

with the initlal Bill. Who was involved with Because
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know that there were some concerns and there were some

negotiations that went on thoughe''

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Murphy.*

Murphy, M.: 'Paul Williams was representing Clerk David Orr's

office and he had indicated to me he was in conversation

with Ron Swanson, who was working on behalf of the tax

purchasersa'

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Dart.''

Dart: Hokay. And the purpose of this, just so can get it
straight, Representative, it's pro-consumer. Is that

correct or is...this is not something that was put together

by the buyers?''

Speaker Churchill: HRepresentative Murphy.%

Murphy, M.: ''Those that have the ability to pay will be paying

and getting the taxes back on or the tax purchasers, as

their right is will then become the owners of that

property. Either way, the governments win, the people that

can make arrangements in a more timely way could win or the

tax purchasers win. So it's a win, win, win scenario, I

believe, Representative.''

Speaker Churchill: lRepresentative Dart.?

Dart: ''And this would have no other effect other than that as iar

as the take notice goes. It will not impact any of the

other procedures involved here?''

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Murphyo''

Murphy, M.: ''No, only...You're correct. It will not have any

other effect other than the 15 days additional with which

notice can be given.''

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Dart.''

Dart: ''Representative, the Amendment merely makes the change to

the Bill as it was in its original form. This leaves in

the contents of Amendment 1. This does not disturb that
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portion of the Bill?''

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Murphy.''

Murphye M.: lcommittee àmendment 41 is not in there. Floor

Amendment #2 would be adding to the 3ill, the 15 days, so

Amendment 42 adds to the Bi1l.*

Speaker Churchill: RRepresentative Dart.'

Dart: ''But. just so I'm clear then, Committee Amendment /1 is on

the Bill and it's not affected at a1l by Amendment #2,

correct?n

Speaker Churchill: 'Representative Murphy.'

Murphy, M.: ''Xes.''

Speaker Churchill: lRepresentative Dart.'

Dart: ''No turther questions.''

Speaker Churchill: 'lBeing no further discussion, Representative

Murphy, to close.''

Murphy, M.: ''I urqe your favorable approval of this Amendment.

It has been agreed to by the parties that are affected by

this. And again, it is...it allows those that can to have

the needed time to pay up on their delinquent taxes.p

Speaker Churchill: nAll in favor of Floor Amendment 42 to House

Bill 1123, signify by saying faye'; a1l those opposed say

'nay'. In the opinion of tbe Chair, the 'ayes' have it and

Floor Amendment #2 to House Bill 1123 is adopted. Further

Amendments, Mr. Clerk?''

Clerk McLennand: NFloor Amendment #3, offered by Representative

Maureen Murphy, is approved for consideration.?

Speaker Churchill: ''The Lady from Cook, Representative Murphy.e

Murphy, M.1 ''Yes, we had a technical Amendment and that's why we

bring it to the floor. The technical ehange was

accidentally inserted in Committee Amendment #l. Amendment

#3, as amended in the Title and the Introductory Clause of

Section 5. by replacing 10-30, 15-180 each times it appears
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in Section 5, deleting a1l Sections of Section 10-30.''

Speaker Churchill: HIs there any discussion? The

Gentleman.o.Representative Darton

Dart: ''Thank you, Representative. Amendment 43 is amending the

Bill as amended, correct?''

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Murphy.''

Murphy, M.: ''It is.''

Speaker Churchill: pRepresentative Darto''

Dart: PAnd by adding the additional language dealing with 10-30

and fifn owhat does that do?''

Speaker Churchill: NRepresentative Murphy.''

Murphy, M.: NWe are just changing an 'and' to a 'or' so as not

to...I'm sorry. In the Amendment #l, an 'and' had been

changed to an 'or' and this puts it back to its oriqinal

format and intent.''

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Dart.''

Dart: ''So, a11 references to 10-30 will be removed now. Is that

correct?p

Speaker Churchill: NRepresentative Murphyo''

Murphy, M.: >1t is still in law. lt has no place in this Bi11.''

Speaker Churchill: ORepresentative Dart.l

Dart: 'Okay, yeah, that's a11 I was trying to get squared away.

mean we Weren't repealing 10-30 in the law, but we're

just removing references oi it to.o.in this Bill?>
Speaker Churchill: 'Representative Murphy.''

Murphy, M.: NThat's correctp Representative. It's a technical

correction and it does not remove 10-30, only the reference

to it in the Amendment that kas previously discussed.''

Speaker Churchill: ''There bein: no further discussion,

Representative Murphy, to close.''

Murphy. M.: ''Aqain: T urge your favorable approval. It will help

those that We discussed earlier, and it's an agreed upon
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Speaker Churchill: ''All those in favor of Floor Amendment 43 to

House Bill 1123 signify by saying 'aye'; any opposed say

'nay'. In the opinion of the Chair, the 'ayes' have

Floor Amendment 43 to House Bill 1123 is adopted. Further

Amendments, Mr. Clerk?''

Clerk McLennandk ''No further Amendments. A Fiscal Note, a State

Mandates Note, and Home Rule Note have been requested on

the Bill, as amended, by Amendments 42 and 3. They have

not been filed.'

April 27, 1995

Speaker Churchill: pThe Bill will remain on Second Reading. Mr.

Clerk, what's the status of House Bill 9447/

Clerk McLennand: 'lHouse Bill 4944 had been held on the Order of

Second Readinq, pending a Fiscal Note request for the Bill

as amended by number...Amendment #2. That Fiscal Note has

now been filed.''

Speaker Churchill: ''Third Reading. Mr. Clerk, please read Bouse

Bill 1322.*

Clerk McLennand: 'House Bill 41322. The Bill's been read a

second time previously. No Floor Amendmentsw?

Speaker Churchill: PThird Reading. Mr. Clerk, read House Bill

1322 on Third Reading.p

Clerk McLennand: ''House Bill #1322, a Bill for an Act that amends

the Alternative Health Care Delivery Act. Third Reading of

this House 3ill.''

Speaker Churchill: 'The Gentleman from Jersey? Representative

Rxderz'

Ryder: ''Thank gou, Mr. Speaker. This is a Bill that we discussed

earlier today when I adopted an Amendment on behalf of the

Illinois Department of Public Hea1th. There are also

portions of the Bill that are there for some other

post-surgical care recovery centers, which is the main part
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of the Bill, a children's respite care center and also we

talked about an application withdrawal that we had

discussed previously. 1'11 be happy to answer any

questions.''

Speaker Churchill: *Is there any discussion? The Chair

recognizes the Lady from Cook, Representative Schakowsky.?

Schakowsky: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Will the Gentleman yield?''

Speaker Churchill: ''He indicates he kill. Please proceed.''

Schakowsky: ''Okay. Representative: I'm looking for the analysis

here, but the portion that 1 was interested in yesterday, I

thought, it seems like yesterday, wasn't yesterday?

I...whatever! Was the creation of a new category of care -

children's respite care centers, and I wanted to know the

genesis of this. This is thle first time this concept has

appeared beiore this Body that I am akare of. It seems to

me a significant change? and I'd like to know a little

history of where this has come from.''

Speaker Churchill: WRepresentative Ryder.''

Ryder: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. I'd be happy to answer the

question, but first 1 have to confer with Staff.''

speaker Churchill: ''Representative Granberg, will you please give

Representative Ryder the correct answer so that he can tell

Representative Schakowsky. Representative Ryder, are you

prepared now that you've conversed with Representative

Granberg?'f

Ryder: ''Yes, I have had a short briefing and...don't leave.

Representativeo..'

Speaker Churchill: RGives you a bad answer, then leaves you, huh,

Ryderl''

Ryder: 'Representative, this... apoloqize for the frivolity.

What youdre askin: is a serious question and I will give

you a serious answer. A children's respite care center, as
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a demonstration projects, this would provide a home-like 1
setting for temporary respite care for those that are

medically frail or technologicallg dependent children,
clinically stable up to age 18 for no more than 11 days.

Let me expand a little bit on that concept, if I may.

Children that perhaps are on a ventilator, children that

perhaps require very aggressive kinds of medical treatment,

that requiresp..that require the parents to not leave the

children alone. Itfs been my experience when l've talked

to these parents: perhaps you've had the same experience,

that the demands of those children, although the parents

love them, the demands on those cbildren take away from the

opportunities for tbe parents to be with other children.

And what this would provide is an opportunity for those

parents to perhaps take some time out by placing their

children in a respite care where they could be confident of

the care provided those children. And yet, it's only on a

temporary basis. It's not meant to be long term. Does

that help that...Does that help to explain the issue,

Representative.f'

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Schakowsky.''

Schakowsky: qRepresentative, in talking to one of the lobbyists

for the people who helped draft the Bill, my understanding

was that there *as a situation with a family in Dupage

County who needed this kind of service and I

understand..aWell, this is the way it was eKplained to me,

that there *as a particular situation, and I'm sure there

are many such situations, but it seems to me to create this

whole new category of care centers wouldo..And this

authorizes eight of themy as I understand it, around the

state without any kind of a debate in committee or input or

testimony from people who either want it or don't, seems to
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me does not sive the proper attention that this kind of

policy change really deserves. Would you comment on that.
''

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Rydero'l

Ryder: ''Representative, I'm shocked. If I had known that this was

a Dupage County Bill, I wouldn't be sponsoring it, you

know. It is not...lt is not for all of those...well, except

those folks from Dupage. They can believe that it is# but

it is not. It's meant for statewide application. It is a

pilot project. We're going to try it to see if it works.

1 think it's a sound idea, particularly for the parents,

particularly for the parents of these children. They

devote their whole lives, their Whole beingp their whole

time to the children out of love. They reach burnout,

pretty much like we're reaching at this time of night. And

as a result, they need respite, and they need someplace

they can place those children, where those children can be

cared in a stable settingo'

Speaker Churchill: HRepresentative Schakowsky.n

Schakowskyk ''Well, maybe at this time of night: we need a

legislative respite center or somethinq like that that

might be an additional Amendment to the Bill. My

understanding is there exists only one of these at the

current time that it is in Naperville. and still I would

argue that without the kind of scrutiny that this kind of

major new development, this creation of a new entity, that

this is premature? I would say.''

Speaker Churchill: ''Further discussion? The Gentleman from

Kankakee, Representative Novako''

Novak: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Representative Ryder, think

thiG subject WaG discusGed quite extenGively the other day
and I think Representative Ryder in explaining this in

detail, thisa.ol guess I'm getting up and speaking in maybe
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a selfish manner, but this certainly helps the hospital in

my area and a feW other areas and around the State of

Illinois. Tbese bospitals were qualified. They did

receive their prescribed points. We're just trying to
broaden the system here to allow these other facilities to

come within this new concept of health care provisions, so

I certainly would ask my colleagues on my side of the aisle

to support this legislation.n

Speaker Churchill: 'Representative Novak stands in support of the

Bill. Representative Durkin now moves the previous

question. All those in favor of movin: the previous

question signify by saying 'aye'; any opposed say 'nay'.

In the opinion of the Chair, the 'ayes' have it. The

previous question is moved. Representative Ryder, to

closeo' Representative Ryder moves for passage of House

Bill 1322. The question isz 'Shall House Bill 1322 pass?'

K11 those in favor vote 'aye'; a1l those opposed vote

'nay'. The voting is open. This is final action. Have

a11 voted who wish? Have all voted who wish? Have al1

voted who wish? Mr. Clerk, take the record. On this

question, there are l15 voting 'aye', none votinq 'nay',

and l votinq 'present'. And this 3ill, having received a

Constitutional Majority, is hereby declared passed. Mr.
Clerk, What's the status of House Bill 1123?*

Clerk McLennand: PHouse Bill 1123 had been held on the Order of

Second Readin: pending the filing of a State Mandates Note

and a Fiscal Note on the Bill as amended by Amendments 42

and 3. Those Notes have been filed./

Speaker Churchill) ''Third Reading. We'll now proceed to the

Order of House Bills Third Reading. Mr. Clerk, please

read HouGe Bill 2445.4:

clerk McLennand: ''House Bill 42445, a Bill for an Act amending
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the Juvenile Court Act of 1987. Third Reading of this

House Bill.''

Speaker Churchill: 'The Gentleman from Cook, Representative

Zabrocki.''

Zabrocki: ''Mr. Speaker, we will consider clarifying lanquage as

we sent over to the Senate. Two staffs have gotten

together and found out what the problem was.''

Speaker Churchill: 9Is there any discussion? The Gentleman from

St. Clair, Representative Hoffmang''

Hoffman: ''So...so the problem that was...was pointed out earlier,

you're going to attempt to change in the Senate??

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Zabrocki.''

Zabrocki: PThe two staffs have gotten together and decided..gand

decided What the problem was and have it straightened out.?

Speaker Churchill: HRepresentative Hoifmanw''

Hoifman: NWhy 1...1 think we told you what the problem was and

now you know what the problem is, and you're qoing to try

and straighten it out in the Senate. Is that right??

Speaker Churchill: RRepresentative Zabrocki.''

Zabrocki: PWe don't think there's a problem, but we've identified

the clarifying language, okaygo

Speaker Churchill: lRepresentative Hoffmanp''

Hoffman: ''So, what exactly is the potential problem then?''

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Zabrocki.''

Zabrocki: ''We don't see it as a problem.'

Speaker Churchilll PRepresentative Hoffman, on the perceived

problem.l

Hoffman: @So...so it's your position that the language is

flawless and what we're passing now is what you would like

to see sent to the Governor's desk?''

Speaker Churchill: pRepresentative Zabrocki.f

zabrocki: ''We would be pleased if that were to happen.''
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Speaker Churchill: MRepresentative Hoffmano''

Hofiman: HWell...so...so the, the technical flaw that set forth

a.w.that failed to set forth a mandatory minimum term of

imprisonment for individuals found to be habitual juvenile
offenders under the provisions of existing law. You're

saying that's not a flaw at all?''

Speaker Churchill: NRepresentative Zabrocki.f

Zabrocki: ''We're saying this wi1l go through legislative process

and end up where it should be.''

Speaker Churchill: PRepresentative Hoffmano''

Hoffman: HWel1, Jill's here now. And what about this.n look on

page 5, line 1 through l3, Representative.?

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Zabrocki.'

Zabrocki: ''Could you repeat your question?'

Speaker Churchill: 'Representative Hoffman, for the repeat.''

Hoffman: *We11, the page where the problem was earlier, regarding

that it was page 37 of the Amendment.''

Speaker Churchill: 'I'm sorry, Representative Hoffman. Was that

a question?''

Hoffman: ''I'm asking him to please go to that. And the Amendment

contains a technical flaw in tbat it...it fails to set

forth a mandatory minimum term of imprisonment for

individuals found to be habitual juvenile offenders under
the provisions of existing law. Thatls lines 15 through

30. Now, if you want to do that and you want to pass

flawed legislation and not set éorth the mandatory minimum

term of imprisonment for individuals found to be habitual

juvenile offenders, we can just do that. But to...to say

that it isn't flawed, at least, I mean let's at least be

honest and say we're going to try and fix it.

Eithero..either you agree that there's a problem with it or

you don't. Which is it?''
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Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Zabrocki.''

Zabrocki: lWe're qoing to clarify the language through the

Senate.''

Speaker Churchill: RRepresentative Hoffmano''

Hoffman: ''okay. So, three minutes later there is a problem. And

the problem is on page 37, lines 15 through 30, and wefre

going to try and correct it in the Senate. Is that right?''

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Zabrocki.''

Zabrocki: PYou are correct? it was four minutes.'

Speaker Churchill: HRepresentative Hoffman.p

Hoffman: pI...Well, what I'd like to do, I mean, we want to vote

for the Bill, okay. We on this side of the aisle think the

idea of the Bill is good. The problem is, is we don't

want...lill says the Bill is good and we on this side of

the aisle would...would like to vote for it. The problem

is, we don't want to vote for something that would not set

out the mandatory minimum term of prison for individuals

who are found to be habitual juveniles, offenders. That

could be a problem, because it could be perceived as being

soft on crime potentially. Now, if you want to pass a Bill

that could be perceived as belng soft on crlme, go ahead,

pass it. But, if you're willing to make the commitment

that you're going to change it and clear up the technical

flaw in the Senate, We on this side of the aisle will be

willing to go along witb you. Pass this good Bill. Ii you

make that commitment that you're going to Work with the

Senate to take care of the technical flaw.''

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Zabrocki.''

Zabrocki: ''Trust me, you'll be comfortable with it when we're

through with ito''

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Hoffman.''

Hoffman: oWell, Sir, 1 have 21 seconds to call you soft on crime.
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I'm not goinq to do I'm goinq to try and help you pass

the Bill, but will you just please promise to do that,
because I think it's very important to people on this side

of the aisle, people on that side of the aisle. I'm being

very serious. :'R not tryinq to mess around.
M

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative zabrocki.''

zabrocki: %We will clarify the lanquage for you and you'll be

comfortable with it.n

Speaker Churchill: lRepresentative Hoffman says thank you.

Representative Hoffman, would you please just... The
Gentleman from...the Gentleman from Cook, Representative

Durkin, now moves the previous question. All those in

favor of moving the previous question, signify by saying

'aye'; any opposed say 'nay'. In the opinion of the Chair
,

the 'ayes' have it and the previous question is moved.

Representative Zabrocki, to close.''

zabrocki: ''Gentlemen, I'd appreciate your support./

Speaker Churcbill: RTbe question is, 'Sball House Bill 2445

pass?' All those in favor vote 'aye'; all those opposed

vote 'nay'. Voting is open. This is final action. Have

all voted who wish? Have al1 voted who wish? Have al1

voted who wish? Mr. Clerk, take the record. On this

question, there are ll0 'ayes', no 'nays', and 6 voting

'present'. And this Bill, havinq received a Constitutional

Majority, is hereby declared passed. House Bills Third

Reading. Mr. Clerk, please read the Motion.
l

Clerk McLennand: NMotion from Representative Black. move the

final passage of House Bills 375, 527 , 838, 999, 1171,

1279: 1281, 1461, 1462, 1465, 1470, 1475, 2106, 2108: 2177,

2403, 2404, 2407.../

Speaker Churchill: ,Al1 those in favor will vote 'aye'. All

those opposed will vote 'nay'. Mr. Clerk, the voting is
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al1 voted who wish? Have a1l voted who wish?open. Have

Have all voted who wish? Mr. Clerk, take the record. On

this question, there are 68 votinq 'aye', 27 voting 'nay',

and 7 votin: 'present'. And those 3ills, having received a

Constitutional Amendment (sic Majority), are bereby
declared passed. Representative Black now moves that the

House stands adjourned until Friday, April 27th at the bour
of 9:00 a.m. A1l those in favor signify by sayinq 'aye';

any opposed say 'nay'. In the opinion of the Chair, the

'ayes' have it. And the House does now stand adjourned
until Friday, April 27, 1995, at the hour of 9:00 apm. The

House is adjourned.''
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H8-1229 HELD 0N SECOND
:8-1279 TRIRD READING
HB-1281 THJHD REâDING
H8-1303 THIRD READING
H8-1322 SECOND REZDING
g8-1322 TKIRD READING
H8-132) HELD ON SECOND
HB-138R THIRD READIVG
:8-1k59 THIHD READING
HB-1%61 THIBD READTKG
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H8-1462 THIRD READIKG PâGE 368
HB-1R65 THIRD REâDING P&GE 366
RB-1k70 IBIRD READING PAGE 368
HB-1RT5 TBIRD EEàDING PACE 368
H8-1512 HELD 0N SECOND PAGE 93
HB-1513 HELD ON SECOND PAGE 93
H8-1522 HELD ON SECOND PAGE 93
83-1523 THIRD READING PAGE 19;
HB-161Q SECOND READING PAGE 278
HB-1610 THIRD HEADING PAGE 283
HB-16k8 HELD CK SECQND Pâ6E 93
HB-1660 HEL9 0N SECOND PAGE 93
:8-1691 HELD 0H SECOND PàGE 93
H8-1725 TBIRD READING PâGE 24T
BB-17k1 XBIRD AEADING PAGE 251
HB-17R9 RECALLED PAGE 91
HB-1850 THIRD REâDING PàGE 309
H8-1855 RECALLED PAGE 260
88-1866 HELD ON SECOND PâGE 93
BB-1900 THIRD READING PAGE 313
RB-19Y8 HELD OX SECQKD PâGE 93
H8-2076 THIRD READING PAGE 314
HB-20T9 HELD 0N SECOND PàGE j3
H8-2106 THIRD READING PAGE 368
HB-21O8 THIRD READING PAGE 368
HB-21%0 THIPD READING PAGE 261
HB-217Y THIRD READING PAGE 368
H8-2205 THIRD REâDING PAGE 51
H8-2221 SECOND READING PAGE 31
88-2221 HELD ON SECOND PAGE 93
H8-2223 HELD ON SECOND PAGE 93
R8-223% BELD OX 3ECO5D PAGE 93
H8-2284 RELD ON SZCQND PAGE 93
83-229% THIHD READING PAGE 322
H8-2317 THIRD READING PâGE 31
83-2337 SECOND REâDING PâGE 206
H8-2337 THIRD PEADING PAGE 215
H3-2338 TKIRD RENDING - u PâGE j: 326; H3-2345 TBIRDIREADING 1lr.F PAGE-JS 329
R9-2358 HELD 0: SECOND u',L,h; PâGE/? 93H3

-2403 TRIRD READING PâGE 368
HB-2:0% THIRD REâDING PAGE 368
BB-2R0T TBIRD REàDING PAGE 368
H8-2445 THIRD READING PAGE J64
H8-2:45 0UT OF RECORD PàGE 331
HB-24T2 HELD ON SECOND PâGE 93
83-2479 HELD 0N SECOND PâGE 93
88-2:81 BELD ON SECOND PZGE 93
83-2:82 HELD 0: SECOKD PAGE 93
H8-248% HELD ON SECOND PAGE 93
83-2485 HELD ON SECOND PAGE 93
H8-2:86 HELD 0: SECOND PâG: 9%
BB-2%87 HELD ON SECOND PàGE 94
88-2:88 RELD 0N SECOND PZGE 94
HB-2R89 HELD Oq SECQKB PAGE 9%
H8-2:90 HELD ON SECOND PAGE 94
HB-2#91 MELD ON SECOMD PâGE 9%
H3-2492 HELD ON SECOND PAGE 94
83-2495 RELD 0N SECOND PAGE 94
SB-0064 FIRST REâDING PAGE 2
SB-0130 FIRST READIMG PAGE 2
SB-0317 FIRST READING PâGE 2
38-0320 FIRST READING PAGE 2
SB-0331 FIRST REâDING PâGE 2

I
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:8-0349 FIRST REâDING PAGE 3
58-0398 FIRST READING PâGE 3 !
SB-0%33 FIRST READING PAGE 3 !SB

-0524 FIRST READING PAGE 3
58-0533 FIRSI READING PâGE 3
SB-053k FIRST READING PAGE 3
sB-0540 FIRST READIMG PAGE 3
58-0562 FIRST READING PAGE 3
sB-05T9 FIRST READING PâGE 3
58-0528 FIRST READING PAGE 3
s8-0613 FIRST READING PAGE 3
SB-0616 FIRST READING PAGE 3
SB-0T06 FIRST REâDING PâGE 3
SB-0718 FIRSI READIMG PACE 3
SB=0741 FIRST READING PâGE 3
58-0826 FIRST REâDIMG PâGE 3
s8-0832 FIRST READING PàGE 4
58-0838 FIRST READING PâGE k
58-0846 FIRST READING PAGE R
SB-084T FIRST READING PAGE 4
:8-0885 FIRST READING PAGE V
58-0949 FIRST READING . PAGE : .

58-0958 FIRST READING PàGE y
SB-0974 FIRST READIVG PAGE R
58-0995 FIRS; READING PâGE'- %
s8-0998 FIRST READING - PAGE 4
SB-1028 FIRST REâDIMG . PâGE R
SB-1038 FIRST REâDING PAGE 4
SB-1080 FIRST REZDING PAGE k
SB-1081 FIRST READING PACE %
:8-1082 FIRST READING PâGE k
SB-1089 FIRST READING PAGE R
58-1093 FIRST READING PAGE 5
SB-1387 FIRS; REàZING PAGE 5
HR-0041 FILED PâGE 171
HR-0041 àDOPTED PâGE 3R%
HR-0041 RESOLUTION OFFERED PAGE 3kk
sJR-0043 FILED PâGE 100

' - ' l ; LJ'' ' 1 1: ) -L S) qj W9 u. b
SUBJECT HATTER -.

HOUSE T0 ORDER - REPRESENTATIVE CHURCHILL PâGE 1
PRAXEB - FAIRER KIERAN KEMNEE PAGE 1
PLEDGE OF ALLEGIâMCE PAGE 2
ROLL CALL FCR àTTEKDâNCE PâGE 2
REPRESENTATIVE BLACK 1$ CHAIR PAGE 25
COHHITTEE REPORTS PAGE 50
SPEAKER DANIELS 1$ CHAIR PAGE 51
RECESS PâGE 91
HOBSE T0 ORDER - REPRESENTâTIVE CHURCHILL PAGE 99
COMHITTEE REPORTS PâGE 99
REPRESEXTâTIVE KVBIK IN CHAIH PAGE 1)1
REPRESENTâTIVE HOJCIK IN CHâIR PAGE 18)
CQMMITTEE REPORXS PâGE 197
REPRESENTATIVE RYDER IN CHAIR PAGE 21T
COHHITTEE REPORTS PAGE 260
REPRESEMTATIVE CHPRCHILL IN CHAIR PAGE 30V
ADJOURNMEKT PAGE 369


